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Director’s

Message

The 28th meeting of the Internet Engineering Task Force was held in Houston, Texas,
November1-5, 1993. The meeting was co-hosted by SESQUINET
and Rice University,
and our thanks and appreciation go out to Bill Manningand to all the others who
helped with the terminal room and the social event.
I’m not sure how much longer the growth of the IETF meetings can continue. This
was one of the top IETF meetings based on attendance with just over 635 registered
attendees in Houston, makingthis the third largest meeting to date (slightly exceeding
the Washington D.C. meeting which had 633 attendees).
The numberof first time attendees remained close to the 200 mark. There were 173
first time attendees at the Houston meeting (approximately 27%). About 100 people
showed up for the Newcomers’Orientation on Sunday afternoon.
Multicast

IETF Meetings

Fromthe multicast perspective, things keep growing and growing, and it is impossible
to guess how manypeople are "listening in" during the IETF meetings. There were
more than 600 hosts on the receiving end of the Houston IETF multicast effort, up
from approximately 400 hosts on-line during the Amsterdam meeting. The number
of countries listening in stayed the same at 16. This technology is increasing the
numberof virtual attendees at these meetings, and coverage is not limited to the
technical presentations and plenaries. The broadcast system is on wheels, and it is
not uncommon
to see the multicast volunteers (from the host group) wheeling a cart
from working group to working group meeting!
The IETF is Going "Green"
Recognizing the concern for the environment, and the focus on electronic distribution of information for which the Internet is famous, the IETF consensus during the
Thursday afternoon Open Plenary was to begin movingtowards an electronic version
of the meeting proceedings. This effort will reduce the paper requirements (saving
trees) and the overall cost of printing and distributing the proceedings.
The IETF Secretariat has always made the minutes available in the IETF shadow
directories, but this is not an electronic version of the proceedings. They do not
include the overheads from the technical presentations or those used during working
group meetings. Obviously these must be included in the electronic proceedings.

It is also understood that merely having files available for copying via FTPis not
sufficient, and there is muchmore that can, and will, be done.
The Secretariat is already examiningwhat must be done in order to provide electronic
proceedings. Weare looking into how we might be able to store and provide the
overhead materials, and we are looking into the hardware and software needed to
scan the overheads and create some transportable file (i.e. Postscript). Manyof the
overheads used are created on workstations and computers that have the capability
of producing Postscript files (and other formats as well), and this will be factored
into our process.
Obviously, there will be no shortage of suggestions and techniques (indeed, these are
already coming in). It should be noted that this will be conducted as an experiment
for the Seattle IETF meeting and there will be manychanges suggested in the future
as we gather experience and take advantage of new technologies and capabilities.
The Secretariat will also be looking into howthis information can be provided to
the Internet community.Initially, we are planning to makeeveryt.hing available via
gopher. Future plans include investigating the options of other mechanismssuch as
hyper-text and possibly distributing the proceedings on CD-ROM.
In fact, depending on storage requirements and capabilities (not to mention demand), it might
possible to create a single CDwith the proceedings for an entire year. I can just see
it now, the IETF’s Greatest Hits of 1994!
There will be a change in the registration form for the Seattle IETF meeting in 1994.
People will be asked to indicate if they want to receive a printed copy of the proceedings. Rememberthat this is an experiment, and make your choice appropriately.
What a Year!
This has been quite a year for the IETF. Webegan the year with IPNGcandidate
demonstrations in the terminal room at Columbus, status updates in Amsterdam,
and the consolidation of SIP and PIP into a single effort by the Novembermeeting.
Another first-time event at the Columbus IETF meeting was the announcement of
newmembersto the IESGand IAB. This was the first implementation of the selection
process defined by the POISEDWorking Group.
The IESGestablished a special ad-hoc Area for all the IPNGrelated working groups,
and by Novemberthe IPNGDirectorate had been announced, along with a six month
plan of action.
Weheld the first IETF meeting outside of North America, and future non-North
Americanmeetings are being planned as I write this message.

Multi-casting is no longer a "special" componentbut an integral part of the meetings
themselves. We’veseen the numberof receiving sites grow to more than 600 in over
15 countries.
And the world has discovered the Internet. A significant number of books have
appeared in bookstores, manyarticles are printed in the press, a cartoon appeared in
the NewYorker Magazine (see the Amsterdam proceedings), and even Doonesbury
has gotten into the act. More and more "mainstream" publications are carrying
information on the Internet. Moreand moreservices are being offered and discussed.
There are a numberof new products (user interfaces) that are available to all Interneters; new tools and features are anticipated all the time, and are being worked
on today. Capabilities we are only nowbeginning to conceptualize will probably be
designed, implemented, distributed, and re-implemented (good o1’ Version 2, eh?)
this time next year. Traditional concepts are being challenged and rethought as the
general public movesinto cyberspace.
Consider electronic publication.., this is/will be muchmore than merely having the
articles and pictures, along with the cover and title pages, available on-line for electronic distribution or browsing. The entire concept of books will be re-examined as
one considers the capabilities available today (and conceptualize what could be available tomorrow).., additional references, use of new technologies such as hypertext,
knowbots, links to reference material and even more.., two-waycommunication!Just
imagine an application where a "reader" can ask the author to elaborate on a concept,
clarify with additional examples, or even to submit additional queries.
"Mayyou live through interesting times" is an ancient Chinese curse. However,I am
looking forward to more interesting times as new capabilities are provided and we
improve our ability to perceive what cyberspace has to offer.
Future Meetings
The next IETF meeting will be in Seattle, Washington the last week of March(March
28 - April 1, 1993). This meeting is being hosted by NorthWestNet.Following Seattle,
we will be travelling to Canada for the summermeeting which is scheduled to be in
Toronto, Ontario from July 25-29, 1994. The final meeting of 1994 will be in the San
Francisco Bay area; presently, the Secretariat staff are working with the host group
to identify the meeting time and place. Once this information is knownit will be
broadcasted to the IETF Announcementmailing list.
Note that information on future IETF meetings can always be found in the file
/ietf/0mtg-sites.txt
which is located on the IETF shadow directories.
Stephen J. Coya
Executive Director, IETF

IETF Progress

Report

The IESG and IETF have been very active since the AmsterdamIETF Meeting last
July; over 125 Internet-Drafts, 26 Protocol Actions, and over 65 RFCs.
Between the IETF meetings in Amsterdam, The Netherlands and Houston, Texas,
there were four new working groups created:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Remote Lan Monitoring (RMBONMIB)
Generic Internet Service Description (GISD)
Internet Stream Protocol V2 (ST2)
Routing over Large Clouds (ROLC)

and ten working groups were concluded:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
I0.

FDDI MIB (FDDIMIB)
Bridge MIB (BRIDGE)
IP Over Large Public Data Networks (IPLPDN)
Internet Message Extensions (822EXT)
Network News Transport Protocol (NNTP)
IEEE 802.3 HUB MIB (HUBMIB)
Token Ring Remote Monitoring (TRMON)
Chassis MIB (CHASSIS)
Host Resources MIB (HOSTMIB)
MIME-MHSInternetworking
(MIMEMHS)

Additionally,
July, 1993:

66 RFCs have been published since the Amsterdam IETF meeting in

RFC

Status Title

RFC1440
RFC1467
RFC1477
RFC1478
RFC1479

E
I
I
PS
PS

RFC1482
RFC1483
RFC1484

I
PS
E

RFC1485

PS

RFC1486

E

SIFT/UFT:Sender-Initiated/Unsolicited
File Transfer
Status of CIDRDeployment in the Internet
IDPR as a Proposed Standard
An Architecture for Inter-Domain Policy Routing
Inter-Domain Policy Routing Protocol Specification:
Version 1
Aggregation Support in the NSFNETPolicy Routing Database
Multiprotocol Encapsulation over ATMAdaptation Layer 5
Using the OSI Directory to achieve User Friendly
Naming (OSI-DS 24 (vl.2))
A String Representation of Distinguished Names
(OSI-DS 23 (vS))
An Experiment in Remote Printing

RFC1487
RFC1488

PS
PS

RFC1489
RFCI490
RFC1491
RFC1492
RFC1493
RFC1494

I
DS
I
I
DS
PS

RFC1495
RFC1496

PS
PS

RFC1497
RFC1498
RFCIS00
RFCI501
RFCI502
RFCI503

DS
I
S
I
PS
I

RFCIS04
RFCI505
RFCI506

E
I

RFCI507
RFCI508
RFCI509
RFCI510
RFCI511
RFCI512
RFCI513

E
PS
PS
PS
I
PS
PS

RFCI514
RFCI515

PS
PS

RFCI516

DS

RFCI517

PS

RFCI518

PS

X.500Lightweight
Directory
AccessProtocol
The X.500StringRepresentation
of Standard
Attribute
Syntaxes
Registration of a Cyrillic Character Set
Multiprotocol Interconnect over Frame Relay
A Survey of Advanced Usages of X.500
An Access Control Protocol, Sometimes Called TACACS
Definitions of ManagedObjects for Bridges
Equivalences between 1988 X.400 and RFC-822Message
Bodies
Mapping between X.400 and RFC-822 Message Bodies
Rules for downgrading messages from X.400/88 to
X.400/84 when MIMEcontent-types are present in the
messages
BOOTPVendor Information Extensions
On the Namingand Binding of Network Destinations
INTERNET OFFICIAL PROTOCOL STANDARDS
OS/2 User Group
X.400 Use of Extended Character Sets
Algorithms for Automating Administration in SNMPv2
Managers
Appletalk Update-Based Routing Protocol: Enhanced
Appletalk Routing
Encoding Header Field for Internet Messages
A tutorial on gatewaying between X.400 and Internet
mail
DASS- Distributed Authentication Security Service
Generic Security Service Application Program Interface
Generic Security Service API: C-bindings
The Kerberos Network Authentication Service (V5)
CommonAuthentication Technology Overview
FDDI Management Information Base
Token Ring Extensions to the Remote Network
Monitoring MIB
Host Resources MIB
Definitions of ManagedObjects for IEEE 802.3 Medium
Attachment Units (MAUs)
Definitions of ManagedObjects for IEEE 802.3
Repeater Devices
Applicability Statement for the Implementation of
Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR)
An Architecture for IP Address Allocation with CIDR

RFC1519

PS

RFC1520
RFCI521

DS

RFC1522

DS

RFC1523
RFC1524
RFC1525

PS

RFC1526
RFC1527
RFC1528

I
I
E

RFC1529
RFC1530
RFC1531
RFC1532
RFC1533
RFC1534
RFC1535

PS
PS
PS
PS
I

RFC1536
RFC1537
RFC1538
RFC1539
RFC1540
RFC1541
RFC1542
RFC1543

S
PS
PS

Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR): an Address
Assignment and Aggregation Strategy
Exchanging Routing Information Across Provider
Boundaries in the CIDREnvironment
MIME(Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) Part
One: Mechanismsfor Specifying and Describing the
Format of Internet Message Bodies
MIME(Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) Part
Two: Message Header Extensions for Non-ASCII Text
The text/enriched MIMEContent-type
A User Agent Configuration MechanismFor Multimedia
Mail Format Information
Definitions of ManagedObjects for Source Routing
Bridges
Assignment of System Identifiers
for TUBA/CLNP
Hosts
What Should WePlan Given the Dilemma of the Network?
Principles of Operation for the TPC.INTSubdomain:
Remote Printing- Technical Procedures
Principles of Operation for the TPC.INTSubdomain:
Remote Printing- Administrative Policies
Principles of Operation for the TPC.INT,Subdomain:
General Principles and Policy
DynamicHost Configuration Protocol
Clarifications and Extensions for the Bootstrap
Protocol
DHCPOptions and BOOTPVendor Extensions
Interoperation
Between DHCPand BOOTP
A Security Problem and Proposed Correction With
Widely Deployed DNSSoftware
CommonDNSImplementation Errors and Suggested Fixes
CommonDNSData File Configuration Error
Advanced SNA/IP :A Simple SNATransport Protocol
The Tao of IETF - A Guide for NewAttendees of the
Internet Engineering Task Force
INTERNET OFFICIAL PROTOCOL STANDARDS
DynamicHost Configuration Protocol
Clarifications and Extensions for the Bootstrap
Protocol
Instructions to RFCAuthors
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TCP/UDPover CLNP-addressed Networks WG(tuba)
2(Peter Ford/LANL and Mark Knopper/Merit)

2TUBA
and TP/IXwill be meetingin joint session
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1330-1530
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Break
1330-1530

Thursday, November4, 1993 - Afternoon Sessions I
APP

OSI Directory Services WG(osids) (Steve Kille/ISODE)

INT

Internet Stream Protocol V2 WG(st2)
(Steve DeJarnett/IBM and Luca Delgrossi/IBM)

IPNG

Simple Internet Protocol WG(sip)
(Steve Deering/Xerox PARCand Bob Hinden/Sun)

MGT

ATMMIB WG(atommib) (Kaj Tesink/Bellcore)

OPS
RTG

Benchmarking Methodology WG(bmwg)
(Scott Bradner/Harvard)
NewInternet Routing and Addressing
Architecture BOF (nimrod) (Noel Chiappa
Isidro Castineyra/BBN)

RTG

RIP Version II WG(ripv2) (Gary Malkin/Xylogics)

SAP

Mail-based File Distribution BOF(mailftp)
(Marko Kaittola/FUNET and Urs Eppenberer/SWITCH)

SEC

Security AreaAdvisory Group(saag)( Steve Crocker / TIS

USV

Network Training Materials WG(trainmat)
(Jill Foster/UNewcastle-UpomTyne)

USV

Uniform Resource Identifiers
and Jim Fullton/UNC)

1530-1600

Break (Refreshments provided)

1600-1700

Technical Presentations

WG(uri) (Alan Emtage/Bunyip

"Federal Internetworking Requirements Panel (FIRP)
(Richard desJardins/NAS A)
"Intellectual Property Rights" (Vint Cerf/CNRI)
"Draft ISO/MOU"(Vint Cerf/CNRI)
1700-1930

Open Plenary and IESG
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FRIDAY, November 5, 1993
0830-0900

Continental Breakfast

0900-1200

Morning Sessions
APP

OSI Directory Services WG(osids) (Steve Kille/ISODE)

MGT

OPS

Uninterruptible
Power Supply WG(upsmib)
(Jeff Case/UTenn)
Network Joint Management WG(njm)
6(Gene Hastings/PSC)
6Network Status Reports WG(netstat) (Gene Hastings/PSC)

SAP

Domain NameSystem WG(dns) (Rob Austein/Epilogue)

OPS

Key to Abbreviations
APP Applications
GEN
INT

General Interest
Internet

IPNG IP: Next Generation
MGT
OPS
RTG
SAP
SEC
TSV
USV

Network Management
Operational Requirements
Routing
Service Applications
Security
Transport
User Services

Erik Huizer/SURFnet and
John Klensin/UNU
Stev Knowles/FTP Software and
Dave Piscitello/Bellcore
Scott Bradner/Harvard and
Allison Mankin/NRL
Marshall T. Rose/DBC
Scott Bradner/Harvard
Bob Hinden/Sun
Dave Crocker/SGI
Steve Crocker/TIS
Allison Mankin/NRL
Joyce K. Reynolds/ISI

6NJMand NETSTAT
will be meeting in joint session.
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IETF Overview

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is the protocol engineering, development, and
standardization arm of the Internet Architecture Board (IAB). The IETF began in January
1986 as a forum for technical coordination by contractors for the then USDefense Advanced
Projects Agency (DARPA), working on the ARPANET,US Defense Data Network (DDN),
and the Internet core gateway system. Since that time, the IETF has grown into a large
open international communityof network designers, operators, vendors, and researchers
concerned with the evolution of the Internet protocol architecture and the smooth operation
of the Internet.
The IETF mission includes:
1. Identifying and proposing solutions to pressing operational and technical problems in
the Internet;
2. Specifying the development (or usage) of protocols and the near-term architecture
solve such technical problems for the Internet;
3. Facilitating technology transfer from the Internet l~esearch Task Force (IRTF) to the
wider Internet community; and
4. Providing a forum for the exchange of relevant information within the Internet community between vendors, users, researchers, agency contractors, and network managers.
Technical activity on any specific topic in the IETF is addressed within working groups.
All working groups are organized roughly by function into ten technical areas. Each is led
by one or more area director who has primary responsibility
for that one area of IETF
activity. Together with the Chair of the IETF, these technical directors (plus, the Director
for Standards Procedures) compose the Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).
17
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which compose the IESG are:

IETF and IESG Chair
Applications
Internet
IP: Next Generation
Network Management
Operational Requirements
Routing
Security
Service Applications
Transport
User Services
Standards Management

Phill Gross/ANS
Erik Huizer/SURFnet
John Klensin/UNU
Stev Knowles/FTP Software
Dave Piscitello/Bellcore
Scott Bradner/Harvard
Allison Mankin/NRL
Marshall Rose/DBC
Scott Bradner/Harvard
Robert Hinden/Sun
Steve Crocker/TIS
Dave Crocker/SGI
Allison Mankin/NRL
Joyce K. Reynolds/ISI
A. Lyman Chapin/BBN

The IETF has a Secretariat, headquartered at the Corporation for National Research Initiatives in Reston, Virginia, with the following staff:
IETF Executive Director
IESG Secretary
IETF Meeting Coordinator
IETF Meeting Registrar
IETF Internet-Drafts
Administrator
IETF Administrative Support

Steve Coya
John Stewart
Megan Davies Walnut
Debra Legare
Cynthia Clark
Lois Keiper

The working groups conduct business during plenary meetings of the IETF, during meetings
outside of the IETF, and via electronic mail on mailing lists established for each group.
The IETF holds 4.5 day meetings three times a year. These plenary sessions are composed
of working group sessions, technical presentations, network status reports, working group
reporting, and an open IESG meeting. A Proceedings of each IETF plenary is published,
which includes reports from each area, each working group, and each Technical Presentation.
The Proceedings include a summaryof all current standardization activities.
Meeting reports, charters (which include the working group mailing lists),
and general
information on current IETF activities are available on-line for anonymousFTP from several
Internet hosts including ds.internic.net.

19
Mailing Lists
Much of the daily work of the IETF is conducted on electronic mailing lists. There are
mailing lists for each of the working groups, as well as an IETFgeneral discussion list and
an IETF announcement list. Mail on the working group mailing lists is expected to be
technically relevant to the working groups supported by that list.
To join the IETF announcementlist,

send a request to:

ietf-announce-request©cnri.reston.va.us
To join the IETF general discussion list,

send a request to:

ie~f-requesZ@cnri.reston.va.us
To join other mailing lists, send a request to the associated request list. All internet mailing lists have a companion "-request" list. Send requests to join a list to <listname>request @<listhost >.
Information and logistics about upcomingmeetings of the IETF are distributed on the IETF
announcementmailing list. For general inquiries about the IETF, requests should be sent
to ietf-info©cnri .res~con.va. us. An archive of mail sent to the IETF list is available for
anonymousFTP from the directory / ie~cf-mail- archive/ietf on cnri. reston, va. us.
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1.1. FUTUREIETF MEETINGSITES

1.1

Future

Spring

IETF Meeting

1994

Seattle, Washington
NorthWestNet and
The University of Washington
Host(s): Dan Jordt and Terry Gray
March28 - April 1, 1994
Status:
CONFIRMED

Summer 1994
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
University of Toronto
Host: Warren Jackson
July 25-29, 1994
Status:
CONFIRMED

Fall 1994
San Francisco Bay Area
Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Host: Bob Hinden
Possible Dates: Nov. 14-18, 1994
Dec. 5-9, 1994
Status:
TENTATIVE
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IETF Information

The Internet Engineering Task Force maintains up-to-date, on-line information on all of its
activities. This information is available via FTPand e-mail. Procedures for retrieving the
information are described below.

The IETF Directory
Belowis a list of the files available in the IETFdirectory and a short synopsis of what each
file contains.
Files prefixed with a 0 contain information about upcomingmeetings. Files prefixed with a
1 contain general information about the IETF. Working group charters and minutes are in
sub-directories under the working group acronym. Retrieve and view the lwg-summary.txt
file for a list of working groups and their acronyms.
FILE

NAME

0tao.txt

This file contains "A Guide for NewAttendees of the Internet
Engineering Task Force", RFC1539.

0mtg-agenda.txt

The current agenda for the upcoming IETF meeting, containing
scheduled working group meetings, technical presentations and
network status reports.

0mtg-at-a-glance.txt

The announcement for the upcoming IETF meeting, containing specific information on the date/location of the meeting,
hotel/airline
arrangements, meeting site accommodations and
meeting costs.

0mtg-rsvp.txt

A standardized RSVPform to notify the Secretariat of your plans
to attend the upcoming IETF meeting.

0mtg-sites.txt

Current and future meeting dates and sites for IETF meetings.

lid-guidelines.txt

Instructions for authors of Internet-Drafts.

liet f- description.txt

A short description
pate.

lwg-summary.txt

A listing of all current working groups, the working group Chairs
and their e-mail addresses, working group mailing list addresses,
and where applicable, documentation produced. This file also
contains the standard acronym for the working groups by which
the IETF and Internet-Drafts directories are keyed.

of the IETF, the IESG and how to partici-
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A single file containing an abbreviated version of all the current
working group charters.

Working groups have individual directories dedicated to their particular
directories contain the charters and meeting minutes for the group.

activities.

The

Minutes of Birds-of-a-Feather (BOF) sessions and area summaries of the IETF meetings
are grouped into directories
by meeting. The directory names are of the form YYmmm
(e.g., 92mar for the reports of the March1992 meeting). These directories do not include
the minutes of the working group meetings.
Whenusing FTP, the "cd" and "dir" commands will permit you to review what working
group files are available and the specific naming schemeto use for a successful anonymous
ftp request.

The Internet-Drafts

Directory

The Internet-Drafts directory has been installed to make available, for review and comment, draft documents that may eventually be submitted to the IESG and/or the RFC
Editor to be considered for publication as RFCs. These documents are indexed in the file
lid-abstracts.txt
in the Internet-Drafts directory. Commentsare welcomeand should be
addressed to the responsible person(s) whosenameand e-mail address are listed on the first
page of the respective draft.
FILE NAME
lid-abstracts.txt

This file lists the current Internet-Drafts and their pathnames.

lid-index.txt

This file contains an abbreviated listing of Internet-Drafts. This
contains only the document title, the filename and the posting
date.

For more information on writing and installing an Internet-Draft, see the file lid-guidelines
in the ietf directory, "Guidelines to Authors of Internet-Drafts."

The IESG Directory
The IESG directory contains the minutes of IESG meetings and regularly
report on protocols in the standards track.

updates status

1.2.
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FILE NAME
lprotocol_actions.txt

This file contains a list of protocols currently under consideration by the IESG.

lold_standards.txt

This file contains a list of Proposed and Draft Standards
eligible for advancement.

The minutes are contained in files named with the pattern:
iesg.YY-MM-DD
e.g.,

iesg.92-11-10
for the minutes of the meeting held on NovemberI0, 1992.

FTP Access
IETF Information is available by anonymousFTP from several sites.
US East Coast Address: ds.internic.net

(198.49.45.10)

US West Coast Address: venera.isi.edu

(128.9.0.32)

Europe Address: nic.nordu.net

(192.36.148.17)

Pacific Rim Address: munnari.oz.au (128.250.1.21)
The Internet-Drafts

on this machine are stored in Unix compressed form (.Z).

To retrieve this information via FTP, establish an anonymousFTP connection, then login
with username "anonymous". Use your e-mail address as the password. Whenlogged in,
change to the directory of your choice with one of the following commands:
cd ietf
cd internet-drafts
Individual files

can then be retrieved using the GETcommand:

get lwg-summary.txt
get 822ext/822ext-charter.txt
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E-mail Access
Internet-Drafts are available by mail server from ds.internic.net.
request:

To retrieve a file, mail

To: mailserv@ds.internic.net
Subject: Anything you want
In the body, put a commandof the form:
FILE/internet-draft s / lid- abstract s.txt
FILE/ietf/lwg-summary.txt
FILE/ietf/822ext/822ext-minutes-91jul.txt
PATHjdoe@somedomain.edu
where PATHlists

the e-mail address where the response should be sent.

1.3.

1.3
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TO A UTHORS OF INTERNET-DRAFTS

Guidelines
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to Authors of Internet-Drafts

The Internet-Drafts directories are available to provide authors with the ability to distribute
and solicit comments on documents they may submit as a Request for Comments(RFC).
Submissions to the directories should be sent to in’cerne’c-drafts©cm:i, reston, va.us.
Internet-Drafts are not an archival document series. These documents should not be cited
or quoted from in any formal document. Unrevised documents placed in the Internet-Drafts
directories have a maximum
life of six months. After that time, they must be submitted to
the IESG or the RFCEditor, or they will be deleted. After a document becomes an RFC,
it will be replaced in the Internet-Drafts directories with an announcementto that effect
for an additional six months.
Internet-Drafts are generally in the format of
documents maybe "rough" drafts. This format is
Internet-Draft shall be submitted in ASCIItext,
lines per page followed by a formfeed character.
acceptable.

an RFC, although it is expected that the
specified fully in RFC1111. In brief, an
limited to 72 characters per line and 58
Overstriking to achieve underlining is not

PostScript is acceptable, but only whensubmitted with a matching ASCII version (even if
figures must be deleted). PostScript should be formatted for use on 8.5xll inch paper. If
A4 paper is used, an image area less than 10 inches high should be used to avoid printing
extra pages when printed on 8.5xll paper.
There are differences between the RFCand Internet-Draft format. The Internet-Drafts are
NOT RFCs and are NOTa numbered document series.
The string "INTERNET-DRAFT"
should appear in the upper left hand corner of the first page. The document should NOT
refer to itself as an RFCor a draft RFC.
The Internet-Draft should neither state nor imply that it is a Proposed Standard. To do so
conflicts with the role of the RFCEditor and the IESG. The title of the documentshould not
infer a status. Avoid the use of the terms Standard, Proposed, Draft, Experimental, Historical, Required, Recommended,
Elective, or Restricted in the .title of the Internet-Draft.
All Internet-Drafts should include a section containing the following verbatim statement:
This document is an Internet-Draft. Internet-Drafts are working documents of
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), its areas, and its working groups.
Note that other groups may also distribute working documents as InternetDrafts.
Internet-Drafts are draft documentsvalid for a maximum
of six months. InternetDrafts maybe updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any time.
It is not appropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference material or to cite them
other than as a "working draft" or "work in progress."
To learn the current status of any Internet-Draft, please check the lid-abstracts.txt
listing contained in the Internet-Drafts ShadowDirectories on ds.internic.net,
nic.nordu.net, venera.isi.edu, or munnari.oz.au.
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The document should have an abstract section, containing a two-to-three paragraph description suitable for referencing, archiving, and announcing the document. This abstract
will be used in the lid-abstracts.txt
index and in the announcementof the Internet-Draft.
The abstract should follow the "Status of this Memo"section.
All Internet-Drafts should contain the full filename (beginning with draft- and including
the version number) in the text of the document. The filename information should, at
minimum,appear on the first page (possibly with the title).
For those authors submitting updates to existing Internet-Drafts, the choice of the file
name is easily determined (increase the version by 1). For new documents, send a message
to in"cerne~-draf’cs©cnri.reston.va.us
with the document title, if it is a product of a
working group (and the name of the group), and an abstract. The filename to be assigned
will be included in a response. Simply add the filename text to the document (ASCII AND
PostScript versions) and submit the Internet-Draft.
A document expiration date must appear on the first and last page of the Internet-Draft.
The expiration date is always six months following the submission of the document as
an Internet-Draft.
Authors can calculate the six month period by adding five days to
the date when the final version is completed. This should be more than enough to cover
the time needed to send the document or notification of the document’s availability
to
in~ernet-drafts@cnri,
reston,
va. us.
If the Internet-Draft is lengthy, please include, on the second page, a table of contents to
makethe document easier to reference.
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Area

Directors:
¯ Erik Huizer:erik.huizer©surfnet.nl
¯ John Klensin:klensin@infoods.unu.edu
Area Summary reported

by Erik Huizer/SURFnet

This is a short report on the Applications Area, with respect to the Houston IETF meeting
November 1993.
The Applications Area currently contains the following working groups:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP)
OSI Directory Services (OSIDS)
TELNET (TELNET)
TELNET TN3270 Enhancements (TN3270E)
X.400 Operations (X400OPS)

In addition, the Applications Area and the User Services Area jointly oversee the following
working groups:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Integrated Directory Services (IDS)
Integration of Internet Information Resources (IIIR)
Internet AnonymousFTP Archives (IAFA)
Networked Information Retrieval (NIR)
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI)
Whois and Network Information Lookup Service (WNILS)

The status of these groups is described in the User Services Area report.
The Internet Message Extensions (822EXT), MIME-MHS
Interworking (MIMEMHS),
Network News Transport Protocol (NNTP)Working Groups have disbanded since the last
meeting.
An open meeting of the Applications Area Directorate
Content BOF (MIMECONT)were held in Houston.

Applications

Area Directorate

(APPLES) as well as a MIME

(APPLES)

The goal of the meeting was to present an overview of the applications work that is going
on in the Applications and User Services area, possibly identify areas of commoninterest/overlap and discuss possible coordination.
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BOF (MIMECONT)

The reviews covered:
¯ Handling of SGMLfiles

over MIME

There was a lengthy discussion and a new proposal will be prepared that reflects the
comments.
¯ Structuring, beyond the "mixed," "alternative," "digest," and "parallel"
tions of RFC1521, of Multipart MIMEmessages

construc-

A new proposal is being prepared.
¯ Models for attribute-value
contact information

(or name-value) pairs over MIME,such as for personal

Discussions will continue using the 822ext mailing list.
in this area is likely.

Formation of a working group

¯ Mail delivery reports
There have been several proposals for specific formats for automatically-generated
reports about mail delivery or non-delivery. The review concluded that a working
group was needed in this area.
Languagedirectionality
The group reviewed a proposal for specifying the relationship between presentation
order (e.g., on a screen) and characters in the data stream for languages whose characters were written other than left-to-right.
The conclusion was that this capability
should not be added to text/plain, but should either use a different "text" subtype
or that the information needed should be identified by multiple special character set
names.
¯ Macintosh files

over MIME

The group reviewed the new proposals. Sometuning is still
be produced and reviewed via an extended Last Call.

Internet

Message

Access

Protocol

Working

needed. A new draft will

Group (IMAP)

A total of nineteen agenda items were considered. Considerable progress was made on all
fronts. One notable result: on Mondaythe group agreed that the acronym "IMAP"should
be remapped to the words "Internet Message Access Protocol" to better reflect what the
protocol has evolved into.
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Working

Group (OSIDS)

The OSIDSWorking Group will disband and their work items will be partitioned
number of new groups:

among

Schema and naming (Sri Sataluri)
Lightweight protocols (Tim Howes)
Indexing DSAsand centroids (Simon Spero)
IP representation in X.500 (Glenn Mannsfield)
Detailed proposed charters will be submitted by the proposed chairs and discussed in a
wider directory forum (e.g. with WHOIS++
included). The OSIDSmailing list will remain
for discussion of umbrella X.500issues.
Documentstatus:
The CLDAP(Connectionless
Standard.

LDAP) document will be submitted

as a Proposed

¯ The RFC1384 update will be submitted as a Proposed Standard.
¯ TwoInternet-Drafts on representing IP information in the DIT will be submitted for
approval as Experimental RFCs.
¯ The "Schema"subgroup is established,
RFC 1274.

TELNET

Working

Group

and will submit various documents to replace

(TELNET)

Unless the charter is revised, the group will conclude after the environment and authentication documents are final. Muchof the meeting focused on discussion of the environment
Internet-Draft, "Telnet Environment Option" and the authentication Internet-Draft, "Telnet Authentication and Encryption Option."
SamSjogren raised the issue of interoperability testing. The group was receptive, and may
try to schedule an event prior to the Seattle meeting.

TELNET TN3270

Enhancements

Working

Group

(TN3270E)

The current-practices Internet-Draft, "TN3270Current Practices," was agreed on, but minor typographical errors were found. It will be reposted, and at that time should be
forwarded for consideration as an Informational RFC.
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The LUnames-printer Internet-Draft,
"TN3270Extensions for LUnameand Printer Selection," was discussed. The two outstanding issues were resolved and an new draft will be
created in a couple of weeks. That should go through a quick internal review. At that
point, it should be reviewed by key members of the TELNETWorking Group and then
forwarded for consideration as an RFC. The question is: should this document go in as an
Informational RFCor as a Proposed Standard which gets changed to Informational when
the "TN3270Enhancements" Internet-Draft gets published?
The "TN3270Enhancements" Internet-Draft went through extensive discussion. All of the
known issues were covered and an approach for each was devised. A new Internet-Draft
will be created for review by the working group members. It is expected that a consensus
can be reached on this document by the end of the year to be published as a Proposed
Standard.

X.400

Operations

Working

Group (X400OPS)

Allan Cargille’s Internet-Draft, "Postmaster Convention for X.400 Operations," will
undergo minor editorial changes scheduled for November8.
¯ Alf Hansen’s Internet-Draft,
"Operational Requirements for X.400 ManagementDomains in the GO-MHS
Community," will undergo one more editorial pass with the
final version scheduled for November15.
¯ Claudio Allocchio gave a status report on the DNSmapping table experiment. When
the working group concludes, this work will be transferred to the I~AREWorking
Group MSG.
¯ The group reviewed the draft CXII Charter and developed a workplan for addressing
this as a new IETF working group.
¯ ADMD=IMX
was presented by Allan Cargille. Erik Huizer reiterated
User Services issue that is inappropriate for this IETF.

that this is a

¯ Erik also reported that the establishment of an "IOTF" was agreed in principle by
the IESG and the IAB.
¯ With the completion of the above documents, the working group has completed all
its goals and will conclude. The mailing list for the group will be kept active to work
new items as they may come up.
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REPORT

Huizer/SURFnet

Minutes of the Applications

bv

Area Directorate

(APPLES)

Thanks to Keith Moorefor his contribution to the minutes.
The meeting was chaired by John Klensin, Erik Huizer and Joyce Reynolds. The goal of
the meeting was to present an overview of the applications work that is going on in the Applications Area and User Services Area, possibly identify areas of commoninterest/overlap
and discuss possible coordination.
The various working group chairs gave a very brief description of their applications-related
working group and the current issues.
Integrated Directory Services (IDS) - User Services Area
-

non-technical documentation for directory services users
X.500 catalogs
WHOISq-4-catalogs
gateways between X.500/WHOIS+qlegal issues with running directory services

¯ Integration of Internet Information Resources (IIIR) - User Services Area
-

vision of the future
quality of service issues
standardizing types for applications/data
documenting existing protocols like WWW,
Gopher and WAIS

¯ Internet

Message Access Protocol (IMAP) - Applications Area

- manipulate remote mailbox
- access sequences of messages (news, FTP archives, etc.)
- selectively access MIMEbody parts
¯ Internet
-

AnonymousFTP Archives (IAFA) - User Services Area

help anonymous FTP administrators organize FTP sites
FTP site administrators guide (FYI)
FTP guide for users (FYI)
set of data templates to catalog FTPable information

¯ Networked Information Retrieval (NIR) - User Services Area
- status report on NIR tools/groups
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¯ OSI Directory Services (OSIDS) - Applications Area
-

deployment of X.500-based directory services on the Internet
LDAP- lightweight directory access protocol
CLDAP
- connectionless lightweight directory access protocol
representing bibliographic/text information

¯ TELNET(TELNET) - Applications
- environment option
- authentication

Area

¯ TELNETTN3270 Enhancements (TN3270E) - Applications

Area

- document TN3270 (Informational
RFC)
- extensions: LUnames/printer data streams
- enhanced TN3270: full function 3270 over TCP
¯ Uniforml~esource Identifiers (UP, I) - User Services Area
- URLs
- URNs
- citations/characteristics
(whatever URCsare)
- naming/address resolution for objects (possibly DNS)
¯ WHOISand Network Information Lookup Service (WNILS)- User Services Area
- WHOISnetwork information and lookup service
- development of WHOIS++
¯ X.400 Operations (X400OPS) - Applications

Area

- closing down
- proposes new working group: Commercial X.400 Internet Interconnection (CXII)
¯ howdo commercial providers of X.400 connect to Internet mail?
go-mhs
¯ RFC1327 gateway operations
¯ must get collaboration from X.400 service providers
After these presentations the discussion went on to define sub-areas of related working
groups. A discussion ensued that concentrated on the topic of white pages and directory
services. Erik Huizer proposed a strawmanmodel of howefforts can be "coordinated in this
sub-area. The strawman proposes two things:
1. Coordination of WHOIS++
and X.500 working groups working on specific well defined issues, that cover the "commonground" between these two otherwise competing
proposals.
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2. The establishment of a directorate for directory service issues that would act as an
advisory board to the area directors, and would help to coordinate the related working
groups.

Discussion
It was perceived that coordination of WHOIS÷÷
and X.500 efforts in the white pages
area is useful. However, the ultimate goal of this is not to come up with the one
protocol to solve the directory problem. Rather, the goal should be to pool expertise
to solve commonproblems, thus increasing the level of interworking and the perceived
functionality for the end-users.
It was pointed out that this effort should not preclude other directory services efforts
from working within the Applications Area and/or User Services Area.
This will be discussed further

in the OSIDSand WNILSWorking Groups.

The establishment of a separate directorate for directory services in the Applications
Area was generally not perceived as a good idea. Fear was expressed that this tended
to solve the problems for the directory service-related working groups, but would not
improve communication with those working groups that work on protocols that make
use of the directory. Suggestions were madefor enlargement of the Applications Area
Directorate, at least with the working group chairs, and possibly with support of
somepools of experts for somefields of interest.
The Area Directors will write another strawmanproposal for this specific coordination
issue, and it will be discussed on the list: apples©surfnet.nl. To subscribe to the
list send a request to: apples-request@surfnet.nl.
After consensus is reached, the proposal will be submitted to the IESGand IAB for
approval.
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Phill Gross took a few momentsto introduce the reasons behind the creation of this group:
A year or so ago, the IESGwas hit all at once with the creation of a large set of
working groups in the general areas of network information discovery, retrieval,
and user information handling. It became apparent that manyof these working
groups were related, or should be. There appears to be two ways in which the
IETF operates: top-down and bottom-up.
1. Top-down: (or pro-active)

such as the IPNG.

2. Bottom-up: the usual way things are done. Usually the ’right’ things
come out of this approach. Andyet, it would appear that sometimes, the
area directors are still needed for pro-active planning.
Whenthe working groups were chartered, they were made jointly part of an
"Internet Information Architecture" (IIA) activity. The expectation was that
these groups would work together, as well as on their ownprimary loci, and
would do so under the joint supervision of the User Services and Applications
Areas.
Phill suggested that the area directors nowwrite a new overview of the IIA, providing a
framework only. Because of the importance of this issue, Phill suggested that the IESG
request a working group be charged to create an IIA architecture framework definition
citing as an example: IPNG (Allison Mankin and Scott Bradner).

Summary of the

Issues

- John

Klensin

Working groups were formed, work was done and documents began to appear. Some concluded that there was a lack of coordination amongthe working groups, but that the current
meeting is an effort to reconcile this lack.
IIA is comprised of several working groups, overlapping work with an overlapping cast of
characters. The working groups should be coordinated technically, but it often appears that
they are not.
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of the IIA working groups and their membership:

Very expert in several types of work.
There is, however, some evidence that, in protocol design areas, they maybe moving
out of their depth or succumbing to the Not Invented Here syndrome.
There are interactions with the "real world" that one must consider, e.g., librarians
and other information specialists, external standards.
Most of the groups seem to have nearly the same membership, with topics and issues
flowing back and forth between them.
Finally, there were these questions to ask the group:
¯ Is the current modelas efficient as possible? If it is not, what can be done to improve
things?
¯ Is there a structural way of going about this?
¯ What about working group functional

boundaries?

¯ Whatis the definition of a functional boundary?
¯ Whatcan be done to not break anything that is nowworking, while we try to increase
efficiency and productivity?
A suggestion was made by the group that multiple solutions to this problem (i.e. working
groups) which have trivial differences, should be merged into a homogeneoussolution. This
would help to avoid diluting the mergedefforts.

User

Services

Area-

Joyce

K. Reynolds

Joyce believes that it is important to makesure there is communication between areas. A
meeting of the User Services Area Council (USAC) was held on Tuesday evening. USAC
observed that developers and users are well represented in these gatherings, but operators
(information providers) are not. The following items are lacking:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Tools for maintaining information
Support tools
Howdoes one share information
An adequate level of cooperation
An adequate level of operational effectiveness
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Discussion

Manysuggestions for better communication and exchange of information amongthe working
groups were presented and discussed.
Editor’s Note: An itemized list of suggestions and discussion topics is available via FTP
or mail server from the remote directories as fietf/93nov/iia-minutes-93nov.tzt.
Refer to
Section 1.2 of the proceedings for retrieval instructions.

Conclusion
Using the APPLESmailing list for further discussion, it should be determined 1) how
to improve communications, and 2) what structure might work to propagate this newly
acquired information.
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Because the following reviews are informal, there are not, in general, topic-specific mailing
lists. However,the "822ext" list, available for MIME
implementation issues, is the generic
location for discussions of these types until topic-specific lists are spun off.
General discussion:
To subscribe:

ietf-822@dimacs, ruzgers, edu
ietf-822-reques~dimacs,
tuggers,

edu

Background
The MIMERFC(RFC 1521) specifies that anyone can register a content subtype under
one of the major types simply by supplying a name and specification to IANA. However,
there are cases where something is important enough to justify special review or whenthere
appears to be an opportunity to draw competing proposals together and avoid the interoperability problems that would otherwise arise from differently profiled MIME
applications.
Rather than charter a working group for each topic, or create a standing working group
that would review all such proposals (but probably have expertise specific to few of them),
the Applications Area Directors have established an ad hoc review mechanism by which
interested people can discuss the proposals and recommendto the area directors what, if
any, further action should be taken.
Six of these reviews occurred during this IETF. In several cases, the fa6t of scheduling the
reviews and asking people to be prepared to present and discuss their proposals produced
significant convergence, and the reviews were devoted to overviews and discussion of the
new proposals that were emerging from that process.
While the reviews appeared together in the agenda, and are consolidated in these minutes,
it is important to understand that they are independent events and activities.
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SGML Introduction

Current document:
¯ draft-levinson-sgml-00.txt
Supplemental tutorial

on SGML:

SGML
Tutorial that appears as Part 1 of ’Guidelines for Electronic Text Encoding and
Interchange,’ draft version 2 of document TEI P2 from the Text Encoding Initiative
(TEI), edited by C. M. Sperberg-McQueen and Lou Burnard
This review dealt with moving general SGMLdocument files over MIMEas distinguished
from specially-profiled files that use SGML
syntax and concepts (see the review on "Structured Information and Personal Contact Information"). SGML
was defined and its important characteristics identified. The group discussed the relationship between SGML
external references and various existing, and proposed, Internet mechanisms including MIME
external bodies and Content-IDs and the various URIs. Another issue was the SGML,
like Postscript permits embeddingexecutable structures (normally used to interpret graphics) and raw device commandsthat could create significant security risks. Since these
are implementation- and site-dependent, the group concluded that it would be sensible to
significantly restrict their use.
There was also some consensus that the present documentshould be modified to utilize more
general mechanismsfor aggregating files within a MIME
message, rather than inventing its
own. This would leverage existing mechanisms for cross-references,
external documents,
and so on.
Conclusion: No new working group is needed, at least at present. Discussion will continue
on the 822 list. Ed Levinson will reissue the documentwith changes suggested in this session
and additional discussions.

MIMEMultipart

Structuring:

Header-Sets

and References

Current documents:
draft- crocker-headerset-OO.txt, .ps
draft-moore-mime-reference-OO.txt
Major consolidation and revision pending, see below.
Many people have observed that many different multipart types - beyond the "mixed,"
"alternative,"
"digest," and "parallel" constructions specified in RFC1521 - are being
specified for MIME.Manyof these have most of their features in common,and a generic
strategy would ease implementations, simplify design of future ones, and possibly reduce
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burdens on the registration process. Preparation for this review resultedin the combination
of several alternatives into a new proposal, which has not yet been written up.
A new proposal for multipart "families" is being prepared to define multipart as a general
facility and provide guidance for handling aggregate objects. One important aspect of this
work will be to specify how gateways to non-MIMEenvironments should behave when these
types are encountered.
Conclusion: The headerset proposal is to be dropped. The multipart/alternative one will be
dropped until and unless applications appear that actually require that level of generality
and complexity. The new "families" proposal will be written up and discussed, then we will
review what to do with it, since it is likely to be rather more a set of guidelines than an
actual protocol specification.

Structured

Information

and Personal

Contact

Information

Current documents:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

draft-crocker-stif-00.txt, .ps
draft-crocker-pci-00.txt, .ps
draft-adie-shave-00.txt, .ps
draft-adie-spci-00.txt, .ps
draft-vaudreuil-mime-sig-00.txt

Manysituations need structured attribute (or name)/value pairs within MIMEmessages
and in other applications. Personal contact information, such as one might find on business
cards or in a Rolodex are amongthe often-cited examples.
Several people have independently tried to develop standard ways to represent this type
of information. The two major proposals to do this are based on an extension of the
RFC822 header field model to accommodate nested structures (STIF) and a profile and
set of definitions for using SGML
to accomplish the same purpose (SHAVE).The 822-1ike
format (at least without the extensions) is very familiar in the Internet communityand feels
quite natural. The SGMLone feels natural to communities that have been using SGML
and provides solutions to problems that still must be worked out with STIF, but SGML
is not familiar to most of the IETF community and looks foreign and complex to a major
subset of it. STIF is certainly easier to read for simple cases; but SHAVE
might be easier
in very complex ones.
The familiarity with STIF-like arrangements, the installed base of data embeddedin SGML
formats, and the availability of a formal, executable definition against which validity can be
determined, are all important considerations. It is important to note that SHAVE,unlike
the general SGMLmodel of the "Full SGMLOver MIMEand SGMLIntroduction" review,
does not contemplate sending SGMLDocument Type Definitions (DTDs) around: at most
one DTDwould be defined per application, and processing the application would just imply
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applying it. This is similar to having a definition of a set of fields for use with STIF.
STIF will not be registered as a content subtype. It is really a frameworkfor constructing
such subtypes. SHAVE
could go either way, either as such a framework, or in a model that
might use, e.g., content-type: text/SHAVE; dtd=SPCI
Conclusion: Discussions will continue using the 822ext mailing list. It is not clear whether
a separate signature subtype is needed or desirable, or whether signatures should just be
handled as a special case of personal contact information under either the STIF or SHAVE
models. Formation of a working group in this area is likely.

Mail Delivery

Reports

and Notifications

Current documents:
¯ draft-moore-mime-delivery-00.txt
¯ draft-moore-smtp-drpt-00.txt
¯ draft-vaudreuil-mime- delivery- 00.txt
There have been several proposals for specific formats for
about mail delivery or non-delivery. Getting such notices
them that probably must be handled as an SMTPextension,
sending them would greatly facilitate automated processing
agents.

automatically-generated reports
require a model for requesting
but a standardized format for
and building of intelligent user

The two report format proposals differ in level of generality and the problems addressed. All
of the problems appear to be important, and a new proposal is needed that would address
them.
Conclusion: These reports, and the request mechanism, must be on the standards track to
be useful. A working group is needed that will focus on both the report formats and the
needed SMTPextensions, probably in that order. Keith Moore and Greg Vaudreuil will
start a mailing list, announce it to the 822ext list, and begin to develop a working group
charter.

Specification
of Presentation
Direction
Natural Order is Not Left-to-Right

for Text/Plain

and Languages

Whose

Current document:
¯ draft-nussbacher-mime-direction-01.txt
The group reviewed a proposal for specifying the relationship between presentation order
(e.g., on a screen) and characters in the data stream for languages whose characters were
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written other than left-to-right.
The proposal was to handle this by adding an extra parameter to Content-type: text/plain; charset=xxx that would specify the "directionality"
of the characters with keywords drawn from applicable ECMA
and ISO standards.
While there was some sense that this would have been the right thing to do had it be
thought of earlier in MIME’sdevelopment, the consensus of those present was that it was
not possible to add a parameter to text/plain at this time: some implementations might
ignore it, others might actually get into trouble.
Twoalternate

suggestions were made:

1. Extend the character set names to include the directionality,
text/plain; charset =iso-8859-8-visual

e.g.,

Content-type:

2. Use a completely different text subtype, e.g., either:
Content-type: text/directional;

charset=iso-8859-9; direction=implicit

or

Content-type: text/plain-explicit;

Macintosh

File

Transmission

charset=iso-8859-9

With

MIME

Current documents:
¯ draft-fair strom-macmimel-00.txt
¯ draft-faltstrom-macmime2-00.txt
There have been discussions in various forums for a year or more about how to best send
Macintosh files over MIME.The Internet-Drafts
listed above represent consensus among
most of the contenders.
The group reviewed them and concluded that, while some tuning is still needed, the concepts
are basically sound. The importance of these formats is such that they should be placed on
the standards track. A new draft will be produced and reviewed via an extended Last Call.
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Message Access

Protocol

(IMAP)

Charter
Chair(s)
Terry Gray: gray©cac.washington,

edu

Mailing Lists
General Discussion: imap©cac, washington, edu
To Subscribe: imap-request©cac.washington,
edu
Archive: ftp. cac. washington, edu: - / imap/imap_archive
Description

of Working Group

The Interactive Mail Access Protocol (IMAP) Working Group is chartered
refine and extend the current IMAP2protocol as a candidate standard for a
client-server Internet email protocol to manipulate remote mailboxes as if they
were local. An explicit objective is to retain compatibility with the growing
installed base of IMAP2-compliantsoftware. It is expected that the resulting
specification will replace both I~FC 1176 and the more recent (as yet unplublished) IMAP2bisextensions document.
The IMAPWorking Group will also investigate how to provide for "disconnected operation" capabilities similar to the DMSPprotocol (RFC 1056, with
Informational Status) with a goal of making it possible for IMAPto replace
DMSP.
An email access protocol provides a uniform, operating system-independent way
of manipulating message data (email or bulletin board) on a remote message
store (repository). Mail user agents implementing such a protocol can provide
individuals with a consistent view of the message store, regardless of what type
of computer they are using, and regardless of where they are connected in the
network. Multiple concurrent sessions accessing a single remote mailbox, and
single sessions accessing multiple remote mailboxes are both possible with this
approach.
This differs from POP3(RFC 1225) in that POPis a store-and-forward transport protocol that allows an MUA
to retrieve pending mail from a mail drop
(where it is then usually deleted automatically), whereas IMAPis focused
remote mailbox manipulation rather than transport. IMAPdiffers from various
vendor-specific remote access approaches in that IMAPis an open protocol designed to scale well and accommodatediverse types of clierit operating systems.
Security-related tasks include howto incorporate secure authentication mechanisms whenestablishing a session, and possible interactions with Privacy Enhanced Mail.
It is expected that most of the work of this group will be conducted via email.
A goal is to integrate and update RFC1176 and the existing IMAP2bisdraft,
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then submit the result as an Internet-Draft well before the NovemberIETF
meeting, which would then focus on detailed review of the text in preparation
for submission as a Proposed Standard before the end of 1993.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Post an Internet Draft of the revised IMAP2 protocol.

Aug 1993

Hold an Interim Working Meeting at UWor CMU.

Done

Hold a Working Group meeting to review the IMAPdocument.

Done

Hold a Working Group meeting at the November IETF meeting.

Dec 1993

Submit the IMAPprotocol to the IESG for consideration
dard.

as a Proposed Stan-

Internet-Drafts
"INTERACTIVE MAIL ACCESS PROTOCOL- VERSION 2bis",
M. Crispin <draft-ietf-imap-imap2bis-02.txt
>

10/29/1993,
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of Washington

Message Access

Protocol

Working Group (IMAP)

Summary
An interim IMAPWorkiag Group meeting was held at the University of Washington on
August 30 and 31, 1993. Eight people attended. Twenty-three issues were discussed. A
consensus position was reached on twenty of those issues. No consensuswas reached, but
some progresswas madeon the issues related to namespacesemantics and hierarchy support.
A new Internet-Draft, incorporating the results
madevia e-mail, will be forthcoming.

of this meeting and several suggestions

Editor’s Note: The complete set of minutes for this meeting is available via FTPor mail
server from the remote directories as/ietfJimap/imap-minutes-93aug.txt.
Refer to Section
1.2 of the proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.
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Message Access Protocol

Working Group (IMAP)

Summary
On Monday, twenty-seven people convened for the first of two scheduled IMAPWorking
Group sessions (although not everyone signed the attendance sheet). On Tuesday, a proper
subset of around a dozen stalwarts carried on. For the continuation session after dinner, we
were down to six, and two different ad hoc "midnight subcommittee" meetings were held.
The fifteen original agenda items and four new ones were considered. Considerable progress
was made on all fronts. One notable result: on Mondaythe group agreed that the acronym
"IMAP"should be remapped to the words "Internet Message Access Protocol" to better
reflect what the protocol has evolved into.
Editor’s Note: An itemized list of agenda items and their resolutions are available via FTP
or mail server from the remote directories as/ietf/imap/imap-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to
Section 1.2 of the proceedings for retrieval instructions.
There are three remaining work items:
1. John Myers to propose an additional set of protocol-specified special information
tokens.
2. Chris Newmanto propose a revised hierarchy support solution based on conceptual
agreement reached at the meeting.
3. Chris Newmanto propose a syntax for an IMAP"meta" namespace, to allow unambiguous identification of multiple namespaces.
A new draft, incorporating at least some of the above three pending items and all of the
other agreed upon items is expected around 12 November1993.
All in all, it was a very productive meeting!
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mrc©cac, washington, edu
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Walt Drummond
Urs Eppenberger
Erik Fair
Patrik Faltstrom
Ned Freed
Terry Gray
Jeroen Houttuin
Ben Levy
Lars-Johan Liman
Chip Matthes
Bob Morgan
John Myers
Chris Newman
Kenneth Rossen
Mark Smith
Bradley Wilson
Jackie Wilson
Peter Yee
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drummond@noc.rutgers.edu
eppenberger@switch.ch
fair©apple.com
paf©nada.kth.se
ned©innosof~.com
gray©cac.washington.edu
houttuin©rare.nl
seven©ftp.com
liman©ebone.neZ
chip©delphi.com
morgan©networking.sZanford.edu
jgm+©cmu.edu
chrisn+©cmu.edu
kenr©shl.com
mcs©umich.edu
wilson©fzp.com
Jackie.Wilson©msfc.nasa.gov
yee©atlas.arc.nasa.gov
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Services

(OSIDS)

Charter
Chair(s)
Steve Kille: S.K±lle~±sode. corn
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: ±ez~-os±-ds¢cs.ucl. ac. uk
To Subscribe: ±ezf-os±-ds-requesz©cs.
ucl. ac.uk
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The OSI-DSgroup works on issues relating to building an OSI Directory Service
using X.500 and its deployment on the Internet. Whilst this group is not directly concerned with piloting, the focus is practical, and technical work needed
as a pre-requisite to deployment of an open Directory will be considered.
Goals and Milestones
Ongoing

Maintain a Schemafor the OSI Directory on the Internet.

Ongoing

Liaisons should be established as appropriate. In particular:
NIST, CCITT/ISO IEC, North American Directory Forum.

Done

Definition of a Technical Frameworkfor Provision of a Directory Infrastructure
on the Internet, using X.500. This task may later be broken into subtasks. A
series of RFCswill be produced.

Done

Study the relationship

RAREWG3,

of the OSI Directory to the DomainNameService.

Internet-Drafts
"DSAMetrics", 04/30/1993, P. Barker, R. Hedberg <draft-ietf-osids-dsa-metrics01.txt>
"Representing IP Information in the X.500 Directory", 09/02/1993, T. Johannsen, G. Mansfield, M. Kosters <draft-ietf-osids-ipinfo-x500-dir-00.txt,
.ps>
"Charting Networks in the X.500 Directory", 09/02/1993, G. Mansfield, T.
Johannsen, M. Knopper <draft-ietf-osids-chart-network-dir_00.txt,
.ps>
"Connection-less Lightweight Directory Access Protocol", 10/27/1993, A. Young
< draft-let f- osids- cldap- 00.txt >
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For Comments

RFC 1275

"Replication Requirements to provide an Internet Directory using X.500"

RFC 1276

"Replication and Distributed Operations extensions to provide an Internet
Directory using X.500"

RFC 1277

"Encoding Network Addresses to Support Operation
Layers"

Over Non-OSI Lower

RFC 1278

"A String Encoding of Presentation Address"

RFC 1279

"X.500 and Domains"

RFC 1384

"NamingGuidelines for Directory Pilots"

RFC 1430

"A Strategic Plan for Deploying an Internet X.500 Directory Service"

RFC 1431

"DUAMetrics"

RFC 1484

"Using the OSI Directory to achieve User Friendly Naming(OSI-DS24 (vl.2))"

RFC 1485

"A String Representation of Distinguished Names(OSI-DS 23 (v5))"

RFC 1487

"X.500 Lightweight Directory Access Protocol"

RFC 1488

"The X.500 String Representation of Standard Attribute Syntaoces"
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REPORT

by Paul Barker/University
of the OSI Directory

Special thanks to Sri Sataluri,
minutes.

DSA Performance

Study

College

Services

London

Working Group (OSIDS)

MarkPrior and Ken Rossen for their contributions to these

(Roland

Hedberg)

DSAperformance statistics are being circulated by Leggenhager regularly.
is based on study of the logs.

But this study

Reachability
Editor’s Note: A sketchy account of this issue is available via FTP or mail server from
the remote directories as/ietf/osids/osids-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of the
proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.

CLDAP (Steve

Kille)

This is a connectionless protocol for retrieving names (something more similar to DNS)
from the directory. It is an important element for deploying the directory and it is generally
agreed that it should be movedspeedily to a Proposed Standard.
Erik Huizer stated that a similar proposal has been discussed by Christian,
functionality, but it has not been put on paper.

similar in

Steve Kille indicated the group will proceed as if there is no other document.If Christian’s
document appears, and if it becomes necessary, the group will review the present CLDAP
document in that light. Both CLDAPand Christian’s proposal are LDAP-compatible. If
one needs authentication, Steve said LDAPwill be used.
A period of two to three weeks will be allowed for electronic discussion. After that, if
there are no comments/changesand if there is no review requirement in the light of the
document which Christian mayissue, then the documentwill be submitted for consideration
as a Proposed Standard.
The above resolution

was approved by a show of hands.
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Mansfield)

Editor’s Note: Moredetails of each of the items below are available via FTPor mail server
from the remote directories as/ietf/osids/osids-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of
the proceedings for retrieval instructions.
¯ OSI-DS 37/38 present status
TwoInternet-Draft have been in circulation since July 9, 1993:
- "Charting Networksin the X.500 Directory" (draft-ietf-osids-chart-network-dir00.txt) explains the necessity of network mapsand its possible uses.
- "Representing IP Information in the X.500 Directory" (draft-ietf-osids-ipinfox500-dir-00.txt) contains the schemasfor representing IP-networks in the directory.
Steve said that the following two Internet-Drafts will be moved to Experimental
RFC’s.
So far, no negative responses or commentson mailing list or via personal mail (and
few positive ;-) ones) have been received. Experiments and/or implementations are
being carried out at several sites.
Deploymentstrategy for Directory in the Internet
The deployment document was circulated in Amsterdamand only minor changes were
made to that. Steve said that it needs to be made into an OSI-DSdocument.
¯ Network Information
Applications based on this include:
- Network maps for Configuration
- Connection trees
- Softpages

management.

¯ JPNIC WHOISDB is in Progress
¯ DNSin the directory
There are problems with the present schema. Improvements and changes are being
made and the group hopes to circulate a draft by the end of .November, and to
commencedeployment by the end of December.
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¯ Application Support
Glenn indicated that the group was in the process of preparing a document. There
are some operational issues to be discussed. Steve stressed the importance of having
an operations guide. Glenn said it is being workedon and presently it is an image of
the DNSAdministrator’s Guide. A first draft will be posted to the list for discussion.
¯ Operational issues
Real life applications are starting. The reliability
case of problems due to other domains:
-

of DSAshas to be improved. In

Complain privately to the responsible person for the domain.
Complain publicly to the responsible person for the domain.
Complain to the parent domain authorities.
Ask the parent authorities to excommunicate the domain. [Quote from RFC1033]

Liaisons
Liaison reports were given for the following groups:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

ISO/IEC/ITU-T (Ken Rossen)
OIW DS SIG (Ken Rossen)
NADF(Tim Howes)
AARNet(Mark Prior)
PARADISE(Roland Hedberg)
NREN-NIS(Sri Sataluri)

Editor’s Note: Reports for each of these liaisons is available via FTP or mail server from
the remote directories as fietf/osids/osids-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of the
proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.

Schema

Working

Group

Membersinclude Sri Sataluri,
group are to:

Tim Howes, Ken Rossen, and Russ Wright. The goals of this

¯ Identify a repository and appropriate useful formats for publicizing and distributing
schema elements (object classes and attributes) to the Internet community.
¯ Facilitate broad-based experimentation with new applications of X.500 by publicizing
experimental schema elements.
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¯ Maintain a stable production schemafor the Internet, including definitions both for
commoncore of elements and application-specific
subschemas.
A draft document was sent out to the osi-ds mailing list on November4, 1993. To receive a copy please send mail to sri©in~cernic.nez. A revised form of this document
(Procedures and Guidelines) will be released as an Internet-Draft in the first weekof December and should eventually become an Informational RFC. Please send comments ASAP
to schema©ds,
inZernic
.netand/orosi-ds©cs
.ucl.ac .uk.
In addition to the procedures document, the schema group will publish a standards-track
RFCthat will document the "core Internet Schema" (successor to RFC1274) and
Informational RFCdocumenting the current Internet Schemawill be issued on a six-month
update cycle.
The schema group will announce the availability
accepting updates on December1, 1993.

of the "Internet

Schema"and will start

Comments, suggestions, and submissions should be sent to schema©ds. ±ntern±c.net. As
and when the "Internet Schema" gets updated, an announcement will be sent out using a
mailing-list schema-armou.nce©ds,intern±c.net. To join this list, please send a message
to schema-announce-reques~©ds,
in~ernic,
ne~.

RFC 1384 Update

- X.500 Naming Guidelines

(Steve

Kille)

The members agreed to progress this document as an Informational RFC. Commentsshould
be directed to the authors and/or to the list ASAP.

Charter

Discussion

Erik Huizer, an Applications Area co-Director, presented a short summaryof the previous
day’s meeting. Here are the salient points:
¯ The OSI-DS Working Group in its present form cannot continue and should be disbanded and a set of small focussed working groups be set up.
¯ WHOIS++
and X.500 address similar issues and hence commonproblems need to be
identified and workedon. Resources are too scarce for duplication of effort.
A strategy (proposed by Steve Kille and accepted by everyone) is to identify a set of working
groups that will work on the open issues of the OSIDSWorkingGroup and prepare charters
for these new groups. The charters, and the need for more or fewer groups, should be
discussed in the osi-ds mailing lists. By the Seattle IETF, the new working groups should
be constituted and the OSIDSWorking Group should be disbanded.
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There was strong support for continuing to maintain the osi-ds mailing-list.
A list

of possible working groups and chairs was composed at the meeting:

¯ Lightweight Protocols for Access and Synchronization (LDAP, CLDAP,SOS, SOLO,
etc.) - Tim Howes
¯ Data Structure and SchemaManagement(will use a design team approach for schema
issues; deal with namingissues) - Sri Sataluri
¯ Index Services and Distributed Search (Index DSAs, Centroids, etc.) - SimonSpero
¯ Use of Directory for Network Management- Glenn Mansfield
¯ URN ~ URL Resolution
The following suggestions were made:
¯ There is a need for the Data Structure and Schemagroup. Similar efforts
groups should also be folded in.

in other

¯ Access and synchronization issues should be split.
¯ Do not fragment the work into too many things.
¯ There is widespread desire for creating a group to discuss operational issues. This
motion was seconded later by Linda Millington, Mark Prior, and Arlene Getchell.
¯ Operations issues must be dealt with in the operations area. There are plans to create
an IOTF (Internet Operations Task Force) since, in several projects, the technical
work is more or less finished and operations issues are becoming vital. Until the
IOTF is formed the IDS Working Group will be used to get the operations work
done.
¯ In the IIIR Working Group meeting the issue of forming a working group to discuss
Quality Assurance Issues for X.500, Gopher, WAIS,WHOIS~÷,etc. was discussed.
There will be a BOFat the Seattle IETF. A mailing-list (quality©sunsite. uric. edu)
is being formedto discuss the quality issues. To join, send anote to (lis’cserv©sunsite .unc. edu)
with the following body:
subscribe quality
<your email address>
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Attendees
Claudio Allocchio
Glen Cairns
Richard desJardins
Urs Eppenberger
Qin Fang
Jill Foster
Vincent Gebes
Arlene Getchell
Mei-Jean Gob
Chris Gorsuch
Roland Hedberg
Tim Howes
Richard Huber
Erik Huizer
Barbara Jennings
Steve Kille
Kanchei Loa
Glenn Mansfield
Wayne McDilda
Lars-Gunnar Olsson
Rakesh Patel
Karen Petraska-Veum
Marshall T. Rose
Kenneth Rossen
Srinivas Sataluri
Rickard Schoultz
Vincent Shekher
Mark Smith
David Staudt
Jackie Wilson
Russ Wright
Peter Yee
Weiping Zhao

Claudio.Allocchio@elettra.
trieste,it
c airns@mprgat
e. mpr.ca
desj ardi@eos,nasa.gov
eppenberger@swit
ch. ch
qin_f ang@unc,edu
Jill. Foster@newcastle.
ac. uk
vgebes@sys,
attjens.co. j p
getchell@es,neZ
goh@mpr,c a
chrisg@lobby,
t i. com
Koland.Hedberg@rc.tudelft,nl
t im@umich,edu
rvh@ds,int ernic,net
Erik. Huiz er@SUKFnet,nl
bj j enni@sandia,
gov
S. Kille@isode.com
loa@sps,mot. com
glenn©aic,co. jp
wayne@dir,texas,gov
Lars-Gunnar.
Olsson@data. slu. se
rapazel@pilot,
nj in .net
karen,vetun@gsf
c. nasa.gov
mrose@dbc.mtview.ca .us
kenr@shl,com
sri@internic,net
schoultz@sunet,se
vin@sps,mot. com
mcs@tunich,edu
dstaudt@nsf.
Jackie.Wilson@msfc. nasa.gov
wright@ibl,gov
yee@atlas,arc. nasa.gov
zhao@nacsis,ac. jp
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(TELNET)

Charter
Chair(s)
Steve Alexander: stevea@lacb.man.corn
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: telnet-ietf©cray,
corn
To Subscribe: telnet-±etf-reques~c@cray.com
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The TELNETWorking Group will examine RFC854, "Telnet Protocol Specification," in light of the last six years of technical advancements, and will
determine if it is still accurate with how the TELNET
protocol is being used
today. This group will also look at all the TELNET
options, and decide which
are still germane to current day implementations of the TELNET
protocol.
(1) Re-issue RFC854 to reflect
protocol.

current knowledge and usage of the TELNET

(2) Create RFCs for new TELNET
options to clarify or fill in any missing
voids in the current option set. Specifically: Environment variable passing,
Authentication, Encryption, and Compression.
(3) Act as a clearing-house for all proposed RFCsthat deal with the TELNET
protocol.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Write an environment option.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft describing the authentication option.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft describing the encryption option.

Mar 1991

Rewrite RFC 854.

Done

Submit the authentication

Jul 1993

Submit the encryption option to the IESG as an Experimental Protocol.

option to the IESG as an Experimental Protocol.

Internet-Drafts
"Telnet Authentication: Kerberos Version 5", 11/18/1993, S. Alexander <draftietf-telnet-authker-v5-01.txt >
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"Telnet Environment Option", 10/10/1993, S. Alexander <draft-ietf-telnetenvmnt-option-03.txt >
"TELNET
Transfer Control Option", 06/22/1993, S. Denton <draft-ietf-telnettransfer-option-00.txt >
Request

For Comments

RFC 1116

"Telnet Linemode option"

RFC 1184

"Telnet Linemode Option"

RFC 1372

"Telnet l~emote Flow Control Option"

RFC 1408

"Telnet Environment Option"

RFC 1409

"Telnet Authentication Option"

RFC 1411

"Telnet Authentication: Kerberos Version 4"

RFC 1412

"Telnet Authentication : SPX"

RFC 1416

"Telnet Authentication Option"
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REPORT

Alexander/Lachman
TELNET Working

Technology

Group

(TELNET)

Agenda
¯ Any feedback on the "Telnet Environment Option"~ Internet-Draft

Last Call.

¯ Discussion of merged authentication/encryption options, "Telnet Authentication and
Encryption Option" Internet-Draft,
with emphasis on a plan to get the document
finished.
¯ Any other business.
Steve Alexander presented the agenda and asked if there were other items that needed to
be discussed. Marjo Mercadoasked about the charter, so a brief discussion was held. Steve
stated that the charter was no longer open-ended, and that the group would conclude when
the environment and authentication documents were done. If other issues arise the charter
will have to be amended. There was general agreement on this point.
Since a Last Call has been issued for the "Telnet EnvironmentOption," Steve asked for any
feedback. Marjo pointed out a minor grammatical error which will need to be corrected
during the RFCediting process. Steve urged everyone to review the documentif they hadn’t
already.
The bulk of the meeting was devoted to authentication. Dave Bormanis currently implementing the merged authentication/encryption
options. The group discussed whether it is
okay to abandon the output mode DES--this seemed acceptable to all present. Ted Ts’o
raised the concern about active attackers forcing the use of a weaker encryption mechanism.
There was brief discussion on this point and Ted agreed to write up his view of how this
could be avoided.
John Linn expressed concern about getting a Kerberos V authentication
document out
ahead of the merged mechanism. The group agreed that the current V5 Draft, "Telnet
Authentication: Kerberos Version 5" could be issued as an Experimental RFC. Steve will
send the current draft to Ted for review.
Dave Bormanmentioned that he would like to release his current telnet reference sources
in the near-term, but is concerned about the encryption code. Ted suggested that perhaps
MITcould be a distribution point, since they have a similar problem with the Kerberos
distribution.
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Sam Sjogren raised the issue of interoperability
testing. The group was receptive, and
might try to schedule an event prior to the Seattle meeting. This would most likely be a
virtual event held between cooperating parties via the Internet. There was some discussion
of whether this would be appropriate to have at an IETF meeting, but no conclusion was
reached.

Action

Items

Dave Borman

Will finish implementation of the merged authentication/encryption
options.

Ted Ts’o

Will write up a discussion of howhe would like to see the encryption
type negotiation covered by a checksumto prevent active attackers
from forcing a weak encryption method to be negotiated.

Steve Alexander

Will fine-tune the Kerberos V draft and send it to Ted for review
with the goal of issuing it as an Experimental RFC.

Steve/Dave

Will drive the document editing process so that work on merging
the encryption text into the Kerberos documents will be complete
by Seattle.

Attendees
Steve Alexander
David Borman
Peter Cameron
Jonathan Didner
John Linn
Marjo Mercado
Clifford Neuman
Jon Penner
Vladimir Sukonnik
Theodore Ts’o
Raymond Vega

stevea©lachman,
com
dab¢cray,
com
cameron©xylin~,
co. uk
j onb~bangat e. compaq,
com
l±nn©security,
ov. com
marjo©cup.hp. corn
bcnOisi,
edu
j jp@bscs,
uucp
sukonnik©process,
com
tytso©mit,
edu
rvega©cicese
.mx
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TN3270 Enhancements

(TN3270E)

Charter
Chair(s)
Robert Moskowitz: 3858921©rncirna±I.corn
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: "cn3270e©i±s’c. nih. gov
To Subscribe: l±s~cserv©l±sOc.n±h. gov
In Body: sub tn3270e<firsZ_name>
<last_name>
Archive:
listserv@list,
nih.gov
Description

of Working Group

The TN3270Enhancements Working Group will document the current practices
that provide limited support for 3270 devices over TELNET
and will develop
a specification that allows the 3270 family of devices, including printers, to
function properly over TCPvia TELNET.Topics such as authentication, which
are being addressed by other working groups, are recognized as important to
TN3270,but are beyond the scope of this effort.
The specification will draw on work already done by the Internet community
for supporting 3270 devices through TELNET.It will be based on appropriate
portions of IBM’s published documentation on 3270 display and printer data
streams and LU function management. Finally, it will make use of existing
TELNET
facilities where possible.
The working group will produce: an Informational RFCdocumenting current
TN3270terminal practices, an Experimental RFCdescribing an interim approach to printing and LU name selection (this will address the work that is
already under way and implementations of this partial solution that are already
in place), and a standards-track RFCspecifying the TELNET
protocols that
support a fully functional 3270 display and printing environment. This RFC
will supersede RFC1041 and the Experimental RFCdescribing the interim
approach to printing and LU name selection.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Submit an Internet-Draft
practices.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft
nameselection.

documenting current

TN3270 terminal

emulation

describing the Interim approach to printing

May 1993 Submit the interim printing and LU name selection
consideration as an Experimental Protocol.

and LU

document to the IESG for
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May1993

Post as an Internet-Draft a protocol to support a fully functional 3270 display
and printing environment over TELNET.

Done

Submit the document describing current TN2370terminal practices to the IESG
for consideration as an Informational Protocol.

Sep 1993

Submit the TN3270TELNET
specification
Proposed Standard.

to the IESG for consideration

Internet-Drafts
"TN3270Enhancements", 10/05/1993, B. Kelly <draft-ietf-tn3270e-enhancements02.txt >
"TN3270Extensions for LUnameand Printer Selection",
< draft-ietf-tn3270e-luname-print-00.txt >
"TN3270Current Practices",
pract-03.txt >

07/28/1993, C. Graves

11/12/1993, J. Penner <draft-ietf-tn3270e-current-

as a
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TN3270 Enhancements

Working Group (TN3270E)

The TN3270E Working Group met Thursday, August 26, 1993, at the Fall ’93 INTEROP
in San Francisco. Approximately thirty-four people attended, most were new faces. Bob
Moskowitz, TN3270EChair, presented a little background on the work started at the 26th
IETF meeting in Columbus, Ohio, and what had been accomplished to date.
The working group is well on the way of meeting its charter to produce three RFCs.
1. "TN3270Current Practices"
This one on current TN3270practices is authored by Jon Penner; it is available as
an Internet-Draft and is undergoing what is hoped to be final changes.
2. "TN3270Extensions for LUnameand Printer

Selection"

The Open Connect System’s proposal for an interim printing solution is authored by
Cleve Graves. It is also available as an Internet-Draft and is nowundergoing what is
hoped to be final changes.
3. "TN3270 Enchancements"
This is a full redesign of the TN3270protocol and is being authored by Bill Kelly. It
is in its second version and the next is being workedon. The group does not feel that
this document is finished; more customer and vendor input is needed.
Cleve Graves followed with a presentation of his proposal. It quickly became apparent that
a name was needed for this approach, and ’Simple IBMPrinting’ or SIMPwas proposed.
The only addition suggested was support for IBM’s Intelligent Printer Data Stream, or
IPDS, and examples of how the query response would work. Cleve agreed that this was
needed and committed to adding it. Cleve will also remove descriptive text that has found
its way into the current practices document. He will work at getting the changes done
quickly so this document can be movedon to full RFCstatus.
Cleve’s presentation was accompanied by a number of customer representatives’ requests
that this functionality be madeavailable as soon as possible,, if not yesterday, to meet
their user needs. Based on this, everything will be done to get the document through the
IETF/IESG system.
Bill Kelly then presented the ’Enhanced TN3270protocol’. This protocol will be put forth
as an IETF Standard and Bob explained the logistic steps involved in setting standards
within the IETF.
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There was some concern about ’breaking’ the TELNET
practice of negotiating Terminal
Type first. With Enhanced TN3270, the new TN3270Eoption is negotiated before Terminal
Type. Most of the attendees that understand TELNET
did not see this as an issue. There
was a side discussion on whether SNApositive and negative acknowledgments were needed
and, if so, would SNAsequencing be needed in the protocol as well. No resolution of this
point was reached. A question was raised about authentication and encryption. General
agreement was reached that the TELNET
authentication option will be used when possible,
but that encryption will use the IBMSNAencryption methodology, thus making it not a
TN3270protocol issue.
Finally there was discussion on expanding the protocol to include 5250 support. This was
viewed by many of the vendors as an unwise burdening of the TN3270protocol and that
it would not bring any value either to it or to 5250 support, as the protocol issue is a very
small part of either 5250 or 3270 emulation. However, it was agreed to spend some effort
to investigate this.
Bill wrapped up the presentation by stating that there are a number of changes that he
will be making to the current document and that he will be calling onthose attending to
review his document and commentabout it on the list.

Attendees
Chris Bickel
Anders Borg
Olaf Burge
Mike Coleman
David Dedic
H. Dychoff
Roger Erickson
Eric Fleischman
Nadine Goes
Cleve Graves
Martin Gren
Scott Hertzog
Rich Hogrogian
Tim Huntley
Bill Kelly
William Kwan
Marjo Mercado
Jeanine Modic-Carmons
Tome Molnar
Robert Moskowitz
Rod N~y
Yoram Nussenboim

bcb9467©scmi.boeing.com
~nders@axis.se
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goes©cnmtl.cn.ca
cvg@oc.com
martin@axis.se
rhhogrog©vnet.ibm.com
timh©vnet.ibm.com
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Corporation

TELNET TN3270 Enhancements

"TN3270 Current

GROUP REPORTS

Working

Group (TN3270E)

Practices"

There was some discussion of the "current practices" Internet-Draft, and it was agreed that
with a few editorial changes it is ready to be submitted to the IESGwith the request that
it be published as an Informational RFC. Bob Moskowitzmentioned the possibility that all
three of the working group’s documents might wind up on the standards track, and become
various "flavors" of Standards RFCs. Several membersobjected to this approach and only
wanted one standards document.

"TN3270 Extensions

for

LUname and Printer

Selection"

Discussion centered around two areas: IPDS printer support and handling of errors.during
term-type negotiation. IPD$ problems arise due to the difference in LU1and LU3support
(function management headers versus structured fields). It was agreed that LU3 IPDS
support can be attained by adding a term-type of IBM-4224; this will be a "queryable"
device type. LU1IPD5 support will not be included in TN3287at this time.
The TN3270Extensions Internet-Draft will document a list of error codes (and their meanings) that represent problems that can occur while negotiating the term-type. If an error
occurs, the server will send the error number to the client instead of negotiating the E0R
and Binary options; it will then close the connection. The client will be able to take whatever action it deems appropriate, which could include such things as sending a message to
the user or attempting to reconnect.
The goal is one more content change on the TN3270Extension Internet-Draft followed by
a quick editorial cleanup and submission to our Area Director for review and forwarding to
the RFCEditor.

"TN3270E

Enhancements"

First up was the subject of sequence numbers; some membersquestioned the need for them.
It was agreed that sequence numbers will be needed when exception response processing
occurs. It was also decided that the sequence number field in the TN3270Eheader need
only be maintained when the I~ESPONSESfunction has been agreed to; otherwise, this
field will contain binary zeroes.
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There was a lively discussion of the initial negotiation of the TN3270Eoption (i.e., the
WILL/DO and WON’T/DON’TTN3270E negotiation).
It was pointed out that since
TN3270E will be a TELNEToption governed by the TELNETRFC, it must be treated
like other TELNEToptions: both parties must be free to send WILL, DO, WON’Tand
DON’T.Somein the group would like to have the server be the only party allowed to actually
initiate the TN3270Enegotiation--that if a client sends a DOTN3270E,the server should
respond with a DON’TTN3270E, and subsequently send a DOTN3270Ewhen it is ready.
It was agreed that input from people such as Steve Alexander, TE1NETWorking Group
Chair, wouldbe helpful in resolving this issue.

TN3270E Term-type

Negotiation

Next came a discussion of the TN3270Eterm-type negotiation.
Two of the "gatewaybased server" vendors present expressed serious concerns with the recently proposed method
of simply negotiating
TERMINAL
or PRINTERand having the server send out a Read
Partition Query. These objections had to do with the notion of sending out 3270 data
before a session has actually been established. It was suggested that the best approach
would be to leave the Documentas it reads now (which includes 3278 models 2, 3, 4 and
5, both with and w/o the "-E" suffix) and to add a "DYNAMIC"
term-type, which would
allow for the "non-standard" screen sizes. There was also a suggestion that what is really
being negotiated are screen sizes and whether or not a device is queryable; therefore, model
designations should be done away with and these items should be negotiated directly. More
discussion on the list will be required to resolve this issue.
John Klensin, Applications Area co-Director, briefly discussed the question of WILL/DO
and WON’T/DON’T
TN3270E.He also stated that the current practices Internet-Draft will
be published as an Informational RFC, not a Standards one. John also reported that all
of our Internet-Drafts will be reviewed by TELNET
experts before being submitted to the
RFCprocess to attempt to avoid open discussions during the Last Call process. Further,
there will be some further thought on what RFCdesignation will be used for the TN3270
Extensions Internet-Draft.

RFC 1538
With time running out, a brief discussion of RFC1538 (SNA/IP) ensued. Twoof the vendors present are implementing a form of SNAover IP (although they are not compatible).
It was pointed out that IBMwould prefer to address the issue through the APPNImplementor’s Workshop, rather than in the IETF. Discussion will take place between higher
levels of the IETF and IBMas to where best to work on this.
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(X400OPS)

Charter
Chair(s)
Alf Hansen:All. Hansen@uninett.no
Tony Genovese:genovese@es.net
Mailing Lists
GeneralDiscussion: ie~cf-osi-x400ops©cs.wisc,
To Subscribe: ietf-osi-x400ops-request©cs.wisc,
Archive:
Description

edu
edu

of Working Group

X.400 management domains are being deployed today on the Internet. There
is a need for coordination of the various efforts to insure that they can interoperate and collectively provide an Internet-wide X.400 message transfer service
connected to the existing Internet mail service. The overall goal of this group
is to insure interoperability
between Internet X.400 managementdomains and
the existing Internet mail service. The specific task of this group is to produce
a document that specifies the requirements and conventions of operational Internet PRMDs.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Initial meeting, produce internal outline.

Done

Workingdraft, circulate to interested people.

Done

Internet-Draft available.

Dec 1991 Document ready for publication.
Internet-Drafts
"Operational Requirements for X.400 Management Domains in the GO-MHS
Community", 10/15/1993, Robert Hagens, All Hansen <draft-ietf-x400opsmgtdomains-ops-06.txt >
"Postmaster Convention for X.400 Operations",
< draft-let f-x400ops-postmaster-03.txt >
"C=US; A=IMX",10/28/1993, E. Stefferud

10/28/1993, C. A. Cargille

<draft-ietf-x400ops-admd-03.txt>

"Using the Internet DNSto distribute
RFC1327Address Mapping Tables",
12/27/1993, C. Allocchio, A. Bonito, B. Cole <draft-ietf-x400ops-dnsx400maps04.txt >
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"Mail based file distribution Part 1: Dialog between two nodes", 07/06/1993,
M. Kaittola < draft-ietf-x400ops-tbl- dist-part 1-01.txt >
"Mail based file distribution Part 2: Over-all structure", 07/06/1993, M. Kaittola < draft-ietf-x400ops-tbl-dist-part2-01.txt >
Request
RFC 1405
RFC 1465
I~FC1502

For Comments
"Mapping between X.400(1984/1988) and Mail-11 (DECnet mail)"
"Routing coordination for X.400 MHSservices within a multi protocol / multi
network environment Table Format V3 for static routing"
"X.400 Use of Extended Character Sets"
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of Wisconsin
Working Group (X400OPS)

Summary

The Amsterdamminutes were not approved. They will be revised.
¯ The postmaster document will receive final editorial
consideration as a standards-track RFC.

commentsand be submitted for

¯ The management domains requirements document will receive final editorial
ments and be submitted for consideration as an Informational RFC.

com-

¯ A revised document on storing RFC1327 mapping rules in the DNSwill be released
within a few weeks. A new companion document about how this should be administratively implemented and deployed will be written by the next IETF or the meeting
of the RAREWorking Group on messaging.
¯ The proposed CXII group will continue to be discussed on the cxii list. If it cannot
be finalized by the Seattle IETF, the group will probably not be created.
¯ The work on ADMD
IMXis viewed as a United States national issue and should be
developed in some US forum, not the IETF. The work should be fed back into the
IETF for comments and publication.
¯ A sister

group to the IETF on operations may be created (the IOTF).

¯ The X400OPSWorking Group will be terminated following this IETF. Outstanding
work items can be brought up on the X400OPSmailing list. If worthwhile, a small
focused working group will be created to work on the new topic.
Thanks to Tony Genovese and Alf Hansen for chairing this group.
Goodbye,and thanks for all the fish!

Review of Action

Items

This was difficult to do because action items were not summarized in previous minutes.
This section will be updated as the Amsterdamminutes are revised.
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Jim Romagueraconducted the review of the minutes from the last meeting. They are were
not approved. They had been submitted in a rush. Alf and Tony apologized for incomplete
minutes being published. Marko and Urs had sent messages requesting changes to the
minutes which were not made. Marko’s name was misspelled in Section 6. He was unhappy
with the proposed chairs in Section 10.
The Amsterdamminutes will be reviewed again on the list and revised. Allan Cargille
foolishly volunteered to edit the revised minutes. Action items need to be identified, both
those from the previous meeting (Columbus) at the beginning of the document and those
from Amsterdam in the body. Wecan also check the X400OPSlist archive for comments
on the minutes.

Postmaster

Convention

for

X.400 Operations

Allan Cargille reviewed the key idea of the document. He removed the section about
supporting an easy way to reach the managers of an X.400 management domain (ADMD
or
PRMD)out of the document and plans to write that up in a separate document (edit out
the part about 84 and 88, just say both are running and reference both standards). There
was consensus that the group will forward the document for consideration as a standardstrack I~FC. Allan will revise the documentand clean up the references. He will then publish
it as an Internet-Draft and ask for commentsfor one week on the ops list. This final review
is for editorial commentsonly. Allan will make any necessary corrections and forward the
document to be published. Allan will have the revised Internet-Draft out by November8.

Operational

Requirements

for

X.400

Management

Domains

All made editorial changes to the document and cleaned up the references. Few people
have read the final version. The document is available and key people are asked to review
the document for editorial changes: Tony, Urs, :Ieroen, Harald, and Allan. Wewill close
discussion by November 15. People who read the document should let All and Tony know
that they have read it. Tony will buy a beverage for the person whofinds the most typos!

DNS support

for

RFC 1327

Mapping

Claudio has been working on a mechanism to store and look up ttFC 1327 mappings using
the DNS.The first proposal received some strong requests for changes from the namedroppets mailing list (DNSexperts) at the March 1993 IETF. Claudio had also done work
storing X.400 routing and MTAconnection information in the DNS. This work has been
suspended in favor of using X.500 (the IETF MHSDS
Working Group work).
Claudio has developed a second version of his proposal. The document will be published as
an Internet-Draft this coming week. He presented the major changes of the new approach.
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The new approach defines a new DNSresource record which allows a single DNSquery for a
lookup. Someextensions are also included for eventual future use. The new approach stores
Table 2 (822 to X.400) and "Gateway Table" mappings in the normal DNSdomain tree.
Table 1 (X.400 to 822) mappings will be stored in a separate tree, rooted at the national
level. This approach forces coordination between the X.400 and DNSnaming authorities.
This will require considerable work in explaining concepts and coordinating things. Claudio
said there is a need for an API specification.
Mappingcoordination at the national level will be achieved in different steps, according to
the draft documenton mappingauthorities. It fits into the regionalization process currently
ongoingin the internet. It allows a full authority delegation as a final result of the process.
An orderly transition is supported from centralized storage of the mappingrules in Italy to
using the new national mapping tree, because software will support checking the national
tree first and looking in the Italian tree if nothing was found.
Mappingrule storage and control will proceed in three different steps:
1. The information is maintained centrally in Italy and servers fallback to that location
for lookups.
2. The national trees are implementedbut things are centralized at the national level.
3. The information is truly distributed in the national trees.
The document also makes it possible to define a DNS/x.500 interface to make LONGBUD
and DNSa unique schema for mapping distribution,
with no duplication and global accessibility.
There was general concern about an update problem with two distributed mapping storage
technologies (DNSand X.500). Urs said that the technical work is done and is solid, and
that we need to think about the administrative work that is necessary to use this technology.
The group notes that this work has implications on the MHSDS
Working Group.
Claudio will write a separate document about information and deployment of this technology
by the next }tARE MSGor IETF meeting. Further discussion of both documents will
proceed in the RAREWorking Group on messaging.

Commercial

X.400

Interconnection

with

Internet

(CXII)

Working

Group

A proposed charter was included as input to this meeting. Tony Genovese led this discussion. Tony’s slides are on the ESnet file server (FTP to ftp.es.net, the directory is
pub/mhs/x4OOops/houston).
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Since Amsterdam:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

There are two points of contention: chairs and technical contributors.
The chairs will be determined solely by the Area Directors.
Technical leads are needed for documentsets.
There is already one volunteer co-chair, but another is still needed.
Technical leads for documents are needed.
The working group will be in the Operations Area but Erik Huizer (without his
co-director) will serve as Area Director for the group.

Editor’s Note: Questions posed as well as detailed statements by some of the attendees is
available via FTP or mail server from the remote directories as Jietf/x~OOops/x~00opsminutes-93nov.txt. Refer to Section 1.2 of the proceedings for retrieval instructions.

US-ops
Allan Cargille led this discussion. He outlined two different issues which fall under this
agenda item:
¯ The work on ADMDIMX under C=US.
¯ The need for a forumfor Internet-related issues whichare specific to the United States
or North America.
There are questions about whether ADMD
IMXshould be viewed as a United States issue
or an Internet-wide issue. It can be viewed as an Internet-wide solution which happens to
be stuck under C=USdue to the X.400 country-centric addressing structure. For example,
if C=WW
(worldwide) existed, we would prefer to register ADMD
IMX under C=WW
and
it would not be bound to the Unites States. Alternatively, it can be viewed as the Unites
States national solution to X.400 namingin the USInternet, which is US-centric and should
be developed in a United States forum.
The second issue is that the IETF developed in the context of the US. Therefore work on
an issue which was Internet-related could be conducted in the IETF, even if the work was
US-centric. Nowthat the IETF has developed its identity as an international organization,
Internet-related
topics which are United States or North American in scope do not have
a valid forum. The problem was recognized by the group, but addressing this problem is
outside the scope of the X400OPSWorking Group.
Editor’s Note: Summaries of attendee’s comments are available via F.TP or mail server
from the remote directories as/~etf/x~OOops/x~OOops-minutes-93nov.txt. Refer to Section
1.2 of the proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.
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Erik commented that the ops list should be kept open because of the documents being
progressed. He also noted that the RAREWorking Group on messaging could be used for
some topics. If discussions raise technical issues that merit IETF work, he would welcome
a proposal for that group (not just an extension of X400OPS
but a focused group for 1/2
year or so to work on a specific issue.)
Urs pointed out that there is a specific list for RFC1465 issues: rfc1465@chx400,switch,
ch.
Jeroen has copies of tutorial

papers, and RAREcan send more copies if needed.

Allan sees the following as outstanding work items:
¯ A document on the long-range plan for X.400 in the Internet.
¯ Possible work on dynamic X.400 routing using the DNS. X.500 work (mhsds/LONGBUD)
is not materializing fast enough.
¯ X.400(88) in the GO-MHScommunity.
¯ A standard
or MD).

way to address

¯ A document on internal

the managers of an X.400 management domain (PRMD

operations

¯ A document on connections

of ADMD
IMX.

between ADMDIMX and ADMDs.

It appears that the IMXwork will not be approved to be done in the context of the IETF.
Steve was also concerned about mhsds delays. It is a very high priority for specifications
and for implementation. A global solution is needed for scalable routing, he sees X.500 as
the only viable solution.
Erik wants focused groups in future. The problem is that groups can have beautiful ideas
about what needs to be done, but there must be volunteers to do the work. People are
needed to chair the groups, write the documents, and lead discussions.
Erik thanked All and Tony for chairing the group. The working group will be terminated
after this IETF.
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Area

Directors:
¯ Stev Knowles: stev©ftp.com
¯ Dave Piscitello:
wk04464©worldlink.com
Area Summary reported

by Stev

Knowles/FTP

Software

The following BOFand working groups met during the NovemberIETF meeting in Houston:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Whither ATM - An Update BOF (ATMINFO)
Dynamic Host Configuration Working Group (DHC)
Internet Stream Protocol V2 Working Group (ST2)
IP Over Asynchronous Transfer Mode Working Group (ATM)
IP Over Large Public Data Networks Working Group (IPLPDN)
Point-to-Point
Protocol Extensions Working Group (PPPEXT)

Whither

ATM- An Update

BOF (ATMINFO)

An information only BOF was held on ATMtechnology
Amsterdam IETF meeting.

and on developments since the

¯ Bryan Lyles presented a summaryof ANSI T1S1 activities
towards defining a new
ATM
Bearer Service called "Class Y" for variable bit-rate traffic, i.e. "best effort."
¯ Eric Hoffmangave a presentation, on behalf of Allison Mankin and MaryannPerez,
on the problems of implementing ATMstandards.
¯ Mike Goguen gave a review of the work of the ATMForum’s Private
Group.
¯ The ATMForum UNI 3.0 Specification

Internet

Stream

Protocol

NNI Working

is out and available.

V2 Working

Group (ST2)

ST2 met for the first time at Houston in two sessions. The first session involved a brief
review of the charter, presentations on ST-II experience fromBBNand AI~PA, and an
overview of the IBMST-II implementation. After the presentations, discussion was started
on whichportions of the protocol need revision, removal, or clarification. The second session
was a more detailed working session in which details of State Transition diagrams, groups of
streams, and the join/leave mechanismwere discussed. The group a/so selected Lou Berger,
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Steve DeJarnett, and Luca Delgrossi as the document editors for the Internet-Drafts and
RFC,and decided to issue a further call for writers over the mailing list. An interim meeting
maybe held in January to write the initial Internet-Draft.

IP Over

Asynchronous

Transfer

Mode Working

Group

(ATM)

The Classical Internet-Draft Last Call closed on Monday, November1. All issues raised
during the Last Call process were dealt with and closed. One serious technical issue was
raised by Dave Sincoskie regarding the arp table entry timeout and n*n InARPtransmission characteristics.
A paragraph change was presented and adopted by consensus at the
Thursday meeting. Dave Piscitello approved the change process; another Last Call is not
needed. The changed paragraph will appear in the meeting minutes. The document is
awaiting IESGballot.
Joel Halpern gave a presentation of the Routing Over the Large Clouds Working Group
(ROLC)proposed charter, l~an Atkinson presented his MTUdraft. Bob Cole led a discussion of the framework document. The chair hopes that this document can be turned into a
planning guide for the working group.
The working group hosted other discussions on security, source address, the non-optimal
behavior of InARP, selectors and multiple LISs, application binding, and Q.93Bparameters.
One discussion item, the issue of IP over the ATMForum’s LANEmulation specification,
was not completed.

IP Over

Large

Public

Data

Networks

Working

Group

(IPLPDN)

The purpose of re-opening the IP over Large Public Data Networks (IPLPDN) working
group was to clean up some unresolved items, and attend to those items which have come
up after the group became inactive.
Keith Sklower presented summaries of the "Determination of Encapsulation of Multiprotocol Datagrams in Circuit-switched Environments" and "Parameter Negotiation
over Frame Relay" Internet-Drafts.
¯ The draft for the updates to I~FC 1315 has expired. Caralyn Brownhas agreed to
repost it and set the wheels in motion to get it forwarded.
¯ Joel Halpern and Fred Baker volunteered to write an Informational document covering
experience in partial mesh networks. The document will be posted on the mailing
list and discussed there.
The group decided that the definition
Novell.

of InARPfor IPX might better be handled by
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¯ During the IP over ATMdiscussions, it was felt that InARPwas not robust enough.
The group decided that because this problem was related to ATM’sARPserver, the
ATMgroup should pursue this work.
¯ Those who were most interested in IEEE 802.5 Source Routing over Frame Relay
were not present at the meeting. It was decided that this should be taken to the
mailing list for further discussion.

Point-to-Point

Protocol

Extensions

Working

Group

(PPPEXT)

Twodocuments were referred, without discussion, to the IESGfor consideration as Proposed
Standards.
¯ "PPP over ISDN"(draft-ietf-pppext-isdn-03.txt)
¯ "PPP over SONETE/SDH"
(draft-ietf-pppext-sonet-01.txt)
There was discussion about "PPP over X.25" (draft-ietf-pppext-x25-02.txt)
and it was
decided that the document should be recommended to the IESG for consideration as a
Proposed Standard.
"PPP in Frame Relay" (draft-ietf-pppext-frame-relay-02.txt)
was also discussed. It was
recommendedthat a single sentence be added, and that the resulting Internet-Draft, draftietf-pppext-frame-relay-03.txt,
be considered by the IESGas a Proposed Standard.
It was recommendedthat "PPP LCPExtensions" (draft-ietf-pppext-lcpext-04.txt)
be considered by the IESGas a Proposed Standard. Another document will be drawn up describing
the LCPoption for negotiation of encapsulations.
Dave Rand presented the "PPP Reliable Transmission" document, (draft-ietf-pppext-reliable00.txt). After some discussion, the document was recommendedfor consideration by the
IESG as a Proposed Standard.
Several other documents were presented and discussed.
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Whither

AND WORKING

ATM - An Update

BOF (ATMINFO)

An information-only BOFwas held on ATMtechnology and developments since the Amsterdam IETF meeting. Manypeople were appreciative that the BOFwas held.

Presentations

Bryan Lyles presented a summary of ANSI T1S1 activities
towards defining a new ATM
Bearer Service called "Class Y" for variable bit-rate traffic, i.e. "best effort." Variouspublic
ATMproviders are viewing this a boon as it is a different service than constant bit-rate
(CBR)traffic (voice) and can be tariffed differently. T1S1will be working further to create
an implementation independent definition. Whenadopted in T1S1, it should make it into
ITU-TSSand then be adopted by the ATMForum. Bryan’s closing said to "tune in again
in about six months."
Eric Hoffmangave a talk on behalf of Allison Mankin and MaryannPerez on the problems
of implementing ATMstandards. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) has recently released
their Q.93B implementation called VINCEinto the public domain. In addition, NRLwill
be implementing the Classic IP and ARPover ATMmodel. NRLfeels the primary "snag"
with Q.93Blies in the complicated parsing, forced bitfield parsing for rarely used elements,
and spurious ordering rules. They do have a working version that is tracking ATMForum’s
UNI3.0 specification. Ports are being done to support several switch architectures.
Mike Goguen gave a review of the work of the ATMForum’s Private NNI Working Group.
The groups main work is NNI signaling, VCrouting, and Q.93B as the basis for the NNI
signaling. This working group just started in July. The November ATMForum meeting
will focus on finalizing requirements and beginning a draft reference configuration. Some
key requirement areas to be agreed on:

¯
¯
¯
¯

Policy
To what extent in Phase 1
Hybrid private/public networks
Source routing versus hop-by-hop

The ATMForum UNI 3.0 Specification

is out and available.
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Dynamic Host Configuration

(DHC)

Charter
Chair(s)
Ralph Droms:droms@bucknell.edu
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: host-conf©sol.bucknell,
edu
To Subscribe: hos~-conf-reques¢©sol.bucknell,
edu
Archive: sol. bucknell, edu: "/dhcwg
Description

of Working Group

The purpose of this working group is to investigate network configuration and
reconfiguration management,and determine those configuration functions that
can be automated, such as Internet address assignment, gateway discovery and
resource location, and those which cannot be automated (i.e., those that must
be managedby network administrators).
Goals and Milestones
Done

Write a BOOTPextensions

Done

Identify (in the spirit of the Gateway Requirements and Host Requirements
RFCs) the information required for hosts and gateways to: exchange packets
with other hosts, obtain packet routing information, access the DomainName
System, and access other local and remote services.

Done

Summarize those mechanisms already in place for managing the information
identified by objective 1.

Done

Suggest new mechanismsto managethe information identified

Done

Having established what information and mechanismsare required for host operation, examinespecific scenarios of dynamichost configuration and reconfiguration, and show howthose scenarios can be resolved using existing or proposed
management mechanisms.

Request

document.

For Comments

RFC 1531

"Dynamic Host Configuration

Protocol"

RFC 1532

"Clarifications

and Extensions for the Bootstrap Protocol"

RFC 1533

"DHCPOptions

and BOOTPVendor Extensions"

by objective 1.
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Droms/Bucknell

University

Dynamic Host Configuration

Working Group (DHC)

Since the last meeting of the DHCWorking Group, DHCPwas accepted as a Proposed Standard and the protocol specification was published as I~FC 1541 (specification),
RFC1533
(options) and RFC1534 (DHCP-BOOTP
interoperation).
J. Allard and Fred Lien organized two rounds of interoperability testing. At the second round of testing, 7 servers and
12 clients were tested:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Microsoft: NT server, NT client, DOSclient
Sun: server and client
HP: client
Boeing: server and client
DEC: client
WIDEproject (Japan): client, server and relay agent
SGI: server and client
Competitive Automation: server and client
FTP Software: Windowsand OS/2 servers, Windows and DOSclients

At present, there are no freely-distributable
implementations. The WIDEproject’s implementation, described in a short presentation to the group, maybe madeavailable, but needs
additional work first. The WIDEproject, from Keio University, has implemented a DHCP
server, client and relay agent, all based on UNIXand BPF(Berkeley Packet Filter). The
server manages three databases: an available address pool, the set of client bindings and
the knownrelay agents. The server uses ICMPecho to test for an address already in use
before allocation. The server does not yet support the class identifier and vendor-specific
data options, and the use of ’shame’ and ’file’ fields to hold options. The client is also built
on BPF, as a library of functions for the various DHCPstate transitions. Thus, the client
software can be integrated into a variety of DHCPimplementations. The relay agent uses
BPF to communicate with the client and a socket to communicate with the server.
The interoperability testing identified a set of "minor" problems. The group discussed these
problems and devised solutions as follows:
Packet size: As BOOTPspecifies smaller packets (300 octets) than DHCP(576
octets), the DHCPspecification should be changed to explicitly allow smaller BOOTP
packets.
Minima protocol requirements:
DHCPrequires some minima functions from the
TCP/IPprotocol software on a client(e.g., ability to ~ccept unicast replies before the
IP address has been configured); these requirements must be added to the protocol
specification.
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¯ Use of ’ciaddr’ field: As RFC1542 requires a client to be able to respond to ARP
requests if it puts an address in ’ciaddr’, a client must use the ’requested IP address’
option in DHCPREQUEST
packets.
¯ Use of ’server ID’ in DHCPACK
and DHCPNAK
packets:
ID’ a MUSTrequirement.
¯ Change number of retries
tions).

Make the use of ’server

of DHCPREQUESTs
to 4 (to match other retry specifica-

¯ Use of ’BROADCAST
flag’ in DHCPNAKs:
Possibly; still

under consideration.

¯ Use of ’XID’:
Client MUSTuse unique, random XID (NOTa well-known constant!) for each
client DHCPpacket to avoid associating reply for client B with request from
client A.
Changing XID for each retransmission seems to be an implementation detail
(client can choose to change XID with each retransmission of a specific DHCP
packet).
¯ The group rejected the idea of a protocol version number.
¯ Timeouts: The group concluded that the timeout back off mechanism is "overspecified". The specification will be changed to read that the mechanism SHOULD
be employed, and the reasoning behind choosing a specific mechanism.
¯ T2 not explicitly specified to be less than the lease time; specification to be fixed to
reflect that requirement.
¯ Size limit on a single option (255 octets) maybe too small: Allow multiple copies
the same option.
Specification and the use of ’client ID,’ and ’client class’ was discussed. The ’client ID’ field
is supposed to address the problem of separating client identification by the server from the
delivery of DHCPpackets from the server to the client. That is, the server always needs a
MAC
address (supplied in ’chaddr’) for the client, through which messages can be delivered
to the client, but the server may want to use some other identifier to track the binding
of an IP address to that client. BOOTPoverloads the MACaddress with delivery and
identification functions. It was decided to specify that DHCPservers should use ’client ID’
if supplied by the client and ’chaddr’ otherwise, for binding an IP address to a client. For
the purposes of address binding, ’client ID’ is to be interpreted as an opaquestring of octets.
Text will be added to the protocol specification explaining the reasons for using ’client ID’
and possible effects of using ’chaddr’ (e.g., whenEthernet cards are movedbetween hosts).
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There was some discussion prior to the DHCmeeting as to whether the ’client class’ option
was under-specified. The concern was that, without further specification, interoperability
amongDHCPparticipants would be compromisedas a result of different interpretations of
the the ’client class’. (See the DHCWorkingGroup mailing list archive for more details.)
Thegroup felt that the primaryuse of ’client class’ will be in aggregation of clients; i.e., the
description of a collection of identical clients by a single entry in the DHCP
server database.
The attendees concluded that this use can be met as follows:
¯ Treat the ’client class’ option as an character string.
¯ Recommend
that vendors supply an initial
-

value:

Should be "descriptive of the product".
Must be well-documented.
Must be useful in a DHCPdatabase.
Must be configurable by the system administrator.

¯ Allow system administrators to choose local values for ’client class’.
¯ Addtext to the protocol specification suggesting how system administrators can use
vendor-supplied or locally-configured ’client identifier’s.
The attendees also discussed two issues related to other IETF working groups. First, the
Domain Name System Working Group (DNS) is aware of the requirement for a network
interface to DNSupdates. DHCis not the only group making such a request. DNSis
working on the problem. Second, the attendees decided to hold off on any changes to the
DHCPspecification to accommodatenew versions of IP and IP addressing such as SIP or
TUBA.
There will be another round of interoperability testing in Decemberafter the latest changes
to the protocol specification are integrated into the documentation. A copy of the text
source used by the RFCEditor to generate the DHCPRFCs has been obtained, so revised
documents can be generated that are consistent with the published RFCs.

Attendees
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Problems From Testing
Agenda
¯ Useof ’ciaddr"
¯ Report on interoperability
¯ Review of outstanding

testing

¯ Inclusion of server ID in acks and naks must

problems

¯ Changeretries of requests to four - yes
- ’ciaddr’

¯ Use of broadcast flag in naks - yes

- Other "small ¯ problems

¯ Moredetail in class ID

-Client ID/class ID

¯ Client ID option "over specified"

- Interface to DNS

¯ Protocol version number - no

-SIP or TUBA(hold for now)

¯ Timeouts and backoff "over specified" should - reasoning, especially total time to
wait, should be based on local network and
site characteristics

¯ Strategy for advancing protocol specification
¯ Discussion of "small"

problems - solved

¯ Review of client ID Issues

¯ T2 not explicitly

¯ Discussion of client

¯ 255 vendor options Insufficient
copies of vendor options

ID problem

¯ Size limitation
message size

Client ID Issues
¯ What values can be used as client

< lease - ok

- minimum, maximumDHCP

¯ Hosts that cannot accept broadcasts
¯ Hosts that can accept broadcasts

IDs?

¯ Hosts that can go into
MAC
MAC

=> multiple

(not unique)

promiscuous mode

¯ Hosts that cannot go into

promiscuous mode

¯ Hosts which must receive IP unicasts/MAC
broadcasts
¯ Overloading ’client
behavior

ID’ with client-server

¯ Hosts which cannot receive IP unicasts/MAC
broadcasts

¯ Under specified, overspecified - What is it?
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II I

Class ID
¯ Client ID is client "disambiguatory"
¯ Aggregateclients

- Wire <- MAC

¯ Distinguish vendor options

- DNS name

¯ Optional on server:.
- If Implemented,should be given a value
and must be documented
- Must be configured by system administrator

¯ Client ID is always wire <- MACUniquely
defines and Interface

- Advisory words._descdptJveof their
products useful in DHCPdatabase

¯ Disambiguationis elsewhere
¯ "Indexing"
¯ Warning - why not use MACaddress- Allow client ID to override MACaddress
¯ Careful about chaddr vs. client ID in RFC
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DItCP implementations
WIDE version

DHCP imple,nentations

WIDE version

¯ Software Structure
-- Server
- Relay agent
- Client
¯ Implementation
,.

Akihiro

-

Tominaga

WIDE Project

Overview

User process implementation
Uses BPF and socket
DHCPclient library

¯ Implementation Varieties
-

Keio University

BSD/386 0486)
NEWS-OS(4.3BSD-based)

(MC68030)

NEWS-OS (R3000)

II~III III~,"
I ,,oi I

Why using

BPF ?
Server Iml)lc,ncntati(m

¯ BPFis Berkeley Paz.+ket Filter.
¯ BPFcan read/write the packets from Interfaces
directly.

¯ Manages three
-

¯ BPF sends Limited Broadcast address
(255.255.255.255).
¯ BPFrecognizes the incoming interface.
¯

¯

Most BSD UNIX have BPF.

¯ Structure.

(

databases

Address pool database
Binding database
Relay agent database

Checks address duplication
quest

by ICMI’ echo

¯ Supports All Address Allocation
DHCP

BPF

-

socket
UDP
IP
Ether

Dynamic Allocation
Automatic Allocation
Manual Allocation

¯ Supports

Hardware
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BOOTPclient

Models

IEI’I: DIICW(;
I-; ,il 4

Server Implementation (2)

Server Implementation(3)

¯ Format of Address pool database : modified
version of CMUBOOTPServer
Idunmy

¯ Unsupported features

entry

global.dunmy:$nmk=2SS.2SS.2SS.0:\
:dhtl=SOO:dht2=850:
191.dummy:tblc=global.dummy:df11=3600:\
:maxl=7200:rout=133.138.191.1:\
:brda=133.138.191.255
#for
dhcp client
19107:
:ipad=133.138.191-T:tblc=lgl-dummy:
19108:

-

IP fragmentation / reassembly

-

"Class identifier" option handling

-

"Vendorspecific" option handling

-

"shame"field and "file" field (from client)
handling

:ipad=133.138.191.8:tblc=lgl.dummy:

# for bootp client
19106:
:£pad=133.138.191-6:alty=bootp:\
:tblc=191.dummy:

.~.,,I

Client Implementation(l)

IIEI.F.ASE

Ill’ill’telI: ilill’l |011
I"

¯ Uses BPF.
¯ No IP fragment handling.

¯

¯ libdhcp.a - dhcp client functions

struct if~nfo includes information about interface
struct
if_info
{
int fd;
/int arpfd;
char name[sizeof
Int bufslze;
ant arpbufsize;
char -bu~;
chsr *~rpbuf;
s~ruc~ chaddr haddr;
);

M-ridsREQUIgS’I"i,,
w.rify tl,. addr~’~ ;u,I
w,’~i L,; ACK
¯

S~UCt

dhc~_~aram

bpf file

includes

froln
server
DECLINE
str,ct
dhcp_p~ram {
atruct
dhcp_p~ram next
char got_opt~on[~OTOPTSIZ];
char ~
.
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descrlptor

o~crc<l

~or IRP

ir~>rrn~tion

struct

strnct

in_addr

server_id.
ciaddr.
yiaddr.
siaddr.
giaddr.
*subset_mask.
eswap_server.
~brdcast_addr.
*ronUer_solici$;
in_addrs stouter.
urine_server.
shame_server.
¯ dns_server.
*log_server.
*cookie_server.
*lpr_serve~.
oimpress_server.
er~n.sorver.
epolicy_filto~.

xid.

u_long

¯

IP address
-I
(~tp)
server

/e DNS server

~nin_server.
~utp_oerver.
onbu_nerver.
oubdd_nurvsre
exeunt_server.
exdisplay_nana~or;

nax_dgram_sizo.
long

1/-

/e

NetBl~

o/ .

n~e

server

/e I font orvur o/
/e ¯ display
~a~a~er

lease_origin.
lease_duration.
dhcp_tl.

street dhcp_r~qinfo it~cludes requeting parameter such ~s "Requested Lease".
I° parameter
/or DHCPDISCOVER
and DHCPREQUI~T°1
s~ruct dhcp_reqinfo
{
long
retry;
/0 nunber of retra~sniss~on
int
u_lon~
s~ru~t in_addr
ipaddr;
s~ru¢~ an_addr ciaddr;
struct
request_list
unsigned
char lee;

"/

¯ Client l’rogr;un
int

main(int

Example.

argo.

char

initialize();
dhcp_init();

} °reqlist;
struct client_id ocid;
street
class_id
unsigned
char lee;
char
-id;

¯

/°

main

uhile

loop

*/

(1)

/,
get OFFER from
construct_request(req,

};

dhcp_discover(req.

struct dhcp_declinfo is used in dhcp_release or
dhcp_decline.

/"

I- parameter
for DHCPDECLI~Eand DHCPRELEASE01
struct
dhcp_decl~nfo
s~ru¢~ ~n_addr ~paddr. /° DHCP ¢l~ent°s
IP addr °/
srv_id;

~t

ACK

from

dhcp_request(req,

server

*/
kipaddr);

&~eti~.
server

*/

&neti~.

paras);

/- ~o~ ACK and configure
<onfi~_if(&netil,
&p~ra~->y~addr,

char

param->subnet_mask,
para~->brdcast_addr);

);

i01

o/

set_route(paras);
while (1) { /* extend
construct_extlease(req,
if (dhcp_extlease(req,
reset_if(&netif);
break;

lease

loop
param);
&netif,

*/

Relay
param)

a~ent

Implementation

< O)

¯ Uses BPF and socket
¯ Relay agent model;

¯ Exaxnple of configuration file
2
133.138.191.1
133.138.192.1
133.138.193.1
133.138.194.1

#
~
t
#
II

I/umber
server
server
server
server

of servers
IP
IP
IP
IP

to forward

in this case, relay agent choose 2 servers from
133.138.19X.I and relay messages to them. Relay agent choose these servers by hashing messages.
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V2 (ST2)

Charter
Chair(s)
Luca Delgrossi: luca~ibmpa, awdpa, ibm. corn
Steve DeJarnett: steve©ibmpa, awdpa, ibm. com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: st©ibminet, awdpa, ibm. com
To Subscribe: st-request¢ibminet,
awdpa, ibm. com
Archive:
ibminet,
awdpa,ibm.com:-/pub/st/st-archive
Description

of Working Group

The Stream Protocol Working Group was formed to clarify and refine the existing specification of the Stream Protocol, Version 2 (ST-II) contained in RFC
1190. Since ST is a protocol that is already used in audio-visual and reservedresource applications and services, the focus of this group is near-term and its
primary purpose is to provide a specification that corrects errors in the existing
ST specification and makesit easier to implementST in a mannerthat is likely
to be interoperable with other ST implementations.
The ST WorkingGroup intends to address several areas of the ST specification
including:
a) the formal definition of states and state transitions;
b) the removal of mechanismswhich are too complicated as currently designed
and which have not shown any use in practice;
c) address the ambiguities caused by the current implementation subsets;
d) definition of a clear IP encapsulation mechanism;
e) minor revisions suggested by experience with ST.
These modifications are expected to reduce implementation time and to improve
the utility and interoperability of existing and future ST implementations. The
working group may also provide guidance on the use of s~andard routing protocols to support ST and on the format and use of flow specifications. Finally,
particular attention will be given to the specification of groups of streams as
required for the efficient sharing of resources. Input from current ST developers and application developers will be solicited to help clarify issues that the
working group should address.
It is the goal of the ST Working Group to produce a refined ST specification
that can be used to rapidly satisfy operational requirements. The result of
this group is expected to be an Experimental RFC. It is not the intention of
this Working Group to define a new communication or resource reservation
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protocol. ST is part of the ongoing IETF efforts to develop protocols that
address resource reservation issues. It is possible that future IETF Working
Groups will produce other operational protocol options in this area. Related
work by other IETF Working Groups shall be carefully monitored to see if the
actions of this WorkingGroup should be revised. In particular it is expected
that there will be interaction with the AVTWorkingGroup relating to issues
of running RTPover ST.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Meet at IETF meeting to identify possible contributors.
specification to identify areas that need revising.

Mar 1994

Address the previously identified
revised protocol specification

Apt 1994

Meet at the IETF meeting to review the completed Internet-Draft

/lul 1994

Submit revised Internet-Draft

Aug 1994 Submit the new ST specification

Review current ST-II

areas and complete an Internet-Draftwith

for publication

as an RFC

a
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REPORT

by Luca Delgrossi/IBM

Minutes of the Internet

Stream Protocol

V2 Working Group (ST2)

The ST2 WorkingGroup met in two sessions. Prior to the first session, Craig Partridge of
BBNgave a talk on his experiences with ST-II. Craig did one of the first ST-II implementations with Steven Pink at the Swedish Institute of ComputerScience in 1992.
Craig pointed out someof the weakerpoints of ST-II, including the fact that the specification
(RFC 1190) forced the implementor to guess at what was intended in certain situations.
Protocol complexity was also raised as an issue. The points raised all seemed consistent
with the experience of the other implementors and certainly helped to motivate everyone
prior to the start of the first working group meeting which was held immediately after the
talk.
The working group meeting began with a brief review of the goals of the working group, the
milestones specified in the charter, and a review of the agenda for the two working group
meetings planned for this week.

IBM Heidelberg

Transport

System

(HeiTS)

Luca Delgrossi of the IBMEuropean Networking Center presented an overview of the
IBMHeiTS (Heidelberg Transport System) stack, which includes an ST-II implementation. HeiTSis strongly focused on providing guaranteed quality of service to applications,
particularly multimedia applications. HeiTS uses its own FlowSpecwhich is significantly
simpler than the RFC1190 FlowSpec. In addition to implementing ST-II, HeiTS also
provides a Resource ManagementSubsystem which handles resource reservation for CPU,
[memory] buffers, and network and communication adapter resources. In addition, HeiTS
will interface with a "Central Resource Allocator" to coordinate network resource reservations in a complex network environment. Luca ended his presentation by discussing some
possible protocol extensions or modifications that could makeST=II a more scalable and useful protocol, including the ability for targets to initiate a connection by joining an existing
stream at a router instead of communicatingdirectly with the origin to join a stream.

"ST-II

Testing

and Evaluation"

Doris Roland from Houston Associates, Inc. (HAI) gave a presentation on "ST-II Testing
and Evaluation" which discusses some testing that HAI is doing for ARPAand the Defense
Simulation Internet (DSInet). The DSInet is an evolution of the Terrestrial Wideband
Network (TWBnet) which runs ST-II at about half of the sites on the network. Houston
Associates, Inc. provides support for users of the DSInet and is performing their testing
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independently of other testing being done by BBN,which is the contractor responsible
for building and operating the DSInet. The DSInet runs simulation exercises and video
conferencing using ST-II to carry the realtime traffic. The HAItest plan consists of multiple
stages, each of increasing complexity. They are explicitly testing stream setup, bandwidth
reservation, routing, data transfer, stream modification, multicasting, and stream teardown.
Their ultimate goal is to run multiple simulation exercises over portions of the backboneto
see howwell the overall system functions.

HAI Test

Plan

After Doris’s presentation, the group discussed some of the details of the HAI test plan,
which included the measurement of delay variance in the network. Since a relatively low
upper delay bound was specified, group members wondered why delay variance needed to
be measured. The final answer was that the buffer space on the end systems is limited and
excessive delay variance can cause buffers to overflow. An additional discussion item was
brought up when it was mentioned that Wellfleet had developed an ST-II router for ARPA
and was going to be deploying it on the DSInet. The group wanted to know whether this
would be madegenerally available in Wellfleet’s touters, but the Wellfleet representative
was not certain at this point, as they had only recently been informed that their routers
would be used on the DSInet.

"Preliminary

ST-II

Evaluation"

The final formal presentation was made by Michael Patton of BBNon "Preliminary STII Evaluation." This talk centered around work done by the DSI Network Engineering
group at BBNunder contract from ARPA. A brief overview of the DSInet was given,
including a map showing most of the sites connected to the DSInet. The DSInet has nodes
located throughout the US and as far away as Germany and Korea. It is an "around
the world network" with over fifty sites connected presently. The DSInet architecture is
built on a foundation of "WidebandPacket Switches" (BBNButterfly’s) connected to local
BBNT/20V routers which handle routing of IP and ST-II. Local systems are connected
to networks attached to the T/20V router. The testing done by BBNis being conducted
in phases. The first phase was a simple connection of two Sun workstations on separate
Ethernet’s connected via a T/20V router. A traffic generator from SRI was used to provide
the traffic and the bandwidth utilization was monitored to ensure that ST-II and IP were
each running within their allocation limits. The traffic characteristics, network design, and
end systems were changed in each phase to increase the stress on the network. Further
testing is continuing to stress the network further.
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After a minor digression about IP multicast,
discussion topics. That list included:

the group movedon to a list

Lack of State Transitions (14)
FlowSpecissues (1)
Heterogeneous FlowSpecs (1)
Timestamps and negotiation (0)
TargetList parameter (0)
Header changes (2)
Reason Codes (1)
Hello/Status/Notify/Stream
Data Flow (1)
HID negotiation incompatibilities (4)
Groups of Streams use (8)
IP Encapsulation (1)
Transport Protocol Interaction (e.g. RTP)(4)
Stream naming simplify (0)

of possible

Routing (2)
Use of Class D addresses (4)
sa:-II MIB(2)
ReverseCharge option (0)
Point-to-Point option (0)
Full Duplex (1)
MTUdiscovery (0)
Source routing (0)
ErroredPDU pointer (0)
Use over Ethernet/subnets (0)
Join/Leave Streams (6)
Subset implementation (2)

Fromhere the group started to discuss various issues. It was decided, that in spite of IETF
tradition, the group would vote on which topics people felt were most important to address,
and the preferences are listed in parentheses in the list above. It should be noted that many
topics that did not receive votes above were later discussed and it seems clear that many,
if not all, will require the attention of the working group.
Editor’s Note: A list of discussion topics which followed the vote is available via FTPor
mail server from the remote directories as//ietf/st2/st2-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section
1.2 of the proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.
The meeting ended with a discussion of what other people were using ST-II for. IBM
will start shipping a multimedia server (Ultimedia Server/6000) that uses ST-II to provide
realtime data delivery to clients. Other users had been mentioned previously (BBNand the
ARPA DSInet).
On Thursday the discussion turned to finding people willing to work on various issues,
defining the scope of various problems, identifying people willing to work on writing the
Internet-Drafts and the RFC, classifying protocol issues, and identifying work that needs
to be completed prior to the Seattle IETF meeting.

State

Transition

and State

Definition

Problem

Westarted by discussing the State Transition and State Definition problem. Luca Delgrossi
presented the state transition diagrams developed by IBMduring implementation of the
HeiTS stack. Luca agreed to make PostScript and ASCII versions of the state transition
diagrams available via anonymousFTP so that others could review them. The PostScript
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versions should be available by November19, while the ASCII versions might take a bit
longer to create. People agreed that they needed time to study the state diagrams before
volunteering to work on updating them, so a call for participation will be done over the
mailing list.

Groups

of Streams

Lou Berger discussed his ideas for the use of Groups of Streams. This could be used for
associating independent streams (to allow "channel switching" while only a/locating bandwidth for a sma/1 numberof channels), bandwidth aggregation/sharing (for teleconferences),
subnet multicast address sharing, identifying interdependence of streams, or sending hierarchically encoded data in multiple grouped streams. Lou, Skip Harboth, and Sybille Scha/ler
from IBMin Heidelberg will look at defining Groups of Streams more fully and will then
present a proposal to the mailing list.

Join/Leave

Stream

Luca presented the Join/Leave stream idea as a way to a/low targets to join a stream
without having the source send a CONNECT
message. This would save 1/2 RTTin the
stream setup phase and would be accomplished by having the would-be recipient send a Join
message toward the origin. As soon as the Join hit a router that was carrying the stream~
that router would send a CONNECT
back to the receiver and negotiation would continue
"normally," with the exception that the router would be the origin for that receiver instead
of the original data sender. A second proposal was that a backward path would be created
from the would-be receiver toward the origin. This caused a lot of concern about requiring
duplicate state machines in systems to handle a reverse-connection and also because this
flows backwardfrom the way routes are traditiona/ly built. There was no consensus on this
idea. The group asked IBMto write this up more fully and present it to the mailing list
for discussion. After the list determines that this is (or is not) something that should
pursued, volunteers will (or will not) be solicited.

Future

Plans

The discussion moved on to who would edit and write the Internet-Drafts
and the RFC.
Luca and Steve DeJarnett agreed to work on this, and Lou Berger said he would be willing
to help out. The editors plan to base the new drafts and RFCon RFC1190, but expect
that a substantial rewrite and reorganization will be required. The editors intend to make
PostScript and ASCIItext versions available for both the drafts and (h~)pefully) the RFC.
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Mark Pullen suggested that an interim meeting should take place in late January or early
February to work on the Internet-Draft.
Mark offered to host the meeting. Most people
seemedto think this was a good idea and it will be suggested to the mailing list.
Subjects that are likely to be discussed in the near future include:
¯ HIDswith the possibility of removing the negotiation and just using globally-unique
identifiers at each hop instead.
¯ Groups of Streams, and how you might use them to aggregate streams for bandwidth
sharing and multicast address allocation.
¯ State Transition diagrams. Define them for the current protocol and then update
them based on changes made by the working group.
¯ Join/Leave streams. Further specify howthis might work for receiver-initiated
munication.

com-

[These minutes, while the product of discussions of the entire group, are quite possibly
biased by the thoughts and interests of the author. I’ve attempted to eliminate some of
that bias by asking others to review these notes but in the end they represent what I
understood to have happened at the meetings.]
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Public

Data

Networks

(IPLPD1N)

Charter
Chair(s)
GeorgeClapp:clapp©ameris,
ameritech,
corn
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: iplpd~©cnri, reston, va. us
To Subscribe: ip1pdn-request©cnri, res’con, va.us
Archive:
ietf.cnri.reston,va.us: "/ietf-mail-archive/iplpdn/*
Description

of Working Group

The IP over Large Public Data Networks Working Group will specify the operation of the TCP/IP protocol suite over Public Data Networks (PDNs) such
SMDS,ISDN, X.25 PDNs, and Frame Relay. The working group will develop
and define algorithms for the resolution of IP addresses and for the routing of
IP datagrams over large, potentially global, public data networks.
The IP over SMDSWorking Group has defined the operation of the Internet
protocols when SMDS
is used to support relatively small virtual private networks, or Logical IP Subnets (LISs). Issues arising from public and global
connectivity were delegated to the IPLPDNWorking Group.
The IPLPDNWorking Group will also continue the work. of the Private Data
Network Routing Working Group (PDNROUT)on X.25 PDNs. This work will
be extended to include call management and the use of the ISDNB channels
for the transport of IP datagrams.
Address resolution and routing over Frame Relay will also be discussed.
Goals and Milestones
TBD

Address resolution of Internet addresses to SMDS.E.164 addresses, to ISDN
E.164 addresses, to X.121 addresses, and to Frame Relay Data Link Connection
Identifiers (DLCIs). The algorithm(s) maybe defined in either a single or
multiple documents.

TBD

Routing of IP datagrams across very large public data networks such as SMDS
and Frame Relay.

Done

Establish priorities

and dates of completion for documents.

Internet-Drafts
"Determination of Encapsulation of Multi-protocol D atagrams in Circuit-switched
Environments", 09/02/1993, K. Sklower <draft-ietf-iplpdn-multi-isdn-02.txt
>
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"Parameter Negotiation for the Multiprotocol Interconnect",
Sklower, C. Frost <draft-ietf-iplpdn-para-negotiation-02.txt>

GROUP REPORTS
09/02/1993, K.

"ManagementInformation Base for Frame Relay DTEs", 11 / 12/1993, C. Brown,
F. Baker, C. Carvalho <draft-ietf-iplpdn-frmib-dte-01.tx~>
"A Multilink Protocol for Synchronizing the Transmission of Multi-protocol
Datagrams.", 09/02/1993, K. Sklower <draft-ietf-iplpdn-simple-multi-01.txt>
Request

For Comments

RFC 1293

"Inverse Address Resolution Protocol"

RFC 1294

"Multiprotocol Interconnect over Frame Relay"

RFC 1315

"Management Information

RFC 1356

"Multiprotocol

RFC 1433

"Directed

RFC 1490

"Multiprotocol Interconnect

Base for Frame Relay DTEs"

Interconnect

on X.25 and ISDN in the Packet Mode"

ARP"
over Frame Relay"
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REPORT

Brown/Wellfleet

Minutes of the IP Over Large Public

Communications
Data Networks

Working Group (IPLPDN)

The purpose of re-opening the IP over Large Public Data Networks Working Group (IPLPDN)
was to clean up some unresolved items, and attend to those items which have comeup after
the group became inactive.

Encapsulation

Determination

Keith Sklower presented a summaryof the Internet-Draft he has written entitled "Determination of Encapsulation of Multi-protocol Datagrams in Circuit-switched Environments."’
The objective of this work is to define a way in which a receiving station might determine
which type of encapsulation (X.25, Frame Relay or PPP) is used on a ISDNcall. This is
issue because ISO prefers X.25, PPP is out there, and the ITU has recently included access
to a Frame Relay switch as an access feature. The document is not specific to ISDN, but
to circuit switched networks where prior configuration is not easily done.
Keith Sklower agreed to update the document to remove part of section 8, "Out of Band
Signaling," change bit inversion parameters ("callee’s algorithm") and remove section 10.
Keith also agreed to clean up the sections referring to Internet-Drafts.
It was agreed that this document should be published as an Informational RFCas a statement of applicability for various standards. This will be done after Keith has updated the
documentand circulated it to the working group (via the mailing list) for further comments.

Parameter

Negotiation

Keith Sklower presented a summaryof the Internet-Draft entitled "Parameter Negotiation
over FrameRelay." The fundamental issue is to enable the negotiation of a few options in the
context of the existing RFC1490 encapsulation and philosophy. There is a similar document
being worked in the Point-to-Point Protocol Extensions Working Group (PPPEXT)called
"PPP over Frame Relay." This document preposes that once an NCPis negotiated, the
encapsulation changes to the PPP encapsulation with the CF NLPIDidentifier.
Each
document presupposes different goals. Parameter negotiation defines how to add certain
negotiations to a 1490 environment, while PPP on frame relay attempts to define how to
run the entire PPP suite over frame relay.
The forwarding both documents is the fact that two implementations, one using the parameter negotiations document, and one using PPP over frame relay, might successfully
complete negotiation and then be unable to pass data due to differing data encapsulations.
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The decision was reached within the group that the parameter negotiations document would
be modified to clarify that the final data encapsulation would be as specified in RFC1490
even after negotiations. It would also be clarified to specify that, should an implementation
decide to negotiate a protocol for which a PPP encapsulation is defined, but none is defined
within RFC1490 (VJ compression for example), the PPP encoding would be allowed. Protocols which can be defined within the context of RFC1490 will continue to be encapsulated
in that manner.

Status

of Updates

to RFC 1315

The draft for the updates to RFC1315 has expired. Caralyn Brown has agreed to repost
it and set the wheels in motion to get it forwarded.

Routing

Over

Frame

Relay

Since the disbanding of the original IPLPDNgroup, there has been much discussion about
how to run various protocols over a frame relay network; in particular DECnetover frame
relay. The group decided that there are many ways in which to run a protocol over the
frame relay network depending upon what the configuration is. Joel Halpern and Fred
Baker volunteered to write an Informational document covering experience in partial mesh
networks. The document will be posted on the mailing list and discussed there.

Inverse

_ARP for

IPX

The group decided that the definition of InARPfor IPX might better be handled by Novell.
There were several companies which already have an implementation of InARPfor IPX, but
the attendees could not remember details. It was decided that the discussion would take
place off-line among those who had already implemented InARP for IPX. Caralyn Brown
agreed to be editor for a document describing a commonmethod for IFX InARP.

Inverse

ARP Extensions

During the IP over ATMdiscussions, it was felt that InARPwas not robust enough. Specifically, a requesting station could not determine whether an InARPrequest was lost, or the
responding station did not have an appropriate answer. It was suggested that InARPbe
expanded to contain a NAK.The group did not disagree with the suggestion, but decided
that, because this problem was related to ATM’sARPserver, the IP over Asynchronous
Transfer Mode Working Group (ATM)should pursue this work.
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Routing

Over

Frame Relay

Those who were most interested in this topic were not present at the meeting. It was
decided that this should be taken to the mailing list for further discussion.
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IP Over AppleTalk

(APPLEIP)

Charter
Chair(s)
John Veizades:

ve±zades~p,

com

Mailing Lists
General Discussion: apple-ip©apple.com
To Subscribe:
apple-ip-request©apple.com
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The IP Over AppleTalk WorkingGroup is chartered to facilitate the connection
of Apple Macintoshes to IP internets and to address the issues of distributing
AppleTalk services in an IP internet.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Post an Internet-Draft the current set of protocols used to connect Macintoshes
to IP internets.

Done

Submit the AppleTalk MIBto the IESG for consideration
dard.

as a Proposed Stan-

Internet-Drafts
"AppleTalk ManagementInformation Base II",
Frisa < draft-ietf-appleip-mib2-01.txt >

04/30/1993 , S. Waldbusser, K.

"KIP AppleTalk/IP Gateway Functionality",
ietf-appleip-kip-gateway-00.txt, .ps>

07/06/1993,

Request

For Comments

RFC 1243 "AppleTalk

Management Information

Base"

P. Budne <draft-
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Transfer

Mode (ATM)

Charter
Chair(s)
Mark Laubach: laubach©hpl.hp.com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: atm©hpl.hp, corn
To Subscribe: atm-reques~c©hpl.hp.com
Archive: Send messageCo atm-request©hpl.hp.com
Description

of Working Group

The IP Over Asynchronous Transfer Mode Working Group will focus on the
issues involved in running internetworking protocols over Asynchronous Transfer Mode(ATM)networks. The final goal for the working group is to produce
standards for the TCP/IP protocol suite and recommendations which could be
used by other internetworking protbcol standards (e.g., ISO, CLNPand IEEE
802.2 Bridging).
The working group will initially develop experimental protocols for encapsulation, multicasting, addressing, address resolution, call set up, and network
management to allow the operation of internetwork protocols over an ATM
network. The working group may later submit these protocols for standardization.
The working group will not develop physical layer standards for ATM.These
are well covered in other standards groups and do not need to be addressed in
this group.
The working group will develop models of ATMinternetworking architectures.
This will be used to guide the development of specific IP over ATMprotocols.
The working group will also develop and maintain a list of technical unknowns
that relate to internetworking over ATM.These will be used to direct future
work of the working group or be submitted to other standards or research
groups as appropriate.
The working group will coordinate its work with other relevant standards bodies (e.g., ANSIT1S1.5) to insure that it does not duplicate their work and that
its work meshes well with other activities in this area. The working group will
select amongATMprotocol options (e.g., selection of an adaptation layer) and
make recommendations to the ATMstandards bodies regarding the requirements for internetworking over ATMwhere the current ATMstandards do not
meet the needs of internetworking.
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Goals and Milestones
Done

First Meeting. Establish detailed goals and milestones for Working Group.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft for a mechanismfor IP over ATM.(Multi-Protocol Interconnect over ATMAAL5)

Done

Submit the Multi-Protocol
Proposed Standard.

Mar 1993

Post Internet-Draft

Jul 1993

Submit "Internet Requirements for ATMSignaling" to the IESG for consideration as an Informational Document.

Interconnect

over ATMAAL5to the IESG as a

for "Internet Requirements for ATMSignaling."

Internet-Drafts
"Default IP MTUfor use over ATMAAL5", 11/16/1993, R. Atkinson <draftietf-at m-rot u-05.txt >
"Classical IP and ARPover ATM",12/22/1993, M. Laubach <draft-ietf-atmclassic-ip-06.txt >
Request

For Comments

RFC 1483 "Multiprotocol

Encapsulation

over ATMAdaptation

Layer 5"
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REPORT

by Mark Laubach/Hewlett-Packard
of the

The Classical

IP Over Asynchronous

Transfer

Mode Working Group (ATM)

Internet-Draft

The "Classical IP and ARPover ATM"(henceforth called "Classical") Internet-Draft Last
Call closed on Monday, November1. All issues raised during the Last Call process were
dealt with and closed. One serious technical issue was raised by Dave Sincoskie regarding
the ARPtable entry timeout and n*n InAI~P transmission characteristics.
A paragraph
change was presented and adopted by consensus at the Thursday meeting. The change is
as follows:
Under section 8.5 "ATMAI~P
Table Aging," replace paragraph:
Prior to aging (removing) an ATMARP
table entry, all members MUSTgenerate an InARP_REQUEST
on any open virtual circuit (VC) associated with
that entry. If an InAI~P_REPLY
is received, that table entry is updated and
not deleted. If there is no open VCassociated with the table entry, the entry
is deleted.
With the following two paragraphs:
Prior to aging an ATMARP
table entry, an ATMARP
server MUSTgenerate an InARP_REQUEST
on any open VC associated with that entry. If an
InARP_REPLY
is received, that table entry is updated and not deleted. If
there is no open VCassociated with the table entry, the entry is deleted.
When an ATMARP
table entry ages, an ATMAI~Pclient MUSTinvalidate
the table entry. If there is no open VCassociated with the invalidated entry,
that entry is deleted. In the case of an invalidated entry and an open VC, the
ATMARP
client must revalidate the entry prior to transmitting any non address
resolution traffic on that VC. In the case of a PVC,the client validates the
entry by transmitting an InARP_REQUEST
and updating the entry on receipt
of an InARP_REPLY.
In the case of an SVC, the client validates the entry by
transmitting
an ARP_REQUEST
to the ATMARPServer and updating the
entry on receipt of an ARP_REPLY.
If a VCwith an associated invalidated
ATMARP
table entry is closed, that table entry is removed.
Dave Piscitello approved the change process; another Last Call is not needed. The Classical
Internet-Draft is awaiting IESGballot.
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Group Introduction

Joel Halpern gave a presentation of the proposed charter of the Routing.Over Large Clouds
Working Group (ROLC). Juha’s NBMAARP has been moved into that working group.
Issues involved with ARPingbeyond the LIS and shortcut routing, et al. for IP over ATM
are now in ROLC.

The MTU Internet-Draft
Ran Atkinson presented his Internet-Draft,
"Default IP MTUfor use over ATMAAL5"
(henceforth called "MTU").There was much discussion over the use of SDUnegotiation.
Dan Grossman suggested that advantage should be taken of whatever signaling support is
available and makeit mandatory for SVCnegotiations. The working group needs to specify
the parameters of UNI3.0 so that interoperable implementations exist. The issue was raised
that a very clearly defined default case exists (classical model) and it is necessary to have
a clear plan of howsignaling is used, for what, and what the defaults are.
A discussion of the MTUpath discovery requirement took place. The question of whether
system requirements (IP systems) can be driven by requiring it in IP over ATMwas raised.
Ran feels that an on/off switch is a implementation optimization; i.e., up to the implementot. Others feel that it is not the ATMWorking Group’s place to require it. The group
reached the following recommendation: use the default MTUsize of 9180. IP stations must
implement MTUpath discovery but are not required to use it. If they do use it, the MTU
size maybe adjusted, etc.
l~an will be updating the document soon. The MTUpath discovery issue is still
debated.

Framework

being

Document

Bob Cole led a discussion of the frameworkdocument. Joel Halpern led a short presentation
on TUNICand TULIP.Discussion was plentiful on all issues. Bob will be seeking volunteers
for help with a new version. The working group chair hopes that this document can be
turned into a planning guide for the working group. Discussions will continue on the mailing
list.

Security

and Reliability

Bryan Lyles presented a brief introduction of security issues with regards to IP over ATM,
in that a firewall-level mechanismis needed that allows certain streams to go through a
firewall. Also, as trends will want to multiplex a VChigher in the protocol stack (e.g., TCP
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ports, or higher) reliability of the VCmust be understood. A reliable peer protocol cannot
be replaced with an unreliable VC. These issues were presented to the working group as a
consideration of areas that might be workedon in the future.

Wrap

Up

The group hosted other discussions on source address, the non-optimal behavior of InARP,
selectors and multiple LIS’s, application binding, and Q.93Bparameters.
There was not enough time to complete discussion on the issue of IP over the ATMForum’s
LANEmulation specification.
Action items for the group are:
¯ Ran and Bob each incorporate commentsfrom the meeting into their respective documents.
¯ Dan Grossman, Mike Goguen, and George Swallow are forming a small design team
to generate an Informational document on how to use the UNI 3.0 for IP over ATM.
Sufficient information will be presented to enable consistent implementations but not
to duplicate ATMForumspecifications.
¯ Bryan Lyles and DrewPerkins will collaborate on a draft statement for the framework
document on possible methods of supporting IP multicast.
¯ Andy Malis will follow through on the multiple VCthrashing issue and will generate
consensus.
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davin@thumper,bellcore,com
tommyd@microsoft,com
dobbins@ctron,com
wcd©berlioz.nsc. com
dad@pacersoft,com
dupont@mdd,comm. mot. com
Dario.Ercole@cselt.
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stf@easi.net
f eldman@mf
sdatanet.corn
f enner@cmf,nrl. navy.mil
f enoglio@vnet,
ibm.corn
carlos@plk,
af .rail
rlf ink@Ibl,gov
forster@cisco,com
dan@isv,dec. com
mwg@faline,bellcore,corn
gawf@compatible,
corn
ewg@cc,bellcore,com
Bob.Gilligan@Eng.
Sun.Corn
goguen@synoptics,com
gong@concert,net
rxg@thumper,
bel i core.com
dan@merlin,dev. cdx.mot,com
bob@xlnt,com
stu_hale@vnet,
ibm. corn
j mh@network,
corn
j hanratty@agile,
corn
wharbort@ghost.darpa,mil
dhaskin@wellfleet,
corn
marc@ment
at . corn
Ken. Hayward@bnr.ca
j uha.heinanen@
dato_net,
t el e.f i
khill©newbridge,com
hof fman@cmf.nrl.navy.mil
mikeh@newbridge,com
horev@lannet,com
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Kathy Huber
Melanie Humphrey
Ronald Jacoby
B.V. Jagadeesh
Merike Kaeo
Yasuhiro Katsube
David Kaufman
Byonghak Kim
Charles Kunzinger
Ted Kuo
Sundar Kuttalingam
Olav Kvittem
Mark Laubach
Joseph Liu
Kim Long
Thang Lu
Bryan Lyles
Andrew Malis
Tracy Mallory
Allison Mankin
Matt Mathis
Jun Matsukata
Keith McCloghrie
Donald Merritt
Orly Ni©klass
Dan Nordell
Karen O’Donoghue
Zbigniew Opalka
Steve Parker
Craig Partridge
Laura Pate
Maryann Perez
Charles Perkins
Drew Perkins
Radia Perlman
David Piscitello
Robert Roden
Benny Rodrig
Doris Roland
Allan Rubens
Timothy Salo
Hal Sandick
Jean-Bernard Schmitt
Martin Schulman
Isil Sebuktekin
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msh©uiuc,
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rj @sgi.com
bvj@novell.
corn
mkaeo@cisco,
com
kat sube@mail,
bellcore,
com
dek@magna,
telco,com
bhkim@cosmos,
kaist,ac. kr
kunzinger@vnet,
ibm.com
tik@ececho,
nc su.edu
sundark©wiltel,
com
01 av.Kv ittem©uninett,
no
laubach©hpl,
hp. com
j i iu@atg,
wiltel,
com
klong@sura,
net
tlu@mcimail,
com
lyles@parc,
xerox,com
malis@maelstrom,
t imeplex,
com
tracym©3com,
com
mankin©
cmf.nrl.navy.mil
mathis@psc,
edu
jm@eng,
isas.ac.jp
kzm@hl
s. corn
don@arl,
army.rail
orly@radmail,
tad.co.il
kodonog©relay,
nswc.navy.mil
zopalka©agile,
corn
sparker©ossi,
com
craig@bbn,
com
pat e@gateway.mitre,
org
perez©cmf,
nrl.navy.mil
perk@watson,
ibm.corn
ddp@fore,
corn
p erlman©novell,
corn
wkO4464©worldlink,
com
roden@roden,
enet.dec.corn
brodrig©rnd-gate,
tad.co.il
droland©ghost,
darpa,rail
acr@merit,
edu
tj s@msc,
edu
s eundick©vnet,
ibm.com
jbs@vnet,
ibm.com
s chulman©
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is il@nevin,
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Michael See
Kanan Shah
Satya Sharma
Vincent Shekher
Ming Sheu
Uttam Shikarpur
Chi Shue
W. David Sincoskie
Andrew Smith
Tae Song
Steve Suzuki
George Swallow
Matsuaki Terada
Susan Thomson
Hoe Trinh
Keisuke Uehara
Dono van-Mierop
Thomas Wish
Chuck Warlick
Guy Wells
Douglas Williams
Honda Wu
Liang Wu
Shinichi Yoshida
:Iessica Yu
Chin Yuan
Mauro Zallocco
Weiping Zhao
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mikesee~vnet.ibm.com
kshah@cm~.nrl.navy.mil
ssharma~chang.austin.ibm.com
vin©sps.mot.com
msheu©vnet.ibm.com
ut~am@zk3.dec.com
chi©casc.com
sincos©bellcore.com
asmith~synoptics.com
tae©novell.com
s~eve©fe~.com
~swallow~bbn.com
Zera~sdl.hitachi.co.jp
se~©bellcore.com
h~rinh@vne~.ibm.com
kei@cs.uec.ac.jp
dono_van_mierop©3mail.3com.com
Zomw@kalpana.com
chuck.warlick©pscni.nasa.~ov
~uyw@uswest.com
dou~w@vnet.ibm.com
honda@nat.com
l~wu©bellcore.com
yoshida©sumiZomo.com
jyy@merit.edu
cxyuan©pacbell.com
mdz@netlink.com
zhao©nacsis.ac.jp
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Point-to-Point

Protocol

Extensions

(PPPEXT)

Charter
Chair(s)
Fred Baker: fbaker©acc.cor,
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: ietf-ppp@ucdavis,
edu
To Subscribe:ietf-ppp-reques~©ucdavis.edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) was designed to encapsulate multiple protocols. IP was the only network layer protocol defined in the original documents.
The working group is defining the use of other network layer protocols and
options for PPP. The group will define the use of protocols including: bridging, ISO, DECNET
(Phase IV and V), XNS, and others. In addition it will
define new PPP options for the existing protocol definitions, such as stronger
authentication and encryption methods.
Goals and Milestones
None specified
Internet-Drafts
"PPP LCP Extensions",
04.txt>

09/07/1993, W. Simpson <draft-ietf-pppext-lcpext-

"PPP over ISDN", 10/14/1993, W. Simpson <draft-ietf-pppext-isdn-03.txt>
"PPP in Frame Relay", 10/07/1993,
relay-02.txt>

W. Simpson <draft-ietf-pppext-frame-

"PPP over SONET/SDH",09/22/1993,
01.txt>

W. Simpson <draft-ietf-pppext-sonet-

"PPP in X.25", 10/07/1993, W. Simpson <draft-ietf-pppext-x25-02.txt>
"PPP Bridging Control Protocol (BCP)", 11/12/1993,
~ draft-iet f-pppext-for-bridging-02.txt >

F. Baker, R. Bowen

"The PPP Multilink Control Protocol (MCP)’, 11/22/1993,
Carr < draft-ietf-pppext-multilink-04.txt >

K. Sklower,

"The PPP NetBIOS Frames Control Protocol (NBFCP)", !2/21/1993,
itri <draft-ietf-pppext-netbios-fcp-03.txt >

T. Dim-
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"PPP Reliable Transmission", 10/06/1993, D. Rand <draft-ietf-pppext-reliable00.txt>
"PPP Stacker LZS Compression Protocol",
pppext-stacker-00.txt >

10/20/1993, R. Lutz <draft-ietf-

"The PPP Compression Control Protocol (CCP)", 12/22/1993, D. Rand <draftietf-pppext-compression-03.txt >
"PPP Gandalf FZACompression Protocol",
pppext-gandalf-00.txt >

10/26/1993, D. Cart <draft-ietf-

"PPP Hewlett-Packard Packet-by-Packet Compression (HP PPC) Protocol",
10/29/1993, J. Petty <draft-ietf-pppext-hpppc-00.txt>
"PPP Predictor Compression Protocol",
pppext-predictor-00.txt >
Request
RFC 1220
RFC 1331

12/15/1993,

D. Rand <draft-ietf-

For Comments
"Point-to-Point

Protocol Extensions for Bridging"

"The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) for the Transmission of Multi-protocol
Datagrams over Point-to-Point Links"

RFC 1332

"The PPP Internet

Protocol Control Protocol (IPCP)"

RFC 1333

"PPP Link Quality Monitoring"

RFC 1334

"PPP Authentication

RFC 1376

"The PPP DECnet Phase IV Control

RFC 1377

"The PPP OSI Network Layer Control Protocol

RFC 1378

"The PPP AppleTalk Control Protocol

Protocols"
Protocol

(DNCP)"
(OSINLCP)"

(ATCP)"

RFC 1471

"The Definitions of ManagedObjects for the Link Control Protocol of the
Point-to-Point Protocol"

RFC 1472

"The Definitions of ManagedObjects for the Security Protocols of the Pointto-Point Protocol"

RFC 1473

"The Definitions of ManagedObjects for the IP Network Control Protocol of
the Point-to-Point Protocol"

RFC 1474

"The Definitions of ManagedObjects for the Bridge Network Control Protocol
of the Point-to-Point Protocol"

RFC 1547

"Requirements for an Internet Standard Point-to-Point

RFC 1548

"The Point-to-Point

Protocol (PPP)"

Protocol"
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RFC 1549

"PPP in HDLCFraming"

RFC 1552

"The PPP Internetwork

RFC 1553

"Compressing

Packet Exchange Control Protocol (IPXCP)"

IPX Headers Over WANMedia (CIPX)"
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REPORT

Baker/ACC

of the Point-to-Point

Protocol

Extensions

Working Group (PPPEXT)

Twodocuments were referred, without discussion, to the IESGfor consideration as Proposed
Standards.
¯ "PPP over ISDN"(draft-ietf-pppext-isdn-03.txt)
¯ "PPP over SONETE/SDH"
(draft-ietf-pppext-sonet-01.txt)
The following Drafts generated quite a bit of discussion. Editor’s Note: Details of the discussion are available via FTPor mail server from the remote directories as fietf/pppext/pppextminutes-93nov.txt. Refer to Section 1.2 of the proceedings for retrieval instructions.
¯ "PPP over X.25" (draft-ietf-pppext-x25-02.txt)
There was some discussion on whether certain language should,be changed in the
document. It was decided that no revisions were required and the document will be
recommendedto the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard.
¯ "PPP in Frame Relay" (draft-ietf-pppext-frame-relay-02.txt)
The discussion of the Frame Relay document led to a recommendation that a new
sentence would clarify the requirement that a system re-negotiate if it sees an encapsulation it was not expecting. Several options were proposed and the one favored by
the largest number of attendees was Option 2, "If the negotiations are performed on
a mediumthat has a default encapsulation, default to the media’s preferred encapsulation type. Provide an LCPoption to go back to PPP (0xCF) encapsulation."
Given this option, it is recommendedthat the single sentence be added to draft-ietfpppext-frame-relay-02.txt, and the resulting draft-ietf-pppext-frame-relay-03.txt
be
considered by the IESG as a Proposed Standard.
The obvious place to put this option is "PPP LCPExtensions" (draft-ietf-pppext-lcpext04.txt), but it contains other work that has been waiting and needs to be movedforward.
Therefore, the recommendationis that draft-ietf-pppext-lcpext-04.txt
be considered by the
IESG as a Proposed Standard, and another document will be drawn up describing the LCP
option for negotiation of encapsulations.
[A note from the PPPEXTChair: It is not clear that the group reached an
effective consensus concerning the default encapsulation, or that this consensus
represents the many members of the PPP Working Group who were not in the
meeting. It was stated clearly and unanimously conceded in the meeting that
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the indeterminate interaction with RFC1490 systems is only of concern if the
default data encapsulation is 1490-style; if the negotiation results in the use
of the PPP encapsulation, and given the renegotiation on receipt of the other
encapsulation, there is no ambiguity. The membersof IPLPDNpresent in the
meeting stated that they found the ambiguity acceptable because it enabled
them to not change their micro code for their routers, to which the counterargument was made that to continue using the 1490 encapsulation they need
only not negotiate the indicated NCP.The chair observes that there is also a
backward compatibility issue; by the time the working group agrees on the LCP
option and publishes a document, there will assuredly be compliant PPP/Frame
Relay implementations fielded, which will be using the 0xCFdata encapsulation
it recommends. The chair also notes, without prompting from the membersof
the working group, that it is as easy for one political campto negotiate the
option as it is for the other, so the argument that the default must be to use
1490 encapsulation after the NCPhas been negotiated appears weak. The chair
further notes that the PPP encapsulation inside a compressedor multi-link data
stream is (by specification) the PPP encapsulation without any address/control
field, requiring Frame Relay system to recognize the encapsulation anywayif
they use the PPP features that they wish to import.
The chair notes that he has sought throughout this debate to mediate a strong
disagreement between two working groups, and give each what they wish out
of it. The objective facts seem to suggest that the LCPoption should negotiate
the use of a non-PPP encapsulation after the negotiation of the NCP,as the
use of the PPP encapsulation is provably correct and the other--a point freely
admitted by the proponents of the other position--is not. This is the most
important attribute of all, and should, in his opinion, drive the debate to its
conclusion.
The chair’s recommendation (to be freely and spiritedly debated by all who
wish) is that the document describing the option should be drawn up by Bill
Simpson, indicating that the default encapsulation is the provably correct PPP
encapsulation, but that the other is negotiable. The updated PPP/Frame Relay document and the document describing this LCP option should become
Proposed Standards together.]

Day 2 - Further

Document

Review

Dave Rand presented the "PPP Reliable Transmission" document, (draft-ietf-pppext-reliable00.txt). After some discussion, the document was recommendedfor consideration by the
IESG as a Proposed Standard.
Dave also presented "The PPP Compression Control Protocol (CCP)", (draft-ietf-pppextcompression-01.txt).
Numerous changes were recommended by the working group, separating the "Predictor" algorithm into a separate document, and modifying the structure
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of the CCPoptions. These will be edited into a new draft, which will be posted in the
Internet-Drafts directory for discussion. It is anticipated that this work can be sent to the
IESG before year end.
Rich Bowenthen presented the updated "PPP Bridging Control Protocol (BCP)" document
(draft-ietf-pppext-for-bridging-01.txt).
Minor revisions were suggested. It is anticipated
that this will go to the IESGby year end.
Thomas Dimitri presented his NETBEUI/PPPproposal, "The PPP NetBIOS Frames Control Protocol (NBFCP)"(draft-ietf-pppext-netbios-fcp-00.txt).
This was cut short due
time constraints and will be taken to the list.
Keith Sklower discussed "The PPP Multilink Control Protocol (MCP)"(draft-ietf-pppextmultilink-02.txt), that he had mailed to the list just before the IETF meeting. This discussion continued with key players during lunch. He will post the draft (draft-ietf-pppextmultilink-03.txt) for discussion; it is anticipated that this work will be ready for IESG
consideration by year end.
The chair had planned to discuss the plan for the PPPEXTWorking Group for the coming
two years, but was unable to do so due to lack of time. This matter will be taken to the
list.

Attendees
Andy Adams
James Allard
Fred Baker
Rich Bowen
Caralyn Brown
Steve Buchko
David Carr
Cheng Chen
Chris Chiotasso
George Clapp
Thomas Coradetti
Jonathan Didner
Thomas Dimitri
Robert Downs
Craig Fox
Richard Fox
John Gawf
Shawn Gillam
Daniel Grossman
Chris Gunner
Joel Halpern

ala@merit, edu
j allard@microsoft, com
fbaker@acc, com
rkb©ralvmlI. vnet. ibm. corn
cbrown@wellfleet, corn
sZevebu@newbrid~e, com
dcarr@Eandalf, ca
chen©accessworks, com
chris@lightstream, com
clapp@ameris, ameritech, corn
Zomc©digibd. corn
j onb©bangate,compaq, corn
tommyd@microsoft, corn
bdowns@combinet, corn
crai~@ftp, corn
rfox©metricom, com
gawf©compatible, corn
shawn@t imonware, corn
danCmerlin, dev. cdx.mot, com
gunner©dsmail, ik~. dec. com
j mh@network, com
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Jan- Olof Jemnemo
David Kaufman
Robert Lutz
Andrew Malls
Glenn McGregor
William Miskovetz
Dennis Morris
Andy Nicholson
Todd Palgut
Eric Peterson
James Philippou
Venkat Prasad
David Rand
Kenneth Rehbehn
Allen Rochkind
Robert Roden
Benny Rodrig
Paul Serice
Satya Sharma
William Simpson
Keith Sklower
Timon Sloane
Steve Suzuki
Thomas Walsh
James Watt
Bradley Wilson
Honda Wu
Mauro Zallocco
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rj©sgi.
corn
bvj~novell.
com
j an-olof,
j emnemo©farst
a. trab.se
dek@magna,
telco,corn
malis©maelstrom.timeplex.com
ghm~lloyd.com
misko~cisco.com
morris©altair.disa.mil
andyni@microsof~.com
todd@nei.com
elpeterson@eng.xyplex.com
j aphilippou©eng.xyplex.com
vsp@3com.com
dave_rand~novell.com
kjr@netrix.com
Allen_Rochkind@3com.com
roden©roden.enet.dec.com
brodrig©rnd-gate.rad.co.il
serice@cos.com
ssharma©chang.austin.ibm.com
Bill.Simpson~um.cc.umich.edu
sklower@cs.berkeley.edu
timon©~imonware.com
steve©fet.com
%omw©kalpana.com
james©newbridge.com
wilson©ftp.com
honda@nat.com
mdz©netlink.com

In the IESG’s In Basket Now
Point to Point WorkingGroup

¯ LCPExtensions pppext-lcpext-O4.txt -> Proposed

FredBaker,Chair

PPP/FRpppext-frame-relay-02.txt ->
Proposed

Let’s moveon these

¯ PPP/ISDNpppext-isdn-03.txt

-> Proposed

¯ PPP/X.25 pppext-x2S-0Ztxt

-> Proposed

¯ PPP/SONET
pppext-sonet-01.txt

->

¯ Interaction with RFC1490is indeterminatein some
failure cases
¯ Tomakeit determina~add a sentence clarifying that
receipt of a data framein the wrongencapsulationforces
a renegotiation of LCP
¯ Newoption to the LCPF.xtensions document

~

¯ PPP/FRpppext-frame-relay-02.txt -> Proposed

Current Work

Newoption to the LCPExtensions
document
¯ select data protocol encapsulation
¯ default is "native" encapsulationfor interface type
¯ FrameRelayuses1490as "native"
¯ X.25usesRFC
1356encapsulation
as "native"
¯ HDLC
andAsynchronous
links havenoalternative, use PPP
encapsulation
¯ option maynegotiate use of PPPalternative
encapsulation

¯ Reliable PPPLinks
¯ PPP Message Compression
¯ Bridging On PPP
¯ NETBEUIOn PPP
¯ Multiple PPP Links
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Reliable

PPP Links

Implementations

trppext-reliable-OO.txt, Davel~nd, Novell
¯ Changes Address/Control to NumberedMode(LAPB)
¯ LCPConfiguration Option:
-- Window,
Address
¯ Does not recommendISO MulRlink

of PPP/LAPB

¯ 3COM
¯ Novell
¯ Gandalf

* LAPBParameter defaults
¯ Implementations.of PPP/LAPB

Compression Algorithms Documented

PPP Message Compression
~pext-compression-Ol.txt, DaveRand, Novell

¯ pppext-gandalf-00.txt(FZA)
* pppext-hpppc-O0.txt(I’W Compression)
¯ pppext-stacker430.txt(Stac Compression)
, Othersbeing defined
* Microsoft
¯ UNIX
Compress

¯ Compression Algorithms Documented
¯ Issues in Compression Document
¯ Resolutions

Issues

Resolutions

in Compression Document

comments
on the list
separate "predictor" into a separate document
negotiate "I will keepno history"

¯ Option Numberingand Structure
¯ Behaviorof Reject
¯ Behavior of NAK
¯ Predictor CompressionAlgorithm

text regarding licensing decompression.
code for LZWdecompressor in main CCPdocument?
option format
sequence of configuration messages
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option format

sequence of configuration messages

¯ standard algorithms have an option type per algorithm

(~.~4)

¯ receiver offers acceptable encoclings
¯ reject case
¯ senderrejects a subsetof tho~e
¯ receive~offers ON’~
encodingamong
those that remain

¯ encoding of option is type/length/value
¯ one option for all OUIs, essentially

= current #2, 0 -> type

¯ 255 is undefined
¯ encoding of sub-options
¯ list

¯ if I can do all:
¯ ACK
accepts first algorithmlisted

is type/length/value

OLTIoptions separately,

follow 1331 procedure

Updates text in document

Bridging On PPP
pppext-for-bridging-Ol.txt,RichBowen,IBM

¯ Explanatory text of Source Routing updated

¯ Updates text in document
¯ Changes to options

¯ Sample code moved to an appendix

Existing Options Clarified/Updated

Changes to options

¯ Clarified

Source Routing Text

¯ MAC-Support
¯ Existing Options Clarified/Updated
¯ MAC-Address N.egotiation
¯ Spanning-Tree-Protocol

¯ Option negotiation procedureper RFC1304
¯ Tinygram-Compression
¯ no ch.~nge

Negotiation

¯ LAN-Id~’nt.ification
¯ no change, but muchadditional text courtesy NetworkSystems
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i

Clarified

Source Routing Text

MAC-Address Negotiation

¯ Bridge-Identification (half bridge model)
¯ Line-Identification (wholebridge model)
¯ define or announce my MAC
Address on this interface

¯ default is line-identified
¯ in half bridge, sender modifies RIF

NETBEUI On PPP
pppext-netbios-fcp-Ol.txt,Thomas
Dimitri,
Microsoft

Spanning-Tree-Protocol Negotiation

¯
¯
¯
¯

802.1(d) BPDU
. 802.1(g)BPDU
IBM BPDU
DECSTP

New Draft

Multivle PPP Links
pppext-tnultilink-O2.txt,KeithSklower,UC
Berkeley

¯ l-emoves’¯ reset-on-loss

¯ NewDraft
¯ Remai~ng issues

¯ maximum-completed-received-sequence
¯ retain the sequenced-deliveryoption.
¯ drop Maximum
Receive Reconstructed Unit option?
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Way Forward
Objgctive:Bringall workto FullStandard
inside
twoyears ¯ Link
Control
Protocol

Remaining issues

¯ Security
¯ IPCP
¯ Bridging
¯ Novell
IPX
¯ AppleTalk
RFC 1378
RFC1377
¯ OSI

¯ if LAPBis underneath,
mayhaveoutofsequence
packets
onecouldsend
¯ therefore allow labelled resequenced packets

¯ DECNET RFC1376

Link Control Protocol
Bill Simpson

Security
Bill Simpson

. HDLC Framing
n Revision of RFC1331
D Draft Standard
¯ Authentication
[3 RFC1334

Revision of RFC1331
Draft Standard

¯ MIB[3 RFC1472

¯ LCPExtensions
¯ LQMI2RFC
13.33
¯ MIB[3RFC1471

Bridging
Rich Bowen,IBM

IPCP
GlennMcGreggor,
Lloyd & Associates

¯ Document
rl RFC 1332
¯ MIB~ RFC 1473

¯ Document
[3 (Son-of-1220)
¯ MIB~3(RFC1474)

¯ updates
to RFC?UsageDocument?
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Novell IPX

AppleTalk

MarkLewis, TeIebit

Brad Parker

¯ PXWAN- Novell NCP
[3 Informational
¯ IPXCP - IPX NCP
D Awaiting RFC #

RFC 1378

¯ Bradindicated
thatthereweresomechanges
he wanted
to make

¯ CIPX - Compressed
/3 Awaiting RFC#

OSI

RFC 1377

DECNET

DaveKatz, Cisco

RFC 1376

Steve Senum,NetworkSystems
¯ implementations
include
atleast:
¯ Cisco
¯ 3COM
¯ Wellfleet
¯ ACC
¯ NetworkSystems

¯ implementations
include
atleast:
¯ Cisco
¯ 3COM
¯ Wellfleet
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A PPP NetBIOS
Architecture

NBF CP
NBFCPis the PPPControl Protocol
for the NBFand NetBEUINetBIOS
protocols.
Names
~ NegotiatesAdditionof NetBIOS
~ NcgotiatesMulticast-Hltering
~ ProvidesPeerInformation

i

HowNBFCP Negotiates
NetBIOS NameAdditions

How NetBIOS Names
Are Addded

WhatElse NBFCP Negotiates
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Requirements

(RREQ)

Charter
Chair(s)
Philip Almquist: alr, qu±st©j ess±ca, stanford, edu
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: ie~f-rreq©Jessica.
To Subscribe: ietf-rreq-reques~@Jessica.
Archive:
Description

Stemford. edu
Stanford. edu

of Working Group

The Router Requirements Working Group has the goal of rewriting the existing
Router Requirements RFC, RFC1009, and a) bringing it up to the organizational and requirement explicitness levels of the Host Requirements RFCs, as
well as b) including references to more recent work, such as OSPFand BGP.
The working group will also instigate, review, or (if appropriate) produce additional RFCson related topics. To date, group membershave produced draft
documents discussing the operation of routers which are in multiple routing
domains (3 papers), TOS, and a routing table MIB.
The purposes of this project include:
- Defining what an IP router does in sufficient detail that routers from different
vendors are truly interoperable.
- Providing guidance to vendors, implementors, and purchasers of IP routers.
The working group has decided that, unlike RFC1009, the Router Requirements document should not discuss link layer protocols or address resolution.
Instead, those topics should be covered in a separate Link Layer Requirements
document, applicable to hosts as well as routers. Whetherthis group will create
the Link Layer Requirements document is still to be determined.
Goals and Milestones
Done

First Internet-Draft version.

Done

Second Internet-Draft

Done

Third Internet-Draft version.

Done

Fourth Internet-Draft version.

Oct 1991 Final Internet-Draft

version.

version.

Nov 1991 Submission for Proposed Standard.
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Internet-Drafts
"Requirements for IP Routers", 01/03/1994, F. Kastenholz <draft-ietf-rreqiprouters-require-00.txt >
Request

For Comments

RFC 1349

"Type of Service in the Internet Protocol Suite"

RFC 1354

"IP Forwarding Table MIB"

2.3.

IP:

NEXT GENERATION AREA
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Next Generation

Area

Directors:
¯ Scott Bradner: sob©harvard.edu
¯ Allison Mankin: mankin~cmf.nrl.navy.mil
Area Summary reported

by Allison

Mankin/NRL

The IPNGArea co-Directors gave a plenary presentation on their plan for the IPng decision
process and introduced the IPng directorate.
Frank Solensky gave an introduction to the ALEBOFand the three IPng proposals gave
status reports during the IPng plenary session; Peter Ford gave a status report on TUBA,
Steve Deering gave an overview of SIPP, and Rob Ullmann gave an overview of TP/IX (also
known as CATNIP).

Address

Lifetime

Expectations

BOF (ALE)

Phill Gross gave an update to the presentation he and Dennis Ferguson prepared for INET
’93 describing the growth of the Internet (in terms of both assigned addresses and connected
networks) and presented some recommendations for increasing the efficiency of how IP
addresses are deployed. A lively discussion ensued.
The working group will be formed, combining resources with CIDRdeployment. The emphasis will be on the measurement and projections, evaluating the potential impact of
recommendations rather than formulating recommendations itself.
There is also a pressing need to collect more information; all knownprojections are based
on incomplete data.

P. Internet
Protocol
Working Group (SIP)

Working

Group (PIP)

and Simple

Internet

Protocol

The PIP and SIP Working Groups have combined their efforts and the working groups will
be merged into a new working group called Simple Internet Protocol Plus (SIPP). The two
working groups met in two combined sessions co-chaired by Steve Deering, Paul Francis,
and Bob Hinden.
At the first session Steve Deering presented an overview of the SIP/PIP Merger. This
included the motivation behind the merger, benefits of the merger, and described the new
features of SIPP. The purpose of the merger is to keep the simplicity and transition features
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of Pip--while making them

Following this Paul Francis presented the SIPP routing and addressing. This included a
description of address sequences and howthey are used for mobility, provider selection,
and extended addressing. Ramesh Govindan presented detailed examples of these usages
of SIPP address sequences.
A overview of the new IPAE draft was given by Bob Gilligan.
IPAE, and discussed and resolved several open issues.

He gave a short overview of

Bill Simpsonpresented the current state of his work on SIPP neighbor discovery. It focuses
on a "where are you" and "I am Here" functions with optional extensions for additional
functionality.
During the second session Rob Coltun presented his proposal for a version of OSPFfor
SIPP. The group concluded that he should focus on just extending OSPFto support 64-bit
addresses and defer the work to add additional levels of hierarchy. The latter work should
be presented to the Open Shortest Path First IGP Working Group (OSPF).
Sue Thompsonpresented her proposal for DNSchanges to support SIPP. The group concluded that this was the correct approach for SIPP DNSrecords.
Jim Bound presented his thoughts on the changes required to the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol. There was an extended discussion which resulted in general agreement
that auto configuration was a key part of any IPng.
Paul Francis presented a proposal for provider based address assignment. After an interesting discussion, the group agreed to proceed with this approach.

TCP/UDP

Over

CLNP-Addressed

Networks

Working

Group

(TUBA)

Dave Marlow reported that the CLNPMulticast work has made progress in ISO. Changes
exist in addressing, CLNP,ES-IS and the network service definition. Group addressing is a
full standard, other changes are in ballot at this time.
Ross Callon discussed the revised NSAPAddressing Guidelines document and took an
action item to make the document somewhat less "backbone-centric." "
CLNPmobility was discussed. Mark Knopper briefly described CDPD,a specification
for cellular mobile data service from a consortium of cellular carriers. It uses CLNPas the
primary protocol, and provides IP service using IP-over-CLNPencapsulation. The mobility
protocol is similar to ongoing work in the IP Routing for Wireless/Mobile Hosts Working
Group (MOBILEIP).The group discussed whether or not it should be proactive, or wait
for the MOBILEIP
Working Group to settle. Yakov Rekhter and Dave Piscitello agreed to
recast the mobile IP document in terms of CLNPand publish it as an Internet-Draft.
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Yakov Rekhter described his work on a method for transparently adding options to CLNP.
It codes which options are required to be processed by touters and/or hosts, even when
the option is otherwise unrecognized. He also described work on strong versus weak QoS
forwarding.
Dave Katz spoke about the outcome of the Extensions to OSI for use in the Internet BOF
(OSIEXTND)
that was held in Amsterdam.The net effect of IESG policies is that the work
will progress within the TUBAWorking Group. Dave Katz then presented an extension
to the standard dynamic NSAPaddress assignment function, which would allow the end
system to suggest a system ID for itself.
Peter Ford presented his draft documenton the Dual Stack Transition plan. It is an "inside
out" approach that begins with infrastructure deployment. It was pointed out that this
transition frameworkneeds to be completed as soon as possible.

TCP/UDP Over CLNP-Addressed
TP/IX Working
Group (TPIX)

Networks

Working

Group

(TUBA)

and

The TUBAWorking Group met in joint session with the the TPIX Working Group. TPIX
then continued on to a separate session in the same room.
Robert Ullmann presented his new proposal CommonArchitecture For The NewInternet
(CATNIP). The new proposal is based on RFC1475. CATNIPis designed to use header
compression by including a flow cache ID or "handle" in its header. It also uses a NSAP
style of addressing. The joint meeting was held to explore commonality between CATNIP
and TUBAproposals.
The group came up with the following list of milestones:
¯ Submit the CATNIPproposal as an Internet-Draft
¯ Rewrite the TPIX Working Group charter to realign it with the new proposal
¯ Possibly rename the TPIX Working Group to the CATNIPWorking Group
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Phill Gross gave an updated version of the presentation he and Dennis Ferguson prepared for
INET’93. It included an extensive analysis and projections of the growth of the Internet
and also provided an estimate on how efficiently IP addresses were being assigned. The
presentation concluded with several ideas on how the address space utilization could be
improved after CIDRhas been deployed:
¯ Reclaiming IP network numbers which are assigned but not connected to the Internet.
¯ Tougher address assignment policies.
Encouraging connected networks to renumber into a smaller portion of either their
assigned net number (freeing up the rest of that net number for reassignment)
within their provider’s range of addresses (removing the need to announcethe original
net number between providers).
The ensuing discussion was invaluable for setting the direction of the ongoing analysis.
Someof the points that came out of that discussion were:
¯ A better feel is needed for the accuracy of the data that has been collected thus far.
For example, it was discovered during the discussion that someof the regional carriers
have not been reporting IP address assignments back to the NIC since there was not
any place on their templates to provide this information.
¯ The IP address assignment and routing table size problems must be kept separate
from each other at all times. These are two different problems that have different
factors driving them.
¯ It is necessary to carefully avoid combiningthe data collected under different policy
ranges into a single trend line.
Any graph produced that extends a trend line into the future must always carry the
caveat that it is based on historic information. It cannot be predicted howfuture
technologies or applications might further impact the growth of the Internet.
¯ Routing table statistics should be collected from a wider variety of sources, since the
Internet can no longer be thought of as having a single backbone.
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¯ It is necessary to evaluate and gather data about the impact (e.g. cost, expected
gains) of any policy changes before the group makes specific recommendations.
All of the providers must buy into any recommendations made that affect them.
For example, if most but not all network providers suggest renumbering to their
customers, the entire benefit could be lost if one "bad guy" provider decides to get
new customers by allowing them to connect using their old numbers.
Frank Solensky also presented some of his more recent findings on the effect of CIDRon the
routing table size (this also appeared in TonyLi’s technical presentation on ’CIDRStatus’
earlier in the day) and the trend lines for the proportion of the total address space that
announced Class B and Class C net numbers consume. He also cautioned that the switch
from announcing single Class B to multiple Class C network numbers has occurred too
recently for the trend line to be considered reliable.
The creation of the ALEWorking Group charter was deferred as an action for the mailing
list. Discussions are nowwrapping up and the charter should be completed shortly.
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a FewEarly Observations
(An Ul:x:late to PG’sINET’93Talk)

LOOKING
MORECLOSELY
AT THEDATA
¯

Weneed a better unde~~o( how
IP address
space
Is beingutglzed,eg,

Weshouldbe looking for howmuchroomwe
havefor growth,andbeverycarefulabout
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timeframes.
Projections
arestill anImportant
tool, butwe
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to bemindfulthat projections
areonly
accurate
if thereis nochange
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P. Internet

Protocol

(PIP)

Charter
Chair(s)
Paul Francis:

Francis©Zhumper.bellcore.

corn

Mailing Lists
Genera/Discussion:
pip@thumper.bellcore, com
To Subscribe:
pip-request©thumper.bellcore,
com
Archive:
thumper,
bellcore,
corn:"/pub/tsuchiya/p
ip-archive
Description

of Working Group

The PIP Working Group is chartered to develop an IPng proposal using the
basic ideas of PIP as described in the PIP overview.
PIP is designed on one hand to be very genera/, being able to handle many
routing/addressing/flow paradigms, but on the other hand to allow for relatively fast forwarding. PIP has the potential to a/low for better evolution of
the Internet. In particular, it is hoped that we will be able to advance routing, addressing, and flow techniques without necessarily having to change hosts
(once hosts are running PIP).
While the PIP overview demonstrates a number of powerful mechanisms, much
work remains to be done to bring PIP to a full specification. This work includes, but is not limited to, specifying the header format; specifying a basic
set of error messages (PCMPmessages); specifying the PIP forwarding rules;
specifying host interface messages (particularly the directory service query response); specifying rules for host PIP header construction; specifying modifications to existing protocols for use with PIP (BGP-4, OSPF, ARP, DNS,etc.);
specifying PIP MTUdiscovery techniques; and specifying a transition strategy
for PIP.
Over the near-term, the goal of the PIP Working Group will be to produce
these specifications
and supporting documentation. Over the long-term, up
to the point where PIP is definitively rejected as IPng, it is expected that
the PIP Working Group will oversee implementations and testing of the PIP
specifications.
Except to the extent that the PIP WorkingGroup modifies existing protocols
for operation with PIP, and to the extent that the PIP Working Group must
be aware of routing/addressing/flow architectures to really makePIP general,
the PIP WorkingGroup will not work on routing/addresing/flow architectures.
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Goals and Milestones
Done

Review and approval of the Charter for the PIP Working Group.

Done

Post as an Internet-Draft a description of the PIP Packet Format and Forwarding Engine, the PIP Control Message Protocol (PCMP), the PIP Host Interface
Message Protocol, and the PIP MTUDiscovery Protocol.

Oct 1992

Post as an Internet-Draft a description of the modifications to BGP-4for PIP,
the Modifications to OSPFfor PIP, and the modifications to ARPfor PIP.

Done

Presentation and review of the PIP specification
the first WorkingGroup meeting will be held.

Done

Post as an Internet-Draft the modifications to DNSfor PIP, the Address assignment in PIP, and the PIP transition strategy.

by the IESG. If acceptable,
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Internet

Protocol

(SIP)

Charter
Chair(s)
Steve Deering: deering~parc.xerox.com
Robert Hinden: hindenCeng, sun. com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: sip©caldera, usc. edu
To Subscribe: sip-reques’c©caldera.usc,
edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

SIP is a candidate for IPng. The purpose of the working group is to finalize the
SIP family of protocols, and to foster the early development and experimentation of this protocol.
There are two major characteristics
of the SIP proposal: it is very much a
continuation of IP, and it aims at maximum
simplicity. A short hand definition
of SIP could be "64-bit IP with useless overhead removed."
Following the IP model, SIP uses globally-unique addresses, hierarchically structured for efficient routing. SIP addresses are 64 bits long,, whichis believed to
be adequate to scale the Internet up to, say, thousands of internet-addressable
devices in every office, every residence, and every vehicle in the world.
The quest of simplicity in SIP has been described as parallel to the RISCphilosophy. The minimal SIP header contains only those fields which are necessary
to achieve our goal: routing packets efficiently in a very large internet. As a
result of this design philosophy, the SIP header is much simpler than the IP
header. Simplicity facilitates high-performance implementation and increases
the likelihood of correct implementation.
Contrary to several other IPng candidates, the SIP effort is focused mostly on
the description of the final state, not on the description of the transition. This
is due to a coordination with the IPAE Working Group, which has already
engaged an intensive study of transition problems, with SIP in mind as a final
state.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Post the complete SIP specification as an Internet-Draft. This specification
shall include the header format, the address format, ICMPand IGMP, the
fragmentation protocol, the source route protocol, and the the requirements
SIP imposes on higher layer protocols and lower later protocols, e.g., ARP.
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Done

Post an Internet-Draft specifing the SIP addressing and routing architecture.
Include discussion of multicast and mobile host support as well as a discussion
of how policy routing can be supported. Detail the changes required to OSPF,
BGP, and RIP.

Jan 1993

Post as an Internet-Draft a specification for the SIP MIB.Detail the operation
of SNMPover SIP.

Jan 1993

Make available a public domain implementation
socket environment.

Jan 1993

Make available a public domain version of modified TCP and UDPfor the
UNIX-BSDsocket environment.

Mar 1993

Post as an Internet-Draft a report on the initial
with SIP.

Jun 1993

Incorporate security into SIP.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft specifying changes to RIP needed for SIP.

of SIP for the UNIX-BSD

implementation and experience

Internet-Drafts
"SIP-RIP", 06/29/1993, G. Malkin, C. Huitema <draft-ietf-sip-rip-01.txt>
"SIPP Program Interfaces
ietf-sip-bsd-api-01.txt >

for BSDSystems", 12/21/1993, I~. Gilligan <draft-

"Administrative Allocation of the 64-bit NumberSpace", 04/19/1993, W. Simpson < draft-ietf-sip-64bit-plan-00.txt >
"SIPP Neighbor Discovery", 12/06/1993, W. Simpson <draft-ietf-sip-discovery03.txt>
"SIP addresses in the domain name service Specifications",
Huitema< draft-ietf- sip-dnss-00.txt >

06/11/1993, C.

"Simple Internet Protocol Plus (SIPP): Overview of Routing and Addressing
Extensions to SIP", 10/06/1993, S. Deering, P. Francis, R. Govindan <draftietf-sip-overview-00.txt >
"Extensions to DNSto support SIPP", 10/28/1993, C. Huitema, $. Thomson
< draft-ietf-sip-sippdns-00.txt >
"IPAE: The SIPP Interoperability
and Transition Mechanism", 11/16/1993, R.
Gilligan, E. Nordmark,R. Hinden <draft-ietf-sip-ipae-transition-00.txt>
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Minutes of the Joint

REPORT

Hinden/Sun
Sessions

Microsystems
of the SIP and PIP Working Groups

These minutes are based on the notes taken by Christian Huitema and Bob Hinden.
The Simple Internet Protocol Working Group (SIP) and the P. Internet Protocol Working
Group held two joint sessions. The first session was on Monday, November1. The second
session was held on November4. Both sessions were carried on the Internet Multicast.
The agenda distributed

SIPP Merger

prior to the meeting was reviewed and updated for the meeting.

Overview

(Steve

Deering)

The purpose of the merger is to keep the simplicity and transition features of SIP and the
advanced routing capabilities of Pip--while making them easier to use and to understand..
The mailing lists have been merged, and Bob Hinden is writing a charter for the merged
group.
This has resulted in some changes in the specifications,
changed terms are:

and in some terminologies. The

SIP -~ SIPP
system -~ node
anyone address --. cluster address
Source route header --. Routing header

The new terminology:

The uniqueness scope of an address; for example the uniqueness scope of the loopback
address is just one single node.
The routing scope of an address, which is generally global to the Internet,
sometimesbe restricted e.g., for a "local use address."

Routing scope is always less than uniqueness scope, but not necessarily equal to it.

but can
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The address semantics have changed. Addresses identify nodes or set of nodes, not interfaces. A node may have several addresses, which may, in some instances, be tied to an
interface.
The packet format has not changed, except for the "reserved" field which is now called
"flow label." The 64-bit addresses are still composedof an IP address and a 32-bit prefix.
The 64-bit SIPP address space is 10 million times larger than the global telephone number
space.
The address formats are:

classic:prefix,customerID, node ID.
I cl providerID I customerID I node ID I

cluster:
providerID I 0 ...................
0I

local use address:
I 0..0 I subnet

IEEE 802 address

- multicastaddress:
I I..I I flags + I group ID
I scope I

The addresses are "provider oriented." The current SIP addressing drafts are obsolete. New
SIPP versions will be submitted.
Options are encoded as a sequence of headers. SIPP options currently defined are fragmentation, routing and hop-by-hop options. Options for end-to-end security and flow set-up
are under development. Options are not limited to 40 bytes like IP.
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Theformat of the routing header is:

I Payload I Number of I Next
I Reserved I
I AddressesI Address I
I
I

l~eserved

I

+

Address[0]

+

+

Address[I]

+

+

AddressIn]

+

The minimum
packet length has not changed. The routing header uses 64-bit chunks rather
than the 16-bit chunksof Pip. Paul Francis mentionedthat the advantageof this approach
was"simplicity of handling." Theaddresses have their ownrouting scope, which relieves
the need for the "routing contexts" whichwere present in Pip.
Noel Chiappaobserves that the routing header is moretraditional source routing rather
than Pip "flows." Paul Francis said this was incorrect and that the Pip routing was not
intended as flows.
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The 28 bits of the flow-label will be structured according to one of two possible formats:

I DP I

flow-ID

I

¯ 4 bits of "drop priority"
¯ 4-bit TOSis traditional IP type of service
¯ 24-bit flow-ID is a pseudo random number chosen by source to identify special flow
state along path
The reason that the flow-ID is random, based on an idea from Dave Clark, is that it
makesit easy to use a subset of it (bit slice) as a "hash code" for access to a flow table
within the routers. To a question on TOS, it is observed that this really is a heritage from
IPv4, although current experience in IPv4 networks is rather bleak. There was considerable
discussion leading to the suggestion to drop IPv4 TOS.

$IPP

Routing

and Addressing

(Paul

Francis~

Ramesh Govindan)

Paul Francis presented the use of the routing header. All packets are identified with 64-bit
addresses which are unique with the scope, but may need additional 64-bit addresses to
complementan insufficient routing scope. There is also a need for mobile hosts, or when
special policies are required.
The SIPP addresses are contiguous bit-wise maskable (similar to IP with CIDR). This poses
conditions for extended addresses:
¯ Single hierarchy element cannot straddle 64-bit boundary.
¯ Top and bottom 64 bits have to be both globally unique; one could perhaps release
this requirement for "middle" addresses.
Currently SIPP assumes hierarchical

provider addresses.

The cluster address is similar to an "anycast address," i.e., it addresses any of the routers
sharing a prefix. If a packet arrives from "outside," it is accepted by the first node that
matchesthe prefix; if from within the node, it is accepted by the first router that operates at
"that prefix length." In the current state of the art, they will have to be "hand configured."
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Examples of such addresses are:
¯ Provider.0: accepted by first
¯ Provider.subnet.0:

router in provider network, used for provider selection.

can be used for mobility support.

The local use addresses provide an 8-bit fixed prefix and an 8-bit "subnet number" in
complement to the 48-bit IEEE-802 address. The locM use addresses can be used over a
multi-subnet site. It could be used exclusively for a site not connected to the Internet.
The address sequence has to be "manipulated" by the hosts. This is really what the merger
with Pip is all about. Note that the SIPP header format did not change in the merger.
Hosts should be able to:
¯ Represent their ownaddress as a sequence, not just a single 64-bit address.
¯ Reverse an address sequence.
If hosts do this from the start, new semantics can be added to the Internet,
extended addresses, without having to update any internet hosts.

for example

The group mentions that there should be a minimumsize specification, e.g., "at least three
components." This applies to local configuration, nodes should be able to process arbitrarily
long routing headers. Similarly, a limit is needed for DNSconfiguration (size of record) and
for "reverse look up" in the DNS(depth of the tree). Also, the "error behavior" should
specified - what should be done if the host receives a packet that it cannot understand.
Paul then presented the literal notation for the source route mechanism: <X, Y, Z>. Two
kinds of address sequence have been defined: source capable and not source capable. For
example, a multicast address is not "source capable": it cannot be used as a source address
in a packet.
Suppose a sequence <SO, S1, .. , Si, Dj, Dj-1, .. DO>,i.e., the source chain then the
destination chain. In most cases the chain will have exactly two elements <S, D>. This
was only true in Pip for local communications. Paul presented the mechanismfor building
and reversing source routes, and mentioned the open issue: whether routes should be stored
in the internet program, in the transport or in the application.
Ramesh Govindan presented different
routing header. This included:

examples of sophisticated

routing using the SIPP

¯ Basic routing involving only the DNS.Sequence has two e.lements, reversal is trivial.
¯ Selection of the first hop provider. Sequence has three elements; change of provider
within the association life time is easy.
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¯ Item with "extended addresses," with four elements in the sequence.
¯ Examplesare also given for multicast, including source routing prior to multicasting.
¯ Multicast is also possible with extended addresses: this allows recipients to reply to
the source address.
¯ Mobility examples are also given: the address sequence includes the identification of
the "base station." Note that the "mobile cluster" scenario is not presented! Address
extension can also be used for auto-configuration:
1. Hosts creates a "local wire" address.
2. Host will receive a local cluster address, e.g., by receiving advertisement. It can
combinehis hardware address with this prefix, to form either a 64-bit address
if the prefix is short enough, or an extended address otherwise.
Several membersof the group question the "automatic reversal" of source routes in the case
of "provider selection." There are clearly several degrees of liberty at this stage.

IPAE Specification

Overview

and Issues

(Bob Gilligan/Erik

Nordmark)

A new specification
has been written by Bob Gilligan, Erik Nordmark and Bob Hinden.
This is based on the original specification by Dave Crocker, and one year of work and
discussion. The componentsof the specification are:
¯ Encapsulation within IPv4 for "tunnelling."
¯ 64-bit SIPP addressing scheme is compatible with IPv4 plan:
6 6
3 2

33
2~

0

I c I Si~e Prefix I IPv4 address
+---4

The "c" bit explains whether the host is SIPP capable or not.
¯ Host algorithms for direct interoperability with IPv4 hosts.
¯ Translation agent between SIPP and IPv4.
Bill Simpson questioned the change of vocabulary from "commonwealth" to "site"--as
commonwealthimplied a larger kind of object. Steve Deering believes no name for these
objects is really needed. Christian Huitemanoted the need for a conventional 32-bit prefix,
removing the need for "mapping tables" as long as hosts are capable of IP routing. John
Curran mentioned the relation between site table and provider IDs: if one changes provider,
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then one changes prefixes, thus one has to change the "mapping table." The upper 32 bits
carry an assumption about provider connectivity. The picture has changed a lot since the
advent of CIDR;if CIDRreally solves the routing table explosion, then the "mappingtable"
is not necessary. As Steve Deering mentions, the group really hates the mapping tables.
Jim Boundmentioned the complexity of transition for a host, and suggested that the group
emphasize the inherent simplicity of the 64-bit approach.
A list of remaining IPAEissues came out whenrevising the specification.
Editor’s Note: A detailed list of remaining IPAEissues is.available via FTPor mail server
from the remote directories as//ietf/sip/sip-pip-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of
the proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.
Erik Nordmarkpresented the problems of keeping state when "tunnelling" is used:
ICMP packet too big: Need to memorize the tunnel MTU,for either
transcription.
¯ ICMPTTL exceeded: Need to memorize the tunnels

immediate

TTL,

¯ ICMP"unreachable": Signals an incorrect tunnel.
These "states" should really be "soft state," i.e., updated cautiously. The SIPP design helps
the error handling, as the initial hop limit was present in the first bytes of the packet. This
helps computing the "exact length" of the tunnel.
The state can be discarded for garbage collection (reduce the memoryrequirement) and also
for detecting improvements - for example if a remote router suddenly becomes reachable.
The MTUincreases will regularly be probed by the source, so the absence of remote ICMP
may be an indication of the absence of problem.

Neighbor

Discovery/ARP

(Bill

Simpson)

The protocol has been renamed "neighbor discovery" after the merging. It has two packets:
"where are you" stating the address looked for, and "I am here," with variable parameters.
All packets include a "media type" and "MACaddress" parameter, so that one does not
need ARP.
Bill questioned the need for further usage of the "change prefix" parameter, which is used
to broadcast "changes of providers." This is nowwell done, with prefix length, old address
and new address.
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Another questioned feature was the passing of information about other routers and other
subnetsmuse discovery as a router protocol, or at least as a replacement for "OSPFhellos."
The particular format of this "routing information" is hotly debated; in particular it is
suggested to separate information on the router address and information on the "connected
subnets." For each subnet, there are "preferences" and "priority," as well as a "zone" used
for local addresses, and "MRU"indicating the maximumpacket length used by the routers.
The utility of several fields, or even the very utility of this parameter, is debated:
¯ MRUis generally understood as "not needed."
¯ The parameters taken from OSPFand IS-IS should go away.
¯ "Zone" is an inappropriate name for "local scope subnets," which should just be
passed as particular subnets.
The "system heard" parameter is essential for support of eliminating the "hidden transmitter" problem. For each system heard, this pass various parameters: quality of reception,
advertisement number, etc. This seems too complex to many listeners.
Steve Deering requested the removal of the "service advertisements." Bill also presented
"transit informations" and "redirects." Further discussion is clearly needed!

SIPP

OSPF (Rob

Coltun)

Rob proposes the acronym "OSPPF": bigger addresses,
addresses, one needs to:

more protocols.

For carrying big

¯ Provide "link state ID" independent of address. Currently, an LSAis identified by
[Router ID, LS-ID], where LS-ID represents the "network number." A 32-bit locally
unique ID will be used in OSPPF.
¯ Advertisement will have to carry long address in addition to LS-ID.
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The schema of the LSAis:

Advertisingrouter
Link StateID

I Address

I

I

There is agreementthat the "advertising router" should be a 64-bit field; in general, touters
should be identified by their 64-bit identifying address. The LSAis identified by the combination of advertising router and LS-ID; the LS-IDhas to be unique within the router, i.e.
can be a random 32-bit number. It is not even necessary to keep the same number during
different "instantiations," e.g., after a reboot, as the old segmentswill either be replaced or
fade away. Indeed, this implies that the LS-ID cannot be overloaded.
For the big addresses, one has to carry a length field (in bytes) and the numberof significant
bits; thus it makes sense to also carry a "type" field, which enables for running other
protocols in parallel:

I Type I Len I Mask size
Address

The "type" field is used to specify e.g.,
protocol capability.
Rob then addressed the "hierarchical"
routers per area imply 40,000 touters).

IP or SIPP, which means that OSPPFhas dual

problem. Two levels are probably enough (200
It is easy to do a multiple level version, e.g.,
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to accommodateregionals which want to integrate their clients as OSPFareas, and also
because inter domain routing requires a lot of work. There is however a general agreement
that such developments should be discussed in the OSPFgroup, and that the SIPP version
should really be a straight forward transcription of OSPFto 64-bit addresses.

SIPP Service

Interfaces

and DNS Changes

(Sue

Thomson)

Sue Thompsonpresented the changes to the DNSfor storing address sequences and for
supporting the transition. These are:
A new "ASEQ"record, a sequence of 64-bit elements, which does not cause additional
processing.
A new "inverse look-up name," which was defined similarly to that of the initial SIP,
and used a PTR query. There is however a consensus on a "per octet" break up
that seems more rational given the "bit mask" nature of the address. This will be
represented as a sequence of hex tokens, without leading zeros.
Jim Bound would like the DNSinterfaces to strip the upper parts of the address sequence
whenthey are not necessary. This will have to be specified in the routing architecture.
There are two transition issues:
1. Whether resolvers should return A records if no ASEQaddress is present. According
to Sue, resolvers will have to ask for both ASEQand A.
2. Whether the additional section should only include A records, or also ASEQrecords.
Decision is that if the query is received from a SIPP host, then ASEQshould also be
returned.
Sue is going to implementthe specification in bind 4.9.

Auto Configuration

and DHCP (Jim

Bound)

The DHCPprotocol is very straightforward. DHCPis sitting in the application layer, so has
to traverse the entire stack; after a simple "connection" exchange,the client is returned a set
of configuration information, e.g., an address. In some cases, databases have to be updated.
Steve Deering mentioned that dynamic updates of the DNSare not really required; one
might as well preallocate nameand address types.
John Wroklavski mentioned that auto-configuration is the "single most important" design part of IPng; it should work in a large set of environments. Jim Bound mentioned
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that DHCPcan really be used without problem, and that making a SIPP option is really
straightforward.
Ohta asked whether SIPP/DHCPwill have "relay agents." In fact, we don’t need them as
SIPP stations can very easily use a hardware address. Thus, the group will be able to use
multicast to find the DHCP
server, including with diameters larger than 1 (outside the local
net): there is no need for relays, routers do the job easily. Paul Francis proposed to write
a specific document explaining how network layer mechanisms can be used to help auto-configuration, but also for discovering DNSservers, gopher servers, etc. Jim insisted that
we have to be concerned by automatic configuration of the DNS,i.e., register automatically
IP address and DNSname bindings.
Jim Bound will prepare a "64-bit" version of DHCP.

Address Assignment

Issues

(Paul

Francis)

Given the difficulties of managinggeographic addresses, there is agreement that only "provider"
addresses should be used in the short term. The immediate assignment is:

III 31 bits I 32 bits
I CI somethingIIP address

Detail of IP address under CIDR:

ProviderID I SubscriberID I subnet ID I Node ID I

Without CIDI~, the address is:

network number

] subnetID I Node iD I

These addresses will be a "legacy" of the pre-CIDR era. Provider, subscriber, subnet and
host is a good hierarchy; but eventually growth will force us beyond 32 bits. Thus, at least
the provider ID should be pushed into the higher 31 bits of the SIPP address.
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The proposal is to:
¯ Push provider part in upper 31 bits.
¯ Leave room below provider for subscriber and "subProvider" parts.
¯ Leave room above provider ID for contingencies.
This gives the following structure:

bits I 24 bits I m bits

I p bits

I 32-m-p I

I C 0..0 I providerId I subscriberId I subnet ID I Node ID I

The provider ID will be assigned "from the left," which means that they are followed by a
number of zeros, which a/low for future growth of the "subscriber ID" part. There was a
general consensus to proceed with this plan for address assignment.
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Goals of SIP / Pip Merger
¯ keepsimplicity & transition featuresof SIP

SIPP Overview

¯ encorporatePip’s flexible & powerfulforwarding
mechanism,
while makingeasier to use & understand

Steve Deedng
Xerox Palo Alto ResearchCenter
deedng@parc.xerox.com

¯ provideplatform for introduction of further enhancements
to the Intemet’s common
protocol layer

IETF28
Houston, Texas
November1, 1993

¯ combineresourcesfrom Pip and SIP efforts
¯ reducethe numberof IPng contenders

Changesto SIP Spec (cont.)

Changesto SIP Spec

changesto addresssemantics:
changed/ newterminology:
¯ addressesidentify nodesor sets of nodes,
not interfaces

SIP--> SIPP
system--> node
anyone addresses--> cluster addresses
Source Route Header--> Routing Header
uniquenessscopeof an address
routing scopeof an address

¯ nodesmayhave multiple addresses
¯ addresses
said to be "bound"to thoseinterlaces, If any,
that are in routability scopeof that address

The SIP Header

SIP Unicast Address Format

FlowLabel
Vers.I
Payk)ad Length I Protocol I Hop Um~
SourceAddress

IP address:
! netwod~
IDi~ulx~t*
hostlDID"’~i
SIP address:

--

1
subscriber
IO

~provider
IOi

i

~

t

~ lul~et ID
I l-hostlD /

Destination
Address
64-bit addressspaceis 10million timeslarger
than the global phonenumberingspace

24 bytes long, 4 morethan minimalIP
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Internal Structureof the FlowLabel
(tentative)

Other SIP Address Formats
cluster address:

0

Prio
I

ITOSl

local-useaddress:
¯ 4-bit DropPriority intendedfor layered media
encodings
¯ 4-bit TOSis tradrtionaJIP Typeof Service
¯ 24-bit Flow ID is pseudo-random
numberchosenby
sourceto identify specialflow state alongpath

multicast:
flags

SIP Options

Fast Mapping
fromFlowID to State

¯ codedas optional headers:
siP HeaderRoute Hdr

RowID
Source
Addre~
Row
State

TCPHeader+ Oat~

¯ currently defined:
Fragment,Routing, Hop-by-Hop
Options

¯ idea due to Clark
¯ subfield of randomFlowID acts as pre-computed
hash
¯ must comparefull Flow ID & SourceAddressfrom
packetwith state record

¯ under development:End-to-EndSecurity, Flow Setup
not limited to 40byteslike IP
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SIPP Address

SIPP Address

¯ ,dermfy nodes, not Inmlaces
¯ Thoughcan be aesignedon a pef-lnter/ace besb
1. Uniquely
Ident~node(or set of nodes)

¯ Havea ce~taln"rou~ng
_ _ _,~’~_

2. Spedfy
locationof addressed
node(s),to ~c~taterouting
route
thepacket
¯ MostSIPPAddr~lhaveglobalrouting_~~"~=

SIPPAddresses___
In SlPP Headers

Examples of Address Sequences

Unlcast Address Assignment

Unlcast Addresses
Contiguous
bit-wisemeskable
. Similarto IP addresses
underCIDR

+.+ ...................................................
¯
e~l~tJ~z z~
I~e,,L~-.z z~
I
ICl

Useof Address
Sequence
piscessome
constraints
¯ Single"a~resshlerarcl~element"
cannotstraddle64-blt boundary
¯ Topandbottom(84-b~)aO:Ireeses
mustbegloballyunique
- Probably
ell address
should
beglob~y
urdque
¯ Eachaddress
mustbemutablewithoutexamining
prevk)us
addresses
In Address
Sequence

¯
¯ ......... ¯
I ==Zmstt= I =~= x~ I

¯ C-~has sameusea~ with SIP
¯ Initial assignments
areprovider-based
. Discussion
of unlcastaddress
aeslgnment
later .......
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SIPP Unlcast Addresses:
Cluster Addresses
¯ Unk:astaddressof/orm<ixeflx><zem>
In packet
belngroutedto oneof a group
o( nodes
thst hasthat
¯ Rasults
¯ Thus.a Idndof anycast
¯ If packetsentfronl outsidethegroup
. Packet
accepted
by flint nodethai hasthat prefix
¯ If packetsentfromInsidelhe group
, Packet
transm~ed
upIhe hlecachy
until It reach~
¯ route~that is

SIPPUnlcast Addr~_c_ses:
Cluster Address Configuration

$1PP Unlcast Addresses:
Local-Use Address

¯ Currently mustbe h~d-c~-~Jmd
¯ Similar to hand~ of the pmltx that a route~will odgina~In
its mutera~vertiseme~
¯ SIPPnodeformsa 81PPaddre~fromI~ ownInk KMre~
¯Whlledusteraddrass
Is a genend
concept,useof dusteraddrass
should p~ot)a~ ~ deigned on a per-~:tion barn
¯ Hostuseof dustM
address
(Le.,pil:NId~~eklCtlon.
mobility,bootstra,o~ng.
¯ Hostdiscoveryof ~xoprlateclusm’ addm.
¯ Routerconflgumlkm
of cluste¢addre~

Address Sequence Handling by Nodes

Other Addmes Formats

¯ Generalrulasformmtlpul~ngAddre~Sequenossrequlredtomeke
themuseful

¯ Multicast.Unspec~ed,
Loo~Multlcast.
All Nodes.All Hosts.All
Routers
as currentSIPspec
¯ Same

¯ Nodes
mustbe ableto representtheir ownaddresses
~ anAddress
Sequence
¯ Nodes
mustbeable to’reverse"anaddresssequence
¯ If no(:lescandothis, newsen’~ntics
canbeadded
to theIntemet
(such
as extended
addresses)
withoutnecess~tly
havingto updateall
nodes
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Node’sOwnAddressSequence

Notation

¯ Seriesof (64-bit) addresses:<:SI, Skl. Sk2.

Literal notation of SIPPPouting Head~’mechanism
looks like

¯ S0. low-order addressand Identifying Address
Sl = hlgh-oKleraddress

¯
¯ This IS an aw~,Nardnotation

addrasses In sequence, for Instance. 3 addresses

Node’sOwnAddressSequence:
TwoKinds

Route Sequence
¯ Completesequenceof addressesin a SIPPheader
¯ Maycontain manyINngs:
¯ ~our~ I~/I’eSI sequence
¯ Destination address sequence
¯ Policy route
¯ Mobile-hostbase8tatJon,etc.

¯ Butfroma strn~lenode’s
perapect~,
Route
Sequence
contains
only
¯ <SO,
Sl..... SJ.
DJ,Di-1
..... DO>

Route Sequence

Route Sequence

¯ Information to maintain f(x’assoda~off’ w/th correspondentnode:
¯ Source =~d deetln~ IdenttMng Addre~esfo~ gl~l~.gglsz;Ig~
¯ For received packet, destination eddre~is the nodetowneddrass,
sourceaddressis even~hingelse

¯ Source and destkmtion Addre. Sequencescurm~ ~ ~
¯

¯ SourceAddressSequence
followed by destination AddressSequence
. SourceAddressSequerce
erlcxxled low-older addressfirst
¯

Nodethat starts a~odatlon:
(DNS,
usertypingIt in, etC.)
¯ Addsone of It~ OW~source-capableAddressSequence

Destination AddressSequence
encodedhigh-order addressfirst

¯ common
address sequenceIs <~>0, D0>
¯ No Routing Header

¯ Other node(the one~t dldn’t start the ~ssoclation]:
¯ Extract Its ownaddressfrom the RouteSequence
¯ Treatswhateveris left as the correspondent
node’sAddress
Sequence
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ii

Thus, to Reverse a Route

Example Topology:

Sequence:

Simple (Non-Extended Addresses)

Simple (Non-Extended Addresses)

¯ HInitiates assodatlon
wl~I
¯ QueriesONS,leans2 addresses
¯ Hchooses
Q.E.I (be~matchwtth ownaddre~es)
Routesequence
at senderH:
Reversed
routesequence
at receiverh o.!~.1.

Extended Addmeses

Simple Addresses with Pmvlder Selectlon
¯

Previous
example
= Idndof providerselection(butsimple,noexplldt
InstrucUo~)

¯ Assume
Hwishesto useprovlderP:
Routesequence
at =ende¢
H:

RD.H.¯P.O.O.E.I

*O.E.I
Advanced
routesequence
at providerP routen RD.H.P.O.
Reversed
route,sequimce,
at receiverI:
¯ AssumeIwishestomtumpecketsvtapmvlderQ:
Alternativerever~ed
routesequence:

O.E.I.*0.0. P.O.P.DJ’I

RD:.S.H Q.E:$.IJ
Q.D:S.H R.E:SJ
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Multlcast

Extended AddreSses
¯ PackatfromHto I:
RoUteesquanceat m~JerH:

~

Reverse~
routesequence
at recelvet
I:.

~

Multicast
address
_%p-~__c’e
defined
asIn SIP
. Single64..bit address

¯ Useful for unlcast~ types of multtcast
¯ CBT
¯ Remote-but-scoped
multlcast
¯ etc.

Multlcast Example:
Extended Addresses

Mobility Example
With Extended Addresses

Hwith ac~,assas
RD:.S.H
andQ.D:S.H
tmnsmlttlngto multlcast
¯ Node
groupwith address
M:

¯ H iS mobileheat, ~ddr~ese~
P.~ ~Id

Routesequence
at senderH:

holt, ~ Q.E:S.IandFLE:8.1
¯ I is its correspondent
8J.
Routesequence
fromI to H:

S.H..Q.D.
*IVl

Rever~ed
route sequence
at receiverh S.I.O.E.*O.D.S.H
-

¯ H moves
to bese~tetlon with addm~
D.d

¯ MuttJcest
Forwarding
Extension:

Route
sequence
fromHto I ~tter 1~5"e:

sourc~ addr~s :1~ routine header
S.H
M
>Q.D

Reverse~
routesequence
fromI to Hafte~move:

¯ Routermustpeekinto RoutingHeader
for source-rooted
multJcast
¯ If extended
addresses
used

Host Auto-conflguratlon

Host Auto-oonflgumtlon

¯ HOSt
first creates
a Local-Use
IdelltJfyingAddre~|
¯ Routing
scope
t~ Justlocal wire

address
¯ Hostcanconstructa temporary
¯ UseIt to talk to anaddress
serverof some
sort

this, theholtdlscOv~l
a reciter
¯ Using

¯ Thenobtaina (mo~e)
permanent
address

¯ Routerac~vertL~es
RIowneddrees.
~ Itl lubnatcfulter addr~l

¯ Four scanados
¯ Router
is or ts notontheho~s
local link
¯ Hostcanor csnnot¢ontsct8 conflgumtlon
server

¯ Usesthe router’s address
to create~ ownaddress
¯ Newaddresshal lameroutingI¢opeas router’l ~Idres=
¯ USeS
this address
to t~k to 8ddrees
lerverOfrtec~__~_ry)
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Host Auto-configuration:
Forming Temporary Address

Address Assignment

¯ At ltliS time,geogrlplll~lsIioNlletlla leetrl ptof:derN~

~ cor~inlunk:lutID

¯ Doesar~ sssmm~
s.~’~t~ h~vem:~~’xx~

¯ Oll’larwiS~o
of C’.L
¯ Hostfon’nsaddrelllequence
¯ Cis router~lubnetclusteraddress
¯ L is host’sLocII-U~
Iddrell
pemtanen~
ff L containsunk:lueID
, Canusethis address

A few thoughts on provlder.rootsd

connectivity ~ Or othendse) ~ geogrsphi¢ ames?
¯ Provider-rooted
assignmen~ ~ ~
¯ Increased
addressadmin;~/~on
wtthln pdvstonotwodc8

Provider-rooted Assignment

address assignment

|

¯ prov~der.sul:~:dber.subnet.host
Isagoodhteramhy,
fornow

Immediate
8ssignment
of SIPPaddresses:
I z I 3 z ])~.t~
4--+ .............

4,

+-+ .............

t"

¯ Eventually,
growth
will forceus beyond
32bits

I ~ ]~.~

¯ Thus,will wanttO pushatilt ixovklarIDinto higher31bits of $1PP
address
¯ Mayor maynot wantto pushsu~part irlto higher31 bits

¯ Detail of IP address
underCIDR:
I

= b~

I

÷ .................

¯ b~ts

÷ . .....

¯ Mayo~maynot wa~tto createsubProvk:~’
layer of hla~a~y
¯ provider,subProvlder,
subscriber.8ubnet.holt
¯ It is upto indivk~181
provIderl
¯ If c~e~ted,
rely 0r rely nol wantto I)t~lh lub~I)lrt Into
hl0~r 31 b~

I P b~U13=-n-m-pl

oo..o~.÷o..o.....

+.0..-.00

I p:ov~dez ZO Jsub~cz~b~ Z0 Jsetme~ ZOlnode ZD J

+................

+ ..............

÷ .........

+ ........

÷

I

II

Provider-rooted Addresses
¯ Putprovider
ptut in higher31
bits
¯ Leaveroombelowproviderfor lubscd~ror subProvlder
parts
¯ Leaveroom~ providerID for unexpected
contingencies
II Id.u
¯ Ku
Ill
I
~................................................................
¯

l ¯ M.u l ll-m-pI
¯
¯

. ................................

¯ ..................
¯

. ........

¯ ..............

. .......................
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Big Addresses

OSPPF
¯ Big Addresses

RedefiningLS ID

¯ MultipleLevelsOf Hierarchy

¯ Currently LS ID Represents NetworkNmber
¯ LSAIdentified By[Rooter ID, LSID] Tuple
¯ NewDefinition: 32-bit Locally AssignedLSAID
¯ AdvertisementsWill HaveTo Car~AroundBig
AddressIn AdditionTo LSID
¯ NeedLSDBLookupBy LS ID and Address

Hierarchy

¯ Router ID Remains32-bits
¯ WasUniqueID Or IP Addre~Can NowBe Unique
ID Or Low32-bits of BigAddress

¯ 2 Levels h ProbablyBig Enough
¯ 40,000Rooten- 200Rooters Per Area

¯ Big Addre~
¯ MaskField ReplacedBy[type, fen, $ig_bits]

¯ WhyMultiple Levels?

¯ AddressIs PaddedTo WordBoundaxy
Type

lien

¯ RegionahCan HaveSubscribe~RunAs Sub Areas
¯ SubAreasCanBeFurtl~.r Divided

I Sig Bits
Address

¯ Inter-DomainRoutingWill RequireAlot Of Work

OverviewOf Hierarchy

OneSolutionFor SupportOf RealTirne Traffic In
IntegratedServicesNetwork
Is ToPeridocally
Send
MetricsSoTraffic CanAdapt

¯ ExpandOn Exhfing OSFFConcep~

¯ MultipleLevelsOf HierarchyLocalizesFrequent
Updates

¯ All LevelsHaveParent-ChildRelationship
¯ Parent = Backbone,Child = Non-Backbone
Area
¯ AggregationOnlyOccursBetweenAdjacentLevels
¯ Child levels CanOnlyAdvertiseRoutesThrough
Parent
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Topology

¯ Cross-Child
Relatio~h~~psLookLike External.
Connect/ons WhichAre Le~ Prefen~
¯ LSAFlooding l-I~ Scope
¯ InformationHidingControlled BySo~u~
¯ Force
Aggrega~on
AsLSAsArePlooded
UpLevels
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ModificationsNecessary
¯ SIPP addresses

DNS and SPP

-- new address resource record (ASEQ)
- new inverse lookup domain (SIP-ADDR.ARPA)

Susan Thomson
IE’r’F

¯ IP/SIPP TranslUon
- modify RRSthat return addressesIn additional
section (NS, MX, MB)

DNSWorking Group
November. 1993

Type ASEQResourceRecord

~P/SEPP Transil:ion

Zssues

¯ not knownwhether hosts have IP or SIPP addresses

¯ containsaddressSe(luenceIn contiguous64-bit fields

-- resolvers/appllcatlon (libraries) mustqueryfor both

¯ regular lookup uses domainname, ASEQ
(luery

¯ only A RRsreturned in additional section of
NS. MBand MX records
-- extenddefinitions tO Include ASEQs
as well

¯ ASEQ
quewcausesno additional section processing
¯ Inverse lookup uses address sequence,PTRquery
¯ Inverse lookup nameis a decimal and hex stdng
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A Defacto Host TCP/IP Architecture

SIPP
DHCP and Autoconfiguration
Topics
1. Framework

of Host

2. DHCP Protocol
3. DHCP Changes

Overview
with

4. Autoconfiguration
5. DHCP Database
6. Thought

SIPP
Requires

DHCP

Issue

Experiments
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(TPIX)

Charter
Chair(s)
Vladimir Sukonnik: sukormik©process.cor,
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: tpix©world, std. corn
To Subscribe: ~pix-reciuest©world. std. corn
Archive: world, std. corn: "/pub/tpix/*
Description

of Working Group

TP/IX is a new version of the IP, TCP, and UDPprotocols, to advance the
Internet technology to the scale and performance of the next generation of
internetwork technology. TP/IX has been assigned the IP version number 7.
The working group is chartered to review the TP/IX and RAPprotocols, evaluate issues arising during product development and deployment planning, and
to document problems and explanations for any parts of the coexistance with
IPv4 not covered directly in the TP/IX-IPv4 interoperation design.
The group will also be the initial forum for development of the RAPprotocol
while it is experimental; this work will need to be movedto the l~outing Area
whenit is to be advanced.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Present the TP/IX (formerly IPv7) and the RAPprotocols to the IETF Plenary.

Done

Post the TP/IX Protocol and the RAPprotocol as Experimental RFCs.

Done

Hold WorkingGroup meeting to disguss additional definitions.
to be met prior to standardization.

Done

Hold Working Group meeting to evaluate the TP/IX and I~AP protocols
Proposed Standard.

Dec 1993

Submit the TP/IX and RAP Protocols
Proposed Standard.

Prepare criteria

to the IESG for consideration

Internet-Drafts
"Initial
01.txt>

ADAssignment Plan", 06/30/1993, R. Ullmann <draft-ietf-tpix-adplan-

for

as a
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"Transit Policy Routing in TP/IX", 06/30/1993, R. Ullmann <draft-ietf-tpixtransit-01.txt >
"TCP version 7 options",
00.txt>

06/30/1993, R. Ullmann <draft-ietf-tpix-tcpopt-

"CommonArchitecture Technology for Next-generation Internet
01/06/1994, R. Ullmann <draft-ietf-tpix-catnip-base-01.txt>
Request

For Comments

RFC 1475

"TP/IX: The Next Internet"

RFC 1476

"RAP: Internet

Route Access Protocol"

Protocol",

2.3.
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MEETING

Reported by Vladimir
Minutes

of the
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REPORT
Sukonnik/Process

Software

Corporation

TP/IX Working Group (TPIX)

The TPIX Working Group met jointly with the TUBAWorking Group and also met in a
second independent session. The agenda for that meeting was:
¯ Introduce and discuss CATNIP
¯ Review TP/IX charter and name
The meeting started with Ross Callon introducing the concept of the Forward Cache Identifier, or handle, to be used to speed up processing in touters. A downstreamrouter may
send an ICMPmessage offering an FCI for a particular source, destination, and type of
service. The source maythen use the FCI in its packet instead of fully specified source and
destination addresses. Using the FCI will achieve two goals: smaller packet size and faster
processing in the router.

CATNIP
Robert Ullmann introduced CATNIP. CATNIPis a revision ofthe TP/IX proposal. The
TP/IX packet has been extended to include a Forward Cache Identifier and NSAP-style
source and destination addresses. Using a NSAP-style address, CATNIPcould be used to
represent IPv4, IPX and OSI protocols. CATNIPcould also be used to connect CLNP
systems to IPv4 and IPX systems.
Several people suggested that placing the Forward Cache Identifier in the first longword
of the packet may speed up processing. Robert pointed out two reasons for not doing so.
First, the first byte must be reserved for NLPIDfield. Second; it was observed that any
current or future processor will be loading at least 64 bits in parallel anyway. It is also
easier to makeFCI fixed field rather than a variable size.
TCP used to be part of the TP/IX proposal. The working group felt that it would be
better to separate TCP (and UDP) from the CATNIPproposal and have them addressed
as separate issues.
The working group decided to remove RAP(RFC 1476) from its charter, to be developed
separately. It was noted by Dave Katz and others that IS-IS will work fine with CATNIP,
as will the IDRPand other methods; the existing OSI routing could be used for CATNIP’s
addressing scheme without any changes.
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A concern was raised that the selection field in the CATNIP
header may not be long enough.
It seems, however, that 16 bits is a reasonable size for fields that assign one code point to
each of a set of protocols (at least below application layer). It’s hard to see us designing
more than 65000 transport layer protocols.
The TP/IX working group also defined milestones for Seattle:
¯ Rob will add additional details

and publish CATNIPas an Internet-Draft.

¯ Rob will write the white paper requested by the IPng directorate
outline is available.

as soon as the

¯ Vladimir will rewrite TP/IX charter and work with Scott Bradner on renaming the
working group to CATNIP.
¯ The group will plan on meeting jointly with TUBAfor one session in Seattle,
will continue to coordinate efforts to find as muchcommonground as possible.

Attendees
Nick Alfano
Vadim Antonov
Susie Armstrong
Jules Aronson
Erik-Jan Bos
Rebecca Bostwick
Scott Bradner
Glen Cairns
Ross Callon
Peter Cameron
George Chang
John Chang
Enke Chen
Richard Colella
Michael Collins
David Conrad
Matt Crawford
John Curran
Michael Davis
Chuck de Sostoa
Stephen Deering
Avri Doria
Robert Fink
Eric Fleischman

alfano@mpr,
ca
avg@icml,
icp.net
susie@ment
at.com
aronson@nlm,
nih.gov
erik-j
an.bos©surfnet,
nl
bostwick©es
.net
sob@harvard,
edu
cairns@mprgate.mpr,
ca
rcallon@wellfleet,
com
cameron©xylint,
co. uk
gkc@ctt,
bellcore,
com
j rc©uswest,
corn
enke@merit,
edu
colella©nist,
gov
collins@es,
net
davidc©iij,
ad.jp
crawdad@fncent,
fnal.gov
j curran@nic,
near.nez
mike~dss,
com
chuckd©cup,
hp. com
deering©parc,
xerox,com
avri@locus,
com
rlfink©Ibl,
gov
ericf©at
c. boeing,
corn
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Chris Gunner
Denise Heagerty
Phil Irey
Kevin Jackson
David Jacobson
Dave Katz
Elizabeth
Kaufman
Edwin King
Jian Li
Kanchei Loa
E. Paul Love
Tracy Mallory
David Marlow
Jun Matsukata
Doug Montgomery
Dan Nordell
Erik Nordmark
William Palter
Andrew Partan
Radia Perlman
Eric Peterson
David Pisdtello
James Quigley
Martin Schulman
Vincent Shekher
Erik Sherk
Uttam Shikarpur
Keith Sklower
Frank Solensky
Vladimir Sukonnik
Steve Suzuki
Larry Tepper
Richard Thomas
Robert Ullmann
William Warner
Chris Wheeler
Gerry White
Cathy Wittbrodt
David Woodgate
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Networks

(TUBA)

Charter
Chair(s)
Mark Knopper: mak@meri~c,edu
Peter Ford: peter©goshawk, lmal.gov
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: tuba©lanl.gov
To Subscribe: ~cuba-reques~c~lartl.gov
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The TUBAWorking Group will work on extending the Internet Protocol suite
and architecture by increasing the number of end-systems which can be effectively addressed and routed. The TUBA
effort will expand the ability to route
Internet packets by using addresses which support more hierarchy than the
current Internet Protocol (IP) address space. TUBAspecifies the continued
use of Internet transport protocols, in particular TCPand UDP,but specifies
their encapsulation in ISO 8473 (CLNP)packets. This will allow the continued
use of Internet application protocols such as FTP, SMTP,TELNET,etc. An
enhancement to the current system is mandatory due to the limitations of the
current 32-bit IP addresses. TUBAseeks to upgrade the current system by
a transition from the use of the Internet Protocol version 4 to ISO/IEC 8473
(CLNP) and the corresponding large Network Service Access Point address
space.
In addition to protocol layering issues and "proof of concept" work, the TUBA
approach will place significant emphasis on the engineering and operational requirements of a large, global, multilateral public data network. TUBA
will work
to maximizeinteroperatability with the routing and addressing architecture of
the global CLNPinfrastructure.
The TUBAWorking Group will work closely
with the IETF NOOPand OSI IDRP for IP Over IP Working Groups to coordinate a viable CLNP-basedInternet which supports the applications which
Internet users depend on such as TELNET,FTP, SMTP, NFS, X, etc. The
TUBAWorking Group will also work collaboratively
with communities which
are also using CLNP,and will consider issues such as interoperability, applications coexisting on top of multiple transports, and the evolution of global public
connectionless datagram networks, network management and instrumentation
using CLNPand TUBA,and impact on routing architecture
and protocols
given the TUBAtransition.
The TUBAWorking Group will consider how the TUBAscheme will support transition from the current IP address space to the future NSAPaddress
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space without discontinuity of service, although different manufacturers, service
providers, and sites will makethe transition at different times. In particular,
the way in which implementations relying on current 32-bit IP addresses will
migrate must be considered. TUBAwill ensure that IP addresses can be assigned, for as long as they are used, independently of geographical and routing
considerations. One option is to embed IP addresses in NSAPaddresses, possibly as the NSAPend-system identifier. Whatever scheme is chosen must run
in a majority of *-GOSIPs and other NSAPspaces. The TUBAstrategy will
require a new mapping in the DNSfrom NAMEsto NSAPaddresses.
The rationale RFC(RFC1347) documents issues of transition and coexistence,
among unmodified "IP" hosts and hosts which support "TUBA"hosts. Hosts
wishing full Internet connectivity will need to support TUBA.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Post Initial

Done

Post the Initial

Done

Review and approve the Charter.

Done

Post the TUBACLNPprofile

Done

Post a Routing and Addressing specification as an Internet-Draft, coordinated
with the Network OSI Operations Working Group and the IDRPfor IP Working
Group.

Nov 1992

Post a summaryreport on TUBAdeployment in the Internet.

Done

Present the results
meeting.

Nov 1992

Post an Internet-Draft on the changes required to Internet applications affected
by the deployment of TUBA.

Nov 1992

Post an Internet-Draft covering the methodologies, instrumentation,
administration, routing coordination and related topics.

Done

Post as an Internet-Draft a revision to RFC1347 reflecting lessons earned in
the Working Group deliberation.

Request

TUBArational

and discussion as an RFC. (RFC 1347)

TUBADNSspecification.

(RFC 1348)

as an Internet-Draft.

of Working Group deliberations

at the November IETF

For Comments

RFC 1526

"Assignment of System Identifiers

for TUBA/CLNP
Hosts"

RFC 1561

"Use of ISO CLNP in TUBAEnvironments"

address
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REPORT

by Mark Knopper/Merit
of the

TCP/UDP over

CLNP-Addressed

Networks

Working

Group

The meeting was called to order by Mark Knopper and Peter Ford, co-chNrs. Dave Katz
volunteered to act as recording secretary. Mark Knopper presented the agenda.

CLNP Multicast
Dave Marlow reported on the progression of CLNPMulticast work at the recent ISO SC6
meeting in Seoul. There are currently four documents in progression--changes to the network addressing addendum, extensions to the CLNPand ES-IS protocols, and a change
to the network service definition. Documentation of these changes will be released as an
Internet-Draft.
The Group Network Addressing addendum has progressed to Full Standard status.
document describes the syntax of multicast NSAPaddresses.

This

The extensions to CLNPhave been issued for Draft Amendment(DAM)ballot. This is the
finn balloting stage before full standardization (similar to Draft Internet Standard status).
The changes include a new packet type (so that unicast-only routers do not try to defaultforward multicast packets, which could create packet-exploder loops) and two types of scope
control.
The ES-IS extensions have also been issued for DAM
ballot. These changes provide for the
ability of end systems to join multicast groups, as well as for dynamic mapping between
network and subnetwork multicast addresses.
The change to the Network Service definition
network service.

adds multicast .capability

to the abstract

There has been no significant work on multicast routing, as ANSIis looking to work with the
IETF for technical contribution in this area. Possibilities include MOSPF-likeextensions
to IS-IS, CBT, and ESL.

NSAP Addressing

Guidelines

Document

Ross CNlon reported on the status of the NSAPAddressing Guidelines document. A new
version has been made available as an Internet-Draft. Changes in the new version consist
primarily of updated document references. Severn people mentioned that they thought
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the current documentwas overly "backbone-centric," as the Internet routing hierarchy has
changed considerably since the document was originally written. An action item was taken
to recast this section of the document.

CLNP Projects
YakovRekhter gave a brief overview of two projects just getting started in ISO concerning
CLNP.The first describes a coding methodfor option types that provides a hook for transparently adding options. The code indicates which options are required to be processed by
routers and/or hosts, even when the option is otherwise unrecognized.
The second project extends the Quality of Service (QoS) option to provide a bit to request
strong (vs. weak) QoSforwarding, as well as a bit to say whether or not the requested OoS
was delivered along the entire path whenweak QoS forwarding is in effect.

CLNP Mobility
A discussion then ensued on the subject of CLNPmobility. Mark Knopper briefly described
CDPD,a specification for cellular mobile data service from a consortium of cellular carriers.
The system uses CLNPas the primary protocol, and provides IP service using IP-overCLNPencapsulation. The mobility protocol is quite similar to ongoing work in the Mobile
IP WorkingGroup. The group discussed whether or not it should be proactive, or wait for
the Mobile IP WorkingGroup to settle. YakovRekhter and Dave Piscitello agreed to recast
the mobile IP document in terms of CLNPand make it available as an internet-Draft.

Extensions

to

OSI for

Use in the

Internet

BOF (OSIEXTND)

Dave Katz briefly updated the group on the status of OSIEXTND.The IESG has issued
a formal statement limiting official IETF participation to ongoing "OSI-related work." No
newworking groups in this area will be chartered until such time as the li.aison issue between
ISO and ISOChas been settled, or until six months pass. What was not clearly stated at
the time was that this action does not apply to anything that could be construed as in
support of TUBA.As the majority of the items of work proposed at the OSIEXTND
BOF
are directly related to TUBA,the net effect is that work will progress in existing working
groups.
To that end, Dave Katz then presented a proposed extension to ES-IS to add functionality
to the standard dynamic NSAPaddress assignment function. The extension would allow the
end system to suggest a system ID to the entity assigning the addresses, which would then
fill in the remainder of the NSAPaddress if it so chose. A second contribution describing
the overall dynamic address assignment mechanism was also presented. Both documents
will be madeavailable as Internet-Drafts.

2.3.
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Transition

Peter Ford presented his draft document on the Dual Stack Transition plan. It is an
"inside out" approach that begins with infrastructure deployment. It was pointed out that
this transition framework needed to be completed as soon as possible. The document is
available as an Internet-Draft.
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REPORT

by Mark Knopper/Merit
of the Joint

Session

of the

TUBAand TPIX Working Groups

The two groups met jointly during the second scheduled TUBA
session, primarily to discuss
the CATNIPproposal. Several other TUBAitems remained to be discussed after the first
meeting.
Ross Callon began by introducing his ideas on CLNPheader compression and flow setup, in
relation to the CATNIPideas. This was followed by a presentation of the CATNIPpaper
by Rob Ullman.
Editor’s Note: Details from each of these presentations and a summary of discussion
is available via FTP or mail server from the remote directories as /ietf/tuba/tuba-tpixminutes-93nov.txt. Refer to Section 1.2 of the proceedings for retrieval instructions.

TUBA Transition

Plan

(Dave Piscitello)

Dave worked with Tracy Mallory and Jim Bound to develop an outline of a transition

plan.

Editor’s Note: A transcript of Dave’s slides is available via FTP or mail server from the
remote directories as/~etf/tuba//tuba-tpix-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of the
proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.
This outline was well received as a good start to a transition plan paper. Someof the
points included in the transcript were comments added from the attendees. It was also
suggested that the transition plan paper be very clear about where changes are need to
hosts as distinguished from touters.

ISO Liaison

(Peter

Ford)

Peter gave an overview of the current status of the liaison between ISOCand ISO.
Vint Cerf and Jack Houldsworth had discussions at the last IETF. ISOCrecently forwarded
two letters to ISOmtheseare Internet-Drafts.
Also there is an Internet-Draft, "Liaison
between Internet and other Standardization Agencies," by Christian Huitema on this topic.
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For TUBA,the issue is change control. LymanChapin is working on document distribution. I~FC 1310 bis contains language about ceding all copyright control to IETF from
ISO. Document review and comments are encouraged. The document can be found in
the Internet-Drafts directory. One issue is how can the IETF take documents from other
standards bodies into the Internet Standards process?
Concerning the Memorandumof Understanding between ISO and ISOC, Peter felt that
convergence in the network layer should be suggested. Also there should be an address
change control for the base network protocol document. The SC6 contribution is in line
with this.
Peter Furniss is a SC21 member. Both groups claim to be more open than the other.
ISO did not understand how IETF/ISOC process works and comes to consensus. Scott
Bradner pointed out that I~FC 1310 is a description of our process and can be used to help
communicate to other groups.
It was discussed that either ISOcan retain change control and IETFcan have official liaison
to ISO; or the IETF can take a clone of CLNPand diverge (with report back to ISO).

CLNP Routing

in

Europe

Alex presented a connectivity
ropanet) perspective.

(Alex

Reijnierse)

diagram of the CLNPInternet

from the European (Eu-
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Area

Director:
¯

Marshall Rose: re.rose,

Area Summary reported

iesg@dbc .mtview.

by Marshall

ca.us

Rose/Dover

Beach Consulting

A working group is either active or inactive. Active working groups have charters to develop
documents. Inactive working groups have no charter - typically because they have completed their previous charter. These inactive working groups (and their mailing lists) serve
as a forum for implementors. Whena standards-track
document produced by a working
group is ready for further evaluation or new documents are appropriate, the working group
is re-chartered accordingly.
Due to a lack of senior technical resources in the Network Managementarea, there is a
moratorium on new working groups for the 1993 calendar year. At the beginning of 1994,
this policy will be revisited. Until then, only things of the utmost urgency will be receive
any consideration for possible working group activation. This policy does not apply to
working groups currently inactive, awaiting re-activation due to standards-track activity.

ATM MIB Working

Group

(ATOMMIB)

The working group is active, editing "Definitions of ManagedObjects for ATMManagement
Version 4.0" (draft-ietf-atommib-atm-01.txt)
and "Definitions of ManagedObjects for the
SONET/SDH
Interface Type" (draft-ietf-atommib-sonet-01.txt).
The SONETdraft is completed, but a few issues remain on the ATMdraft.
expected by early December 1993.

Bridge

MIB Working

Group

Completion is

(BRIDGE)

The working group is inactive,
BRIDGE
is eligible to re-activate

awaiting the next stage for RFC1493 and RFC1525.
in April 1994.

Character

Group

MIB Working

(CHARMIB)

The working group is active, waiting for the Interfaces MIBWorking Group (IFMIB)
complete the "Evolution of the Interfaces Group of MIB-II" Internet-Draft before proceeding
with the evaluation of RFCs1316-1318 (Proposed Standards) with respect to the standards
track.
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(DECNETIV)

The working group is active, waiting for an IESG action on "DECnet Phase IV MIBExtensions" (draft-ietf-decnetiv-mibext-03.txt).
The IESGis considering whether to elevate
this document to Draft Standard status.

FDDI

MIB Working

Group

(FDDIMIB)

The working group is inactive, awaiting the next stage for RFC1285 and RFC1512. FDDIMIBis eligible to re-activate in March1994.

Frame

Relay

Service

MIB Working

Group

(FRNETMIB)

The working group is active, editing "Definitions of ManagedObjects for Frame Relay
Service" (draft-ietf-frnetmib-fr-04.txt).
Completion of the Frame Relay Service MIB
expected by mid-November 1993.

Host

Resources

MIB Working

Group

(HOSTMIB)

The working group is inactive, awaiting the next state for RFC1514 (Proposed Standard).
HOSTMIB
is eligible to re-activate in March 1994.

IEEE

802.3

Hub MIB Working

Group

(HUBMIB)

The working group is inactive, awaiting the next stage for I~FC 1515 (Proposed Standard)
and RFC1516 (Draft Standard). HUBMIB
is eligible to re-activate in March 1994.

Interfaces

MIB Working

Group

(IFMIB)

The working group is active, editing "Evolution of the Interfaces Group of MIB-II" (draftietf-ifmib-evolution-04.txt)
and "ManagementInformation Base for Managementof NetworkConnections"(draft-ietf-ifmib- connt able- 00 .txt ).
Both the Interfaces Evolution and Connection Table MIBSare virtually completed. Wrapup is expected by mid-November1993. Following this, the working group is chartered to
evaluate RFCs 1229, 1231, 1304 (Proposed Standards), and 1398 (Draft Standard)
respect to the standards track.
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Working

Group

(MADMAN)

The working group is active, w~iting for editorial updates. The NetworkManagementDirectorate (NMDIR)completed its evaluation of "NetworkServices Monitoring MIB"(draft-ietfmadman-networkmib-05.txt), "Mail Monitoring MIB" (draft-ietf-madman-mtamib-06.txt),
and "X.500 Directory Monitoring MIB" (draff-ietf-madman-dsa-mib-05.txt).
The editors
are producing new drafts.

Modem

Management

Working

Group

(MODEMMGT)

The working group is active, reviewing "ModemMIB" (draft-ietf-modemmgt-mdmmib00.txt). The group reviewed its first draft, but concensus is lacking. MODEMMGT
is also
late in meeting its milestones. The area director has given the working group until January
31, 1994 to reach concensus on a completed draft; otherwise, the working group will be
terminated.

Remote

LAN Monitoring

Working

Group

(RMONMIB)

The working group is active, evaluating RFC1271 (Proposed Standard) with respect to the
standards track.

SNA DLC Services

MIB Working

Group

The working group is active, editing "Definitions
Control: SDLC"(draft-ietf-snadlc-sdlc-mib-00.txt).
complete by mid-December 1993.

SNA NAU Services

MIB Working

Group

(SNADLC)
of ManagedObjects for SNAData Link
The SDLCMIBis expected to

(SNANAU)

The working group is active, editing "Definitions of Managed Objects for SNANAUs"
(draft-ietf-snanau-snamib-00.txt).
The NAUMIBis expected to be complete by midDecember 1993.

SNMP Version

2 Working

Group

(SNMPV2)

The working group is inactive, awaiting the next stage for R.FCs 1441-1452 (Proposed
Standards). SNMPV2
is eligible to re-activate in October 1994.
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Working

Group

(TRMON)

The working group is inactive, awaiting the next state for RFC1513 (Proposed Standard).
TRMON
is eligible to re-activate in March 1994, but will not do so. Instead, the RMONMIB
Working Group will be tasked to evaluate RFC1513.

DS1/DS3

Working

Group

(TRUNKMIB)

The working group is inactive, awaiting the next stage for RFCs1406 and 1407 (Proposed
Standard). TRUNKMIB
is eligible to re-activate now. However, it will remain inactive
until the beginning of 1994.

Uninterruptible

Power

Supply

Working

Group

(UPSMIB)

The working group is active,
upsmib-00.txt).

editing

"UPS ManagementInformation Base" (draft-ietf-

UPSMIBis several months overdue based on milestones in its charter. The area director
has given the working group until November26, 1993 to reach concensus on a completed
draft; otherwise, the working group will be terminated.

X.25

Management

Information

Base

Working

Group (X25MIB)

The working group is inactive, awaiting the next stage for RFCs 1381-1382 (Proposed
Standards). X25MIB
is eligible to re-activate now. However, it will remain inactive until
the beginning of 1994.
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REPORT

Gyllenskog/Hewlett-Packard
Printer

MIB BOF (PRINTMIB)

A meeting of the PrintMIB BOFwas held Wednesday, November 3, 1993 from 1600-1800
at the IETF meeting in Houston. The meeting was chaired by Joel Gyllenskog of Hewlett-.
Packard. Marshall Rose, the Network ManagementArea Director was present.
Of the twenty-three whosenames were on the roster, all but five asked to have their names
added to the mailing list.
The agenda, as posted on the Internet, was presented. Joel gave a brief history of some
of the changes in printing on LANsover the past five years. He provided rationale as
to whythe printer manufacturers have an interest in having their printers be manageable
in a network environment. He talked about other efforts that have occurred or that are
underway including the DMTFprinter team. This group had representatives of thirteen
different printer manufacturers at their October meeting, along with representatives from
other companieswith an interest in the use of printers. The goal of the group is to specify
a set of objects that can be used to manageprinters and to have that set be the same for
the DeskTopas for the network. This desire is shared by members of COSEand DSIS.
A discussion of the potential numberof objects that would fall into a standard printer MIB
was led by Marshall. The sense of the group was that there will probably be on the order
of from forty to sixty objects.
Steve Waldbusser led a discussion of existing MIBs and how they may be used by printers. This includes the Host MIB, MIBII, and the Character MIB. Steve has indicated a
willingness to provide technical oversight to the group.
The idea was put forward that fonts, spooling, and print job managementare not part of the
set that will be included in the print MIB. These areas are interesting and important, but
their inclusion wouldadd significantly to the effort of the group and decrease the likelihood
of a timely completion of the MIB.
The areas that were discussed that the group felt could profitably be included in a print
MIBincluded: Print Engine, Interpreters, Media, Input Sources, and Output Destinations.
Those present indicated the importance of using the net to allow broad input and participation.
A discussion of the time schedule proposed resulted in a recommendationthat the charter
specify completion by the July IETF meeting, but that the group work to accomplish the
task by May.
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The consensus of those in attendance was that a proposed charter be given to the Area
Director with the recommendation that a Print MIBWorking Group be established.

Attendees
Jim Barnes
Bill Cash
Manuel Diaz
Jonathan Didner
Christine Gressley
Joel Gyllenskog
Melanie Humphrey
Ronald Jacoby
Scott Kaplan
Charley Kline
Andrew Knutsen
David Lapp
Larry Masinter
Jon Saperia
Michael Scanlon
Chris Shaw
Timon Sloane
Bob Stewart
Dean Throop
Steven Waldbusser
Steve Zilles

barnes©xylogics.com
cash©bangote.compaq.com
diaz©davidsys.com
jonb©banga~e.compaq.com
gressley@uiuc.edu
jgyllens¢hpdmd48.boi.hp.com
msh@uiuc.edu
rj©sgi.com
sco~©ftp.com
cvk©uiuc.edu
andrewk©sco.com
lapp@waterloo.hp.com
masin~er@parc.xerox.com
saperia©zko.dec.com
scanlon©ftp.com
cshaw@banyan.com
timon@timonware.com
rlstewarZ©eng.xyplex.com
throop©dg-rtp.dg.com
waldbusser@andrew.cmu.edu
szilles©adobe.com
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(ATOMMIB)

Charter
Chair(s)
Kaj Tesink: kaj ©cc.bellcore. corn
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: a’commib@thumper.bellcore, corn
To Subscribe: atommib-reques~c@thumper.bellcore,
com
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The AToMMIBWorking Group is chartered to define sets of managed objects
which will be useful in the managementof ATMand SONETequipment, interfaces, networks, and/or services that conform to the relevant ATMand SONET
specifications. Theinitial sets defined will be:
An interface-specific MIBfor ATMinterfaces, which is aligned with the managed objects for interface layering being defined by the Interfaces MIBWorking
Group. The working group should consider the ATMForum’s ILMI MIBfor
its suitability in this respect, plus any extensions necessary to instrument the
layers between the ATMlayer and the IP layer (e.g., AAL5).The latter should
take into account the work of the IP over ATMWorki.ng Group (e.g., the
"Multi-Protocol over AAL5"specification).
- Managed objects for the monitoring and control of ATMPVCs and SVCs,
both in ATMend-points and in ATMswitches or networks. (Objects for ATM
SVCswill be considered after completion of the work on ATMPVCs.)
- Managedobjects that instrument devices with SONETinterfaces that conform
with the relevant SONET
specifications. This work should closely align to other
trunk MIBs (DS1/E1 MIB, DS3/E3 MIB). The working group should consider
the existing Internet-Draft SONET
MIBfor its suitability in this respect.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Post an Internet-Draft

of the ATMand SONETMIB.

Dec 1993

Submit the ATMand SONETMIBto the IESG for consideration
Standard.

as a Proposed

Internet-Drafts
"Definitions of ManagedObjects for the SONET/SDH
Interface
Tracy Brown, Kaj Tesink <draft-ietf-atommib-sonet-04.txt>

Type", 01/03/1994,
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"Definitions of ManagedObjects for ATMManagementVersion 4.0", 12/22/1993,
M. Ahmed, K. Tesink <draft-ietf-atommib-atm-03.txt>
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REPORT

Reported by Kaj Tesink/Bellcore
Minutes

of

SONET

MIB

the

ATM MIB Working

Group

(ATOMMIB)

The current Internet-Draft, ietf-draft-atommib-sonet-01.txt,
is considered complete. The
meeting participants decided unanimously to recommendthis Internet-Draft to the area
director for further processing by the Network Management Area Directorate (NMDIR)
and the IESG as a Proposed Standard.

ATM

MIB

¯ Use of ifTable for the ATMLevel
The mapping in the current Internet-Draff
to the mapping of ifOutErrors.

was agreed upon with a minor amendment

¯ Use of ifTable for AAL5
A new approach was adopted. The detailed text will be worked out on the mailing
list. The approach treats AAL5entities in switches as connected with the switch
through a virtual interface; in hosts the AAL5level is directly stacked on the ATM
level. The approach also requires a small AAL5-specific table in the ATMMIBfor
AAL5error counters. Explanatory text on this subject will also be included in the
specification.
¯ Modeling of ATMConnections
The small group tasked at the Amsterdam meeting has identified
Ted Brunner identified the approaches:

two approaches.

1. Proposal Bob - Similar to what is contained in the current ATMMIBand Frame
Relay MIBInternet-Drafts.
2. Proposal Dave - Takes a commonapproach for hosts, switches, and services.
The meeting participants decided to proceed with an approach, dubbed "Henrietta",
that combines the strong points of Dave and Bob. The current MIBwill be amended
as appropriate. Detailed text as to how to do orderly connection setup will ~lso be
included.
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¯ Any Other ATMMIB Issues
The proposal, to combine the separate VPLand VCLtables into a single table, and
the VCCand VPCtables into a single table, was reviewed. This proposal was not
adopted.
¯ Status

of the ATMMIB

Beyondthe details mentioned earlier, no other open issues where identified. It was
decided unanimouslyto recommendthis Internet-Draft to the area director for further
processing by NMDIR
and the IESG as a Proposed Standard after these details have
been fixed on the mailing list. The target is to wrap up before the end of the year
(in accordance with the charter).
¯ ATM Management Beyond the ATMMIB
Someinterest had been expressed to pursue management of switched virtual circuits (SVC). However, it was decided not to pursue this at this time. Consequently,
the working group can be inactivated
after the ATMMIB and SONETMIB have
been progressed as Proposed Standards. The mailing list will remain active for the
exchange of implementation experience or any other ATM/SONET
management discussion.

Generic

Connection

Table

Ken Rodemangave a presentation on a generic approach to the management of virtual
connections, suggesting a commonapproach for frame relay and ATM.The generic approach would serve as an umbrella over connection tables that are specific to frame relay or
ATM.The contents of the specific tables would not be affected by adoption of the generic
approach, l~ather, the specific approach would simplify the overall managementof connections. Discussion of this topic was deferred to the Interfaces MIBWorkingGroup.

Attendees
Masuma Ahmed
Bart Berger
Caralyn Brown
Tracy Brown
Theodore Brunner
Ted Chang
Chris Chiotasso
Blair Copland
Kurt Dobbins
Christopher Dorsey

mxa@mail,
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com
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corn
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com
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t chang©atg,
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copland@unt,
edu
dobbins@ctron,
com
dorsey@es,net
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Mike Holloway
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Mark Kepke
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Cheryl
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Ted Kuo
Andrew Malis
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Steven Onishi
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David Perkins
Kenneth Rodemann
Hal Sandick
Michael Scanlon
Jean-Bernard Schmitt
Kanan Shah
Satya
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Sharma
Shikarpur

Timon Sloane
Kaj Tesink
Panos

Tsigaridas
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dperkinsCsynoptics.com
krr©qsun.att.com
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scanlon@ftp.com
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Tsigaridas©fokus.gmd.de

Thomas Walsh
Alice
Wang

tomw©kalpana.com
alice.wang@eng.sun.com

Honda

honda@nat.com

Wu
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MIB (CHARMIB)

Charter
Chair(s)
Bob Stewart:rls~ewart~eng,
xyplex,com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: char-mib©decwrl, dec. corn
To Subscribe: char-mib-request©decwrl, dec. corn
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The Character MIBWorking Group is chartered to prepare a recommendation
to the IESG evaluating RFCs1316-1318 (the Character MIBs) with respect
the standards track.
The recommendation will document implementation, interoperability,
and deployment experience. If these experiences suggest that changes should be made
to the documents, new drafts may be prepared. The recommendation will
report one of four outcomes for each RFC:
That the RFCshould be advanced from Proposed to Draft status,
changes (if no problems are found);

without

- That a draft prepared by the working group should replace the RFC, and be
designated a Draft Standard (if only minor changes are made);
- That a draft prepared by the working group should replace the RFC, and be
designated a Proposed Standard (if major changes or feature enhancements are
made); or,
- That the RFCshould be designated as Historic (if this technology is problematic).
Goals and Milestones
Done

Mailing list discussion of Charter and collection of concerns.

Done

Discussion and final approval of Charter; discussion on models and terminology.
Makewriting assignments.

Done

First draft document, discussion, additional drafts, special meeting?

Done

Review latest

Done

Reactivation of Working Group to prepare the Character MIBsfor Draft Standard.

draft and if OK, give to IESG for publication as RFC.
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Jun 1993

Post an Internet-Draft with the results of the survey of implementation and
operational experiences with the Character MIBs. Post revised MIBdocuments
if necessary.

Aug 1993

Submit the Character MIBsto the IESGfor consideration as Draft Standards.

Request

For Comments

I~FC 1316

"Definitions

of ManagedObjects for Character Stream Devices"

RFC 1317

"Definitions

of ManagedObjects for RS-232-1ike Hardware Devices"

RFC 1318

"Definitions of ManagedObjects for Parallel-printer-like

Hardware Devices"
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AREA

Service

MIB (FRNETMIB)

Charter
Chair(s)
James Watt: j ames@ne~bridge,
com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: frftc©nsco.network, com
To Subscribe: ~rftc-request©nsco.network.
com
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The Frame Relay Service MIBWorking Group is chartered to define an initial
set of managedobjects which will be useful for customer network management
of a provider’s Frame Relay Service. The working group will consider existing
definitions, including the Frame Relay Forum’s work in this area. The objects
defined by the working group will be consistent with the SNMPframework.
The working group will coordinate with both the Frame Relay Forum and the
ATMMIB Working Group.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Post the initial Internet-Draft for discussion.

Dec 1993

Submit the Frame Relay Service MIBto the IESG for consideration
posed Standard.

as a Pro-

Internet-Drafts
"Definitions of ManagedObjects for Frame Relay Service",
Brown<draft-ietf-frnetmib-fr-07.txt
>

01/06/1994, T.

"Service ManagementArchitecture for Virtual Connection Services", 07/02/1993,
K. Rodemann<draft-ietf-frnetmib-virtual-sma-01.txt
>
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Frame Relay

Networks

Service

Corporation

MIB Working Group (FRNETMIB)

Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Administrivia
Comments from the chair of the FRFTCWorking Group
Discussion of non-Connection model issues
Discussion of Connection model Issues
Wrap Up

Comments

from

the

Chair

of the

FRFTC Working

Group

Andy Malls summarizedthe latest meeting of the corresponding working group in the Frame
Relay Forum Technical Committee (FRFTC). They held a walk-through of the MIBwith
a small numberof people, and were satisfied with the current state.

Frame

Relay

MIB

The current Internet-Draft

(draf~-ietf-frnetmib-04.tx~c)

will be complete pending:

¯ A few editorial changes
¯ Any changes to the connection model to align it with the ATOMMIB
connection
model
Once these items are finished, the group agreed that the updated Internet-Draft should
be forwarded to the Area Director for processing by the Network ManagementDirectorate
(NMDIR)and submitted to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard.

Frame

Relay

and

ATM MIB Connection

Model

Issues

Subsequent discussions in the ATMMIB(ATOMMIB),Frame Relay Service MIB (FRNETMIB) and Interfaces MIB(IFMIB) Working Groups led to the adoption of a new connection
model for both the ATMand FRNETMIBs.
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Conclusion
The updated Internet-Draft will be circulated on the mailing list by 22 November1993
for comment. Given the recommendation of those present in Houston, there are no known
reasons to prevent this document from being forwarded.
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MIB (IFMIB)

Charter
Chair(s)
Ted Brunner:tob©~humper.bellcore,
corn
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: if-mib©thumper.bellcore,
corn
To Subscribe: if-mib-request@~chumper.bellcore,
corn
Archive: thumper, bellcore, corn: pub/~cob/ifmib
Description

of Working Group

The Interfaces

MIBWorking Group is chartered to accomplish two tasks.

First, to develop a collection of managedobjects which model the relation
between different entities in the data link and physica/layers. The working
group will explore different modeling approaches in order to develop a collection
of objects which is both correct in the modeling sense and has an acceptable
impact (if any) on the interfaces table from MIB-II and all media MIBmodules
on the standards track or under development by a working group. The objects
defined by the working group will be consistent with the SNMPframework.
Second, to prepare a recommendation to the IESG evaluating RFC1229 (the
interface-extensions
MIB), lZFC 1231 (the token-ring MIB), RFC1304 (the
SMDSMIB), and RFC1398 (the ethernet-like MIB) with respect to the standards track.
The recommendation will document implementation, interoperability,
and deployment experience. If these experiences suggest that changes should be made
to the documents, new drafts may be prepared.
For I~FCs 1229, 1231, and 1304, the recommendation will report one of four
outcomes for each RFC:
that the RFCshould be advanced from Proposed to Draft status,
changes (if no problems are found);

without

-that a draft prepared by the working group should replace the RFC, and be
designated a Draft Standard (if only minor changes are made);
- that a draft prepared by the working group should replace the I~FC, and be
designated a Proposed Standard (if major changes or feature enhancements are
made); or,
- that the RFCshould be designated as Historic (if this technology is problematic).
For RFC1398, the recommendation will report one of five outcomes:
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that a draft prepared by the working group should replace the RFC, and be
designated a Standard (if only editorial changes are made);
that a draft prepared by the working group should replace the RFCs, and be
designated a Draft Standard (if only minor changes are made);
that a draft prepared by the working group should replace the RFC, and be
designated a Proposed Standard (if major changes or feature enhancements are
made); or,
- that the RFCshould be designated as Historic (if this technology is problematic).
Goals and Milestones
Done

Post the interface layering documentas an Internet-Draft.

Sep 1993

Submit the interface
Proposed Standard.

Sep 1993

Issue a call for implementation and operations experience with RFCs 1229,
1231, 1304, and 1398.

layering document to the IESG for consideration

Oct 1993 Evaluate experience and if necessary post revised MIBsas Internet-Drafts.
Dec 1993 Submit recommendations on the various MIBs to the IESG.
Internet-Drafts
"Evolution of the Interfaces Group of MIB-II", 12/17/1993, K. McCloghrie, F.
Kastenholz < draft-ietf-ifmib-evolution-07.txt >
"Management Information Base for Management of Network Connections",
10/21/1993, K. Rodemann<draft-ietf-ifmib-conntable-00.txt>

as a
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REPORT
Brunner/Bellcore

of the Interfaces

MIB Working Group (IFMIB)

Discussion focussed on the "Evolution of the Interfaces Group of MIBII" Internet-Draft
of October 20, 1993. The discussion reviewed issues raised on the mailing list and was the
final forum for concerns about the Internet-Draft before it was forwarded from the IFMIB
Working Group to the Area Director for consideration as a Proposed Standard.

Evolution

of the Interfaces

Group of MIB II Internet-Draft

Editor’s Note: Summaries of issues discussed are available via FTP or mail server from
the remote directories as/qetf/ifmib/ifmib-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of the
proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.

Generic

Connection

Table

An initial presentation was madeon the motivation for the current document, and a number
of questions were raised, but not fully answered. There is concern as to whether this would
delay the ATMand Frame Relay MIBs nearing completion now.
The following questions were raised:
Will there be benefits to all constituencies
Relay or CNM/Device Management)?

from such a generic model (ATM/Frame

¯ What is the meaning of a connection AdminStatus versus media specific AdminStatus?
¯ Is cnTable mandatory?
¯ Does cnTable contain any additional
tables?

information to what is in the media specific

¯ Is there a difference between CNMand device cross connect?
There is a desire to pursue an effort on generic connection tables, but there is no desire to
delay existing efforts; the ATMand Frame Relay MIBswill proceed as scheduled. A generic
connection effort will start, and be formulated as an independent addition to those efforts.
It is presumedthat the questions raised at this meeting will be addressed as part of that
effort.
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(MODEMMGT)

Charter
Chair(s)
MarkLewis:Mark.S. Lewis©telebiZ.
com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: modemmgt~Telebit, com
To Subscribe: majordomo©Telebit.com
In Body: subscribe modemmgt<email address>
Archive: ftp. ~celebit. corn: -/pub/modemmg~:
Description

of Working Group

The ModemManagement Working Group is chartered to define a MIBmodule
for dial-up modemsand similar dial-up devices. This MIBmodulewill provide a
set of objects that are the minimumnecessary to provide the ability to monitor
and control those devices, and will be consistent with the SNMPframework
and existing SNMPstandards.
The working group will consider existing specifications including the RS-232like, Character, PPPand other related MIBmodules. It will consider enterprisespecific MIBmodules which support modem-like devices. The working group
will also consider the TSB Study Group 14’s work on an OSI CMIS/CMIP
object definition for V series DCEsentitled "Managed Object Template for
V-Series DCE’s."
Goals and Milestones
Done

Post an Internet-Draft

of the ModemManagement MIB.

Oct 1993

Submit the ModemManagement MIBto the IESG for consideration
posed Standard.

as a Pro-

Internet-Drafts
"ModemMIB", 10/26/1993, L. Brown, R. Roysten, S. Waldbusser <draft-ietfmodemmgt-mdmmib-00.txt >
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Summary
The third meeting of MODEMMGT
was attended by twenty or so people. The Network
ManagementArea Director noted that the group was behind schedule and would be given
until January 31, 1994 to reach consensus or the working group would be disbanded.
The group discussed various ways to meet this deadline and agreed to pursue a phased
approach. The group will focus on a MIBof core objects and defer other objects to a MIB
of extensions.
It was suggested that the group reconsider the work done by the CCITT(now ITU) known
as V.im (now V.58). It was agreed that V.58 would be considered a super-set of objects
from which the set of core objects would be taken. Objects could be renamed and be
explicitly mappedto the corresponding V.58 object with notes in the description. Changes
in structure would be made only where justified.
The structure of the working group’s draft of the core objects was analyzed. It was agreed
that it would be reduced to five groups of objects. The objects within each group will be
refined by the authors. The grouping of core objects is as follows:
mdmlDGroup
mdmLinelnt erfaceGroup
mdmDTEInterfaceGroup
mdmCMlControlGroup
mdmStatisticsGroup

Internet-Draft

Identity of the modem
Configuration and state of line interface
Configuration and state of DTEinterface
Call control configuration and state of last call
Statistics of the modem

Discussion

Editor’s Note: An itemized list of documentchanges is available via FTPor mail server from
the remote directories as/~etf/modemmgt/modemmgt-minutes-93nov.txt. Refer to Section
1.2 of the proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.

The Next

Step

The five groups of core objects will be divided amongthe authors for further editing. Each
group will be treated individually on the mailing list. The groups must be carefully evalu-
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ated and extensively discussed on the mailing list.
time and expertise to this project.

Thanks to those whohave contributed
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LAN Monitoring

(RMONMIB)

Charter
Chair(s)
Mike Erlinger: mikeOj arthur,

claremont, edu

Mailing Lists
General Discussion: rmonmib©jarthur, claremont, edu
To Subscribe: rmonmib-requestOj arthur, claremont, edu
Archive: j arthur, claremont, edu:/pub/rmon
Description

of Working Group

The RMON
Working Group is chartered to prepare a recommendation to the
IESG evaluating RFC 1271 (the RMON
MIB) with respect to the standards
track.
The recommendation will document implementation, interoperability,
and deployment experience. If this experience suggests that changes should be made
to the document, a new draft may be prepared. The recommendation will
report one of four outcomes:
- that RFC1271 should be advanced from proposed to draft status,
changes (if no problems are found);

without

that a draft prepared by the working group, should replace RFC1271, and
be designated a draft standard (if only minor changes are made);
- that a draft prepared by the working group, should replace RFC1271, and
be designated a proposed standard (if major changes or feature enhancements
are made); or,
- that RFC1271 should be designated as historic
lematic).

(if this technology is prob-

Goals and Milestones
Done

Re-activation of WG,call for discussion of experiences.

Done

Meet at IETF to classify and evaluate experiences.

Apr 1994

Submit recommendation, possibly with new draft,

Request

to IESG.

For Comments

RFC 1271 "Remote Network Monitoring

Management Information

Base"
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LAN Monitoring

Technology

Working

Group

and Michael

Er-

(RMONMIB)

Session

Presentation of new charter.
Discussion of experiences that may affect RFC1271 changes.
Discussion of the four advancement options for RFC1271.
Consensus on the particular option to be pursued for RFC1271.
Discussion of areas of RFC1271 that should be modified.

The chair presented the new charter:

The RMON
Working Group is chartered to prepare a recommendation to the
IESG evaluating RFC 1271 (the RMON
MIB) with respect to the standards
track.
The recommendation will document implementation, interoperability,
and deployment experience. If this experience suggest that changes should be madeto
the document, a new draft may be prepared. The recommendation will report
one of four out comes:
1. That RFC1271 should be advanced from proposed to draft status,
out changes (if no problems are found);

with-

2. That a draft prepared by the working group, should replace I~FC 1271,
and be designated a Draft Standard (if only minor changes are made);
3. That a draft prepared by the working group, should replace RFC1271,
and be designated a Proposed Standard ( if major changes or feature
enhancements are made); or,
4. That I~FC 1271 should be designated as historic
problematic).

(if this technology is

After some discussion, the consensus was that a draft prepared by the working group should
replace I~FC 1271 and be designated a Draft Standard, with minor changes to be made.
Work on version 2 of RMON
was delayed until the Spring IETF, to allow RFC 1271 to
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consensus on this strategy.
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mailing list

would also be polled for

Steve McRobertstated that the EtherS~ats group is incorrectly specified, with regards to
dribble bits. Steve Waldbusser agreed and said that RMON
implementors were developing
RMON
the way it made sense to and not the way the RFCspecified. McRobert had posted
several other items with regards to the EtherStats group and Waldbusser said that fixing
them should be a relatively easy task. The Chair said that he would bring the information
on this matter to the second session of the RMON
working group for discussion.
The RMON
working group has also been tasked to write up RMON
interoperability
issues
and information with regard to RMON
implementation experience. Steve Waldbusser said
that he would help coordinate this effort. Bob Stewart also suggested that the working
group start a new features list for consideration for the next version of RMON.
The chair
then solicited extensions to the RMON
that have been implemented by the vendors. This
request will also be passed to the RMON
mailing list.
The chair then presented a list of fourteen areas for change to RFC1271 to the meeting
and the working group added three more for discussion.
Editor’s Note: An itemized list of changes is available via FTP or mail server from the
remote directories as/qetf/rmonmib/rmonmib-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of
the proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.
The floor was then opened to general questions and contributions.

Thursday’s

Session

The Thursday meeting was initially dedicated to discussion of the AMD
(Inn Crayford and
Steve McRobert) concerns with the Ether Stats table.
By the time of the meeting these issues had been resolved by S~eve Waldbusser and Steve
McRobert. Basically, RMON
implementations were doing the ’right thing’, but the RFC
text was unclear.
The agreed-upon changes were:
¯ Removethe incorrect definition of alignment errors.
¯ Define the term "bad packets" that is used frequently.
¯ Mention that the collisions object is naturally dependent On the position of the probe
in the network.
One of Steve McRobert’s issues that consensus could not be reached on was that the
RMON’s
usage of the term jabbers was different than the 802.3 definition.
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Twopossible solutions were proposed:
1. Deprecate the current object (and object ID) and re-create another with the right
name.
2. Addtext to the description field that says: "Note that this is not the same as 802.3’s
definition of a jabber."
Consensuson this issue will be sought on the mailing list.
A broad discussion
materialized:

on RMON
related

to silicon

implementation ensued. Two approaches

1. Wholesale modification of the current RMON
specification, and
2. Keeping the current specification stable while acknowledging that RMON
II will
seriously consider hardware implementation issues, and therefore may not remain
compatible with the current RMON.
The working group agreed to the second strategy.
One particular concern that was discussed for silicon implementations is that no performance
gains can be achieved for filtering whenthe acceptType is set to acceptFailed. After some
discussion it was identified as a general problem with formulas in "Sumof Products" form,
and that outlawing them is probably not the right solution given that these are useful for a
variety of filtering applications. The suggestion was madethat RMON
applications could
warn the user that the SOPform selected when setting acceptType to acceptFailed can be
very inefficient.
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AREA

MIB (SNADLC)

Charter
Chair(s)
Jeff Hilgeman: j effh©apertus,
com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: snadlcmib@apez°cus,
tom
To Subscribe: snadlcmib-request©apertus.com
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The SNADLCWorking Group is chartered to define a set of managed objects
for the SDLCand LLC-2 data link controls for SNAnetworks. These objects
will be the minimumnecessary to provide the ability to monitor and control
those devices, providing fault, configuration, and performance management,
and will be consistent with the SNMPframework and existing SNMPstandards.
The working group will consider existing enterprise-specific MIBmodules that
define objects which support management of these devices. The group may
choose to consider any work done by the IEEE in the area of managedobject
definition for LLC-2. It will a/so makesure that its work is aligned with the
SNANAUServices MIBWorking Group, due to the close relationship between
the devices being worked on by the two groups.
The working group recognizes that managed objects for other SNAdata link
controls and related components (e.g., QLLC, System/370 Channel, Data Link
Switching, and ESCON)may need to be identified in the future. These objects
are out of scope for the current charter; however, once the Group completes
its charter, a new charter identifying some or all of these componentsmay be
considered.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Mailing List discussion of vendor proprietary MIBs.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft

of the SNADLCMIB.

Dec 1993 Submit the SNADLCMIBto the IESG for consideration
dard.

as a Proposed Stan-

Internet-Drafts
"Definitions of ManagedObjects for SNAData Link Control: SDLC",01/03/1994,
J. Hilgeman, S. Nix, A. Bartkey <draft-ietf-snadlc-sdlc-mib-01.txt>
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MIB Working Group (SNADLC)

The SNADLCWorking Group met at the 28th IETF to continue
MIB. There were twelve people in attendance.

working on the SDLC

The majority of the time was spent going through the MIBobjects and further clarifying
their type, range, description, etc. Muchof the effort during this working session was in
the area of consistency check. There will be a follow up posting to snadlcmib detailing the
changes in the MIB.

SDLC

MIB

The group has focused exclusively on SDLCfor the present time. Other DLCsthat were
dropped at the formation of the working group were discussed (e.g., QLLCand channel).
The group had originally determined that it would not make the December 1993 due date
for delivery of the SDLCMIBand that it would shoot for early 1994. This was unacceptable
to the Network Management Area Director, Marshall Rose. The group must deliver the
final version of the Internet-Draft in December.This fact, coupled with the fact there are
no meetings currently planned between now and December, means the group has to use the
network to get the work done. The MIBeditor has agreed to have a new version of the
SNASDLCMIBevery Thursday starting next week.
They will be submitted to the Internet-Draft administrator at CNRIfor file name assignment and distribution to the Internet-Draft directories but they will also be placed onto
the cisco FTP server each Thursday (probably in the evening, west coast time) for speed
delivery to working group members.
In order to have a new revision of the Internet-Draft each Thursday evening, all proposed
changes to the draft must be submitted to the mailing list by 4:00 p.m. PST Thursday.
If there are no changes to the SDLCMIBfor a particular week, a notice to that effect
will be posted to snadlcmib. Regardless of whether there is a new rhvision of the draft
available for a given week, the latest revision can always be found at f~p. cisco, cot, as
draft-ietf-snadlc-sdlc-mib.txt. If you have trouble accessing this file, send e-mail directly to
wclark~cisco,
com.
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LLC2 MIB

The group had no plans to look at the LLC2MIB. There was some discussion of deferring
this to a future working group, though Ken Key proposed that the existing SNADLC
Working Group develop a new charter and a new timeline specifically for LLC2. In other
words, a new working group is not necessary but a redirection of the existing group would
do.

MIB Architecture
The SDLCMIBsits beneath the SNANAUServices MIBand is referenced by it. There is
a tight coupling between the SDLCMIBand 1~S-232 MIBsince many of the port attributes
for SDLCare addressed by RS-232. Extensions to the RS-232 MIBwill be proposed for
attributes that are unique to the SDLCenvironment (e.g., NRZI, controlled RTS, etc.).
(This will be the subject of a follow on posting to the snadlcmib mailing list.)
There are two managedentities

in the MIBArchitecture:

1. Physical ports
2. Logical link stations
There are three managementtables:
1. admin table
2. oper table
3. stats table
The primary and secondary links are supported.
It was mentioned that there are five tables rather than the expected six. This is because
port statistics are covered in the RS-232 MIB.

Proposed

Changes

to the

SDLC MIB Internet-Draft

Workon the MIBduring the meeting included:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Error code definitions
Include branch number
Conformance statements
Others
- Statement in the MIBregarding the subject of "rationale" behind some of the
objects. This is so that a network administrator can actually use the MIBto
perform network management operations (what a concept!).
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- Discussion of the need for dynamic row creation for ports and link stations.
- Conformance of the SDLCMIB’s SMI to the syntax of SNMPv2rather
SNMPvl

than

MIB Changes
This topic will be covered in detail in a follow on posting to the snadlcmib mailing list.
Editor’s Note: Highlights of the proposed changes to the MIB are available via FTP or
mail server from the remote directories as/qetf/snadIc/snadlc-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to
Section 1.2 of the proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.
Changes to the MIBresulting from this IETF meeting will be available by Monday, November 8.

Action

Items

Several action items resulted from the meeting.

Wayne Clark

Investigate the use of SNMPv2’sreference clauses within the SDLC
MIB. The latest FDDI MIB(RFC 1512) to be used as an example.
Check with Alan Bartky of Sync Research on the need for sdlcLSAdminXid.
E-mail the list of R,S-232 requirements to snadlcmib for review. This
is in preparation for making the list available to the RS-232 MIB
working group
Submit changes to draft-ietf-snadlc-sdlc-mib.txt
ber 8..

by Monday,Novem-

Ken Key

Investigate the applicability of row creation for SDLClink stations
and make a recommendation to the working group.

Jeff Hilgeman

Query snadlcmib to see if the timestamps in the MIBare useful.
(Objects in question are sdlcLSOperCreateTime, etc.)

Shannon Nix

Investigate whether there is any overlap between the timestamps and
those in the ifTable.
Email recommendations on MIBobject name changes so as not to
clash with NCP-defined names.
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Attendees
Michael Allen
Jia-bing Cheng
Wayne Clark
Cleve Graves
Jeff Hilgeman
Kenneth Key
Zbigniew Kielczewski
William Kwan
Shannon Nix
:Ion Penner
Barbara Sterling
Mauro Zallocco

moallen©ralvm6.vnet.ibm.com
cheng©ralvm6.vnet.ibm.com
~clark©cisco.com
cvgQoc.com
~effh©apertus.com
key©snmp.com
zbig©eicon.qc.ca
kwan©rabbit.com
sdn©netlink.com
jjp©bscs.uucp
bjs@mcdaZa.com
mdz©ne~link.com
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Working Group Background

IE-11:28 Meeting of the SNADLC WG
Tuesday, November2, 1993.

Agenda
o Original Charter

Introductions
Working Group Background

o Modified Goals

SDLC MIB Review
Indentffy

OpenIssues

o Current Status

D~cuss Next Steps

SNADLCSendcesI~B - ~)rldng Group

SDLC MIB Review

Working Group Background
Modified Goals

o MIB Archltecture
o Will not make 12/93deUverof SDLCMIB
(shooting for early "94)

o Proposed changes to I-D
o No plans to look at LLC2MIB.
(deferred to future V~)

o Detailedreviewof I-D
(referto MIB handout)
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SNA DLC Sen~cesMIB - Wodcing Group

SNADLCSe~ic~s MIB - Working Group

Identify

MIB Architecture

o Three management
tables
a. A:Imlntal01e
Co
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AREA

MIB (SNANAU)

Charter
Chair(s)
Zbigniew Kielczewski: zb±g©e±con, qc. ca
Deirdre Kostick: dck2~ma±l.bellcore, corn
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: snanaumib©thumper.bellcore, corn
To Subscribe:
snanaumib-request©thumper.bellcore,
com
Archive:thumper,
bellcore,
com:pub/tob/snanaumib
Description

of Working Group

The SNANAUServices MIB Working Group is chartered to define a set of
managed objects for PU type 2.0, and LU type 1, 2, and 3 devices for SNA
networks. These objects will be the minimumnecessary to provide the ability
to monitor and control those devices, providing fault, configuration, and performance management, and will be consistent with the SNMPframework and
existing SNMPstandards.
The working group will consider existing enterprise-specific MIBmodules that
define objects which support managementof these devices. It will also make
sure that its work is aligned with the SNADLCServices MIBWorking Group,
due to the close relationship between the devices being worked on by the two
groups.
The working group recognizes that managedobjects for other components (e.g.,
PU Type 4, PU Type 5, LU Types 1, 3, 4, 6.2 (APPC), APPNEN, APPN
and APPI) may need to be identified in the future. These objects are out of
scope for the current charter; however, once the group completes its charter, a
new charter identifying some or all of these components may be considered.
Goals and Milestones
Jul 1993

Begin discussion of proprietary MIBSand develop a single proposal.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft

Dec 1993

Submit the SNANAUServices MIBto the IESG fo consideration
Standard.

of the SNANAUServices MIB.
as a Proposed

Internet-Drafts
"Definitions of ManagedObjects for SNANAUs", 12/23/i993, Z. Kielczewski,
D. Kostick, K. Shih <draft-ietf-snanau-snamib-02.txt>
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REPORT

Reported by Deirdre Kostick/Bellcore
Minutes

of the

SNA NAU Services

MIB Working

Group (SNANAU)

The SNANAU
Working Group met on November 3, 1993 to review the revised
MIBDraft.

New State

Model

for

SNANAU

SNA Nodes

The working group identified a "state" model for SNANodesto clarify howobjects proposed
in the snaNodeAdminTable and snaNodeOperTable would be used to control SNAnodes.
Dr. SNMP(Jeff Case) gave some greatly appreciated guidance. Diagrams 1 and 2 (attached
at the end of the notes) summarize the new model and usage of RowStatus, OperStatus
and AdminStatus.
The current draft of the SNANAUMIBshall be updated to reflect

this model.

Other MIB Revisions
Editor’s Note: A detailed list of changes to the MIBis available via FTP or mail server
from the remote directories as/qetf/snanau/snanau-minutes-93nov.txt. Refer to Section 1.2
of the proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.

Follow-up

Review

The working group still needs to complete the detailed review of the remaining tables.
Definitions need to be cleaned-up. During the meeting, the working group did not have
time to review commentson the Session, Link, LU tables, etc.
Working Group members are encouraged to make comments on the mailing list
with detailed additions, wording, changes, etc.

preferably

A conference call will be scheduled (November8) to continue the MIBreview. Results
the call will be posted to the mailing list.
The group has a Decemberdeadline to complete the MIBwork. There is still
to do to makethis date.

a lot of work
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Statements

Zbigniew Kielczewski handed out a proposed first cut at conformance/compliance statements. These will be updated and posted to the list.

Future

SNA MIB Work

Additional SNAMIB work in 1994 may be approved by the Network Management Area
Director, if and only if, the current SNANAUMIBis completed on schedule--by December,
1993.
The candidate work item for 1994 is to develop APPC-related managementobjects.
Workto identify APPN-related managementobjects could be pursued in parallel,
ample, by the AIW.

for ex-

Next Version
The next version of the MIBwill be posted to the mailing list by November12. Zbigniew,
Kitty, Robin, and Deirdre volunteered to assist with editing.
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Diagram 2: Using the Proposed snaNodeAdmin and snaNodeOper Tables
Admin Table Objects
RowStatus
AdminStatus
(no row entry)
N/A
To create a row
inactive
representing a
node instance,
set RowStatus
= active
active
To activate
node, set
AdminStatus
- active
active
active
active

invalid
see note~l

to stop node,
set Shutdown
Method to
appropriate
value &
AdminStatus
- inactive
inactive

Oper Table Objects
OperStatus
N/A
agent automatically
creates a corresponding
entry in the
snaNodeOperTable with
OperStatus=inactive
agent changes
node’s OperStatuswaiting
node changes to
"active"
stopping or inactive
depending on Shutdown
Method

inactive

Notes:
1. To delete a row, OperStatus and AdminStatus must both be = inactive.
can be NMSor agent initiated:
(a) The NMSsets RowStatus=invalid,

Rowdeletion

(b) The agent detects that a row is in the "under creation" state for greater that
somedefault period, e.g., 5rains
(c) After reboot, the row with RowStatus=inactive will not be included in the table
2. A new object, shutdownMethod, is needed, shutdownMethodshould be a R/Wobject
with the following values:
(a) Graceful
(b) Forced
(c) Rol - request on line?
(d) Other
The value of shutdownMethod
is only valid for the instance that the "inactive" button
is pushed.
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AREA

Power Supply

(UPSMIB)

Charter
Chair(s)
Jeff Case: case©cs .u’ck. edu
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: ups-mib©cs.u~ck, edu
To Subscribe: ups-tn±b-request©cs .utk. edu
Archive: ucs. utk. edu: "/pub/ups-m±b/ma±l-archive
Description

of Working Group

This working group will produce a document that defines MIBobjects for
use in monitoring and (possibly) controlling both high-end and low-end UPSs
and related systems (e.g., power distribution systems or power conditioning
systems). Related devices may be addressed in this effort to the extent that
the primary focus on UPSs is not compromised.
The MIBobject definitions produced will be for use by SNMPand will be
consistent with existing SNMPstandards and framework.
At its discretion, the working group mayfulfill its charter by the development
of distinct MIBdefinitions for UPSsystems of differing capabilities, but the
number of MIBdefinitions produced by the working group will not exceed two.
At its discretion, the working group mayproduce an additional documentdefining traps that support the managementof UPSs.
Although the working group maychoose to solicit input or expertise from other
relevant standards bodies, no extant standards efforts or authorities are known
with which alignment of this work is required.
Because the structure of UPSimplementations varies widely, the working group
shall take special care that its definitions reflect a generic and consistent architectural model of UPSmanagementrather than the structure of particular
UPS implementations.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Hold Interim Working Group meeting to review draft.

Done

Post initial

Done

Meet at March IETF meeting to reach closure on MIBdocument.

Apr 1993

Submit the UPS MIBto the IESG for consideration

draft MIBto Internet-Drafts.

as a Proposed Standard.
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Internet-Drafts
"UPS ManagementInformation Base", 12/21/1993, J. Case <draft-ietf-upsmib03.txt>
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REPORT

Case/University
Uninterruptible

of Tennessee
Power Supply

Working Group (UPSMIB)

The UPSMIBWorking Group met on Friday, November 5th, 1993, at the 28th Meeting of
the Internet Engineering Task Force, in Houston, Texas, USA.
The group conducted an intense review and re-write of the "UPS ManagementInformation
Base" Internet-Draft (draft-ietf-upsmib-01.txt).
Nearly every object changed in one way
another in the marathon meeting which began at 9 a.m., and concluded about 5 p.m., as
scheduled and announced via the mailing list.
A new document reflecting the output of the meeting was posted to the mailing list soon
after the meeting. After further discussion and revision on the mailing list, it was submitted
as a new Internet-Draft, superceding draft-ietf-upsmib-01.txt.
The consensus in the Houston
finished. It is almost certain
meeting before it’s charter is
document is up for revision or

meeting was strong, and the work of the group is nearly
that the Houston meeting will be the working group’s last
completed and the working group will go dormant until the
new work items are chartered.

Attendees
Tom Brennan
Jonathan Didner
Roger Draper
Bill Elliot
Tim Grams
Brian Hammill
Michael Kornegay
Lawren Markle
Gordon Monk
Ronald Pitt
Jean-Bernard Schmitt
Jack Stiekema
AdamStolinski
Greg Wilterdink
Brian Young
Terry Zumwalt

brennan©exide.com
jonb©bangate.compaq.com
rdraper@cerf.net
70760.3022@compuserve.com
73537.~601©compuserve.com
brianh@exide.com
mlk@bir.com
72170.460©compuserve.com
ghanka@metronet.com
57313.577©compuserve.com
jbs@vnet.ibm.com
jack©victron.nl
stolinsk©cerf.net
71302.3624©compuserve.com
byoung@macc.wisc.edu
71151.2550©compuserve.com
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Requirements

Area

Director
Scott Bradner: sob@harvard.edu
Area Summary reported

Remote

Printing

by Scott

on Global

Bradner/Harvard

Facsimile

University

Devices

BOF (TPCINT)

Technical, operational, and financial basis for operation of remote printing services in the
tpc. int subdomainwere discussed. Brief discussion of financial models of operation ensued.

BGP Deployment
and Application
Deployment
BOF (CIDRD)

Working

Group

(BGPDEPL)

and

CIDR

Discussion topics:
Virtual CIDRtest network
Software implementation and interoperability test check points
CIDRdeployment plan check point and coordination
Aggregation registry
Block assignment guidelines
Class A usage with CIDR
Variable-length subnets usage and guidelines
Renumbering
The Internet wide CIDR/BGP4test network for network operators was described. Some
testing aggregate routes are being exchanged on the test network. Network operators are
encouraged to join and perform their tests. There was discussion of aggregate registry which
is proposed to register relevant information about aggregate routes. Presentations of policies
and procedure of (sub)allocating CIDRblock addresses were given by NIC, I~IPE and
regional (Barrnet). These people will work on a documentwhich will provide guidelines
such task.
The mechanisms of how to use the remaining IP address space more efficiently with CIDR
were also explored. These include Class A space usage with CIDR, variable-length subnets
usage and renumbering. The general thinking is that well-documented procedures and
methods are the key. Tools help a great deal. Documentsof using Variable-length subnets
and renumbering procedure will be produced by the group.
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(BMWG)

Scott Bradner opened the meeting stating that Jim McQuaidwill be the new BMWG
chair.
Bradner gave an overview of the working group activities and briefly reviewed the content
of the two working documents. He mentioned that both documents are available from
hsdndev.harvard,
eduin thepub/bmwg
directory.
The subject of adding modemsto the document and methods for testing bridges and routers
was brought up. It was thought that adding modemswould be straightforward.
The group then discussed the charter at some length, discussing aspects of the work which
was done and of the work which needed to be addressed in the future. The revised "goals
and milestones" section of the charter will reflect the future work of the working group.
A survey of research and articles
reported at the next meeting.

Generic

Internet

Service

on benchmarking methodologies will be conducted and

Description

Working Group (GISD)

After discussion, the general consensus appears to be that the work done at the two previous
BOFs(then knownas GISS) was basically correct. No additional aspects were asked for
except for the possible addition of a description of training.
The main action was for an "Aspects Guideline" document to be produced giving detail
of howto submit aspects and also containing an index of the aspects that still need to be
drafted.

Network
Reports

Joint
Management
(NETSTAT)

Working

Group

(NJM)

and

Status reports were received from:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Bill Manningabout Sesquinet
Michael Patton about the Defense Simulation Internet (DSI)
.]eft Burgan about the NASAScience Internet
Jordan Becket about ANS
Mike O’Dell about Alternet
Scott Bradner about CoREN
Bernhard Stockman about the Ebone

Network

Status
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CIDR Deployment

BOF (CIDRD)

The minutes of the joint BGPDEPL/CIDRD
session
attendee list belowis from the joint session.

follow the BGPDEPLcharter.

Attendees
Susie Armstrong
Jules Aronson
William Barns
Tony Bates
Erik-Jan Bos
Rebecca Bostwick
Jim Bound
Rich Bowen
Scott Bradner
A1 Broscius
Jeffrey Burgan
Enke Chen
Henry Clark
Michael Collins
Rob Coltun
John Curran
Michael Davis
Taso Devetzis
Christopher Dorsey
Tom Easterday
Havard Eidnes
Robert Enger
Stefan Fassbender
Dennis Ferguson
Robert Fink
Dale Finkelson
Peter Ford
Catherine Foulston
Vince Fuller
Vincent Gebes
Herluf Hansen
Denise Heagerty
Matt Hood
David Jacobson
Dale Johnson

susie@ment
at.com
aronson@nlm,
nih.gov
barns@gateway,
miZre,org
tony@ripe,
net
erik-jan.bos@surfnet,
nl
bostwick@es
.net
bound@zk3,
dec.com
rkb@ralvm11,
vnet.ibm.com
sob@harvard,
edu
broscius@bellcore,
com
j eff@nsipo,
nasa.gov
enke@merit, edu
henryc@oar, net
collins@es, net
rcoltun@ni, umd. edu
j curran@nic,near. net
mike@dss, com
devetzis@bellcore, com
dorsey@es, net
tom@cic .net
havard,e idnes@runit,s int el. no
enger@s eka. reston, ans. net
stf@easi .net
dennis©ans, net
rlf ink@ibl, gov
dmf @we st ie. mid. net
pet er@goshawk, lanl. gov
cathyf@rice, edu
v af @barrnet.net
v~ebes@sys,attj ens. co. j p
hha@tbit, dk
denise@dxcoms, cern. ch
hood@nsipo, nasa.
dnj ake@vnet, ibm. com
dsj @merit. edu
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Janine Kamerdze
Akira Kato
Hiroshi Kawazoe
Sean Kennedy
Charley Kline
Mark Kosters
John Krawczyk
Walter Lazear
Tony Li
RobinLittle field
Kim Long
Peter Lothberg
Bill Manning
Glenn Mansfield
Jun Matsukata
Stephen Miller
Pushpendra Mohta
Dennis Morris
Jun Mural
Michael O’Dell
Vijayaragavan Pandian
Andrew Partan
Brad Passwaters
Michael Patton
David Piscitello
Kenneth Rehbehn
Yakov Rekhter
Isil Sebuktekin
Paul Serice
Erik Sherk
Timon Sloane
Frank Solensky
Bernhard Stockman
Larry Tepper
Marten Terpstra
Claudio Topolcic
Jerry Toporek
Paul Tralna
Keisuke Uehara
William Warner
Chris Wheeler
Jane Wojcik
David Woodgate
Jessica Yu
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net
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uu.net
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map©bbn,
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corn
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boss@ebone,
net
itepper@compatible,
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net
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j Z@mentat.
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REPORT

Malamud/Internet

of the Remote Printing

Multicasting
on Global

Service

Facsimile

Devices

BOF (TPCINT)

The BOFon "Remote Printing on Global Facsimile Devices" was sucessfully conducted
at the 28th IETF with no subpoenas or other disruptions. Wediscussed the technical,
operational, and financial basis for operation of remote printing services in the tpc. ±nt
subdomain.
A brief discussion of financial models of operation ensued and the BOFwas concluded.
There seems to be no need to repeat the BOFwith the current material, but as services in
the tpc. ±nt subdomain progress further discussion may be warranted.

Attendees
Jules Aronson
Scott Bradner
Tom Easterday
Roger Fajman
Qin Fang
Jari Hamalainen
Timo Jokiaho
Phil Karn
Brendan Kehoe
David Kristol
Carl Malamud
Wayne McDilda
Mark Needleman
Bill Norton
Michael O’Dell
Marshall T. Rose
Henning Schulzrinne
John Stewart
Akihiro Tominaga

aronson©nlm,
nih.gov
sob@harvard,
edu
tom@cic.net
raf~cu,
nih.gov
qin_fang~unc,
edu
j ah©rctre,
nokia,com
timo.j okiaho~ntc,
nokia,
corn
karn@qualcomm,
com
brendan©zen,
org
dmk©allegra,
art.com
c arl©mal
amud.c om
~ayne@dir.
texas,gov
mhn@stubbs,
ucop.edu
~bn~merit.
edu
mo©uunet,
uu.net
mrose@dbc
.m~vie~.
ca .us
hgsCresearch,
art. com
j stewart¢cnri,
reston,
va.us
tomy©sf
c. ~ide.ad.jp

Outreach and

The Basic Problem

Integration

O We Prefer
Devices

A Public Service of the TPC.INTSubdornain

General-Purpose

O Still Need for Special-Purpose
Devices
O Fax, TDD, Pager, Telephone,
Voicemail
O Question:
Them?

Can We Integrate

Carl Malamud(cad@radio.corn)
Marshall T. Rose (mro~bc.rntview.ca.us)

Case1" Fax

The DNS Hack

C) Communicate With Person
Who Doesn’t Use Email

O TPC.INT Subdomain
O Full IDDD Phone Number,
Reversed

O Need Local PostScript Printer
(e.g., Hotel)
O Want Single Interface
Email/Fax

+1 (415) 968-2510

for

O. 1.5.2.8.6.9.5.1.4.1.tpc.int

0 MX Record To Server
O Want to Make Cost-Effective
Use of Telecommunications

°.5.1.4.1.tpc_int
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MX10 dl~rntview.ca.us.

III

Services

More DNS Hacks
O BIND Hack for Multiple

O Service 1: Remote Printing

Servers

C) DNSEnforces Fair Competition

O Local Part: Identifies

O Sinkhole for

MIME-Enabled
O Two Variants:
and MIME-Disabled

*~l.4.1.ti:~_int

0 Friendly
0

Uncovered Areas
MX 10 sinkhole.~org.

O Message Contents

Message Back to User

Log Number, Weekly Message
to List

MIME-Disabled

MIME-Enabled

O Embed Cover Sheet Inside
Local Part

Explicit Cover Sheet
(application/remote-printing)

0

the Service

remote-printerC~.l.5.2-8.6.9.5.1.4.1.tpc.int

remote-printer_ATOM@0.1.5.2_8.6.9.5.1.4.1
.tpc.int

MIME Body Part Contains
Cover Sheet Information

O ATOM: RFC 822 Defined
O Best Bet: [A-Za-z]
O Special Characters:
-/" = [CR1,
"_" = [ ....
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Remote Printer

Message Contents

Operators

O MIME-Disabled: ASCII Text

O Denial of Access

O MIME-Enabled

O

Privacy

O

Scope of Coverage

text/plain
message/rfc822

O Model of Operation

application/postscript
image/tiff
multipart

Privacy

Denial of Access

O Interior of Messageis n.
PRIVATE.

Deny Based on Sender, Not
Recipient

O Limited Log for Audit/Debug

Control Over Recipient is in
DNS

O No Disclosure That Identifies
Individuals

Typical Policy 0:

O No Mailing Lists

x times or y minutes in z time
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Scope of Coverage
O Highly

Models of Operation

Dynamic

O Personal,

O Does This Cost Money?

Organizational

O HowDo I Pay for It?

O Can Get Exclusive Access to
Own Area

O Several Models Can Cooperate
O Local Library Model

O

Non-exclusive Access for
Neighborhoods, Regions

O Community Newspaper

Model

O Corner Grocery Model

Community Newspaper
Model

Local-Library Model
O Your Marginal

Cost Low

O Cover Area as a Profit
Center

O Frequency of Use Anticipated
To Be Low

(Cost)

O Ads on Acks, Cover Page

O Provide Community and/or
Organizational Service

O 1/3 of Cover Page

O Ex: Univ. of Michigan

O 250 Bytes on Ack
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How it

Corner Grocery Model

Works

O Accounts, Contact File

O Policy 0: Service to Network

O Tariff Table

O Policy 1: Increased Service

O Ad Directory

O Out-of-Band Formation of
Calling Circles

(9 Can Assign Ads by Telco Prefix,
DNS Suffix

O Loose Authentication,

O Allow People to "Fax Home"
From Hotel

O Logs, Reports Automatic

Software
O Flexfax,

Control

Is This Legal?
DBCGlue

O Yes.

O PMDF

O Really.

O IsoFax, DBC Glue

O

O NEXT, Other Platforms

O Not Bypass: "Smartpass"
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Falls Within Scope of CCll-F D.1

Coverage in Parts of

Why?

0 Australia,

0 More Cost-Effective

New Zealand

O U.S.

O Emphasize Importance of
General-Purpose Infrastructure

O Netherlands,

Denmark

O Demonstrate Model of Small,
Dynamic Entrepreneurs
O Great Research Problem

Anticipated

Needed Coverage

Coverage

O Nordic Countries,

O Universities

Ireland

O More US, Australia,
Zealand

O Corporations

New

O IP Service Providers

O Tokyo as WIDE Experiment

O Can Just Serve Your IP
Customers for Start

O Many Others Investigating
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TPC.INT Board

Administration of
Namespace

O Works on Case Law Basis

O Cooperative of Service
Providers

O Only Solve Real Problems, Not
Hypothetical

O Administered as Public Trust

O

O Must Run Service to be
Enfranchised

O Selected by Members of the
Cooperative

Next Steps

Current Board
O Rob Blokzijl,
O Geoff

O Authenticated
Exchange?

NIKHEF

Huston,

Has Never Met, May Never
Meet

AARNET

Message

O Options Market for Ads?

O Carl Malamud, Internet
Multicasting Service

O TDD? Pager? Voicemail?

O Jun Murai,

O Need Coders,

WIDE

Not Goers

O Plenty of Ideas: We Need
Makefiles

O Marshall T. Rose, Dover Beach
Consulting
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Important Points

For Further Reading

0

Think Small: Many Small Cells
is the Key

0

RFC 1530 - TPC.INT General
Principles

O

DNSis Dynamic: Can Always
Contract Area

0

RFC 1528- Remote Printing
Technical

0

RFC 1529 - Remote Printing
Administrative

O Load on Machines is Negligible
0

All You Need is 1 Modem,
Small Chunk of a Machine

0 FAQ

O This is not Rocket Science!

Mailing Lists, Mail
Addresses
0 FAQ: tpc-faq@town.hall.org
0

Current Coverage:
tpc-coverage@town.hall.org

0

Mailing List:
tpcorp@aarnet.edu.au

0

Administration:
tpcoadmin@town.hall.org

0 Board: tpc°policy@town.hall.org
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OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS AREA

2.5.1

BGP Deployment

and Application

(BGPDEPL)

Charter
Chair(s)
Jessica Yu: jyy©meri’c, edu
Mailing Lists
Genera3 Discussion: bgpd©meri~c, edu
To Subscribe: bgl0d-reques~c©merit, edu
Archive: merit, edu: "/pub/bgpd-archive
Description

of Working Group

The major purpose of this group is to coordinate BGPdeployment and application in the current Internet.
It intends to create a forum for BGPusers to share BGPdeployment experiences and also provide a channel for users to communicatewith router vendors
who implemented or who are implementing BGP. It also intends to discuss BGP
policy application and coordinate policy implementation in the current Internet routing environment which includes defining the usage of policy, defining a
mechanismto share policy information, etc.
Goals and Milestones
Ongoing

Facilitate

TBD

Define the issues and the needs of policy routing in the current Internet architecture. Discuss howBGPpolicy routing capability applies to Internet policy
routing needs. A document may be generated on this topic.

Done

Post as an Internet-Draft,

Done

Post an Internet-Draft, defining a mechanismto share policy information between Administrative Domains.

Request

the deployment of BGPas widely as possible.

a report of BGPdeployment status.

For Comments

RFC 1482 "Aggregation

Support in the NSFNETPolicy Routing Database"
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REPORT

Reported

by Peter

Ford/LANL

Minutes
CIDRD

of the Joint
BOF

Session

of the BGPDEPLWorking Group and

The BGP/CIDRdeployment meeting was held on November 3, 1993 and was chaired by
Jessica Yu and Vince Fuller. The first order of business was a brief status report on BGP-4
implement ations:
¯ ANS(Guy Almes): The ANS test network mid-November. Deployment in the ANS
production network during December.
cisco (Paul Traina): In beta. Get the image from ftp.cisco.com.
beta list; mail to pst©cisco, com.

Please join the

¯ Wellfleet (John Krawczyk): Full product in 8.0 by Spring/Summer1994 test version
in by January/February.
¯ 3Corn (Tracy Mallory): Beta available.
¯ BBN: Under development.
¯ Europanet testing in progress, deployment by end of the year.
¯ Rainbow Bridge (Rob Coltun): Status?
Peter Lothberg and AndrewPartan reported on their BGP-4test network. It is a virtual
test network which is accessible to anyone who wished to participate. The current players
are predominantly cisco-based, and manyuse cisco GREtunnels to obtain connectivity with
the test network. There are currently 15K IP networks sloshing around.
The following participants
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

3Corn
Alternet
cisco
Ebone
ESnet
ICMnet
IIJ
NEARnet
RIPE NCC
STUPI

are on the test network and ANSis expected to be soon.
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Peter Lothberg reports that he has converted the EBONEover to using BGP-4 (nine
routers). Static aggregates have been injected into EBONE
from the regionals and passed
over to other regionals and the ICM. He also reported that the ICMsystem has also been cut
over to BGP-4(four touters). Andrewreported a similar cut over of the Alternet routing
system.
It was noted that the current BGP-4code is beta code and one has to carefully test their
current configuration and operation prior to deploying this code in full operation. Join the
beta list at cisco for moredetails.
Andrewreported that Alternet uses IGRPwithin their system and Peter Lothberg reports
that he is using IS-IS.

Merit

Routing

Registry-

Dale Johnson

From the network operators’ point of view, there is a need to be able to validate the
aggregate routes received via CIDR. One approach is to register aggregate routes in a
database with its creator AS information and the contact information of the AS could be
obtained from various existing databases such as the InterNIC, RIPE and Merit. Merit,
RIPE and the InterNIC will work together on this.
Another approach mentioned at the meeting is to use BGP’s AGGREGATOR
field
such information.

Guidelines

to carry

for Block Assignment

Marten Terpstra gave a presentation on Guidelines for block assignment. The RIPE people
have worked with the European network communityto build a distributed operational model
for Internet Registries (IRs). They currently work with a model of: Global IX, Regional IR,
Local IR. The RIPENCCallocates addresses to Local IRs based on the following guidelines:
Get two year estimate of address usage. Make sure blocks are CIDRable. CIDR
enforced to end sites. Can claim unused reserve block.
¯ The RIPE NCChas been assigning the CIDRway, since June 1992. The procedures
are documented in RIPE 72 which can be obtained via anonymous FTP or Gopher
from ns.ripe.ne~.
¯ The RIPEDNSscheme for 193.in-addr.arpa is to try to delegate zones to providers.
RIPE 84 documents policy (customer shifts, preserve mapping, etc.).
¯ Dennis Ferguson asked about the current efficiency of use of IP address space from
the European side. It is estimated to be 3.8~.
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¯ RIPEonly allocates for Europe and would like to advocate that regional registries
the same.

do

¯ Marten noted that assignments do not really count as allocated unless they submit
detailed information to the network, ensuring that the RIPE NCCis kept up-to-date.

BARRNet Allocation

of Addresses

Jessica asked Vince to report on howBarrnet allocates addresses. Vince indicated that this
is a manpowerintensive process. They sit downwith customers to get an estimate for two
years out, then they work on a subnetting scheme and do a crystal ball gaze.

InterNIC

Allocation

of Addresses

Mark Kosters of the InterNIC reviewed how they allocate addresses, which was similar in
spirit to the Barrnet and the RIPE NCC.Tony Bates, Mark Kosters and Vince volunteered
to write an allocation policy document which can be used as guidance for providers.
The InterNIC will be doing block in-addrs.
Whenthe InterNIC allocates a CIDRblock to a provider, assignments are requested to
be sent back to the InterNIC who will register the assignments to the InterNIC database.
The Shared WHOISProject (SWIP) is working on getting many of the InterNIC-related
electronic updates done in a timely manner. The RIPE NCCdoes all their updates electronically and are happy with the results to date.
There were several suggestions from the working group to the InterNIC with regard to
policy.
It is felt that the InterNIC needs to do more preallocation of blocks for IRs that are to be
delegated.
Marten suggested the InterNIC look into swapping CIDRable Cs for Bs that are already
allocated, but not heavily utilized.
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of the Internet"

Vince led a discussion on "Greening of the Internet."
The outline of the talk was:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Class A usage with CIDR
Subnets and CIDR
l~enumbering issues and tools
Politics of CIDRnblocksizes, provider responsibility
CIDRAnalysis discussion and question and answer

Class A Usage with CIDRhas a few small problems:
¯ There is a DNSissue, which relates to how providers delegate the in-addr namespace.
¯ Dumbmultihomed host problem. Using older BSDsystems as routers. It is felt that
if a system can not handle variable length subnet masks they are obsolete.
VLSMneeds to be better documented, and their use, made simpler by better tools and
education. It is observed that most sites simply use 8-bit subnets since they are the easiest
thing to read, use, etc.
Charley Kline whois in charge of networks at UIUC, described how they allocate subnets.
Following methods described in RFC1219, and implementing software to help administer
the address space, UIUChas been able to manage 13K hosts and 324 subnets in a single
Class B network. Charley illustrated the methodology using binary trees.
TomEasterday and Charley Kline volunteered to work on a document describing the use of
VLSM
and better utilization of subnets in a single address block. Havard Eidnes agreed to
help and offered the use of his INET’93 paper as a starting point. Havard’s paper is available
in the INET ’93 proceedings via anonymous FTP and Gopher from cnri .res~on. va.us.
There was a unanimous vote in favor of using the IP addr/len syntax for representing
prefixes.
Scott Bradner stated that it is important for the ALE and CIDRDWorking Groups to
establish goals and objectives for address space usage.
Vince presented a "pain and anguish" slide which went into the issue of renumbering sites.
The discussion focused on better uses of the already allocated Class A network addresses.
Vince pointed out that CIDRdoes not require one to renumber when a site leaves one
provider for another, but to maintain a minimal state of routing information is a good idea.
To support this activity we need tools and documentation on renumbering. The use of
DHCPcan help reduce the effort in converting from one IP address block to another.
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Barrnet has helped to renumber several sites and has used the following procedure:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Add new DNSNS addresses at the InterNIC.
Addnew addresses on the primary server, wait for propagation.
Reconfigure the network.
Delete old addresses from the primary server.
Delete old NS addresses at the InterNIC.

Barrnet customers have not had problems with renumbering, provided the customers are
given a good set of instructions. Transitions must be gradual if they are to work. Secondary
addresses are needed to facilitate transition, and most routers support this.
Yakov Rekhter volunteered to discuss
Systems Working Group (DNS).

dynamic updates of DNSwith the Domain Name

Several other ideas to conserve address space came up during discussion including ARP
being changed to be like ES-IS for IP, dynamicprefix updating, etc.
Tony Li put up a prototype charter of the proposed ALEWorking Group. The primary
purpose is to watch utilization numbers.
Andrew Partan used Alternet data to show how much CIDR can buy you. The number of
networks from AS701shrinks from 2100 to 650 today.
There was a brief report on how big an Internet can be routed today:
¯ 28-29K routes in a 16 MBcisco.
¯ 25K routes in the ANSrouters.
Tony Bates volunteered to help continue the monitoring mode. Tony Bates, Marten, David
Conrad and Vince will document how to better use address space within sites.

Attendees
Susie Armstrong
Jules Aronson
William Barns
Tony Bates
Erik-Jan Bos
Rebecca Bostwick
Jim Bound
Rich Bowen
Scott Bradner
A1 Broscius
Jeffrey Burgan

susie@ment
at.com
aronson@nlm,
nih.gov
barns@gateway,
mitre,org
tony@ripe,
net
erik-j an. bos@surfne~, nl
bostwick@es .ne~
bound@zk3, dec. com
rkb@ralvmlI. vnet. ibm. corn
sob@harvard, edu
broscius@bellcore, com
j eff@nsipo .nasa. gov
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BGP 4 Test

Network

ESnet
AS292

ANS
_

AS690

ICM
ASIS00

STUPI

$COM

|

AS1880

AS705

EBONE
ASlTfifl

Alternet
ASTO1

RIPE NCC
AS2600
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-.-.
--¯ -¯ --

GRE Tunnel
Multihop
EBGP
BGP 4 next hop
BGP $ next hop
l|Gl’2.cxt
hop

Internet

We have:

Registry
Inted~llC
RS

RIPENCC
93.0.0.0 mask255.0.0.0
194.0.0.0mask255.0.0.0

coupleof Bsat a time

Procedures

Procedures
blocksof 256class Csto providerandnonproviderregistries
reserveenough
blocksfor their 2 yearestimates
makesure evenassignedandreservedblocks
are CIDRable
forceregistriesto assignin CIDR
blocksto their
customers
canclaim unusedreservedblocksback
any customerassignments
over 32 Csmustbe
OICedby the NCC
NCCdoesall B assignments

m documented
in dpe-72
m registries haveto understand
andadhereto ripe72 to get anyaddressspace
rnif theydon’t...

ripe-72needsupdate,will bedonebeforeendof
year

Status
(2nd November,
1993)
r~ 193.x.y
~n 82 blocksreserved
m 173 blocks delegated
m 19204nets assigned
m 1738nets routed (on Euro-RS)
m 194.x.y
12blocksreserved
m 16 blocks delegated
m 131 nets assigned
m
4 nets routed (on Euro-RS)
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AREA

Methodology

(BMWG)

Charter
Chair(s)
Jim McQuaid: mcqua±d©wg,corn
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: bmwg©harvard,edu
To Subscribe: bm~g-reciuest©harvard.edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The major goal of the Benchmarking Methodology Working Group is to make
a series of recommendations concerning the measurement of the performance
characteristics of different classes of network equipmentand software services.
Each recommendationwill describe the class of equipment or service, discuss
the performance characteristics that are pertinent to that class, specify a suite
of performance benchmarksthat test the described characteristics, as well as
specify the requirements for commonreporting of benchmarkresults.
Classes of network equipment can be broken down into two broad categories.
The first deals with stand-alone network devices such as routers, bridges, repeaters, and LANwiring concentrators. The second category includes host
dependent equipment and services, such as network interfaces or TCP/IP implementations.
Once benchmarking methodologies for stand-alone devices have matured sufficiently, the group plans to focus on methodologies for testing system-wide
performance, including issues such as the responsiveness of routing algorithms
to topology changes.
Goals and Milestones
TBD

Once the communityhas had time to commenton the definitions of devices and
performance criteria,
a second document will be issued. This document will
make specific recommendations regarding the suite of benchmark performance
tests for each of the defined classes of networkdevices.

Done

The document will also define various classes of stand-alone network devices
such as repeaters, bridges, roarers, and LANwiring concentrators as well as
detail the relative importance of various performancecriteria within each class.

Done

Issue a document that provides a commonset of definitions
criteria, such as latency and throughput.

for performance
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For Comments

RFC1242 "Benchmarking Terminology for Network Interconnection

Devices"
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REPORT

by Jim McQuaid/Wandel
of the
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AREA

Benchmarking

& Goltermann
Methodology

Technologies

Working

Group (BMWG)

Twenty-eight people attended the meeting.
Scott Bradner opened the meeting with an announcement that Jim McQuaid is the new
BMWG
Working Group Chair. Scott then gave an overview of the working group’s activities
and briefly reviewed the contents of the two working documents. He mentioned that both
documents are available from hsd.ndev.harvard, edu in the pub/bmwgdirectory.
The subject of adding modemsand methods for testing bridges and touters to the document
was brought up. It was thought that adding modemswould be straightforward.
The attendees then discussed the charter at some length, reviewing aspects of the work:
which was done and the work which needed to be addressed in the future. The revised.
"goals and milestones" section of the charter will be changed to reflect the future work of
the BMWGWorking Group.
A survey of articles on benchmarkingmethodologies as well as research being done in this
area will be conducted and reported on at the next meeting.

Attendees
Anders Baardsgaad
Tom Benkart
Jon Boone
Peter Cameron
John Chang
RobertFink
Kathy Huber
1~ickJones
MerikeKaeo
Sean Kennedy
Edwin King
Andrew Knutsen
Dan Magoriaa
Jim McQuaid
StephenMiller
Dennis
IV~orris
WilliamPa/ter
Brad Passwaters

anders@cc.uit.no
teb@acc.com
boone@psc.edu
cameron@xylint.co.uk
jrc@uswest.com
rlfink©ibl.gov
khuber@wellflee~.com
raj@cup.hp.com
mkaeo@cisco.com
liam@nic.near.net
eek@a~c.boeing.com
andrewk©sco.com
magorian©ni.umd.edu
mcquaid©wg.com
smiller©bbn.com
morris©altair.disa.mil
palter@tgv.com
bjp@eng.umd.edu
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Generic Internet

Service
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AREA

Description

(GISD)

Charter
Chair(s)
Daniel Karrenberg: daniel~r±pe.net
Tony Bates:tony©ripe.ne~
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: giss-wg©ripe.net
To Subscribe: giss-wg-request©ripe.net
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

GISDcollects short descriptions of Internet service aspects. Internet service
in GISDmeans the interaction of Internet service providers amongthemselves
and with their users. GISDaims to provide a commonframe of reference and
vocabulary to talk about an Internet service. For each aspect of the Internet
service, it describes different options for service provision in use in the current
Internet. GISDis merely descriptive and does not proscribe or mandate. The
GISDdocument is intended to be a living document, collecting the work of
many contributors.
The GISD Working Group will update and revise the GISDdocument to assist
network service providers in a better understanding and description of what
Interent service means.
- Update and revise the GISD document that lists
interest to TCP/IP network service providers.
- Identify additional

the areas and aspects of

GISDareas and aspects appropriate to GISD.

- Identify areas of overlap with other IETF working groups.
Create a reference document of GISD terms.
Establish procedures to ensure the ongoing maintenance of the document and
identify an organization willing to do it.
Goals and Milestones
Nov 1993

Review current GISDdraft and add any additional
sential.

areas and aspects felt es-

Mar 1994

Draft of GISDwill be prepared. Submit as Internet-Draft.

Jul 1994

Follow-up with final amendmentsand submit to RFCEditor for publication as
an FYI RFC.
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by Tony Bates/RIPE

Minutes of the Generic

2.

Internet

NCC
Service

Description

Working Group (GISD)

After the agenda was presented, Tony Bates gave a general overview of GISD. The overview
prompted a short discussion on focus including the following topics:
¯ Is it meant for users ? No
¯ Is it meant as a checklist ? No
¯ Is it a service profile ? Rio, but could be in the future
An overview of the GISD structure was also given showing how GISD aspects are documented. Some concern was raised about the use of minimal/common/maximalin the sense
that this could cause some classification of service providers (SPs). However,the general
view was that in the the context of GISD, it should be possible to word this in such a way
so as not to makethis happen. The idea behind this is to show the options rather than to
categorise; occasionally it is useful to showdifferent options.
The issue of "who or what constitutes an SP" was raised. The point is that anyone can call
themselves a service provider but this is in fact not the issue of GISD:The point behind
GISDis to write a document so people know what services an SP can potentially provide
and howSPs should interact with each other regarding these services.
Some people also GISD as a direct template (i.e. a "tick the box" type of document).
Again, this is not the intention of GISD. However,it could be possible at a later date to
produce a template using the terminology and list of aspects detailed in GISD.
Tony Bates gave a overview of the aspects themselves.
It was noted that "training" is becoming more of an issue for SPs to provide to their
customers and this could an aspect within the "Information and coordination" area.
A status of the current draft was given. Thirty-eight aspects have been defined as a result
of two previous IETF BOFson the subject. Thus far only eight aspects had been drafted,
and the intention is to get membersof the GISDgroup to draft some of these aspects.
An action was placed on Tony to produce a short GISDaspect guideline document giving
details of the format required and an index of possible aspects still needed to be drafted.
The intention would be to work on the areas one at a time.
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A basic overview of the process:

Guideline Document (Format + index)

\./
> Volunteers (select an aspect)

Areas

~ ................

Review

\./
All 6 areas drafted

A related idea was when sending the index of aspects out, to seek
certain topic outside of the working group. Several people committed
they had seen the guideline document. The meeting concluded with
that the document should be possible to come together for review by
by Toronto.
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Scott Bradner
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Agenda
O Administrivia
OBrief overviewof GISD
OGeneralIntroduction
O Status Report
O Discussionof FAQ
O Reviewof AreasandAspects
OCall for volunteers
O AOB

"GENERIC INTERNET
SERVICE
DESCRIPTION"
(gisd)

GISD

Areas

Overview
O Access

Aimedat ServiceProviders

O Genedc

O Collectsshort descriptionsof IntemetService
aspects

0 Connectivity
it easierto talk aboutIntemet
0 Triesto make
Service

O Operations

0 Not a mandatingDocument

0 InformationProvisionandCoordination

0 Is needed

0 Securtty

Current

Structure

Status

?

0 Third GISD
draft available

Glss

ftp.rlpe.net:dl~/doc=/rlpe-dratt ~/glss.{ps.txt}

Decidedupon
O Scope
O Structure
O GISSAreas
O GISSAspects
Still needs
a lot morework
OManyaspectsstill to be completed
OContributors
O Areasand Aspectsto be reviewed

What
Why

Optlon~
(Mlnimsl)
(Common)
(Msximsl)
(Regional)
See Also
So~p Box
References
Contributors
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AREA

Management

(NJM)

Charter
Chair(s)
Gene Hastings:

hastings©psc,

edu

Mailing Lists
General Discussion: njm©mer±~,edu
To Subscribe: njm-reques¢©mer±t.edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

There is a need for manydifferent kinds of efforts to deal with operational and
front line engineering issues, including helping the disparate organizations work
with each other. This is an attempt to solidify someof those topics. This does
not makeany pretense of being exhaustive.
Area of interest:

Operational issues and developments of the Internet.

Membership: Operations and engineering personnel from national backbone
and mid-level networks. Other groups with responsibility for production oriented services such as security oriented groups.
Associated Technical groups: Groups which will have an interest in, and input
to the agenda of this group will include the IABand its task forces, and groups
within FARNET.In particular
FARNET
has now several technical issues of
concern, such as the selection of standard inter-network services for debugging
(like maps and standard SNMPcommunities), and the specification of standard
network statistics to be taken (of special concern is the ubiquitous ability to
collect those statistics).
Meeting Times: Membersof the group will represent organizations with production responsiblities. Most work will be carried on via email or teleconferencing.
Goals and Milestones
None specified
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Supercomputing

Center

REPORT

by Eugene Hastings/Pittsburgh
of the

AND WORKING

Sessions

of the NJM and NETSTATWorking Groups

Presentation slides from the NSI and ANSnetstatus reports can be found in Section 3 of
the proceedings.

SESQUINET-

Bill

Manning

Sesquinet has a staff of three, and recently installed and movedto an FDDIDMZfor their
ANSconnection. Usage is growing by 15% per month.

Defense

Simulation

Internet-

Mike Patton

The Defense Simulation Internet (DSI) is used to connect the defense industry and perform
mission-specific experiments (like encrypted video). It has a T1 cross-country backbone.

NASA Science

Internet

- Jeff

Burgan

It is the 10th Anniversary of the DNSR, FC! A T3 has been installed from Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC) to SURAnet, and another T3 from GSFCto Naval Research Laboratory (NI~L) (using cisco), l~outed traffic is both IP and Phase IV DECnet, with
CLNP.NSI provides mail and protocol interoperability
services. Maps are available via
anonymous FTP from nsipo :ns±/maps/*. Recent accomplishments include:
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯

The United Kingdomfat pipe has been transitioned to ICM/Sprint.
NASAnow has a 256kb dedicated link to ULCC(London).
Australia (AARnet) link has been upgraded to T1.
Japanese links have been reterminated to FIX-West (from Hawaii).
- WIDE- 192kb
- TISN - upgraded 128kb to 512kb
Korea was upgraded to 256kb.
Hong Kong link has been upgraded to 128kb.
FIX-West transitioned to FDDI (but ESnet still Ethernet) Mbonerouter and DNS
servers live on the Ethernet.
NASA/NSF
support for Antarctic connectivity: Upgrade to T1 (IP 512k, balance is
video) to McMurdoStation.
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Future plans include:
¯ NSI Backbone upgrades using inverse multiplexers.
- NASAinternal telecomm does multiplexed T3, but cannot offer channel breakout at greater than El, so NSI is using inverse multiplexers to recombine lower
speed channels to HSSI.
- Digital Link is smart about failed links, even about error per second thresholds..
and deduces composite clocks.
¯ General purpose Internet connectivity to Russia via IKI (Russian Space R,esearch
Institute) at 256kb is scheduled for circa January 1994. There will be about ten.
additional sites added, using analog point-to-point links. The connectivity is basically
confined to the Moscow area. NASAwent through COCOM
to approve equipment
and Internet service. NASA
must retain physical and configuration control, but routes
will be exported outside of NSI.
¯ NSI expects to install a link to Argentina Space Institute at 64Kb BGPdeployment! They are looking at multicast routing using MOSPF.Proteon supports MOSPF/DVMRP
coupling. You can open a tunnel to a Proteon router and have it do
multicast.
¯ ATM:The DoE/NASAprocurement has been re-cycled. Proposals are being evaluated. NASAhas gotten their own permission to procure ATMservice and hopes to
have ATM,at the latest by mid 1994.

ANS - Jordan

Becker

The busiest ANSlink is Chicago to Cleveland (in PPS). There was a spike in the external
route flap last week. AndrewPartan reported that an ignorant or unfriendly site sent UDP
packets to every sequential host in the address space. Since this forces a new router cache
entry with each successive packet, it can makea router (empirically determined to include
cisco) overflow routing cache. The source, albeit unconfirmed, is believed to be an address
in Taiwan. Alternet routers got full caches, memoryleaks caused dropped BGPsessions.
As the source started with low class A networks, the flaps movedfrom provider to provider,
hitting Alternet at network 7.

Alternet-

Mike O’Dell

Alternet is now running on an ATMBackbone, sourced by MFSDataNet. The physical
topology is a large ring, with cut-through paths, interconnecting NewbridgeATMswitches.
All switches are interconnected with path diverse dual T3 links. The lines are for redan-
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dancy, with u box that does hot fullback between T3s (the ATMswitch only sees one at
time).
Alternet now has ATMin seven major hubs, plus Sun Jose. Alternet’s access to this ATM
fabric is via u 10MbAUIconnector, behind u learning half-bridge. MFSDatuNet takes care
of the internals. (It will be some time before Alternet considers a native ATMconnection-the cisco ATMApplique is said to cost $30k!) Since one can in principal do FDDI to
NewBridgeswitch, it will be u while before other connections are needed.
MFSDutuNet provides u virtual private
net is the largest customer willing to
DutuNet in the banking and insurance
the circuits from the regular suspects:

network on fabric with multiple customers. (Alterbe publicized--there are other, private users of MFS
industries.) DutuNet owns the switches, but buys
WilTel, etc.

Concerning management,there is u list of criteria (bandwidth, delay, etc.) for MFSoperations. Alternet’s Demurkis the AUI. MFShas just announced DatuNet service to London.
An overall mapis available online: f~:p.uu.net :uune"c-info. Alternet staff reports satisfaction with the caliber of MFSTelco people and DataNet data communications people.

COREN- Scott

Bradner

Carrier negotiations are still underway,anticipated to close within a couple of weeks. When
a carrier is selected, substantial workouts will be performed. There is an (unspecified)
fallback plan if a selected carrier is unsuitable. COREN’s
view of the carrier networkis still
under discussion.
COREN’s
interface to the LDcarrier is SMDSinitially,
Its DMZis parallel Ethernet and FDDI.

and is planned to migrate to ATM.

COREN
has also put out an RFI on NOCservices, and put out an invitation to participate
in equipment evaluation, cisco and Welliteet and two vendors of CSU/DSU
equipment have
signed on so fur. COREN
has set up a testbed, with BGP4.
COREN
has eight regionals as its founders, plus u number of undisclosed committed or
potential subscribers.
COREN
is working in parallel to the RIPErouting database effort,
with Merit on transition issues.

EBONE-

Bernhard

and is starting to work

Stockman

In the last year, there has been rapid expansion into eastern Europe. Countries near Austria
are now connected to Vienna hub. Warsaw(currently connected to Vienna and Stockholm)
may becomeanother BBsite, feeding Baltic.
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Within the last year, all of the transatlantic lines have been connected to a single point,
the Global Internet Exchange (GIX) in Washington, DC. (Andrew Partan observed that
the GIXEthernet is close to saturation.)
The EBONEis now running BGP4on all
proxy aggregation for stability reasons.
EBONE
route policy filters
with a live routing table.

EBONEBorder Systems (EBS), and will not

are performed by means of comparing an administrative database

Connections to other providers include:
¯
¯
¯
¯

EUNET
EPNET
SPAN
Unisource Business Systems (UBS)
This is a joint venture of Dutch, Swedish, and Swiss PTTs, stimulated by a call for
tender for Pan-European X.25.
European MultiProtocol

Backbone (EMPB)

DANTE,Inc., formed by the European research and education communityis reselling
EMPBas Europanet, in a bundle with X.400 and X.500 services. There is a 1Mbconnection between EBONEand EMPBin Amsterdam. Because of the overlap between
communities, there are expected to be organizations leaving EBONE
for EMPB.Try-.
ing to extend the logical boundary of the GIX to Stockholm and Paris to support
interconnections. (MAClayer extensions, etc.)
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Jordan Becker
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(NOOP)

Charter
Chair(s)
Susan Hares: skh©merit.edu
Cathy Wittbrodt: cjw@barrnet.net
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: noop©meri~c,edu
To Subscribe: noop-requesz©mer±t.edu
Archive: mer±t, edu: -/pub/hoop-archive
Description

of Working Group

The working group is chartered to work on issues related to the deployment of
CLNPin the Internet. The first area of this group’s work has been the learning
necessary to start deploying OSI in Internet networks. This phase includes
planning for OSI deployment by creating routing plans for regional networks
and education on using OSI routing protocols.
This first area of the group’s work will be on-going as we continue to deploy OSI
in the Internet. This step has lead to people deploying OSI for pilot projects
and demonstrations of OSI.
The second step of deploying OSI will be the transition of OSI from a pilot
service to a production service. During this phase we will work on specifying
the network debugging tools and test beds. Wewill need to track the level of
OSI support in the Internet. Wewill need to provide documentation for new
users of OSI on the Internet.
Goals and Milestones
Ongoing

Provide a forum to discuss OSI routing plans by email or in group discussions.

Jan 1992

Post as an Internet-Draft, a tutorial
ES-IS, CLNP,IS-IS, and IDRP.

Done

Post as an Internet-Draft, a requirements document specifying what OSI network tools are needed on every host and router.

Jul 1992

Post as an Internet-Draft, a collection of regional Routing and Addressing plans.

Done

Post as an Internet-Draft, a list of OSI NetworkUtilities available in the public
domain and from vendors. This list will be passed over to the NOCtools Group
effort for joint publication.

Jul 1992

Post as an Internet-Draft,
ods.

for CLNPOSI routing protocols, including

a description of OSI network layer debugging meth-
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Jul 1992

Submit to the IESG for Proposed Standard, a requirements document specifying
what network tools are needed on every OSI host and router.

Aug 1992

Submit to the IESG as an Informational I~FC, a description
layer debugging methods.

of OSI network

Internet-Drafts
"An Echo Function for ISO 8473", 04/23/1993, S. Hares, C. Wittbrodt <draftietf-noop-echo-02.txt >
"Essential Tools for the OSI Internet",
< draft-ietf-noop-tools-03.txt >

06/07/1993, S. Hares, C. Wittbrodt
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AREA

(OPSTAT)

Charter
Chair(s)
Bernhard Stockman: boss©ebone.nez
Phillip Gross: pgross©ans.nez
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: oswg-l©wugaze.wus~cl, edu
To Subscribe: oswg-l-request©wuga’ce.wustl,
edu
Archive: wuarchive, wus~l, edu: "doc/mailing-lists/oswg-1
Description

of Working Group

Today there exists a variety of network managementtools for the collection
and presentation of network statistical data. Different kinds of measurements
and presentation techniques makes it hard to compare data between networks.
There exists a need to comparethese statistical data on a uniform basis to
cilitate cooperative management,ease problem isolation and network planning.
The working group will try to define a model for network statistics,
a minimal
set of commonmetrics, tools for gathering statistical data, a commonstatistical
database storage format and commonpresentation formats. Collecting tools
will store data in a given format later to be retrieved by presentation tools
displaying the data in a predefined way.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Agreement on a model.

Done

Survey for most useful and popular metrics.

Done

Survey for most useful and popular presentation formats.

Done

Identify similar efforts being performed by other groups.

Done

Define a commonminimal set of metrics.

Done

Propose a MIBfor metrics not already there.

Done

Define a commonstorage format to facilitate

Done

Define commonpresentation

Done

Develop outline, and make writing assignments for paper (Opstatl) documenting March 1991 milestones.

Done

Complete paper Opstatl.

data sharing.

formats to make data comparable.
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Done

Possible mid-term meeting to review Opstatl.

Done

Submit Opstatl as Internet-Draft.

Done

Approve paper Opstatl for submission as RFC; decide standards-track
formational?

Done

Define a newcollection of tools based on defined metrics, defined storage formats
and defined presentation formats.

Done

Propose old tools to be retrofitted.

Done

Develop outline and makewriting assignments for paper (Opstat2) on new tools
and retrofitted tools.

Sep 1992

Submit Internet-Draft of new and retrofitted

Dec 1992

Submit new and old tools Internet-Draft

Mar 1993

Post an Internet-Draft defining the client/Server Opstat protcool.

Mar 1993

Post the Opstat Statistical

Jul 1993

Submit the Client/Server
Proposed Standard.

Jul 1993

Submit the Statistical
Standard.

Request

or In-

tools.
to IESG as an Informational RFC.

MIBas an Internet-Draft.
Opstat Protocol to the IESG for consideration as a

Opstat MIBto the IESGfor consideration as a Proposed

For Comments

RFC 1404 "A Model for CommonOperational

Statistics"
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AREA

(UCP)

Charter
Chair(s)
Dan Long: long~n±c.near.ne~
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: ucp~nic.near.net
To Subscribe: ucp-request©nic.near.net
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The User Connectivity Working Group will study the problem of how to solve
network users’ end-to-end connectivity problems.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Define the issues that must be considered in establishing a reliable service to
users of the Internet who are experiencing connectivity problems.

TBD

Write a document, addressing the above issues, which describes a workable
mechanismfor solving User Connectivity Problems. Address the above issues.
Submit this document into the RFCpipeline as appropriate.

l~equest

For Comments

RFC1297 "NOCInternal Integrated Trouble Ticket System Functional
Wishlist
("NOC TT REQUIREMENTS")"

Specification
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ROUTING AREA

Routing

2.6

Area

Director:
¯ Bob Hinden: hinden©eng.sun.com
Area Summary reported

by Bob Hinden/Sun

New Internet

and

Routing

Addressing

Microsystems

Architecture

BOF (NIMROD)

The group reviewed the current draft working group charter and the latest proposed terminology list. General satisfaction was expressed with the current state of both.
Discussion then moved on to some of the open architectural
discussed were:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

issues.

Amongthe points

Can areas overlap?
Are abstraction levels identified explicitly?
Do the nodes in the graph of the network represent interfaces or touters/networks?
Do interfaces have locators?
Are the labels which elements of locators globally unique?
Do locators grow up, down, and can they be expanded in the middle?
Are partial locators possible?
Do routers have locators?
Do we have separate namespaces for interfaces and endpoints?
What is the smallest thing which can be an endpoint?
Do we have a hop-by-hop mode, or just source routed packets and flows?
Do we retain the EGP/IGP split?
Whendo we tackle multicast?

The following action items were decided on:
¯ The meetings at the next IETF should be scheduled for Tuesday and Wednesday
mornings if possible.
¯ All new open issues raised during the working group meeting are to be sent to the
working group mailing list.
¯ The chair will include the newpoints, re-sort the list into priority order, add a new
category of "local" for issues, and resubmit.
¯ A document showing the outcome of the discussions on the open items will be prepared
and sent to the list.
¯ A moderated list discussion will take on remaining open issues.
¯ Scheduling a Boston interim meeting will be investigated.
¯ The working group agreed to have a draft of the architecture RFC, prepared by the
end of January 1994, for final examination at the March IETF.
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The BGPand IPIDRP Working Groups met jointly. All outstanding technical issues with
the BGP-4protocol were resolved. The resulting changes will be incorporated in the appropriate documents, and the documents will be submitted as Internet-Drafts before Thanksgiving with the purpose of advancing BGP-4 to a Proposed Standard. The group also
discussed IDRP status and several future enhancements to BGP/IDRP,including domain
partition repair and router servers.

Inter-Domain

Multicast

Routing

Working

Group

(IDMR)

The two PIM documents (PIM = Protocol Independent Multicast, formerly ESL), dense
and sparse modes, were presented and discussed. Though some details about the phase
shift between sparse and dense mode need to be worked out, the general consensus of the
group is that the multiple scaling modesapproach is desirable. Implementation of PIMwill
continue.
No work was done on CBT, but a status report was given describing CBT’s state of implementation (almost done). There is still interest in CBTas valuable work, either as
potential alternative to PIM(if PIMproves overly difficult), or as an Experimental Protocol.
The group decided to propose a new nameand charter to better reflect .that the focus is no
longer strictly inter-domain, but rather scaling versus quality in general. Paul Francis will
generate the proposal.

Inter-Domain

Policy

Routing

Working

Group (IDPR)

The IDPR working group met for one session during this IETF. It spent the majority of
the time discussing what is being called IDPRversion 2. Version 2 contains support for
multicast and multipath routing as well as policy-based resource allocation. The gated
implementation of version 2 will begin its testing phase next month. In the early spring,
an Internet-Draft will be produced describing the changes to the IDPRversion 1 protocols
to support this functionality.
The group also received a presentation (via videotape) on the "Routing by Preference" work
of Yuko Murayamaand colleagues, and we plan to discuss this more o~_ the mailing list.
At the request of the Routing Area Director, the IDPRworking group will conclude with
this IETF. The group will restart wheneither an additional independent implementation of
IDPRversion 1 can be submitted for Draft Standard or whenthe Internet Draft specification
of version 2 is complete. In the meantime, the mailing list will remain open.
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Also, there are two new Internet-Drafts, both updated versions of existing documents. One
is the 1VIIB and one is the DNSmodifications for IDPR. Weplan to submit the MIBfor
consideratin as a Proposed Standard.

IP Routing

for

Wireless/Mobile

Hosts

(MOBILEIP)

The MOBILEIPWorking Group held an interim meeting on the 9th and 10th of September
in Summit, NewJersey. The two day meeting was quite productive. Weagreed on a basic
model for how mobile-ip works. Wethen discussed the various messages and information
that would need to be passed between the various entities. Weselected an editor for the
working group document--Charles Kunzinger from IBM. (Charlie was previously editor of
the ISO IDRPeffort.)
The MOBILEIPWorking Group met twice at the 28th IETF. Charlie Kunzinger gave a
tutorial introduction to the first draft documenthe has produced. The group then reviewed
this draft and also reviewed the work of three other membersof the working group (who
have formed an alliance; before they had between them four or five documents, and now
only one).
The group plans to have a firmer draft by the end of the year. There are plans for another
interim meeting in January. Wehope to have a draft specification by the Seattle IETF (and
maybe even an implementation or two).

IS-IS

for

IP Internets

Working Group (ISIS)

The ISIS Working Group meet for one session. The major topic discussed was multicast
support in ISIS. Three types of multicast were identified: "anycast" for the nearest service;
location, dense multicast, and sparse multicast. The first two could be supported by ISIS
while sparse multicast is best done by some multicast tree approach. This work needs to
be brought to the attention of the IDMRWorking Group.
The working group also discussed the IPX and Appletalk integration scheme (available as an
Internet-Draft) and Novell’s NLSPprotocol which was derived from ISIS. The group drew
up a list of work items, some of which would require enhancing the protocol as defined in
the latest ISIS Internet-Draft. Incorporating these changes would probably require defining
a new version of the ISIS protocol.
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The OSPF Working Group met on Wednesday; November 3. The following
discussed:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

items were

Status Overview
OSPFScaling Issues - "Ringing It Out At The Next Level"
On-DemandCircuit Proposal
NSSAImplementation And Status
MIB Changes And Status

RIP Version

II

Working

Group

(RIPV2)

The RIP-2 Protocol Internet-Draft was approved by the working group for submission for
consideration as a Draft Standard to replace RFC1388. The MIBwas similarly approved
to replace RFC1389.
There are two new implementations of I~IP-2, bringing the total to four. Details on the
implementations will be provided in a revision of the RIP-2 Protocol Analysis which will
be done this month.
The DemandCircuit Routing Internet-Draft by Gerry Meyer was approved for submission
for consideration as a Proposed Standard. The Protocol Analysis Internet-Draft will be
submitted as an Informational RFC.
Consideration of the SIPP-RIPdraft, particularly the Loop Detection algorithm, was postponed until RIP-2 has been accepted as a Draft Standard (so as not to affect that effort).
Discussion of the algorithm will be started next monthon the ietf-rip mailing list and will
be discussed in detail in Seattle.

Routing

over

Large

Clouds

Working

The ROLCWorking Group met for two sessions.
charter, and a discussion of the assumptions
briefly discussed the IS-IS over NBMA
and
were some issues raised, which will be carried

Group

(ROLC)

The first session had a brief review of the
about media and network topology. The group
RIP over demand circuit documents. There
back to the relevant working groups.

The second session was devoted to a discussion of two documents. The discussion of the
Braden/Postel/Rekhter architectural document raised a number of issues. There was definite support from this working group for the general purpose and approach. The group
consensus was that certain solutions less favored in the document (query/response mechanisms) were important tools.
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The group then reviewed the details of the NHRPproposal. It discussed the behavior in
the normal case, and the responsiveness to changes in underlying routing. One major flaw
which could produce loops was pointed out. An approach to the solution was also suggested..
It will be necessary for the group to work more on this issue. There was also the suggestion
that we adopt a solution which only works in the absence of address aggregation within the
large cloud. The solution and its applicability will be discussed on the e-mail list, while
discussion of the more general case continues.

Source

Demand Routing

Working

Group (SDR)

The working group performed a protocol walk-through of the SDRdocument, and found
that only editorial changes were needed. The working group will be reviewing these changes
shortly, and submitting the specification for approval as an Experimental RFC.
The working group held brief discussions about route selection and efficient mapping of
packets to SDRProutes. Progress on other working group issues was somewhat lacking:.
Due to personal emergencies, several key membersof the working group were not able to
attend.
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REPORT

by Noel Chiappa

Minutes of the New Internet
(NIMROD)

Routing

and Addressing

Architecture

The Nimrod BOFmet on Thursday, November 4, 1993. The discussion
Chiappa. Isidro Castineyra, co-chair, took notes on the discussion.

BOF

was lead by Noel

Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Agenda bashing.
Review of proposed charter.
Review of existing and proposed new terminology.
Debate on some items from "open architectural issues" list.
Workplan for immediate future.

No changes to the agenda were proposed. Also, there were no commentson the charter and
the terminology listing. This was an introductory meeting intended to start the group’s
work, as such it consisted of the discussion of basic open issues. The rest of these minutes
record the discussion on the open issues and the work plan agreed to.

Open Issues

Discussion

¯ Can clusters overlap?
The argument was madethat overlapping clusters would be necessary for re-organization
of cluster boundaries to provide a better abstraction hierarchy as the physical topology changed. In this situation, interoperation and updating would be mucheasier if
both the old structure and the new could co-exist for a while. Once this mechanism-overlapping clusters--is available, it could be used for other-- unspecified--means.
It was also pointed out that overlapping clusters will result in endpoints possibly
having multiple locators, this could be (mis?)-used for biasing the route generation
mechanism. Somepeople favored this, saying that having multiple locators allowed
clients to select which one gave the desired routing behavior. Others maintained that
this was exactly the wrong way to do policy, and the locator should simply uniquely
namethe location of the endpoint, and preferred that other mechanisms--within the
routing component--be defined for the purpose of policy, route optimization, etc.
Route suffixes, as proposed by David Clark, are one example of such a mechanism.
It was argued that overlapping clusters wouldmakedifficult the enforcement of transit
policies. An alternative mechanismto overlapping clusters, to allow re-organization,
would be to have multiple hierarchies at different levels. If a simpler re-organization
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mechanismcould be found, overlapping clusters might be unnecessary, resulting in a
simpler architecture.
¯ Are abstraction levels identified explicitly?
It was argued that explicit levels would prevent growth of the network mapat different
levels of the network. (In some sense, this is the same question as "Do locators grow
up, down, and can they be expanded in the middle?")
In other words, if an endpoint were located at A.B.C.D.E(to invent a representation
of a multi-level hierarchical locator), and cluster A.B.Cbecametoo large, so that it
had to be split up into C1 ... CN, (resulting in locators of the form A.B.C.C5.D.E),
this process would be made more difficult if the cluster A.B.C.D was knownto be
at the fourth level (counting from the top; the equivalent is A.B being at the fourth
level, if counting from the bottom).
It was also argued that if locators are given from the top, explicit levels are not
necessary. (Another way to put this is "Are partial locators possible?") On the other
hand, if the locators can grow on the top end (as the network expands, say), a locator
which used to start at the top level no longer does so. Since these old locators are
likely to be around for a while after a new level is added, some way has to be found
to deal with them.
¯ Are the labels of locators globally unique?
This question is obviously related to the previous question of partial locators. If the
label of each element in a locator is globally unique, it is not necessary to specify
which context (i.e., location in the abstraction hierarchy) to use to interpret any
partial locator.
It was pointed out that globally unique labels, while theoretically attractive, would
make locators very long. The consensus was that this was probably not necessary.
¯ Do we have a hop-by-hop mode, or just source routed packets and flows?
It was argued that a hop-by-hop modeis, in a sense, inherent in a hierarchical network, because intermediate points might have to supply additional route detail not
contained in the original source route, when this has been generated using a map
without the necessary detail. Such detail might have been unobtainable, if a cluster
has an information-hiding policy which prevents any information about the internal
topology of that cluster from going outside the cluster.
Strictly speaking, this does not have to be handled by a hop-by-hop mode, since the
entry point into the closed area could generate the rest of the path on entry, and
either add it to the flow path (for a flow setup), or the source route in the packet (for
a source-routed packet). However, such a cluster could r~in hop-by-hop modeinside
the cluster without anyone outside being any the wiser. (In fact, Nimrod imagines
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that exactly such an operational mode will be used during Nimrod deployment, to
handle areas of non-converted old-style routing.)
However, this does not fully answer the original question, since a hop-by-hop mode
would meanthat all touters in the system have to support such a mechanism,not just
those in closed areas. The question really is "Howlittle detail can a source give in a
source route?" If the minimumsource route consists of only the destination locator,
then the system does have to support hop-by-hop mode, or at least something which
looks a lot like it, in the sense that the source just labels the packet with the ultimate
destination, and lets the routers work out howto get the packet there.
¯ Do we retain the EGP/IGPsplit?
The consensus was that the EGP/IGPsplit cannot be eliminated, as a given cluster
that does not give out its internal organization can always operate internally using any
routing architecture it wishes, as pointed out above. However,the notion of a single
defined level which is "the" EGP/IGPboundary does appear to be counterproductive.
¯ Whendo we tackle multicast?
It was suggested that multicast should be made the fundamental mode, with unicast
as a special case of multicast. It was also pointed out that multicast affects only
route generation and forwarding, the other componentsof routing--i.e.,
network connectivity representation, mapdistribution, etc.--are independent of the existence of
multicast.
¯ Do the nodes in the graph representation of the network represent
interfaces or touters/networks?
This debate went on for a while, but no definite conclusion was reached. Those in
favor of the former pointed out that it provided the most flexibility,
and avoided
situations like the difficulty of modeling a router which fell on an administrative
boundary. Those in favor of the latter pointed out that interfaces and routers are the
basic physical constituents of the network, and the map needed to be able to model
them in a waythat was both efficient (i.e., not in a way that needed 2 arcs t o model
the internal connectivity of a network or a router) and easy to understand (since
need to build a system that many, manypeople will need to be able to work with).
¯ Whatis the smallest thing which can be a cluster?
This point is obviously closely related to the one above. There were arguments in
favor of interfaces, in favor of routers, and in favor of networks.
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¯ Do touters have locators?
Somethink that touters can have locators, but, dependingon the level of abstraction,
these might not be available.
The problem with routers having locators is that if a router is connected to two
widely separated points in the abstraction hierarchy, which branch of the abstraction
hierarchy do you place the router in? Alternatively, you can provide it with a locator
which is at the same level as that at which the two branches join, but if there are
many such routers, this maypresent a problem. Yet another alternative is to assign
such a router several locators, one for each place whereit is connected, but if this is
done, perhaps it makes more sense to think of the locators as namingthe interfaces,
not the router.
A related question is "Can we tell by looking at a locator whether it names an
interface, a network, a router, or a cluster?"
¯ Do we have separate namespaces for interfaces

and endpoints?

Mobile endpoints are easier to handle if the endpoint has a namewhich stays constant
while it moves. It is hard to see howto provide the latter without having a separate,
non-topologically oriented, namespace for endpoints.
The question then becomes"Do the topologically oriented names (i.e., locators) name
endpoints or interfaces?" This is related to the question above. If an endpoint is in
a host which has two widely separated interfaces, exactly the same set of options are
available for dealing with the situation.

Action

Items

The following action items were decided on:
¯ Wewill try to schedule the next IETF meetings for Tuesday and Wednesdaymorning.
¯ All new open issues raised during the working group meeting are to be sent to the
working group mailing list.
¯ The chair will include the new points, re-sort the list into priority order, add a new
category of "local" for issues, and resubmit.
¯ A documentshowing the outcomeof the discussions on the open items will be prepared
and sent to the list.
¯ A moderated list discussion will take on remaining open issues.
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¯ Scheduling a Boston interim meeting will be investigated.
¯ The working group agreed to have a draft of the architecture RFCprepared by the
end of January, 1994, for final examination at the MarchIETF.
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Gateway Protocol

(BGP)

Charter
Chair(s)
Yakov Rekhter: yakov~wa’cson, ibm. corn
Mailing Lists
GenerM Discussion: bgp~ans.nez
To Subscribe: bgp-requesZ©ans.neZ
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

Develop the BGPprotocol and BGPtechnical usage within the Internet, continuing the current work of the Interconnectivity WorkingGroupin this regard.
Goals and Milestones
Ongoing

Coordinate the deployment of BGPin conformance with the BGPusage document in a manner that promotes sound engineering and an open competitive
environment. Take into account the interests of the various backbone and midlevel networks, the various vendors, and the user community.

Done

Complete development of Version 2 of the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP).

Done

Develop a mature BGPtechnical usage document that allows us to build InterAS routing structures using the BGPprotocol.

Done

Develop a MIBfor B GP Version 3.

Done

Workwith the Security Area to enhance the provision for security in BGP.

Done

Develop a BGPusage document describing
network monitoring strategy.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft

Done

Post the specfication of BGP4 as an Internet-Draft.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft

Jan 1993

Submit the multicast extensions to BGPto the IESG as a Proposed Standard.

Jan 1993

Submit the specification
Proposed Standard.

Jan 1993

Submit the BGPVersion 4 MIBto the IESG for consideration
Standard.

how BGPcan be used as part of a

specifying multicast extensions to BGP.

specifying a MIBfor BGPVersion 4.

for BGPVersion 4 to the IESGfor consideration as a
as a Proposed
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Internet-Drafts
"A Border Gateway Protocol 4 (BGP-4)", 12/23/1993,
< draft-ietf-bgp-bgp4-07.txt >

Y. Rekhter,

T.

"Definitions of ManagedObjects for the Border GatewayProtocol (Version 4)",
12/01/1993, S. Willis, ~l. Burruss, J. Chu <draft-ietf-bgp-mibv4-04.txt>
"BGP4/IDRPfor IP--OSPF Interaction",
12/14/1993, K. Varadhan, S. Hares,
Y. Rekhter <draft-ietf-bgp-bgp4ospf-interact-03.txt>
"Application of the Border Gateway Protocol in the Internet’,
Rekhter, P. Gross <draft-ietf-bgp-application-03.txt>

11/17/1993, Y.

"Application of the Border GatewayProtocol and IDRPfor IP in the Internet",
10/18/1993, Y. Rekhter, S. Hares <draft-ietf-bgp-idrp-usage-00.txt>
"BGP-4 protocol document roadmap and implementation experience",
P. Traina <draft-ietf-bgp-bgp4-implement-01.txt>
Request

For Comments

RFC 1105

"Border Gateway Protocol

RFC 1163

"A Border Gateway Protocol

RFC 1164

"Application of the Border GatewayProtocol in the Internet"

RFC 1265

"BGPProtocol Analysis"

RFC 1266

"Experience with the BGPProtocol"

RFC 1267

"A Border Gateway Protocol 3 (BGP-3)"

RFC 1268

"Application of the Border GatewayProtocol in the Internet"

RFC 1269

"Definitions

RFC 1364

"BGP OSPF Interaction"

RFC 1397
RFC 1403

01/03/1994,

BGP"
(BGP)"

of ManagedObjects for the Border Gateway Protocol (Version

"Default Route Advertisement
Gateway Protocol"
"BGP OSPF Interaction"

In BGP2And BGP3Versions Of The Border
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by David Conrad/Internet
of the Joint

BGP4 Unresolved

Session

Issues-

Initiative
of the

Dennis

Japan

BGP and IPIDRP Working Groups

Ferguson

The following issues were discussed:
¯ Decisions have to be made regarding choosing a next hop forwarding address
¯ What should be done when there is no IGP route to the forwarding address
It was observed that the tie breaking rules can be directly derived from these two decisions.
With respect to choosing the next hop forwarding address, there are two options: using
NEXT_HOP
and using neighbor address.
The advantages to using NEXT_HOP
for the forwarding address:
¯ Better routing when there are alternative paths to the DMZ
¯ Allows use of IBGProute servers
¯ If you don’t care about third party NEXT_HOP,
it is cheaper to not set the NEXT_ttOP
to a local address (not permitted by current spec)
A disadvantage of using NEXT_HOP
is that the DMZaddress must be propagated into the
IGP before a third party NEXT_HOP
can be advertised.
Advantagesto the use of neighbor’s address for the forwarding address are that there is less
confusion about whether the DMZneeds to be propagated into the IGP or not, and that:
cisco BGP3did it this way.
It was discussed that NEXT_HOP
means an unstable IGP may result in retracted routes,
and that the handling of IGP instability should be addressed in the specification. Other
points presented are that Europeans have NEXT_HOP
as a requirement and that NEXT_HOP
gives better routing decisions.
There was discussion on what to do when there is no IGP route to the forwarding address.
The option of not selecting a route for which you don’t have an IGP route was examined.
as well as the option of blackholing traffic whenthere is no IGP route.
The advantages of not selecting a route are that an IGP cost for tie-breaking always exists, fullback routes can be used, and black holes are not readvertised. The advantage of
blackholing is that it is easy.
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Commentsmadewith respect to the options available include the observation that either is
interoperableand that there is sympathy for people blackholing as an easy solution when
trying to get other things working.
The attendees decided to use NEXT_HOP
as next hop forwarding address and not to select
a route for which you don’t have an IGP route.

Enhancements

to

AGGREGATOR- Paul

Traina

Currently the AGGREGATOR
path attribute contains the AS of aggregator. The attendees
had decided to add an ASCII string, but subsequent discussions on the BGPmailing list
reversed this decision.
The final decision on the AGGREGATOR
path attribute is to add an IP address (in addition
to the ASnumber), and indicate in the protocol specifications that this attribute is "highly
recommended" for implementation.

LOCAL_PREF-

Dimitry

Haskin

It was pointed out that there are inconsistencies between the various BGPdocuments with
respect to treating LOCAL_PREF.
In the BGP4Protocol specification
higher value
higher preference, while in the BGP4Usage document lower value --* higher preference.
It was observed that BGP4is unlike all other protocols (except BGP3) on the issue
preference. This could cause transition problems.
Yakov l~ekhter volunteered to check the BGP/OSPF
interaction document and insure higher
value means higher preference (the protocol document is correct). The BGP4documents
will be clarified on this issue as well.

Erroneous

NEXT_HOP-

Tony

Li

The subject of the discussion is how to handle the case when the NEXT_HOP
value is
wrong. It can be ignored but logged, or a non-fatal notification can be sent to the host
generating the bad NEXT_HOP.
It was decided that it would be ignored but logged since
the other option would result in too much change to the specification. The notification
option will wait until the next version.
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Possible improvements to the BGP4MIBwere discussed.
that would be useful from an operational standpoint.

More variables

should be added

The meeting participants reached the following decisions:
Define a MIBvariable that contains elapsed time since the last BGPpeering session
establishment/termination. This variable is defined on a per peer basis. If the session
was never established, this variable contains the elapsed time since the peer was
configured.
Define a MIBvariable that contains elapsed time since the last UPDATE
received.
This variable is defined on a per peer basis.
Combine internal

IDRP Status-

and external BGPneighbors MIBtables together.

Yakov

Rekhter

IDRPreached full International Standard in October 1993. The document is available via
anonymous FTP from meri~.edu in PostScript (/pub/iso/iso10747.ps
[.Z]) or ASCII
(/pub/iso/i
drprfc. ~xt).
It is expected that the document will be issued as an RFCas well.

IDRP Implementation-

David

.]acobson

Yakov Rekhter, l~ob Coltun and David Jacobson participated in the implementation. It
is a standione IDRPthat supports integrated IP and ISO routing. It can run over IP or
CLNP,and is loosely coupled to GateD.
The implementation supports the following functions:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Basic Transport
Empty l~IB-Att
Confederations
Policy
Aggregation

It is expected that by the end of 1993,, the code will be completed and some testing will
be performed. Moreinternal system tests on the code will take place in early 1994. In late
winter or early spring the code will be available for interoperability testing. The code will
be given to NSF, and NSFwill decide on the distribution of the code.
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Ferguson
healing like EGPdoes.

Twotypes of routing loops were defined:
¯ Permanent - routing protocol not required to send updates to terminate the loop
¯ Transient - routing protocol will send update which terminates loop
BGProuting loops were discussed. It was observed that BGProuting loops are always
transient, and that the BGPspecification chooses 1-cycle loop termination in all cases. If
BGPallowed n-cycle loop termination with n > 1, partitions maybe healable. The cost of
setting n > 1 is that it can lead to transient loops that require a large numberof updates
to terminate.
The following changes to the document are needed to support Domainpartition

repair:

¯ In section 6.3 remove the check that an AS appears in the ASpath only
¯ In section 9.3 remove the constraint against using a route with the local AS in the
path
¯ Modify the aggregation procedures such that multiple occurences of an AS in the
path of a route being aggregated are reflected in the aggregate path
¯ Modify the constraint in section 5.1.3 on advertising your neighbor’s address as the
next hop
The following comments were made during the discussion:
¯ Implementing domain partition
class As)

repair could impose some addressing constraints (e.g.

¯ Implementing domain partition repair requires removal of the AS-PATHcheck in
section 6.3; however, removal of this check has no negative impact on the protocol
¯ Implementing domain partition repair will work only in presence of contiguous sequence of BGP-4speakers. Passing routes that went through a partition repair to
BGP-3 would result in terminating BGPpeering with a BGP-3 speaker
¯ Implementing domain partition
dangerous

repair by removing ASs from the AS path is very

It was decided that the check in section 6.3 will be removedand that it should be verified
that ATOMIC_AGGREGATE
reduces the number of bits.
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a Proposed

Standard

- Yakov Rekhter

Yakov Rekhter will cleanup LOCAL_PREF
issues in usage documentation, changes to the;
BGP4specifications will be done by Yakov Rekhter and Tony Li by Thanksgiving, and the
BGP4MIBwill be updated by John Chu by Thanksgiving.

Selecting

an Indirect

Provider-

Yakov Rekhter

The scheme is described in the Internet-Draft,
draft-rekhter-selec’c-provider-00
It was discussed that with tunneling, even experienced users can run into trouble. It was
also noted that more manageable mechanisms than tunnels are needed.

Route

Server-

Tony Li

Currently IBGP must be fully meshed. An alternative is to have an IBGP route server.
Route servers would be fully meshed. An IBGProute server would constrain the amount.
of configuration and IBGP connections. The upper bound would be the number of border
routers. Route server traffic would get all changes. Packet routing would be decoupled from.
data flow. To implement an IBGProuter server would require an algorithm and protocol.
to elect designated route server.
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IBGP Hack Forward~.£
and Tie Breaking

AdvancedNea~ork&Ser~ce~

The Forwarding Address

Missing !(;i’ ForwardingRoute
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ASPartition Healing

AS Partition Healing
and BGP

Advanced
Nen~ork
& Services

Routing Loops
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An Example Continued
An Example ofa BGP Loop

-

N~cd,’.t ASB L,. u~inga route zo X with ~hepa[h

-

No~e th~; AS C ~ using a ~tc m X wi~ ~ ~
< B A>

I

/
/
/
t
I
I

B

I
* ..........
I

J
*
I

C

I
I

< B~C BA >

Things 1"o Observe About BGP Loops
Another Example: Partition

Healing

Ct~v.ltk-r th(" follow,rig tu~oh)gy:
i
.....

. ............................

. .....

~ 200
....
....

I
I

. ..............................
~
I
. ..............................

. ....
I
. ....

~ 690
.................

I

. ......................

pre~er interior
i~r~ pco~o 1~ pre{er~ce

10 ;

route l~p de~ion. ~e-~cle
z~Ct proco ~ as~Ch ." 690 ." p~eference
~rs are pre~err~
~ru proEo ~ ~s~lh . ." pre{er~¢@
X~ru prouo ~ as~Uh . ." ~reg@r~c.
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100 :
110

none ;

Another ExampleContinued
OcherASes
!

Another Example Yet Again

Ocher .~,e5
I

Cotx, dck:r what happcmif AS 200 panhkm.~:
!

!
AS 200
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I

. ..............................
I
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. ....

I
i

I
~ ....

. ..............................

I

~

p~o

. ......................
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a~c

~

~

-*

200

.*

~-200~g~c~

~

~o

~

~
~

p~o
p~o

~

p~o

~

~

~o

~

~h

~
~

~
u~

200

p~e~

200

200

~ 200

I
t
I
. ....
I
I

~
~e~e

a~
. .*
~90
200
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I
I

200

~c~

~90

l
I

I
. .... + ..............................
I
~ ~90
I
I
. .................
+ ......................

I
.................

~ 200
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. .*
p~e~
.*

pre~er~

~e

;

HowManyCycles?

Changesto the Draft
In ~..t:tio~
only
~

6.3. removethe chrx.k that an AS ap~m I~c AS path

bt secure 9.3. remove ~c cmmra~aj~mt ,trig,

-ram w~h dtc

Modify t~c ~ m sectum 5.1_3 o~ advertising
your
ncighbour’s addt~a~ as the r~xthopto madsomethinglike:
"A BGPspeaker
mustmarkas tmtaabie
mutesadvertised
by a
acighboer
whichlaveeatof the.xxiving
speaker’s
imcdace
ad~L’x~ss~s
a.5a ne.xt
hop."
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Schedule

By Year End
. Code Complete + Some Testing

IDRPImplementation Status

Early Winter
. Internal

Dave Jacobson (IBMCorp.)

System Test

Late Winter- Early Spring
¯ Available for Interoperability

Participants

Prototype

Yakov Rekhter

Implementation

Standalone IDRP

IBM Research

Integrated IP and ISO Routing
Runs over IP or CLNP

Rob Coltun

Loosely Coupled To Gated

RainbowBridge Communications

Functions
David Jacobson

Basic Transport

IBM Network Routing Systems
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-

Empty RIB-Art

-

Confederations

.

Policy

.

Aggregation

Testing

II

Current Inter-Domain Routing
¯Intemetas a set of ad)itradly interconnected
ASes

Selectingan Indirect Provider
John Scudder
YakovRekhter
Jessica Yu

¯ Direct ServicePmvidem
(e.g. MedtJMichNet)
¯ Indirect Sevvice
Providers(e.g. ANS)

jgsOmedLedu
yakov@watson.ibm.com
jyyOmedt.edu

Subscntmm
(e.g. U-M)
¯ sen/k~

¯ BGP/IDRP
for Inter-DomainRouting
¯ Hop-by-hop
forwarding(with well-known
problems)

Limitations of Current Routing

So What’s the Problem?

¯ Choices
of routesavailableto a subscriber
are
limited by routesselectedby its (~rectprovidem.
Example:

¯ How
doesa subscriberlearn whatroutesits indirect
providerhas?(If the direct providerhasn’talready
¯ If a ~r wishesto route through its indirect
provider,howdoesit ensure
that its packetsare
mutedthe wayit wants?(’Consistentforwarding’)

¯ C hasto select either D or E as its next-hopdomain
to reachF.
¯ A andB amrestricted to useC°schoices.
¯ Unimplementable
in currentrouting: C prefersto
reachF via D, but B prefersE(i.e. Bwantsto use
asits indirectprovider.)
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Learning RoutesFromIndirect
Provider

Short Answers

¯ Establishdirect BGP
connection
with indirect
provider
¯ By removing
"common ~ ~ for
externalnekjhbors(requires some
programming),
or
¯ Peerthrougha tunnel(cando this now)

¯ Leamingroutes: UseBGP/IDRP
¯ Consistentfonvan::Fm~
Usetunneling

- Routesleamed
this way(~ndirectroutes’) are
indistinguishable
for purposes
of route
selection/d’~’tn])utionfrommutes
learnedfrom
directly-connected
provider(’direct routes’).

Providing Consistent Forwarding

Refinements

¯ Hop-by-hop
won’twork-- needto overridedirect
providerschoices.
o Encapsulate
(tunnel)to the indirect provider’sBIS.
¯ In principle, anyencapsulation
will do (GRE,SDRP,
EON.o.)

¯ Use NEXT_HOP
to denote someother
Nde~_Hlator-this is just anextensionof current
OPsemantics.
of the route to the indirect provider
- UseAS_PATH
to ascertainactualpathto the providersBIS(but
waitto hearaboutpotentialpitfalls of this).
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Example
Mechanics
With off-the shelf routers:
¯ Participating routers (i.e. subscriberandindirect
provider) set up a tunnel betweenthemselves.
Policies:
S,__~-.c_=riber Preferred path to F Fallbackto I- ]
E
D
A (indirect)
D
E
B (indirect)
E
D
C(direct)
¯ A and C havesamepol’my, so workswith plain old
BGP
¯ B establishes tunnel to E and prefers routes
receivedvia that session

¯ cisco 9.21 can do this, maybeothers too
- Peer and ronsard packets through this hand¯ Tunnelis just a logical point-to-point link
No
needto relax "samesubnet" ruls since routing
¯
protocol seesa directly-connectedrouter on the
¯ Maydo bad things whonthe topology changes

(more
onthis later).
With(more)refinements:
¯ Relax

¯same ~ rule

New:. "If on a common
subnet, focwara v=a ms

¯ Fallback: C-E goes down, B sees E’s AS path
changeto (C, D, F, E) so it tears~dow~_
_ ~ to
and falls backto normalmuting~Le. using u as
"indirect provider’)

Requiresrequ=rement
changeto BGP
and fo..r~’a~r~
engine..
: Removes
to manually
com=gure
tunnel.

Stupid Routes
Thisis line:

But

Perils andPitfalls
¯ Stupid
routes

it

turns

gross

~wn:

¯ Tunnelswithintunnels(within tunnels...)
¯ Theproblemis that dynamicrouting maintains the
tunnel to E even whenit becomesstupid: Tunnels
are too robust.
Possible solution:
¯ B monitors AS path to E: If ASpath to E ever
includes F (or gets too long, or changes,or... local
polic~ choice) then tear downtunnel and peering
- This requires that ASpath to indirect provider
reflect the real topology,so it can’t betunneled
(solution for this in a minute)
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Conclusions
¯ Providenewfunctionalitywithoff-the-shelf
components:
¯ Nonewrouting protocols
¯ Anyencapsulation
suff’ces
¯ Canbe deployed
todaywith cisco 9.21 (and
coordinationor smallchanges
to protocols
¯ Onlysmall changesrequiredto makethings work
"right"
¯ Similarto "long-distance
carder"selectionin
tek~phony
¯ Candirectly applyto othernetworklayer protocols
(CLNP,IPng?)
¯ Notintendedto solveAI problem
¯ Need
input: Real-lifeneedfor this?
For moreinfo:
draft-rekhter-select-providers-OO.txt
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for

Wireless/Mobile

Hosts

(MOBILEIP)

Charter
Chair(s)
SteveDeering:deering©parc.xerox.com
Greg Minshall:
minshall@wc.novell,
com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: mobile-ip©ossi, corn
To Subscribe:
mobile-ip-request©ossi,
corn
Archive:loki.ossi,
com:/pub]mobile-ip/
Description

of Working Group

The Mobile IP Working Group is chartered to develop or adopt architectures
and protocols to support mobility within the Internet. In the near-term, protocols for supporting transparent host "roaming" amongdifferent subnetworks
and different media (e.g., LANs, dial-up links, and wireless communication
channels) shall be developed and entered into the Internet standards track. The
work is expected to consist mainly of new and/or revised protocols at the (inter)network layer, but mayalso include proposed modifications to higher-layer
protocols (e.g., transport or directory). However,it shall be a requirement that
the proposed solutions allow mobile hosts to interoperate with existing Internet
systems.
Longer term, the group may address, to the extent not covered by the mobile
host solutions, other types of internet mobility, such as mobile subnets (e.g.,
local networkwithin a vehicle), or mobile clusters of subnets (e.g., a collection
of hosts, routers, and subnets within a large vehicle, like a ship or spacecraft,
or a collection of wireless, mobile routers that provide a dynamically changing
internet topology).
Goals and Milestones
Done

Review and approve the Charter, making any changes deemed necessary.

Nov 1992

Post an Internet-Draft

Mar 1993

Review the Charter of the Mobile IP Working Group for additional
quired to facilitate non-host mobility.

documenting the Mobile Hosts protocol.
work re-

Mar 1993 Submit the Mobile Host Protocol to the IESG as aProposed Standard.
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by Kannan Alagappan/Digital

Equipment Corporation

Minutes of the IP Routing for Wireless/Mobile
(MOBILEIP)

Hosts Working Group

The MOBILEIPWorking Group convened for an interim meeting on September 9 and 10
in Newark, NJ. This group is charted to develop or adopt architectures and protocols to
support mobility within the Internet.
In general, the two day meeting was productive. The group reached some agreement on the
major architectural issues and terminology.
The goals of the meeting were to generate a group draft, appoint an editor, and diffuse egos.

CDPD Overview
Mark Knopper presented a brief overview of the Wireless Data Market and the CDPD
architecture, protocols, services. According to one source, 27%of the market will be for
personal communications and 40%for mobile office. CDPDis developing open specifications for air protocol (secured), carrier interoperability, and network functionality ("IS0
terminology in specification, but really IP"). A-Interface (airlink) between mobile end systems and mobile database stations, E-Interface (external network) between CDPDnetwork
and external world, and I-Interface (inter-service provider) between other CDPDservice
providers networks.
Volumes3 and 5 of the specification are relevant to this working group. The MNRP
protocol
is derived from ES-IS and seems to be between the mobile and visitor agent. The MNLP
protocol is from the visitor agent to the homeagent. The MDLP
protocol is for cell switching
between mobile data base stations.
Mark also handed out a paper on the CDPDEngineering Plan for IP Address Allocation,
draft 1.1. This paper proposes an allocation plan for IP addresses, and includes a justification and some discussion of the architecture and routing issues for the CDPDnetwork.

User/Functional

Requirements

John Penners presented his requirement analysis for Mobile IP. John described hard requirements and soft requirements. The group agreed that our solution should not preclude
support for mobile segments, but mobile segments are not a hard requirement.
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After some discussion, two fundamental user requirements along with a few additional soft
user requirements were decided upon:
1. A mobile host shall be capable of continuing to communicate using the same IP
address, after it has been disconnected from the Internet and reconnected at a different
point.
2. A mobile host shall be capable of interoperating
services.

with existing hosts, routers,

and

Additional soft user requirements:
1. Not weaken IP security. The general feeling is that there is none now. The marketing
requirement is that users do not feel that MobileIP significantly reduces their present
security.
2. A Mobile host should be able to participate

in IP multicast groups.

3. There should be a means of hiding mobile location information from correspondent
hosts.
Most of the other requirements in John’s list were grouped as criteria for evaluating our solution. Greg Bruell rearranged John’s list based on a hierarchical approach with a weighted
model. These are metrics by which the group will judge its solution.
Robustness
- Fault Isolation - the ability to isolate faults created by mobile users should be
considered for both individual and group behavior.
- Lost Packet Operation - protocols involved in supporting mobility should be
able to maintain correct operations in the presence of loss of packets.
- Robustness - support for mobile computing should provide sufficient robustness.
- Failure Modes- failure modes, and specifically behavior in presence of partioned
internet should be carefully evaluated.
¯ Scalability
- Distributed Burden - a schemefor mobile computing should be sufficiently flexible with respect to its capabilities of re-distributing the burden associated with
supporting mobile computing between various entities within an internet.
- Incremental Overhead - the incremental overhead of supporting mobile computing should reflect the number of entities that benefit from mobile computing.
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Changes to Infrastructure
- a scheme that supports mobile computing shall
assume that changes that involve most of the componentsof the existing infrastructure are infeasible.
Scalability and Robustness - scalability
ness and fault isolation.

needs to be complementedwith robust-

Security
- Privacy of Location - a solution to mobile computing should be able to allow
selective suppression of location information.
- Security - any scheme for supporting mobile computing shall not adversely impact available security mechanisms.
Multicast/Broadcast
- Multicast Applications - The support for mobile computing should allow multicast applications, ability for a mobile host to join a multicast group, send and
receive multicast messages must be addressed.
¯ Use of Resources
- Minimize Network Resources - a scheme that supports mobile computing should
attempt to minimize the use of the networking resources (e.g., bandwidth, memory on routers, CPUon touters) that are required to deal with mobility related
issues.
- Additional Equipment - a scheme that supports mobile computing should attempt to minimize the amount of additional equipment needed.
- Cost of Resources - in addition to minimizing network resources, any scheme
used to support mobile computing should be cognizant of the cost of these
resources.
¯ Level of Mobility
- Multiple Mobile Host - a solution to mobile computingshall be able to deal with
mobile segments that contain one or more hosts.
- Multiple Levels of Mobility - a mobile computingsolution shall be able to handle
multiple levels of mobility.
- Off-line Mobility - a mobile computing solution must not prevent upper layers
from achieving off-line mobility while a host becomesdisconnected from the rest
of an internet for a prolonged period of time.
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Next, the group defined functional requirements. After some discussion on the top-down
design methodology, the group decided on three functional requirements:
1. Establish and dissolve association with an attachment point.
2. Tunnel packets to a mobile host.
3. Inform other entities of mobile location.
Alan Quirt described a short-term and long-term view for mobile IP:
¯ Short-term (-2 years)
- Develop a solution that essentially works.
- Some broken IP problems.
- Mostly plug-in, dial-in model.
¯ Longer term (-5 years)
- Everything works.
- New IPng.
- True wireless mobility.

Architecture/Terminology
Editor’s Note: Details of the discussions under this heading are available via FTPor mail
server from the remote directories as/ietf/mobileip/mobileip-minutes-93sep.txt.
Refer to
Section 1.2 of the proceedings for retrieval instructions.
¯ Tunneling Discussion (Encapsulation vs. Options)
¯ Dogleg Routing Elimination Discussion
- There are important security issues with trying to eliminate dogleg routing.
Hosts need to authenticate redirect messages for MHs.
- Somepeople generally said that they would like to see the working group first
produce an Internet-Draft based on dogleg routing. Once we have more experience, we can add dogleg elimination or optimal routing. Another comment
was if we only wanted a solution with dogleg routing, we could have solved the
problem two years ago.
- A vote was taken : Wouldyou support an Internet-Draft that does not address
dogleg routing elimination, but only addresses the basic user requirements for
mobile-ip? Yes - 9, No - 4 (a few abstained).
- Another vote was taken : Would you support an RFCthat does not address
dogleg routing elimination, but only addresses the basic user requirements for
mobile-ip? Yes - 8, No - 5 (a few abstained).
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- Based on this tentative vote, the group decided to focus the rest of the day’s
discussion on getting a simple mobile IP design.
Beaconing/Registration

Discussion

There was discussion on allowing multiple COAAs(having one COAserved by multiple touters). For example, a set of routers on a subnet can act as a COAA
for visiting
MHs. It was agreed that a COAAshould not proxy ARPfor guest MHs.
A registration proposal was discussed similar to CDPD,where an MHsends a registration message to a COAA.The COAAregisters
the MHwith the MH’s HAA, and
the HAAreturns a registration
ack/nack message to the COAA.The COAAreturns
an ack/nack message to the MH. This simple protocol is designed to minimize the
MHto COAAtraffic.
However it requires trust between the COAAand HAA.

Dogleg

Eliminators

Gave a Simple

Dogleg

Elimination

Proposal

Alan Quirt and AndrewMyles put up a slide each with an analysis of dogleg elimination.
Editor’s Note: Additonal information on this subject is available via FTP or mail server
from the remote directories as fietf/mobileip/mobileip-minutes-93sep.txt.
Refer to Section
1.2 of the proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.

Terminology
The group agreed on the following terminology.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Mobile Host
1Correspondent Host
Ignorant Host
Home Subnet
Foreign Subnet
HomeAgent (was HAA/Location Server)
Foreign Agent (was COAA/BaseStation)
Triangle Routing (was Dogleg Routing)
Care-Of-Address (Address of Foreign Agent)

The group needs to define the following terms.
¯ Weak Security
¯ Tunnel (v)
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Editor

Charlie Kunzinger has volunteered as editor. He does not have a stake in any proposals.
He is an experienced editor and tends to have a short turn around time.

Instructions

for Liaison

activities

(802.11)

Charlie Perkins is the liaison between The MOBILEIP
Working Group and the IEEE 802.11
subcommittee. It would be useful if the 802.11 could provide an indication of MAC
address
whena MHswitches cells. Also, if 802.11 can provide cell arrival signals and cell departure
signals we may be able to exploit them.

Attendees
Kannan Alagappan
Gregory Bruell
Stephen Deering
Daniel Duchamp
Jari Hamalainen
David Johnson
Phil Karn
Mark Knopper
Charles Kunzinger
Brian Marsh
Greg Minshall
Andrew Myles
Steve Parker
John Penners
Charles Perkins
Alan Quirt
Yakov l~ekhter
Shyhtsun Felix Wu
Ruixi Yuan

kannan@dsmail.Ikg. dec. corn
gob@wellfleet, com

deering@parc,
xerox,com
dj d@cs.columbia,
edu
j ah@rctre,
nokia,com
dbj@cs.cmu.edu
karn@qualcomm,
corn
mak@merit,
edu
kunzinger@vnet,
ibm.corn
marsh@mitl,
corn
minshall@wc,
novell,com
andrew@mpce, mg. edu. au
sparker@ossi, tom
j penners@advtech,uswest, corn
perk@watson,ibm. corn
aquirt@bnr, ca
yakov@watson,ibm. corn
wu@cs, columbia, edu
yuan@syl,dl .nec. corn
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REPORT

Reported by Greg Minshall/Novell
Minutes of the IP Routing
(MOBILEIP)

for

Wireless/Mobile

Hosts Working Group

Thanks to Pierre Dupont for taking notes for these minutes.
Greg Minshall provided opening remarks and a brief
Group.
Charlie Kunzinger gave a short presentation
and answer session followed the presentation.

history

of the MOBILEIPWorking

on the current Mobile IP Draft. A question

Editor’s Note: The question and answer portion of this section is available via FTPor mail
server from the remote directories as//ietf/mobileip/mobileip-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to
Section 1.2 of the proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.

IMHP Draft
AndewMyles gave a presentation
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

on the IMHPdraft.

Topics included:

A definition of the MH,FA and HAelements.
The HAconfiguration (i.e., HAis not necessarily a router).
A new element, the cache agent, which keeps track of [MH, FA] bindings.
Security (rationale for weaksecurity).
Homesubnet communication (performance requirements, routing options).
Notification to the prior FA.

On this final point it was mentionedthat notification to the prior FAmust be fast so that it
does not become a black hole for packets. The protocol should allow the new FA to accept
packets from the prior FA before the MHis authorized to use the new FA. The MHmust
inform the prior FA as soon as it moves to a new FA. A period of questions and answers
followed.
Editor’s Note: The question and answer portion of this section is available via FTPor mail
server from the remote directories as/ietf/mobileip/mobileip-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to
Section 1.2 of the proceedings for retrieval instructions.
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Issues

Charlie Kunzinger presented a list of outstanding issues for discussion.
¯ Encapsulation

method. Generic or Home-grown?

Weneed at least one required method. Steve Deering argued against negotiation.
Tony Li mentioned there already exists an Internet-Draft on encapsulation (Generic
Routing Encapsulation). Dave Johnson stated that it had a large overhead and may
not be compatible with ICMP(in terms of header size). Yakov Rekhter stated that
GREwas already implemented and being deployed. Steve Deering stated that generic
encapsulation can be used with a reason encoding (e.g., Mobile IP host). Greg Min.shall recommendedthat the group continue discussion on the mailing list and pick
an encapsulation method later.
¯ Foreign Agent receives forwarded message to MHfor which it has no binding. What
does it do with the message? This issue was discussed at the last session.
¯ Should address fields be expanded to include address type and length?
Steve said that it maydepend on howoften packets are sent. Dave said the protocol[
is IP specific, address must fit into 64 ICMPbits and Tony recommendsaddresses
be TLVfields to support multi protocols (e.g., Mobile appletalk). No consensus was
reached.
¯ Do we need to control the number or frequency of registration

requests?

A discussion followed on whether to allow MHto register in multiple cells (i.e., with
more than one FA) and have HAduplicate messages to both FAs. Steve suggested
that protocol should not disallow this, but recommendedit be deferred to the ad-vanced functionality issue list. This issue was left unresolved.
¯ Is there a need for a retransmission timer on a registration

request by the MH?

It was suggested that the MHbe allowed to retransmit a request and that the FA
could respond with an in-progress message if it is awaiting a response from the HA
on a previous request for the MH.
¯ State diagrams in draft document?
This will be included in the next revision.
¯ Should the protocol allow a hierarchy of HA?
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Should not preclude this option in draft.
¯ Can TOSbit in IP header be used to identify mobile hosts?
Dave stated that I~FC1122 suggests this is not possible.
¯ Whycan an FA terminate service to an MH?Also, HAcan deregister

MH.

It was suggested that there is no need to include FA to MHderegistration
it will time out eventually.
¯ Several commentswere made on the style,
draft.

since

packet format and byte alignment in the

¯ Should ICMPor UDPbe used for registration

protocol?

After some discussion, a poll was taken on the preferred method and UDPwas selected by a majority of those responding.
¯ Weaksecurity: definition needs to be included in the draft.
¯ To what degree do we break the subnet model?
This is similar to the problem with large public data networks (e.g., ATM).Yakov
volunteered to communicate to the IAB how Mobile IP will break the subnet model
(and write an Internet-Draft?).

Cache

Agent

Model

A discussion on the pros and cons of the intermediate Cache Agent model followed, with
no consensus being reached on how to proceed. Someargued it should be left out of the
initial draft while others argued the group should continue with plans to merge IMHPinto
the draft.

Documentation

and Implementation

Milestones

The group needs a specification which can be used to implement test systems (would like
the specification before Christmas). Charlie will continue work as the documenteditor.
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Meeting

An Interim meeting of the Mobile IP Working Group was proposed for January at Xerox
PARC.It was suggested that implementors and specification writers convene for two days.

Attendees
Kannan Alagappan
Kenneth Albanese
Nick Alfano
Stephen Batsell
Tom Benkart
Mark Beyer
Ram Bhide
Steven Blair
Jon Boone
Monroe Bridges
Glen Cairns
Ken Carlberg
Lida Carrier
Bill Cash
Bilad Chinoy
Frank Ciotti
David Clark
Thomas Coradetti
Stephen Deering
Thomas Dimitri
Waychi Doo
Avri Doria
Robert Downs
Pierre Dupont
Julio Escobar
Craig Fox
Richard Fox
John Garrett
Robert Gilligan
Ramesh Govindan
Darren Griffiths
Robert Grow
Regina Hain
Jari Hamalainen
Marc Hasson
Cornelius Heady

kann~n©dsmail.enet.dec.com
albanese@icp.net
all ano©mpr, ca
bat s ell©itd. nrl. navy.rail
teb©acc, corn
beyer_mark@tandem.com
ram©nat.com
sblair©us.dell.com
boone@psc.edu
monroe©cup.hp.com
cairns©mprgate.mpr.ca
Carlberg@cseic.saic.com
lida©apple.com
cash@bangote.compaq.com
bac©sdsc.edu
frankc@telxon.com
ddc©Ics.mit.edu
tomc©digibd.com
deering@parc.xerox.com
tommyd@microsoft.com
wcd©berlioz.nsc.com
avri@locus.com
bdowns@combinet.com
dupont@mdd.comm.mot.com
jescobar@bbn.com
craig@ftp.com
rfox©metricom.com

jwg@garage.att.com
Bob.Gilligan©Eng.
Sun.Com
rxg@thumper.bellcore.com
dag©ossi.com
bob@xlnt.com
rrosales@bbn.com
j ah@rctre.nokia.com
marc©mentat.com
con©icp.net
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Keeping a RegL-,b~;~onAlive
~le$ A. Kunzinger
IBM Coqx)ration
Basic Registration

¯ Home~rvice Ufetln~:
- value set by HomeAgent for a given mobility

Model

¯ Given: mobile host knows IP Address of
prospective agent
¯ ~;iven:
Agent

mobile host knows IP Address of its

- if HomeAgent has not received a re.registration
request horn Foreign Agent before expiration,
then HomeAgel~ will de-register--that is, delete

Home

¯ ~m)l_~n Service Uletimo:
-value set by Foreign Agent for a given mobile
, if Foreign Agent has not received a reregi~i~aUon ~ from mobile host before its
exldtstlen, then Foreign Agent will stop serving
that host and will Inform the HomeAgent
Notes
¯ mobile host knows both IileUmes

- mobile host Issues Mobile Request using same
Registration Numba~
- Foreign Agent forwards Foreign-Home Update
to Home Agent using ~ Regi~;~;~on

Notifying

A Pdor Foreign Agent
Message Summary

H¢)me AQent must notify the Foreign Agent named
in an active mobility binding whenever that binding
is deactivated at initiation
of HomeAgent--for
example, because HomeService Lifetime expired.
Message is "Home-Foreign Confirm" with
appropriate operation code.
** No notiflcaUon

back when Foreign Agent

NewForel_on A_(~-nt maynotify the pdor Foreign
Agent named in Mobile Request for a new
registration.
Message is "Pdor Foreign Update."
For duration of "Forwarding Hold Time," the old
Foreign Agent may forward (via encaps, ulation) any
packets that it receives for the mobile host.
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Items For Discussion

Items for Discussion (continued)

1. Encapsulation - should we specify a method?if
so, "home-grown"or existing?

6. FA-HAloop
Cause: HomeAgent (HA) thinks <Foreign Agent
(FA),Host>is valid binding, but FA does not

2. Fomi9nA_~ent- gets packet addressedto Itself,
decapsulates, finds no current binding, what to
do?

Symptom:FA gets packet, decapsulates, sees
no binding, so sendsto mobile host -> arrives at
HA, HomeAgent encapsulates, sends to FA...

- if unexpired forwarding Hold Timer for
destination mobile host, encapsulateand send.
to currant Foreign Agent

"*~ Should Foreign Agent send "Bad Binding" to

- else, forward inner packet normally (it should
retum to its HomeAgent)

7. Wantstate diagrams

"*" (?) noUfy °encapaulator" of badbinding (?)

8. Agent hierarchy - a "SummarizingAgent" for a
complete Routing Domain

3. Expandaddress fields - beyond4 bytes

9. Can we mark a data packet as having comefrom
a "mobile-aware" system?

4. Controls on number/freauency of registn~on

10. Beaconln_o

- count(?)
-timers(?)

- limit on rate?
- at IP or DLClayer?
- howto carry "multicast of subnetworkscope"
in IP packet?

- maxrate to given Foreign Agent (?)
S. Howis a regl~Uon knownto have failed (in

absence
of exi~iclt response)?

11.Ad hoc network - IP layer or LAN(i.e.,

- timer
- "Pending" messageh~xn Foreign Agent

sfy~)

Security Information Flow
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802.11
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345

(ISIS)

Charter
Chair(s)
Ross Callon:rcallon~wellflee’c.com
ChrisGunner:
gunner©dsmail,
ikg.dec.corn
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: isis~merit, edu
To Subscribe: isis-request©merit.edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The ISIS WorkingGroupwill develop additions to the existing OSI IS-IS routing
protocol to support IP environments and dual (OSI and IP) environments.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Liaison with the IS-IS editor for OSI in case any minor changes to IS-IS are
necessary.

Done

Developan extension to the OSIIS-IS protocols which will allow use of IS-IS to
support IP environments, and which will allow use of IS-IS as a single routing
protocol to support both IP and OSI in dual environments.

Done

Post a revision of the IS-IS as an Internet-Draft.

Mar 1993

Submit the revised IS-IS to the IESG as a Draft Standard.

Mar 1993

Submit the IS-IS MIBto the IESG as a Proposed Standard.

Internet-Drafts
"Further Integration of IS-IS; Appletalk, IPX, and Other Protocols", 06/25/1993,
R. Perlman, C. Gunner <draft-ietf-isis-atipx-00.txt>
"Routing over Nonbroadcast Multiaccess Links", 07/07/1993, 1~. Perlman, C.
Gunner< draft-ietf-isis-nbma-00.txt >
"Multiple Levels of Hierarchy with IS-IS", 08/09/1993, R. Perlman, C. Gunner
< draft-ietf-isis-multilevel-routing-00.txt >
Request

For Comments

RFC 1195 "Use of OSI IS-IS for Routing in TCP/IP and Dual Environments"
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by Dave Katz/cisco

Systems

Minutes of the IS-IS for IP Internets

Working Group (ISIS)

CLNP Multicast
Radia Perlman gave a presentation on several methods of achieving CLNPmulticast functionality without significantly changing unicast routing.
One use of multicast is for service location. This could be achieved in CLNPby using a
well-known system ID for each service and advertising it via unicast routing (from multiple
locations). This is also knownas "anycast."
In the very branchy case, one could use NSAPaddresses with the multicast bit set in
the system ID. Then a single spanning tree per area could be created for all multicast
destinations and data packets could be delivered to all subnetworks in the area along this
spanning tree. Since it is very branchy, no pruning mechanisms are necessary (making it
simple). Inter-area forwarding could be accomplished by simply sending one packet per
destination area (normal unicast routing would take place until the packet arrives in its
destination area), or by creating a special area address that means"all areas," calculating
a single spanning tree over all areas, and delivering the packet to the entire domain.
For very sparse multicast with a limited numberof participants per group, a schemesuch as
CBTwould be appropriate. One suggested optimization was to tunnel data packets between
the routers at the branching points; this eliminates the need to set up state through the
non-branching touters.

IS-IS

Over

Non-Broadcast

Multiaccess

(NBMA) Networks

An Internet-Draft
has been published on IS-IS over non-broadcast multiaccess (NBMA)
networks; the Routing Over Large Clouds Working Group (ROLC) was due to take up the
subject during this IETF meeting.

The Integrated

IS-IS

Specification

The latest version of the Integrated IS-IS specification Internet-Draft (the changes to which
were essentially reference updates) has expired. The protocol cannot continue along the
standards track until I~FCs describing operational experience and an analysis of the protocol
are published. Chris Gunner is working on those documents.
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IPX and Appletalk

The ISIS Working Group charter needs to be revisited in order that it be broadened to
include other topics, such as Integrated IS-IS for IPX and Appletalk.
Radia gave a presentation on Integrated IS-IS for IPX and Appletalk. The significant issues
include encapsulation (in order to carry data packets through islands that do not provide
native forwarding service for the protocol), metric translation, route propagation between
areas (and between protocols), clustering issues for protocols with small address spaces (such
as the creation of addressing domains for Appletalk), the use of tunnels to carry routing
information between areas when the level 2 subdomain does not understand the protocol,
and various issues specific to the protocols (zones, services, etc.). An Internet-Draft has
been published on the subject.
Radia described the new Novell link state protocol for routing IPX, Netware Link Services
Protocol (NLSP). NLSPis basically equivalent to IS-IS, and uses compatible packet formats.
There are several minor improvements, most of which could be realized in IS-IS without
actually changing the protocol definition. There are also several changes deemednecessary
for using the protocol in an IPXenvironment such as the inclusion of service advertisements,
and running the protocol over IPX rather than over the data link (though it was observed by
some present that this is unnecessary). Several people expressed the view that it would be
possible to implement IS-IS and NLSPfrom a single code base without too much difficulty.

IS-IS

Enhancements

Discussion turned to enhancements and changes that the group might like to pursue with
IS-IS.
Editor’s Note: A list of these enhancementsand changes is available via FTPor mail server
from the remote directories as/ietf/isis/isis-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of the
proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.
Dave Katz agreed to write up a draft for increasing the LSP number, pseudonode ID, and
link metric fields, as well as a proposal for howto transition to new versions of the various
packets (necessary because the changes are incompatible with the existing packet formats).

Attendees
Kenneth Albanese
William Barns
Ross Callon
Chris Gunner
Herluf Hansen

albanese¢icp,
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hha©tbit,
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Multicast

Routing

(IDMR)

Charter
Chair(s)
Tony Ballardie: A. Ballardie©cs. ucl. ac. uk
Paul Francis:Francis@thumper.bellcore.
com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: idmr@cs, ucl. ac. uk
To Subscribe: idmr-request©cs.ucl,
ac. uk
Archive: cs. ucl. ac. uk:/darpa/idmr-archive.
Description

Z

of Working Group

Existing inter-domain multicast routing protocols are not scalable to a large
internetwork containing very large numbers of active wide-area groups. The
purpose of the IDMRWorking Group, therefore, is to discuss proposed interdomain multicast routing protocols, and put forward one (or a hybrid of several/all) as a Proposed Standard protocol to the IESG.
Several proposals have been made to date, including Core-Based Tree (CBT)
multicasting, Core-Based Join (CBJ) multicasting, and Scalable Reverse Path
Multicasting (SRPM). Someof the above have yet to be reviewed.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Post the Core Based Trees architecture

as an Internet-Draft.

Done

Meet at IETF. All proposals must be submitted bythis date. Discuss all proposals which have been submitted.

Dec 1993

Submit the Core Based Trees architecture
published as an Informational RFC.

Jul 1994

Meet at IETF. Discuss security issues with respect to the proposed protocol(s).

Aug 1994

Post an Internet-Draft for a single protocol (which maybe one of the proposals,
or a combination of proposals), and an Internet-Draft serving as a protocol
analysis document for that protocol (as required by RFC1264).

Jan 1995

Submit the single protocol to the IESGas a Proposed Standard.

Mar 1995

Post an Internet-Draft

Internet-Draft

to the IESG to be

for an IDMRMIB.

Jul 1995 Submit the IDMRMIBInternet-Draft

to the IESG as a Proposed Standard.
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Internet-Drafts
"IGMPRouter Extensions for l~outing to Sparse Multicast-Groups’, 10/28/1993,
S. Deering, D. Estrin, D. Farin~cci <draft-ietf-idmr-igmp-sparse-00.txt>
’°IGMPRouter Extensions for Routing to Dense Multic~st-Groups’~, 10/28/1993,
S. Deering, D. Estrin, D. Farinacci <draft-ietf-idmr-igmp-dense-00.txt>
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REPORT

by Paul Francis/Bellcore
of the Inter-Domain

and Dino Farinacci/cisco
Multicast

Routing

Systems

Working Group (IDMR)

The IDMRWorking Group met during the morning sessions

on Tuesday and Wednesday.

Summary
¯ The two PIM documents (PIM = Protocol Independent Multicast, formerly ESL),
dense and sparse modes, were presented and discussed. Though some details about
the phase shift between sparse and dense mode need working out, the general con-sensus of the group is that the multiple scaling modesapproach is desirable. Implementation and development of PIM will continue.
¯ No work was done on CBT, but a status report was given describing CBT’s state
of implementation (almost done). There is still interest in CBTas valuable work,
either as a potential alternative to PIM(if PIMproves overly difficult),
or as
experimental protocol.
¯ The group decided to propose a new nameand charter to better reflect that the focus
is no longer strictly inter-domain, but rather scaling versus quality in general. Paul
Francis will generate the proposal.

First

Session

The meeting started with a brief presentation by Deborah Estrin of sparse modePIM (PIM-S). The main purpose of this presentation was to set the context.for a subsequent presenta..
tion of dense-mode PIM (PIM-D) by Dino Faranaci. Dino’s presentation was followed by
more detailed presentation of PIM-Sby Deborah. Deborah’s presentation focused primarily
on the differences between the current and previous specifications.
Both specifications were well received. Dino stated that he will start an implementation
of PIM-Din the next few weeks. Deborah will continue implementation and simulation of
PIM-S.
There were two general concerns with this work. One was that there is little need for
PIM-Din the absence of PIM-S, given that PIM-Ddoes not do much beyond what current
multicast (DVMRPand MOSPF)already do. The other concern was the phase shifting
mechanism between PIM-S and PIM-D. This concern was not based on scepticism that it
could work so much as simply the lack of specification and experience with it. Workand
implementation on this aspect of PIMwill continue.
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Dino recorded the following specific commentsmade during the presentations"
¯ Dense-mode ESL comments
-

Issue with asymmetric routing even in dense-mode.
Interest in not requiring unicast and multicast boundary congruence.
Brought up issues on what policy decision for phase conversion.
Worried about lost packets - howlong will we have black holes.

¯ Sparse-mode ESL comments
Steve Deering commentedthat it scales well for the number of members per
group, but it is not knownif it can scale based on the number of groups. Concerning sources, he feels that clearing is a concern but unicast aggregation helps.
Going from shared tree to per source trees reduces linearly.
- Van Jacobson feels that source entries can be group independent.
- Scott Brim is concerned about masks in reachability

messages.

- Deborah Estrin is concerned about switching from shared trees to per source
trees. Dave Clark suggested using an interface specific case.
Eric Nordmark, before the second meeting, brought up the issue of a looping
problem in sparse-mode (packets appear on the Ethernet twice, then start looping).

KP
/\
/
\
A

B

I

I

These two presentations were followed by a general discussion of scaling issues in multicast.
There are manytypes of multicast applications, ranging from groups with e~ single or small
number of sources and a high data volume (video broadcast or conferencing) to groups with
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potentially manysenders and receivers, but with very occasional traffic, (such as a news
group). Because of this wide range of applications, a range of techniques for dealing with
scaling, and a means of dynamically moving from one technique to another, is required. It
was generally felt that the current work goes a long way towards improving scaling according
to the number of sources, but that scaling according to the number of groups is a major
problem. Van suggested the use of a tree shared by multiple groups as one approach to
scaling according to the number of groups.

Second

Session

The agenda for this session was to cover two specific ideas for improvedscaling by source..
One was Deborah’s idea of the use of source masks in PIM-S. The other was Van’s idea of
having border routers proxy for sources outside of a routing domain so that scaling in the
domainis according to the number of border routers instead of the number of true sources..
As Deborah was unable to attend, the presentation of source masks was given by Dino. It
was generally felt that source masks increased complexity and introduced a scaling prob-.
lem of their own, without significantly improving the scaling problem it tries to address~
However, since Deborah was not there to defend it, the issue remains open.
This was followed by a presentation of the proxy idea by Van. Since this presentation
was not prepared in advance, and since all the details had not been worked out, no final
consensus on the value of the idea could be reached. Van agreed to be responsible for seeing
that a specification of the idea is written up.

Attendees
Susie Armstrong
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Stephen Batsell
Nutan Behki
Rebecca Bostwick
Robert Braden
Scott Brim
Ronald Broersma
Glen Cairns
Ken Carlberg
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Inter-Domain

Policy

Routing

(IDPR)

Charter
Chair(s)
Martha Steenstrup:

ms~ceenst©bbn, com

Mailing Lists
General Discussion: idpr-wg©bbn,
corn
To Subscribe:
idpr-wg-request~bbn.com
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The Inter-Domain Policy Routing Working Group is chartered to develop an
architecture and set of protocols for policy routing amonglarge numbers of
arbitrarily interconnected administrative domains.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Write an architecture

document.

Done

Draft Protocol Specification of key elements of the protocol.

Done

Develop a prototype implementation of the protocols.

Done

Submit the IDPRSpecification

to the IESG as a Proposed Standard.

Internet-Drafts
"Definitions of ManagedObjects for the Inter-Domain Policy Routing Protocol
(Version 1)", 10/29/1993, R.A. Woodburn<draft-ietf-idpr-mib-03.txt>
l~equest

For Comments

RFC 1126

"Goals and functional requirements for inter-autonomous system routing"

RFC 1477

"IDPR as a Proposed Standard"

RFC 1478

"An Architecture for Inter-Domain Policy Routing"

RFC 1479

"Inter-Domain Policy Routing Protocol Specification:

Version 1"
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Steenstrup/BBN

of the Inter-Domain

Policy

Routing

Working Group (IDPR)

Summary
The IDPRWorking Group met for a single session at the NovemberIETF in Houston. The
time was divided amonga discussion of IDPRVersion 2, an excellent video on "Routing by
Preference" from Yuko Murayama, and IDPR Working Group business.
IDPRVersion 2 provides policy-based multicast and multipath routing as well as policybased resource allocation. To support the features of Version 2, the IDPRprotocols required
only minor changes. Specifically, the path control protocol, route generation procedure,
and routing information distribution protocol underwent minor modifications. An InternetDraft describing IDPI~ Version 2 will be available early in 1994.
The IDPRVersion 1 software for route generation and path control required major redesign
for Version 2. RamRamanathanand Regina l~osales Hain described the software simplifications and flexibility resulting from their redesigns. Version 2 software will begin rigorous
testing in December. To obtain a copy of the Version 1 or Version 2 software, please send
e-mailto idpr-wg-request©bbn,
com.
Routing by preference, as presented by Yuko Murayamaof the WIDEproject in Japan,
involves selecting routes that factor in both source and destination preferences, such as which
domains are unfavorable and the type of route preferred through unfavorable domains. The
example of "preference" presented in the video was to take the shortest (minimumdelay)
paths through unfavorable domains. Interested parties are encouraged to read the paper on
routing by preference submitted to the list by Yuko, and to write to her about suggestions
for solutions to the problem presented. The IDPRdiscussion list should be included in
responses as the problem is of interest to the group.
There are two updated Internet-Drafts available concerning IDPR: one is the MIBand the
other is the DNSsupport for IDPR. Commentsshould be submitted to the authors and to
the IDPR discussion list. The IDPR Working Group Chair would like the MIBsubmitted
as a Proposed Standard.
The IDPRWorking Group will suspend for the time being. We have accomplished all that
we can without an independent Version 1 implementation. We plan to resume when there
exists an independent implementation of IDPRVersion 1 or when the Version 2 InternetDraft becomesavailable, whichever occurs first.
In the meantime, the working group mailing list will remain open to handle the unfinished
business of the updated Internet-Drafts and to discuss issues relevant to IDPR.
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2.6.6

Multicast

361

Extensions

to

OSPF (MOSPF)

Charter
Chair(s)
John Moy: jmoy©pro~ceon.com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: mospf©come~c,cir. cornell, edu
To Subscribe: mospf-request©comet, cir. cornell, edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

This working group will extend the OSPFrouting protocol so that it will be able
to efficiently route IP multicast packets. This will produce a new (multicast)
version of the OSPFprotocol, which will be as compatible as possible with
the present version (packet formats and most of the algorithms will hopefully
remain unaltered).
Goals and Milestones
Done

Becomefamiliar with the IGMPprotocol as documented in RFC1112. Survey’
existing work on multicast routing, in particular, Steve Deering’s paper "Mul-ticast Routing in Internetworks and Extended LANs". Identify areas where
OSPFmust be extended to support multicast routing. Identify possible points
of contention.

Done

Review outline of proposed changes to OSPF. Identify
and, if possible, resolve them.

Done

The Group should have a draft specification.
Discuss the specification and
make any necessary changes. Discuss implementation methods, using as an
example, the existing BSDOSPFcode, written by Rob Coltun of the University
of Maryland.

Done

Report on implementations of the new multicast OSPF. Fix any problems in
the specification that were found by the implementations.

Done

Submit the MOSPFSpecification

any unresolved issues

to the IESG as a .Proposed Standard.

Internet-Drafts
"Multicast Extensions to OSPF", 07/26/1993, J. Moy<draft-ietf-mospf-multicast04.txt, .ps>
"MOSPF:Analysis and Experience",
analysis-02.txt >

07/26/1993, J. Moy<draft-ietf-mospf-
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RFC 1469 "IP Multicast

over Token-Ring Local Area Networks"
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IP Over IP (IPIDRP)

Charter
Chair(s)
Sue Hares:skh©meri~.edu
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: idrp-for-ip©merit.edu
To Subscribe: idrp-for-ip-request~merit.edu
Archive: merit, edu: "/pub/archive/idrp
Description

of Working Group

The IDRPfor IP over IP Working Group is chartered to standardize and promote the use of IDRP(ISO Inter-Domain Routing Protocol) as a scalable interautonomous system routing protocol capable of supporting policy-based routing for TCP/IPinternets. The objective is to take IDRP,as it is defined by ISO
standards, and define backward compatible extensions and/or network adaptation layers to enable this protocol to be used in the TCP/IPinternets. If any
ISO standardization efforts overlap with this area of work, it is intended that
the ISO work will supersede the standards proposed by this group.
1) IDRPfor IP over IP document (standards track)
This document contains the appropriate adaptations of the IDRPprotocol definition that enables it to be used as a protocol for exchange of "inter-autonomous
system information" amongrouters to support forwarding of IP packets across
multiple autonomous systems.
2) IDRP MIBdocument (standards

track)

This document contains the MIBdefinitions for IDRP. These MIBdefinitions
are in two parts; IDRP General MIB, and IDRP for IP MIB. An appendix is
planned: IDRP For IP GDMO
3) IDRP- OSPFInteractions

(standards track)

This document will specify the interactions
between IDRP and OSPF. This
document will be based on a combination of the BGP-OSPFinteractions document and IDRP - ISIS interactions document.
4) IDI~P for IP Usage document (standards track)
Most of the IDRPfor IP Usage document will reference the CIDR(supernetting
document) Internet-Draft. Anyadditional terms or protocol definitions needed
for IDRPfor IP will also be specified here.
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Goals and Milestones
IDRPfor IP submitted for Internet-Draft.

Done

Jun 1992 IDRP MIBdocument submitted for Internet-Draft.
:]un1992 IDRP- OSPFInteractions

document submitted for Internet-Draft.

Jun 1992 IDRPUsage document submitted for Internet-Draft.
Nov 1992 IDRP for IP submitted to the IESG for Proposed Standard.
Nov 1992 IDRP Usage document submitted to the IESG for Proposed Standard.
Nov 1992

IDPR MIBSubmitted to the IESG for Proposed Standard.

Nov 1992 IDI~P - OSPF Interactions
Standard.

document submitted to the IESG for Proposed

Internet-Drafts
"IDRPfor SIP", 11/08/1993, S. Hares <draft-ietf-ipidrp-sip-01.txt>
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REPORT

OSI IDRP for

IP Over IP Working Group (IPIDRP)

The minutes of the joint BGP/IPIDRPsession follow the BGPcharter.
belowis from the joint session.
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2.6.8

Open Shortest

36’7

Path First

IGP (OSPF)

Charter
Chair(s)
John Moy: jmoy~pro~eon.com
MailingLists
GeneralDiscussion:
ospfigp©trantor.umd,
edu
To Subscribe:
ospfigp-request©~ran~or.umd,
edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The OSPFWorking Group will develop and field test an SPF-based Internal
Gateway Protocol. The specification will be published and written in such a
way so as to encourage multiple vendor implementations.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Design the routing protocol, and write its specification.

Done

Develop multiple implementations, and test against each other.

Done

Obtain performance data for the protocol.

Done

Makechanges to the specification (if necessary) and publish the protocol as
Draft Standard RFC.

Done

Gather operational experience with the OSPFprotocol and submit the document as an informational I~FC.

Internet-Drafts
"The OSPFNSSAOption", 10/20/1993, R. Coltun, V. Fuller <draft-ietf-ospfnssa- option- 01 .txt >
"OSPF Version 2 Management Information
Coltun < draft-ietf-ospf-mib-01.txt >

Base", 11/15/1993,

F. Baker, R.

"OSPFVersion 2", 09/20/1993, J. Moy<draft-ietf-ospf-version2-04.txt,

.ps>

"Guidelines for Running OSPF Over Frame Relay Networks", 05/03/1993, O.
deSouza, M. Rodrigues <draft-ietf-ospf-guidelines-frn-00.txt>
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For Comments

RFC 1131

"OSPFspecification"

RFC 1245

"OSPF Protocol Analysis"

RFC 1246

"Experience with the OSPFProtocol"

RFC 1247

"OSPF Version 2"

RFC 1248

"OSPF Version 2 Management Information

Base"

RFC 1252

"OSPF Version 2 Management Information

Base"

RFC 1253

"OSPF Version 2 Management Information

Base"
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by Rob Coltun/RainbowBridge
of the Open Shortest

Path

Communications
First

IGP Working Group (OSPF)

Overview

The group discussed the status of the specification and of implementations. The new version
of the specification is nowa Draft Standard. There are several implementations of the new
specification available. In the next round of OSPFinteroperability there will be sometesting
of backwardcompatibility issues.
The COStesting lab is coming along. There will be a round of testing this month that will
repeat some of tests for the vendors that weren’t at the last round. Early next year there
will be a week of OSPFstress testing.

OSPF Scaling

Issues

- "Ringing

It

Out At The Next Level"

The group reviewed a list of implementation issues that have started to appear as it starts
to scale OSPFto large networks. This list will be used in part as a basis for the next round
of testing at COS.
Fred Baker mentioned that ACChas one network running close to 200 touters
area with no stress on the routers.

On-Demand

Circuit

in the same

Proposal

Wereviewed John Moy’s on-demandcircuit proposal. The major issue is the lack of back-ward compatibility.
A few suggestions were made on how to make it compatible with
existing implementations.

NSSA Implementation

and

Status

So far there is one implementation that will be released within the next few months in
several products. The draft has been submitted to become a Proposed Standard.
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Status

Manyexcuses were given for the delay of the MIBbeing republished (mostly by Rob Coltun).
The MIB has been updated to support NSSAand MOSPF.The group now has to do the
SNMPV2upgrades.

Attendees
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Agenda

Status Overview
¯ NewSpec Is Complete

¯ Status Overview
¯

OSPFScaling Issues - "Ringing It Out At The Next
Level"

¯

On-Demand
Circuit Proposal

¯

NSSAImplementation AndStatus

¯

MIBChanges And Status

¯ At Least 4 Implementations(several products)
¯ CIDRFixes Most Important
¯ COSLab Is Set Up
¯ I st Of Basic Tests Complete
¯ Scaling Tests Early Next Year

OSPFScaling Issues

¯ A NumberOf Vendors Supporting Large Topologies.

¯ NumberOf Routers In A Single Area
¯ Dijkstra Times DominatedBy Routing Table Access
¯ 50msFor 100 Routcrs Worst Case (First Time)
¯ Adjacencies AndBuffer MgmtIssues
¯ Forming Multiple Adjacencies At Once
¯ Have To Take Snapshot Of LSDBFor Each

¯ NumberOf Ulxiatcs Per TimePeriod

¯ Brain-Dead Neighbors - WhenTo Tear Down
Adjacency

¯ Priority Handling Of Hellos
¯ May Keep Sending Hellos But No-one’s Home

¯ High Throughput Shouldn’t Take DownAdjacencies

¯ Buffers Are Held In Limbo

¯ Can Use Simulator ForTests

¯ Convergence Time Slowed
¯ Generate Large Topologies
¯ Rate Issues
¯ Topology Changes

¯ Ack Timer

¯ Rate Tests

¯ Slow AcksHold Buffers And Slows Convergence

¯ Implementation Experience AndHints RFC
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¯ Modifying Hellos:

On-Demand
Circuits

, Switched Links Are Configured As Such
¯ Problem: Switched Circuits Cost Per Packet But..

* After Initial LSDBHas Been ExchangedLink Is
PresumedTo Be Up - No Hellos Sent

* Hellos Are Sent Every 30 Seconds

¯ Flooding Modifications:

¯ LSDBRefresh Every 30 Minutes But LSARefresh
Is A SteadyTrickle

¯ LSAsOnly Sent On Switched Link If LSAChanges

¯ What We Have:

¯ Check Is DoneFor Dijkstra Already

¯ WhenLink Comes Up Databases Get In Sync
Immediately

,

¯ Inhibit LSAAging

NSSAUpdate

LSAsReceived Over Switched Circuit Set
DON’T_AGE
(Age + 0x40(X))

¯ Draft MovingForwardProposedOptional Standard

¯ Lost Functionality:

¯

¯ LSARefreshes Go Away(Low Grade Protection)

I Implementation
SoFar
¯ Will BeIn 5 Products ReleasedIn Next FewMonths

¯ Databases On Both Side Of Link Look Out Of Sync
¯ Checksums, Sequence NumbersDifferent
¯ Orphaned LSAs May Remain Forever
¯ MayContain Switch Circuits Within AnArea

MIB Update
¯ Need To Update To SNMP2
¯ Net Range Deprecated - Aggregate Added(includes
netmask)
¯ Supports CIDR And NSSA
¯ Multicast Support Added
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RIP Version

373

II

(RIPV2)

Charter
Chair(s)
Gary Malkin: gmalkin©xylogics.com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: iezf-rip©xylogics.com
To Subscribe: ie~f-rip-request©xylogics.com
Archive: xylogics, com:gmalkin/rip/rip-arc
Description

of Working Group

RIP Version 2 and the Version 2 MIBwas approved as a Proposed Standard
in January 1993. They were published as RFC1388 and RFC1389. Since the
mimimum
required period has elapsed for a protocol to remain as a Proposed
Standard, RIP V2 can now be considered for advancement to Draft Standard.
The RIP Version 2 Working Group will prepare a recommendation to the IESG
evalating the standards track status of RIP Version 2 and the RIP Version 2
MIB. The recommendation will document implementation, interoperability
and
deployment experience as required by RFC1264 "Routing Protocol Criteria."
This group is chartered to prepare revisions of RFC1388, RIP Version 2, RFC
1389, the RIP Version 2 MIB, and RFC1387, analysis of the protocol if necessary.
The RIP Version 2 WorkingGroup is further chartered to evaluate the proposal
for "Routing over DemandCircuits using RIP" for standards track consideration.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Review of RIP-II Internet-Draft to ensure the additions are useful and back-.
wards compatible. Also ensure that the additions Cannot cause routing problems.

Done

Final review of RIP-II Internet-Draft and submission into the standards track.
First review of RIP-II MIB.

Done

Review of implementations. Final review of MIB.

Done

Hold working group meetings to review RIP Version 2 implementations
make any changes needed to the specifications.

Done

Review the RIP over DemandCircuits

Done

Submit the RIP over DemandCircuits to the IESG for consideration as a Pro-.
posed Standard.

and

Internet-Draft.
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Done

Post as an Internet-Draft a report describing the implementation and operational experience of the RIP v2 protocol in accordance with the RFC1264
"Routing Protocol Criteria."

Mar 1994

Submit the RIP Version 2 protocol to the IESG for consideration as a Draft
Standard.

Internet-Drafts
"RIP Version 2 Carrying Additional
~ draft-ietf-ripv2-protocol-00.txt >

Information",

10/01/1993,

G. Malkin

"RIP Version 2 MIBExtension", 10/21/1993, G. Malkin, F. Baker <draft-ietfripv2-mibext2-00.txt>
"RIP Version 2 Protocol Analysis", 12/08/1993, G. Malkin <draft-ietf-ripv2protocol-analysis-00.txt >
Request

For Comments

RFC 1387

"I~IP Version 2 Protocol Analysis"

RFC 1388

"RIP Version 2 Carrying Additional Information"

RFC 1389

"RIP Version 2 MIBExtension"
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by Gary Malkin/Xylogics
of the

RIP Version

II

Working Group (RIPV2)

Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Administrivia
Review Protocol Internet-Draft
Review MIBInternet-Draft
Review implementation experience
Review the DemandCircuit Routing Internet-Draft
Review the SIPP-RIP Internet-Draft
Summaryof decisions and actions

The RIP-2 Protocol Internet-Draft was approved for submission for consideration as a Draft:
Standard to replace RFC1388. The MIBwas similarly approved to replace RFC1389.
There are two new implementations of RIP-2, bringing the total to four. Details on the
implementations will be provided in a revision of the RIP-2 Protocol Analysis which will
be done this month.
The DemandCircuit Routing Internet-Draft
by Gerry Meyer was approved to submit for
consideration as a Proposed Standard. The Protocol Analysis Internet-Draft will be submitted as an Informational RFC.
Consideration of the SIPP-RIPDraft, particularly the Loop Detection algorithm, was postponed until RIP-2 has been accepted as a Draft Standard (so as not to affect that effort)..
Discussion of the algorithm will be started next monthon the ietf-rip mailing list and will.
be discussed in detail in Seattle.

Attendees
Steve Alexander
Stephen Batsell
Akira Kato
Gary Malkin
Sath Nelakonda
Benny Rodrig
Michal Rozenthal
Tae Song
Paul Traina
Gerry White
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2.6.10

Routing

377

over

Large

Clouds

(ROLC)

Charter
Chair(s)
Joel Halpern: jmh©network.com
Mailing Lists
General. Discussion: rolc©network, corn
To Subscribe: rolc-reclues-c©ne~;work.com
Archive: nsco. network, corn: "/rolc/rolc.
arc
Description

of Working Group

Summary:This group is created to analyse and propose solutions to those
problems that arise whentrying to perform IP routing over large "shared media" networks. Examples of these networks include SMDS,Frame Relay, X.25,
and ATM.
Definition: Internetwork Layer: To avoid confusion with multiple meanings of
"network" layer, we will use the term "Internetwork" layer to unambiguously
refer to that layer at which IP runs. This is the layer at which IP routing
functions. This is also the layer at which CLNP,Decnet, :.. all run.
Large Cloud: A collection of "end-points", be that routers or hosts, connected
over a fabric such that communication can be established, in the absence of
policy restrictions, between any two such entities. This communicationwithin
a cloud takes place using addressing and capabilities below the "InterNetwork"
layer.
The connectivity may or may not require circuit setup before communication.
Sucha collection is considered large if it is infeasible for all routing entities on
such a "cloud" to maintain "adjacencies" with all others. Examples include,
but are not limited to, ATM,Frame Relay, SMDS,and X.25 public services.
Description of Working Group:
The group will investigate the operation of IP routing protocols and services
over "Large Clouds". Whenever possible, solutions shall be applicable to a
range of "cloud" services. That is, the goal is a single solution applicable to
multiple kinds of large "clouds", be they public or private~ and independent of
the specific technology used to realize the "cloud" (even a very large bridged
ethernet). It is also an objective that solutions, where possible, apply to network layer protocols other than IP.
The problems the group will cover are:
A) The architectural implications of allowing direct communication between
entities which do not share a commonIP NETnumber. The group will also
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entertain proposals on the use of a commonIP net number. If (as manybelieve)
it is infeasible, an effort to documentthe difficulties will be made.
B) The routing/information protocol required to allow direct communication
between two entities which were not directly exchanging routing information.
This will include address resolution. The solution must couple closely to routing. It must take into account realistic connectivity policies.
C) Operation of existing protocols between peers on such clouds. Are any
changes necessary or desirable? If changes are required, they will be proposed
to the relevant working group.
D) Consideration of how policy restrictions and constraints
control and policy-based routing paths) affect A, B, and C.

(such as access

The group will also review the applicability of the work to ISDNand POTS.
These technologies have a prima-facia difference, in that the numberof simultaneous connections is muchsmaller. The implications of this for routing and
relaying at the internetwork layer will need to be explored further.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Kick off meeting of group

Done

Release initial

Done

Release Internet-Draft based on discussion of proposal

Done

Meet at Houston IETF. Discuss outstanding drafts : ROLC,RIP over Demand
Circuits (coordinate w/RIPV2WG), IS-IS (coordinate w/ISIS WG), and
(coordinate w/OSPFWG)and produce minuted description of what specific
work is expected from the WG.

Dec 1993

Re-issue Internet-Draft

Dec 1993

Release draft on problems using commonnumbering over a~l of a large cloud.

Apr 1994

Meet at Seattle IETF and review changes to proposals

Apt 1994

Meet at Seattle IETF. Prepare and discuss draft "analysis document"

Jul 1994

Submit base ROLCdocument to IESG as a Proposed Standard

proposal for Problem B

on Problem B

Jul 1994 Submit companion analysis

document to IESG

Internet-Drafts
"NBMANext Hop Resolution Protocol (NHRP)", 10/15/1993,
R. Govindan <draft-ietf-rolc-nhrp-00.txt>

J. Heinanen,
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¯
¯

REPORT

Over Large

Systems
Clouds

Corporation
Working Group (ROLC)

Session

Charter review
Scope of work and approaches
Modeling, assumptions, and requirements
Overview of ongoing work on IS-IS over NBMA
networks
Description of RIP and BGPover demand circuits

A definition of a "large cloud" was presented. The definition was taken directly from the
charter. It was noted that the group summaryuses the term "shared media" which some
people found confusing. However,the formal definition does not, so no change was actually
madeto the charter. In discussion, it was agreed that a large cloud could be a broadcast:
network, but it was not necessarily so. Also, a cloud would normally be transitive (i.e.~
A~B and B~C connectivity implies A~Cconnectivity),
but special cases could arise
(e.g., because of policy constraints). It includes connection-less large clouds (e.g., SMDS~.
or a large bridged Ethernet network) and connection-oriented large clouds with signaling
(e.g., ATM,Frame-Relaywith signaling, or X.25). It was suggested that, in the connectionoriented case, each entity connected to the cloud must be able to have a certain minimum
number of connections (e.g., the extreme case where an entity can have only one connection
open at a time is not a large cloud). Thus, POTSand possibly N-ISDNdo not qualify as.
large clouds. (VC management was mentioned as a factor in POTS/ISDN.) It was noted
that, while not large clouds, POTS/ISDN
needs to be dealt with, and should borrow from.
this work. They do fall within the charter, but will need separate attention.
Discussion of the charter highlighted the need for the working group to strive for a generalpurpose solution applicable to all types of large cloud. The solution will consider internetworklayer(s) over, rather than between, large clouds, but will not prohibit such interworking.
Today’s problems with routing over such large clouds were listed as:
1. The ability of two entities attached to the same large cloud to communicatedirectly
when they do not have a commonIP network number, in respect to both:
(a) The operations of existing protocols between entities attached to a large cloud,
and
(b) The assumptions of routing/information protocols concerning paths between.
entities attached to large clouds.
2. Policy restrictions

and constraints.
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The operation of routing protocols over large clouds is likely to involve the aggregation of
routing information. For example, a large cloud with 5000 attached routers has to have
aggregation. It was agreed that the working group should aim to solve the more complex
case of having MULTIPLE
levels of aggregation.
There was discussion of the complication that, in the abstract, one wants to optimize the
entire end-to-end routing path, not just the hops across the cloud. It was agreed that while
the more general solution was desirable, this group would concentrate on the intra-cloud
optimization. The further complication of trying to allow for actual "costs" for the paths
across the cloud were discussed. That was felt to be more than the group could tackle.
One of the items necessary to achieve the groups goals is the relaxation of the constraints
on direct communication between addresses on different IP (sub-)networks (see RFC1122).

NBMA Networks
Chris Gunner made a presentation on the work being defined for NBMA
networks for
IS-IS. This involves the use of a Designated Router and both Data-Redirects and HelloRedirects, with NBMA-addressesbeing extracted from inside NSAPaddresses. The latter
is problematic for ATMbecause the NBMA-addressfor ATMhas the same syntax/structure
as an (CLNP) NSAP, and thus cannot be embedded in the (CLNP) NSAP. IS-IS NBMA
reduce the number of hops across the cloud to one per IS-IS area. Thus, a ROLCsolution
is still needed above the IS-IS NBMA
in order to obtain a single hop across multiple areas.
Commentson the use of Redirects included:

¯ Problems with knowing that routes have changed.
¯ The security issue of knowing that Redirects are authentic.
¯ The need for timers.
¯ Redirects are less per-packet overhead than the short-cut routing approach of including the address of the entry-point into the cloud in the headers of each packet.
¯ Redirects are invoked by data packets, as opposed to the use of a separate queryresponse interaction (c.f., NHRP)in which the data packets and control packets can
take different paths.

It was agreed that the working group needs to have a Requirements document to list
what is needed and what is not needed.

both
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Demand Circuits-

RIP"

There was discussion of the "Routing over DemandCircuits - RIP" Internet-Draft, which
seeks to avoid the need for N2 connections between RIP entities wishing to be peers. When
the exchange of routing information reaches a stable state the circuits between peers are
terminated, and each peer assumes that while a circuit is down, the information contained
in the last RIP update remains valid. It was observed that BGPis looking at something
similar in terms of not invalidating information when it brings a demandcircuit down,
and not requiring keep-alives in such circumstances to maintain information validity It was
suggested that a possible race-condition exists with 3rd-party announcements.

Agenda¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Thursday’s

Session

Discussion of draft-braden-shared-media-00.txt (’Braden draft’)
Discussion of ietf-rolc-nhrp-00.txt
(’NHRPdraft’)
Continued discussion of RIP over demandcircuits
Discussion of additional work
Recruiting of editors

Joel Halpern opened the meeting, and presented the agenda. It was announced that Yakov
Rekhter would present the "Braden draft" in Robert Braden’s absence.

"Braden

Draft"

YakovRekhter gave an overview of the "Braden draft"; he stated that the intention of the
authors was only to stimulate discussion within the IETF, and not to make any specific
proposals. The draft discusses the limitations of the current IP subnet model with respect to
’shared media’ networks--i.e., networks such as ATM,FrameRelay, etc., where it is possible
to have multiple subnets defined on the same medium. The current subnet model allows
for direct connectivity between systems on the same medium,only if the nodes are within
the same subnet--’short cut’ or direct routes are precluded. This is the same problem that
the ROLCWorking Group proposes to solve.
The paper proposes four possible solutions to this problem:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hop-by-hop redirection
Extended routing protocols
Proxy ARP mechanisms
Route query protocols
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Yakovnoted that any solution to the problem needed to meet certain criteria,
¯
¯
¯
¯

including:

Interoperability. Modified hosts and touters must interoperate with unmodified nodes.
Practicality. Minimalsoftware changes should be required.
Security
ttobustness. The new schememust be robust against errors in software, configuration,
or transmission.

There was general agreement on these criteria.
There was extensive discussion of the limitations of the current model, and of the various
solutions. It was noted that there were circumstances where direct routes were not desirable,
or where policy constraints might preclude direct routes (e.g., to maintain firewAls, etc.).
There was also some discussion about whether it was in fact optimal to have direct routes,
but the consensus appeared to be that it was desirable to always have access to (and
generally use) the direct path.
There was extensive and wide ranging discussion about the specific proposals, as well other
issues raised by the discussion.
With respect to proposal hop-by-hop redirection, the number of re-directs needs to be
limited, since some hosts might be unable or unwilling to set up direct routes. Yakovalso
noted that changes were required in the host software to allow them to accept redirects
from routers on different subnets (refer to draft). He also discussed the Extended AI~P
mechanism described in the draft, whereby the redirect also contains the shared media
address of the redirect router, to facilitate the ARPprocess.
It was noted that the extended routing protocols proposal can be viewed, as an optimization
of the hop-by-hop proposal, in that extended routing protocols allow a single redirect from
the the first router in the path, since this has information, obtained through the extended
routing protocols, about the final router, rather than having multiple redirects from each
router in the route.
A problem identified with the use of redirects was that they would not work whendirect
routes were needed between two touters in the shared mediumnetwork (i.e., the hosts were
outside the network, and could not use the information). R.outers cannot (and should not,
it was noted; it was generally agreed that host routes were a bad idea) listen to redirects.
It was agreed that this might require that third party routing information be passed, as in
BGPor EGP. Other questions included:
¯ What happens in the presence of aggregation? Only get a direct route to the point
of aggregation.
¯ Are direct routes optimA? Not necessarily - only get optima path within the routing
domain, not end to end.
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¯ Does the routing information flow across the same path as the data? Not necessarily.
¯ What happens to existing router to router connections if the routing information
ceases? Not clear--it maybe best to take all paths down. It was also noted that the
problem of route partition within the cloud cannot generally be solved.
John Garrett also noted that a virtue of these proposals is that they use routing to solve
a routing problem, rather than some other mechanism such as ARP (as in the NHRP
proposal). It was noted that this approach may be safer, and may fit better with policy
considerations.
Joel stated that he felt that the redirect proposals had limitations,
worthy of consideration.

but that they were

There was no discussion about the proxy ARPmechanisms proposal, since John Garrett
stated that, contrary to the assertion in the "Braden draft," directed ARPhad no relation
at all to the model presented in the paper. Similarly, Joel noted that NHRPis muchmore
like the route query protocols proposal rather than the proxy ARPproposal, as suggested
by the draft.
There was then an extensive discussion about the route query proposal in general, and
about the NHRPproposal in particular. Joel presented an overview of NHRP,noting that
it proposed to use route queries in place of, or in addition to, the first packet (i.e., data
forwarding could go on through the default routers, while the direct route was being found).
The route respose uses the same path as the route queries, and ’cuts through’ the route
hierarchy. The complications of this schemearise from its interaction with routing.
Yakovnoted that this scheme can also be used to cut through from router to router, not
only between hosts, since routers can send route queries.
Points raised in the discussion:
¯ Howwill policy restrictions
ported.

be supported. Not all policies may be able to be sup-

¯ Will it be possible to discover autonomoussystem paths? The route response records
router addresses, so it could also record ASpath information.
¯ Whynot have the egress router send the route response directly to the ingress
router/host? This could be done, but requires a stronger trust model (i.e. it is
more secure for response to follow same path as query).
¯ Whatif the end router cannot, or will not, accept a direct connection (policy issues,
lack of connection space, etc.)? NHRP
backs up from the final router to the furthest
intermediate node (may be none) that is willing to accept a connection. This node
could also then attempt a further cut through.
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¯ Whyis this different from router redirect? Route query is controlled by the source,
hence it can better control and understand the context of the reply; this is more
robust and mayrequire less state.
¯ Whattriggers the route query? This is a complexquestion, and needs further thought.
Maybea query is always sent if the source is on a cloud?
¯ What about staleness of the route information? Periodic checks of the routes are
needed.
At this point, Yakov completed his presentation by noting that it was very important
to preserve backwards compatibility, and to minimize the impact on the infrastructure.
He concluded, however, by stating that the traditional subnet model was causing lots of
problems, not just with shared media networks like ATM,but also with mobile IP, etc.
Perhaps it is time to abandon the model?
There was much support at the meeting for this sentiment. It was noted that the "Braden
draft" only addressed half the current limitations of the subnet model (i.e., direct routes),
but did not address the increasing problems of configuring hosts with subnet masks. Many
felt that it was not appropriate for hosts to have to tackle such issues.
Joel asked whether the ROLCgroup should work with the "Braden draft" to generate a
document to submit to the IESG to argue the case for abandoning the subnet model. Yakov
responded that the MOBILEIPWorking Group was already working on such a document.

NHRP Discussion
Juha Heinanen gave a more detailed overview of the NHI~Pproposal, and lead a discussion
of issues about it. He also introduced and thanked his co-author, RameshGovindan. Juha
noted that the NHP~Proute request is forwarded between next hop servers (NHS), which
COULD
also be next hop touters; not all touters need be next hop servers, however.
The NHservers would span the same administrative and routing hierarchy of the router
network, so that end-to-end routes can be found. The NHservers have permanent connections between themselves (i.e., by PVCs, or by having configured addresses of the adjacent
NHservers). He noted that this configuration information was required since a single cloud
network could support multiple DISJOINT(logical) NBMAs.
Joel noted that the NHservers COULD
be co-resident with the classical

AP~Pservers.

It was noted that the NHRPproposal was still tied to the subnet model since it required
"mask and match" to determine whether the last hop had been reached. It was proposed
that the entire model should be abandoned, but Joel noted that this would require, in order
to determine whether the last hop had been reached, that there be some kind of ’hello’ or
registration protocol, as with ES-IS or the classical ARPmodel.
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Noel Chiappa stated that it would be acceptable for the router to use mask and match, as
long as the hosts did not need to; Joel agreed, and noted that NHRPwas at least an enabler
for getting rid of the subnet model. He also noted that one virtue of the NHRP
proposal was
that it separated the local registration problem from that of direct route discoverybhosts
could use a variety of mechanismsfor the local ARPprocess, including redirects or simply
ARPingfor everything.
There was also discussion about whether the NHRPproposal should be made network
layer independent, or whether it should be re-written for each protocol. There was much
discussion of this topic, with the final consensus being that it madesense to spend some
time trying to makethe proposal generic, so that it would be ’easy to stem the technique’.
It was noted that address registration was protocol dependent, and there was also a request
that the IP specific binding be madeexplicit, in order to facilitate interoperability, and
because the IETF only has de jure authority over IP.
Juha noted that the latest proposal has added a route record capability, in order to allow
hosts to seek connections along the path to the destination, if the final router was not willing
to make a direct connection. He added that not all NHservers need be touters (e.g., some
could be route servers), and that only NHservers that were willing and able to forward
packets need record their addresses. This commentwas in the context of recording in the
backwards direction. If we record going forwards, then each record must indicate whether
that entity is willing to forward packets. All entities must be recorded, so that the path
can be used for the response.
¯ Should the route be recorded going forward or backward? Going forward, since the
path may not be symmetric (e.g. routing may be asymmetric, and the response
should go the same way the request went.)
What happens if packets are being forwarded (hop by hop) at the same time as the
route query? Get a cascade of route queries, hence need. to decide when to send a
route query. Joel suggested that connection IDs should be cached and incremented
for the number of packets forwarded, and that a route query should only be sent once
a threshold has been exceeded. Others suggested that only the initiating host/router
should send a query, but it was noted that it was very hard to determine if a router
is the first hop. Another suggestion was that the host should set a bit in the PDY
which would be cleared by the first hop router. No clear consensus was reached.

NHRP and Routing

Protocols

There was then an extensive discussion of the interaction between NHRPand routing protocols. In particular, much discussion centered around what may happen if routes change
(e.g., a better path opens up, link goes down, etc.), and whether this maylead to loops.
was noted that this problem was particularly bad in the case where the route changes occurs
outside the NBMA
network, but may affect a direct route. (This.diagram and problem were
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A1%Pand Shortcut

The discussion revolved around the following network diagram, which shows packets being
sent from host H1 to host H2, both outside the shared media network, but through a direct
route from R1 to R4:
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It was stated that a problem arises if link L1 goes down - because 1%4 still has a path to
R1, through (R5, 1%6, etc.), it will forward packets down that path, while R1, still having
path to R4 (the direct route), will simply loop them back to R4--assuming that no routing
information is sent down the direct route. There was some discussion about which routing
protocols would actually not detect this loop, but it was generally agreed that the problem
could arise with some protocols, at least, assuming particular values of route metrics, etc.
Tony Li stated that this problem implies that the ends of the direct connection needed to
be told if the current path becomes less optimA, even for apparently unrelated changes.
He proposed that a host level ID1%Padjacency (’mini-ID1%P’) be formed between the host
and the first hop router, to solve this problem (details of this were apparently given in an
e-mail message to the list some months ago).
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It was noted, however, that it maybe necessary to detail the circumstances under which
the connection needs to be changed. Noel also noted that there has to be some mechanism
to allow easy identification of which flows might be affected. He proposed that this was a
clear argument for flows, but this did not meet with widespread approval. It was agreed
that lots of state information might need to be kept.
Joel stated that the fundamental question was what changes should be noted, and who
should notice them--i.e., whether or not it was sufficient for only the two end points of
the direct route to notice the route change or not. In order to reduce the ’churning’ of
connections it was noted that only changes within a given level of route aggregation should
cause a change within that level.
There was no clear resolution of these issues. John Garrett stated that the real problem was
that NHRPviolates the fundamental premise of (current) routing, in that the router uses
path (the one found by NIIRP) different from the one it learned by routing. Routing does
not talk about this path and therefore can produce inconsistency. There was agreement
that this was indeed a source of difficulty. There was no agreement as to whether John’s
direct ARPsolution, no solution at all, or a minimalexchange of routing information across
the direct path were the best solution. Joel Halpern did note that the Direct ARPsolution
did not work with aggregation, which was an agreed ROLCrequirement.
John responded that there was a need to write down the set of criteria and requirements
for the ROLCwork, since the aggregation requirement, for instance, was not stated in the
ROLCscope. Joel agreed.
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(SDR)

Charter
Chair(s)
Deborah Estrin: es"cr±n©usc.edu
TonyLi: ~li©cisco.
com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: sdrp©caldera.usc, edu
To Subscribe: sdrp-recluest©caldera.usc,
edu
Archive: j er±co, usc. edu: -/pub/sdrp
Description

of Working Group

The SDRWorking Group is chartered to specify and promote the use of SDRP
(Source DemandRouting Protocol) as an inter-domain routing protocol capability in conjunction with IDRPand BGPinter-domain routing protocols. The
purpose of SDRis to support source-initiated selection of inter-domain routes,
to complement the intermediate node selection provided by BGP/IDI~P.
The goal of the SDRWorking Group is to release the components of SDR
as IETF Prototypes and to obtain operational experien.ce with SDRin the
Internet. Once there is enough experience with SDR, the working group will
submit the SDRcomponents to the IESG for standardization.
SDRhas four components: packet formats for protocol control messages and
encapsulation of user datagrams, processing and forwarding of user data and
control messages, routing information distribution/collection
and route computation, and configuration and usage.
The group’s strategy is to:
1. Define the format, processing and forwarding of user datagram and control
messages so that SDRcan be used very early on as an efficient means of supporting "configured" inter-domain routes. User packets are encapsulated along
with the source route and forwarded along the "configured" route. Routes are
static at the inter-domain level, but are not static in terms of the intra-domain
paths that packets will take between specified points in the SDRroute. The impact of encapsulation on MTU,ICMP, performance, etc., are amongthe issues
that must be evaluated before deployment.
2. Develop simple schemes for a) collecting dynamic domain-level connectivity
information, and b) route construction based on this information, so that those
domains that want to can makeuse of a richer, and dynamic set of SDRroutes.
3. In parallel with 1 and 2, develop usage and configuration documents and
prototypes that demonstrate the utility of static-SDR and simple-dynamicSDR.
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4. After gaining some experience with the simple schemes for distribution,
develop a second generation of information distribution and route construction schemes. The Group hopes to benefit from discussions with IDPR and
NIMROD
developers at this future stage because the issues faced are similar.
5. The Group will also investigate the addition of security options into the
SDRPforwarding and packet format specifications.
Goals and Milestones
Mar 1993 Post an Internet-Draft
protocol for IP.

of packet forwarding and control message format and

Jun 1993

Post as an Internet-Draft

the SDRMIB.

Jun 1993

Post as an Internet-Draft
the SDRUsage and Configuration document. This
is the highest priority after the draft specification in order to demonstrate how
even static-SDR can be used to achieve concrete objectives:

Sep 1993

Post as an Internet-Draft
the BGP/IDRPExtensions Specification.
As mentioned in the Internet Draft there are a few extensions to BGP/IDRPneeded
to support SDR. These must be detailed and documented.

Done

Submit as an Internet-Draft a specification for Route Setup.

Nov 1993

Post as an Internet-Draft

Dec 1993

Post as an Internet-Draft a documentdescribing the distribution/acquisition
of
Information to construct richer SDRroutes. The initial versions of SDRwill use
only configured information (some of which may be derived from BGP/IDRP)
as the basis for constructing source routes.

Dec 1993

Post as an Internet-Draft a specification for SDRMulticast.

Mar 1994

Submit the set of SDRspecifiations to the IESGfor consideration as a Proposed
Standard.

a SDRDeployment Plan.

Mar 1994 Submit the set of SDRspecifications
totype protocol.

to the IESG for consideration

as a Pro-

Internet-Drafts
"Source DemandRouting Policy Language", 06/21/1993, T. Li <draft-ietf-sdrpl-00.txt>
"Source DemandRouting: Route Setup", 06/23/1993, D. Estrin,
T. Li <draft-ietf-sdr-route-setup-00.txt>
"BGP SDRP_SPEAKERS
Attribute",
sdr-speakers-attribute-00.txt >

09/13/1993,

D. Zappala,

K. Varadhan <draft-ietf-
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Working Group (SDR)

TonyLi started the first meeting with a walk through of the current specification to collect
comments. There was minimal discussion. The specification appears stable.
USCis working on their second implementation which will be available for distribution in
Novemberor December. A first prototype release was made available during the summer.
The remainder of the first session was spent discussing the agenda for the second day’s
meeting and some future issues, in particular, the relationship between route setup and
reservation setup, and acquiring information to compute SDRProutes not made available
by BGP/IDRP.
The second day’s discussion addressed:
Construction of SDRProutes
The issue of howto evolve this functionality over time and what is a useful starting
point was discussed as well as the issue of what is needed longer term: query/search
techniques, extract proposal for using IDRP/BGP.
¯ Indirect provider extensions to IDRP
Prior to the meeting, Yakov Rekhter proposed using SDRPto extend IDI~P/BGP
functionality to allow overriding of source-specific preferences. HoweverYakovhad
to attend the ROLCmeeting in Braden’s absence and was unable to present this in
detail.
¯ Mapping packets to SDRProutes
This must be done at the first SDRPspeaker using local criteria and packet informa..
tion. There are questions about howto specify the criteria, policy, and howto apply’
it efficiently so as not to downgrade performance for SDRPand non-SDRPpackets.
¯ Open issues
Design issues that are most open and in need of attention are longer term techniques
for inter-domain and intra-domain SDRProute construction, managing feedback from
SDRProute failures for use in route selection, and the possible use of anycast addresses.
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Open usage/deployment issues are about the best places to start deploying SDRP
(e.g., in conjunction with upcomingreal time experiments, perhaps?), use for other
tunneling requirements, and the need to dispel beliefs that encapsulation can never
be efficient.
¯ Volunteers were requested to review the setup specification, finish the usage draft (Sue
Hares and Peter Ford are currently responsible for this), participate in experiments
(Merit and USCare currently participating), and participate in route construction
design work.
¯ A status report on the current implementation noted that the two unimplemented
features were MTUdiscovery and policy checking by transit domains.
Several of these issues were not discussed in adequate detail because of Deborah Estrin’s
sudden departure in response to the LA fires. Wewill return to them via e-mail discussions
and during the March IETF.

Attendees
J. Noel Chiappa
Osmund deSouza
Deborah Estrin
Christian Huitema
Tony Li
Yakov Rekhter

j nc@ics,
mit.edu
osmund,desouza~att,
com
estrin©usc,
edu
Chriszi~n.Hui~ema©sophia.
inria,fr
tli@cisco,
corn
yakov©wat
son.ibm.corn
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Area

Director:
¯ SteveCrocker:crocker©tis.com
Area Summary reported

by Steve

Crocker/TIS

and Jim Galvin/TIS

The Security Area within the IETF is responsible for developmentof security oriented protocols, security review of RFCs,developmentof candidate policies, and review of operational
security on the Internet.
Muchof the work of the security area is performed in coordination with working groups
in other areas. The Security Area Advisory Group (SAAG)is a group of security experts
which provides both consulting help to other areas and direct management of working
groups within the security area.
The main bulk of the work for SAAGconsists of a set of formal work items. These work
items correspond to working groups within the IETF Security Area, security relevant developments within working groups in areas other than security, and internal SAAGwork
items which do not merit the creation of formal working groups but which do need some
level of attention.
Following the SAAGminutes is a status report for each of the working groups officially
chartered or initiated within the Security Area. Immediately following those reports is an
update on other security issues as well as security related work in other IETF areas.

Security

Area

Advisory

Group

(SAAG)

During the mondayafternoon meeting, Steve Crocker led a discussion on Internet security
architecture issues. Topics included application support for security, transport/network
layer support for security, identification of zones of trust, and firewalls.
The discussion included the following points.
¯ Are firewalls the best (or at least one of the best) approaches to security? Consider
that applications today expect to be end-to-end, i.e., in general they are not firewall
friendly. If firewalls are a direction of the IETF/Internet, then there should be a
statement of this principle so that we build all future protocols with it in mind.
¯ The PSRGis working on a security architecture document. It explicitly addresses endto-end security services and mechanisms,while a hybrid approach involving firewalls
appears to be more common.In any case, a discussion of firewalls would be useful.
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Firewalls were comparedto the installation of burglar alarms in homes. In particular,
most people install alarm systems in response to a burglarly, as opposed to installing
them as a preventative measure. Is it possible that if environments (or protocols)
protected themselves they might not need a firewall? Firewalls are a "convenient"
security measure to install in the short-term.
In addition to the architecture discussion, Steve Kent presented a status of the PSI~Gsecurity architecture document, Bill Simpsonexpressed a desire for additional authentication
mechanisms in PPP, in particular Kerberos, and it was noted that although Triple-DES
will be discussed within the PEMworking group, it is applicable in many contexts and may
need broader exposure.

Authorization

and

Access

Control

Working

Group

(AAC)

The AACWorkingGroup discussed a revised framework for representing privilege attributes
and restrictions for distributed authorization credentials and access control list entries. The
new framework addressed concerns raised at the Amsterdam IETF. Attributes are now
assigned to one of three classes: privilege attributes, restrictions, and aggregates. The
contents of the security context used as input to the authorization API was discussed
next. The security context should be filled in initially by the authentication mechanism
(e.g., GSSAPI)and might be subsequently augmented by other security mechanisms. The
security context could include verified authentication and authorization information, and
might separately specify unverified information and delegated credentials. The form of
the arguments and return values of the authorization API was discussed next and will be
further refined. To close, the group discussed the drafting of a documenttoprovide network
application developers with guidelines for supporting authorization in their systems.

Common Authentication

Technology

Working

Group

(CAT)

The CATWorking Group met for two sessions in Houston. The status of ongoing activities
was reviewed, including a reworked GSS-APIimplementation for Kerberos V5 beta 3; this
implementation, and an Internet-Draft describing its GSS-APImechanismcharacteristics
and token formats, are scheduled to becomeavailable later this year. Someinterface clarifications and extensions (e.g., a new GSS_Inquire_contextprimitive) were discussed as inputs
to Internet-Draft successors to RFCs1508/1509, targeting inclusion in eventual Draft Standard versions to supplant those RFCsand comprise a "Version 2" GSS-API. Related topics
to be discussed further on the mailing list include multi-mechanism credential management
and error reporting. Piers McMahongave a presentation on SESAME’smulti-mechanism
implementation, and distributed a paper for comment. Sam Sjogren and Steve Lunt led a
discussion on the FTPSecurity Internet-Draft, to be updated shortly and to be used as the
basis for an interoperability test (using Kerberos V4 technology) planned for March 1994.
Representatives from the NASI~EQWorking Group described their currently-contemplated
architecture,
as input to determining how the CATWorking Group and technology might
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support their needs. Ran Atkinson gave a presentation on the Internet Authentication
Guidelines Internet-Draft, receiving and soliciting commentfrom the working group.

Internet

Protocol

Security

Protocol

Working

Group (IPSEC)

There are several knownexperimental implementations of IP Security, two of which demonstrated their approach during the Houston IETF. Demonstrations of preliminary interoperable implementations is targeted for the next IETF. Key managementis still an open issue.
The implementations include:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

I-NLSP - Rob Glenn
swipe - Phil Karn
KeyRing - Rob Hagens
TANDU/Cryptonette- Charlie
LAN Guardian- Mike O’Dell
SP3 - Paul Lambert

Kaufman

Jim Zmuda and Phil Karn gave demonstrations of their implementations. Jim’s implementation was based on the ISO 11577 specification for Network Layer Security Protocol
(NLSP) and used the NLSPspecification of a Security Exchange Protocol (SAEP) for
management. The implementation demonstrated by Phil Karn was based on Phil’s KA9Q
software running on a portable computer (80386 based). This demonstration ran between
Houston and Phil’s home. Key management was based on the manual entry of DES key
variables.

Network

Access

Server

Requirements

Working

Group

(NASREQ)

A very brief presentation of distributed authentication was presented as a possible future
subject for the working group to consider. The possibility of changing the charter was
discussed, and the following elements were described as a possible direction:
¯ Finish the NASRequirements document and submit it for consideration as an Infor-mational RFCfollowing the Seattle IETF.
Revise the RADIUS
protocol definition
after review at the Seattle IETF.

and submit it for consideration

¯ Move KAP/PKAPto the Point-to-Point
Protocol
and/or to a working group in the Security Area.

as an RFC

Extensions Working Group (PPPEXT)

¯ Focus the attention of the group on distributed authentication in support of shared
dialin between organizations. This will likely have other implications and should have
significant support from security area folks to be successful.
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Group (PEM)

The meeting covered implementation status reports, discussion of potential electronic notary
services, PEM-MIME
integration, certificate servers, and triple-DES.
Only MITand TIS implementation efforts were represented,
proceeding in various countries.

but other implementations are

Dave Solo provided a presentation on various "notary-style" validation services for nonrepudiation (see slides following the PEMminutes): simple time stamping, enhanced nonrepudiation, documentregistration, archival signature validation, assurance issues, validation of other attributes.
Two MIME-PEMdesigns

now exist:

¯ MIME-PEM
"lite" (Jeff Schiller)
¯ MIME-PEM
"full-bodied"
(Steve Crocker)
These two proposals have different consequences and reflect some divergence in goals within
the PEMand mail communities.
Christian Huitema (INRIA) proposed a certificate server proposal for PEMto facilitate
retrieval of certificates and CRLswith locally managed, simple databases. The index for
search is the user’s mailbox name. This calls for operators of the hosts that provide the
user’s mailbox to provide this responder facility. However,mail services such as CompuServ
and MCIMailare unlikely to provide this service. A new record type mayneed to be created
to allow indirection to other than the user’s actual mailbox provider. Also, this proposal
is based on TCP, but not all prospective PEMusers are reachable by TCP, e.g., users of
non-IP nets or firewall. There was a suggestion to add this facility to FINGER
instead,
to minimize firewall problems. It was proposed that email-based access should be baseline,
with real-time access an optional additional service.
Triple-DES was discussed briefly. At issue is the best method of using triple-DES in CBC
mode. Butt Kaliski had circulated a summaryof his findings, but he was not present for
discussion. This remains an open topic.

TELNET Working

Group

(TELNET)

- Applications

Area

There is a draft specification combining both authentication and encryption security services. Implementations of the specification will be present for the next IETF.
In addition, the draft document specifying the use of Kerberos Version 5 as a TELNET
authentication option has expired. It will be resurrected.
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Group (RREQ) - Internet

Area

Dueto lack of progress on the documentsthis work item was officially closed
Area concern. If the working group is reconstituted to continue work then
area will re-open this work item. In the time since the Houston IETF, this
received renewed attention within the IESGand is now under the control of
area.

Domain Name System

Working

Group (DNS) - Service

as a Security
the security
document has
the Internet

Applications

Area

The DNSSecurity sub-group of the DNSworking group met to identify the threats, security
services, and requirements of interest to the DNS.The requirements will be distributed to
the mailing list for discussion until November30, 1993. After that time, strawmanproposals
may be distributed until January 31, 1993. The group will evaluate all proposals with the
goal of creating one proposal at the next IETF.
It was decided to create a DNSsecurity working group. In parallel with the activities
a charter will be drafted for review and submission to the IESG.

Export

Control

above

Issues

There was someconsensus that there exists rumors that at least some of the rules regarding
export may change soon. This work item exists to track this activity. (In the time since
the Houston IETF meeting, no changes in United States policy have been announced.)

IP:

The Next

Generation

An IPng Directorate has been formed to track and evaluate the IPng proposals.
Bellovin is a memberof the directorate representing the security area.

Mobile

Steve

IP Security

There is a draft document describing what is identified as a weak security mechanismand.
howit can be used until IP security is available to provide s.trong security. Phil Karn will
distribute this description to SAAGfor review and comment.
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Issues

was distributed

for comment.It has been published as an Infor-

Plan

This work item was re-assigned to Sandy Murphyat the Houston IETF. She will prepare a
draft documentsummarizing the authentication and integrity issues in routing for the next
IETF.
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Charter
Chair(s)
Clifford Neuman: bcn©±s±, edu
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: ±e’cf-aac©±s±.edu
To Subscribe: ie’cf-aac-reques’c©±s±.edu
Archive: prospero, is±. edu: "/pub/aac/,
Description

of Working Group

The goal of the Authorization and Access Control Working Group is to develop
guidelines and an Application Program Interface (API) through which network
accessible applications can uniformly specify access control information. This
API will allow applications to makeaccess control decisions whenclients are
not local users, might not be members of a commonorganization, and often
not knownto the service or application in advance.
Several authentication mechanismsare in place on the Internet, but most applications are written with local applications in mind and no guidelines exist
for supporting authorization and access control based on the output of such authentication
mechanisms. The CATworking group developed the GSS-API, a
commonAPI to support authentication.
The AACWorking Group will develop
a commonAPI that accepts the identity of a client (perhaps the output of the
GSS-API),a reference to an object to be accessed, and optionally an indication
of the operation to be performed. The API will return a list of authorized
operations or a yes/no answer that can be easily used by the application.
A second, longer term purpose of the working group will be to examine evolving mechanismsand architectures for authorization in distributed systems and
to establish criteria which enable interworking of confidence and trust across
systems. The working group will develop additional goals an milestones related
to this purpose and will submit a revised charter once the appropriate goals
and milestones are determined. To the extent possible this additional work will
encourage evolution toward credential formats that more readily allow support
for or translation across multiple mechanisms.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Submit charter and milestones for approval.

Done

Meet at the Columbus IETF to identify commoncharacteristics
of evolving
distributed authorization mechanisms and begin discussion of approaches for
interoperability across mechanisms.
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Jun 1993

Post draft API as an Internet-Draft.

Jun 1993

Post an Internet-Draft of the guidelines for authorization and access control for
network accessible applications.

Aug 1993

Submit the AACguidelines document for approval as an Informational I~FC.

Jan 1994

Submit the AACAPI for consideration

as an Experimental RFC.
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REPORT
Neuman/Information

of the Authorization

Sciences

and Access Control

Institute

and

Working Group (AAC)

The charter, past minutes, mailing-list discussions, and other documents mentioned i~
these minutes are available by anonymousFTP from prospero. ±s±. edu in the directory
/pub/aac.

Agenda

Presentation of a revised list of restrictions and privilege attributes needed by appli-cations and existing security systems, and a proposed method for representing them.
¯ Discussion of the information maintained in the security context and where it should
come from. The security context maintains information about the user that is used
to makeauthorization decisions.
¯ Discussion of the intended use of the authorization attributes by applications, ACL
formats for an authorization API, and discussion of an API to provide a simple
interface for application developers.
¯ Discussion of guidelines for adding authorization to network accessible applications.
These guidelines should be written and released initially as an Internet-Draft, and
eventually as an Informational RFC.
The purpose of the the initial work on a framework to represent security attributes and
restrictions is to provide a uniform frameworkfor both distributed authorization and lo-.
cal authorization. Local authorization will be based on access control lists. Distributed
authorization will be based on proxies. Both have commonelements. These elements (or
attributes) maybe stored on access control list entries on security servers, carried in credentials, and evaluated on the end system the same way they would be evaluated if stored
on an access control list maintained by the end system itself.

Presentation

of a Revised

List

of Attributes

and Restrictions

At the AmsterdamIETF, there was concern that the representation of all rights conveyed
by a set of credentials as restrictions on rights possessed by the grantor of those credentials
was confusing. A revised frameworkfor representing rights and restrictions on those rights
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was sent to the mailing list and presented at the meeting. In the Amsterdamdiscussion, the
use of the term certificate was also confusing. The revised framework uses the term proxy
which is less confusing, though more closely tied to one particular proposed implementation
of the framework.
In the revised frameworkfor representing privileges, privileges are conveyed by proxies.
Proxies enumerate positive rights they convey, but these rights are limited by the rights
available to the principal that signed the proxy (the grantor). Someproxies specify that all
rights available to the grantor are conveyed, supporting unrestricted delegation or authentication forwarding. Proxies maybe further restricted to limit the rights that are conveyed.
Certain restrictions require the presentation of additional proxies called endorsements before the original proxy maybe used. A proxy and all required endorsements together form
a proxy chain (a proxy that does not require endorsements constitutes a chain by itself).
Endorsementmay apply additional restrictions. The restrictions specified by each proxy in
a chain are applied, resulting in a more restricted set of rights. A principal maycollect multiple independent proxy chains, and the rights granted by each chain are added providing
additional rights.

¯ Attributes

and Restrictions

A structured set of authorization attributes are associated with each proxy. Each attribute
in the set is typed, and the interpretation of the data associated with the attribute is
determinedby its type. Sometypes of attributes are specific to specific servers. A flags field
associated with each kind of attribute encodes the appropriate behavior if the interpretation
of the attributed is not known. The two possible behaviors are rejection of the request, or
ignoring the attribute.
Attributes are further divided into three classes: privilege attributes,
gregates. The class is also encodedin the flags field.

restrictions,

and ag-

Privilege attributes identify someoperation that is permitted, or assert identifying information such as group information or user identifiers that grant additional rights to the principal
that presents a proxy. Privilege attributes maybe placed in a proxy only at the time it is
created. They may not be added subsequently, and they may not appear in endorsements.
Further, in order for a privilege attribute to apply, the principal granting the proxy must
possess the ability to grant such an attribute. (Thoughprivilege attributes grant rights,
they are interpreted as explicitly enumerating the rights that are to be granted by a proxy
and a~l other rights are presumed not to be granted by the proxy).
Restrictions specifically remove rights from those conveyedby a proxy, or they place additional constraints on when, how, where, or by whoma proxy maybe exercised. Restriction
maybe present when a proxy is initially created, they may be added subsequently and they
maybe present in endorsements, l~estrictions that are present in a required endorsement
are applied in addition to the restrictions present in the proxy that is endorsed.
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Aggregate attributes maybe positive (privilege attributes) or negative (restrictions).
rules about where each may appear apply to aggregates as well. An aggregate attribute
encapsulates a set of attributes and specifies how they are to be interpreted. One form
of aggregate limits the application of a set of attributes to a particular end server or a
particular application.

¯ Discussion
After the initial presentation several questions were raised. Amongthe questions was how
one determines which principals are authorized to issue proxies granting particular rights.
The end server will still have to maintain access control lists for this information, but these
ACLsonly contain the names of the principals that grant rights for an operation, rather
than those authorized to perform the operation. Presumably this information changes less
frequently, and is more compact.
Checking these ACLswould be handled by the authorization API, so the client does not
have to worry about it directly. The contents of this ACLmight be specified by a configu-.
ration option for the local system. This check might be done when establishing a security
context for a request or a login session, on the remote machine. Ted Ts’o commentedthat
the information about the grantor of a privilege should be carried along as extra information in the security context even after verification, so that an application that has special
requirements can check it.
Another issue raised was concern about placing too much of the burden on the application
programmerto interpret such proxies and proxy chains. In fact, the interpretation would
be handled by two APIs, one of which would be specific to the distributed authorization
method in use, and one would be the authorization API which was discussed later in the
meeting. This latter API will take several arguments, and answer yes or no indicating
whether an operation is to be allowed.

¯ Enumeration

of Attributes

and Restrictions

An initial set of positive and negative attributes was presented and it was discussed how
they fit into the revised framework. Someof the attributes are application specific, and
other application specific attributes can be defined.
The positive privilege attributes can only be grated in an initial proxy and can not be added
subsequently, to augmentrights. In enumeratingan initial set, a goal was to cover the rights
needed and used by various distributed authorization mechanisms including ECMA,DCE,
and restricted proxies.
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Amongthe positive attributes

were:

LOCAL-UID

set UID for local system

GROUP-MEMBERSHIP

enumerate local groups to be used locally

DCE-PAC

globally unique groups and uuids

AUTHORIZED

encodes list of objects and rights for objects

QUOTA

like authorized, but specifies numeric limit

Other suggested positive attributes include:
ROLE

to include rights of individual in particular role

ALL

which might be needed to meanall rights of grantor

For the AUTHORIZED
attribute, the encoding of the identified objects and the rights on
those objects would be application specific, and opaque to other parts of the system.
Amongthe negative attributes

were:

FOR-USE-BY-PRINCIPAL

who may use a proxy, or compoundprincipal

FOR-USE-BY-GROUP

only members of group may use proxy

ACCEPT-N-TIMES

can only be exercised N times on a given server

VALID-TIME-OF-DAY

e.g.

VALID-PERIOD

expires after, not good until

NETMASK

application specific, used by network access server

FOR-USE-ON-SERVER

identifies specific server whereproxy is valid

FOR-USE-FROM

local terminal, secure area, not sure how to implement

can only be used between 9AMand 5PM

Other suggestions for negative attributes included a meansto restrict the day of the week
(for example, only Mondaythrough Friday). John Linn made the observation that given
that time of day is a one time decision, once logged in, one can do whatever one wants.
This can be addressed if the application checks periodically, or notes the end time during
the initial check and requires reauthorization at that time. It can be made easier for
applications to note the end of the authorization period if an expiration .time were returned
as an additional value by the authorization API. Someapplications would use this expiration
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time, while others might not. Somesystems, AFSin particular, do note the expiration of
credentials. Finally, though login has a one time authorization check, other operations like
file accesses might not.
It was also pointed out that the negative attributes did not include the ability to exclude
enumerated rights. This might be useful so that one can list a broad class of positive
attributes, then enumerate exceptions as negative attributes. Thus, the restriction can be
added:
EXCLUDE

excludes list of objects and rights for objects

The encoding of the objects and rights for EXCLUDE
would be application

specific.

It was suggested that there be a way to combine positive attributes from separate proxies
into a single proxy. Unfortunately, this is clearly not possible whenthe rights conferred
are granted by different principals. Whengranted by a the same principal, a proxy can be
granted to enumerates multiple rights. Combining them after multiple proxies have been
issued, however, requires the reissuance of the combinedproxy by the grantor.
There was some discussion of how the attributes are related to the authorization API.
This discussion appears later in the minutes. Due to the limited time for the meeting, the
aggregate attributes were not discussed at the meeting, but are described in the message
sent out to the mailing list.

Discussion

of Information

Maintained

in Security

Context

Piers McMahon
noted that authorization decisions would be madeon two types of applica-tion servers:
1. Servers which handle multiple requests within a single process (e.g. DCERPC)
2. Per-request daemons (e.g.: TELNET)
He concluded that the authorization security context in the authorization API must be able
to refer to either a security context (for the former case) or a delegated credential (for
latter case).
In order to make the authorization API simpler, he also suggested that the GSS-API
gss_accept_sec_context should always return a credential which could then be used con-.
sistently to represent the authorization context (in an analogous way to the DCElogin
context) even if delegation was not enabled for this context.
Ted Ts’o warned that this might inappropriately overload the GSS-APIcredential, as such
non-delegated "credentials" could not be used to initiate contexts. In response, Piers ob-.
served that this was also true for acceptor usage credentials, and suggested that the "usage"
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of the credential could be perhaps extended to include an "accepted security context" type in
addition to initiator and acceptor. After some further exchanges, it was agreed that further
discussion on this topic should be carried on in the CommonAuthentication Technology
Working Group (CAT).
John Linn commentedthat it might be appropriate to add a primitive inquire_security_context,
to to query information from the security context, and perhaps a similar primitive to add
information to the security context after it is initially established.

Discussion

of the Authorization

API

A one-page handout was distributed that outlined the arguments to the check_~uthorization
function in the authorization API. Someof the goals in the design of the API were that it be
simple to use for simple applications, but extensible and also easily usable by applications
that have additional constraints and more advanced requirements for authorization.
The arguments to the check authorization function are described below:
*/
answer = check_authorization(det_answer,/*
Detailedanswer (out)
*/
sc,
/, Securitycontext
target,
/* Object to be manipulated */
operation,/* Operationto be performed*/
parameters)/*
Modifiersto request
*/

In the interest of providing a simple interface to most applications, the authorization API
returns an answer of yes (0), no (2), or maybe(1). Simple applications would treat this
yes, or not yes. Further, the first argument to the API is an out parameter containing extra
information that may be used by more advanced applications if the answer is a maybe. This
structure might also contain information about when the authorization so granted is due
to expire.
The form of the security context, the second argument, was already discussed. Ideally,
information to be contained in the security context will include the following elements:
¯
¯
¯
¯

verified authentication information - gssapi, uuids, groups
unverified authentication information - to be checked whenneeded
verified and unverified authorization information - proxies, etc
delegated authorization credentials - to be used with other servers

It should be possible to add to the security context subsequent to its initial creation. This
might allow lazy verification of authorization credentials (i.e. do not verify them until they
are needed for an operation), as well as requests for additional credentials from clients for
certain operations.
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The third argument identifies the target of the operation for which authorization is to be
checked. This would typically be a null terminated string with the nameof the object. The
namespace from which the nameis drawn can be local to an application. Namesfor different
applications can be madedistinct by specifying a namespace identifier in the parameters
argument described later.
There was a question raised about ACLmanagement. In particular, it was not clear where
there was one manager for all the ACLs, or whether the application stores the ACLitself.
In fact, both models should be supported. For the latter model, one might want to pass in
the ACLas an argument, rather than the name of the object which would then be looked up
by the ACLmanager. One way to support this is using an additional flag in the parameters
argument that would indicated that the target argument is a pointer to the actual ACL.
There was a suggestion to use object identifiers to identify the target, but they are really
not needed. If you have them, you can use them as one of the name spaces, but you will
not always have object identifiers as the names of objects in an application. Only if the
application uses OIDs, would this be the nameof the targets. A separate name space for
OIDsis easily supported in the parameters.
The fourth argument is a pointer to a bit vector identifying the operations for which authorization is being checked, or the bit vector itself if less than 32 bits. Howthe field is
interpreted depends on flags in the parameter argument. The parameter argument also tells
howthe bits are to be interpreted so that privilege bits from one application (meaning cer.taln rights) are not confused with those from other applications that might meansomething
different.
The final argument is the parameters argument. This argument describes the behavior of
the API. It is expected that the argument will remain fixed for a particular application. It
defines how the other arguments are to be interpreted. It identifies the namespace of the
object names and the form of the other arguments. The same structure would be passed
on all calls to check authorization.

Access Control List Entries
The access control lists used by the API are similar to those i.n commonuse today. An
access control list will be associated with each object to be protected. Entries in the list
will identify the principals or groups authorized access by that entry. The principal and
group specified will be matched against the principal and group identifiers in the security
context by the authorization API. The rights specifically authorized by the entry will be
specified in the entry as a tagged bit vector. The tag indicates howthe bits in the bit vector
are to be interpreted.
The ACLswill be extended beyond those in commonuse today in that each entry will have
an optional additional list of restrictions (the negative attributes described earlier in the
minutes). This list of restrictions places additional constraints on the access granted. For
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example, it might allow access to be granted only between 9AMand 5PM, or the access
might expire at a particular date and time. Restrictions in an ACLentry might also encode
which intermediaries are allowed to be involved whenauthenticating principals that use the
entry.
Simple applications will never see these restrictions. Instead, they will be evaluated by the
authorization API itself, and the yes/no answer seen by the application will already reflect
the result of that evaluation.

¯ Use of the Authorization

API by Advance Applications

More advanced applications will rely on additional information returned in the detailed
answer argument. Amongthe information returned will be an expiration time for access
so granted if such a restriction in the ACLentry is present or if the expiration time of any
authentication or authorization credentials is known.
Further, the authorization API can return an answer of maybe, indicating that restrictions
(negative attributes) were present in authorization credentials or access control list entries
that could not be interpreted directly by the authorization API. This is likely to be the case
if application specific restrictions were used.
Whensuch an answer is returned, the unresolved restrictions are returned to the application
in the detailed answer structure. This list will then be checked by the application using
a fairly well defined procedure, plugging local checks into boilerplate restriction checking
code that will be provided.
The network access server will provide a good example of how such checks are to be performed, and a description of the use of the authorization API by the network access server
should be included in documents describing the mechanism.

Discussion

of Guidelines

Document

There was a brief discussion about the development of a set of guidelines for application
developers on howto support fine grained authorization for network accessible applications.
This document would be released initially as an Internet-Draft and then as an Information
RFC.
The advice would be basic. For example, advising the developer to first look through the
application and identify the objects to be protected, and the granularity of the objects to
be protected: is it a file, is it something more general, or more specific. The document
would then work through how one would use the API which is being developed.
The documentshould also discuss design implications of particular choices, especially with
respect to howlong authorization continues (i.e. whether you check the returned expiration
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time), and whether authorizations checks are per session, or per operation, as well as issues
related to the granularity of the objects that are protected.
The document would give an example Of the use of the authorization API for a simple
application that just uses the yes/no answer, and for a more advanced application such as
the network access server that makesuse of application specific restrictions.

How to

Proceed

The meeting concluded with a brief discussion of howto proceed. Workitems include refining the authorization API and developing real code, comingup with a revised definition of
the security context, revising the list of authorization attributes, and writing the guidelines
document. Piers will continue his work on the security context in part here, and in part:
in the CATWorking Group. Cliff will work with Piers on the security context, and will
work on the other work items. John Vollbrecht will work on the section of the guidelines
document describing how the network access server uses the authorization API.
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Protocol

Security

Option

(CIPSO)

Charter
Chair(s)
Ron Sharp: rls©neptune, ate. corn
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: cipso¢wdll, wall. loral, com
To Subscribe:
cipso-request©~dll,
wdl.loral,com
Archive:
archives erver@wdl
I. wdl.loral,
corn
Description
of Working Group
The Commercial Internet Protocol Security Option Working Group is chartered
to define an IP security option that can be used to pass security information
within and between security domains. This new security option will be modular
in design to provide developers with a single software environment which can
support multiple security domains.
The CIPSOprotocol will support a large number of security domains. New
security domains will be registered with the Internet Assigned NumbersAuthority (IANA)and will be available with minimaldifficulty to all parties.
There is currently in progress another IP security option referred to as IPSO
(RFC 1108). IPSO is designed to support the security labels used by the
Department of Defense. CIPSOwill be designed to provide labeling for the
commercial, US civilian and non-US communities.
The Trusted Systems Interoperability
Group (TSIG) has developed a document which defines a structure for the proposed CIPSOoption. The working
group will use this document as a foundation for developing an IETF CIPSO
specification.
Goals and Milestones
Ongoing

Review outstanding comments/issues from mailing list.
to advance the Draft Standard to a Standard.

Done

Review and approve the charter for the IETF CIPSO Working Group. Review
revised TSIG CIPSOSpecification.

Done

Review outstanding comments/issues from mailing list. Continue work on specification and prepare it for submission as an Internet-Draft by the end of May..

Jul 1991

Review outstanding comments/issues from mailing list. The specification
be submitted to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard.

Mar 1992

Submit specification to the IESGfor consideration as a Draft Standard. There
must be at least two interoperable implementations by this time.

Continue the process

will
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Technology

(CAT)

Charter
Chair(s)
JohnLinn:linn@security,
ov. com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: cat-iezf©miz.edu
To Subscribe: cat-ietf-request©mit.edu
Archive: bitsy.mit, edu: "/cat-ietf/archive
Description

of Working Group

The goal of the CommonAuthentication Technology Working Group is to provide strong authentication to a variety of protocol callers in a manner which
insulates those callers from the specifics of underlying security mechanisms.
By separating security implementation tasks from the tasks of integrating security data elements into caller protocols, those tasks can be partitioned and
performed separately by implementors with different areas of expertise. This
provides leverage for the IETF community’s security-oriented resources, and
allows protocol implementors to focus on the functions their protocols are designed to provide rather than on characteristics of security mechanisms. CAT
seeks to encourage uniformity and modularity in security approaches, supporting the use of commontechniques and accommodatingevolution of underlying
technologies.
In support of these goals, the working group will pursue several interrelated
tasks. Wewill work towards agreement on a commonservice interface allowing
callers to invoke security services, and towards agreement on a commonauthentication token format, incorporating means to identify the mechanismtype
in conjunction with which authentication data elements should be interpreted.
The CATWorking Group will also work towards agreements on suitable underlying mechanismsto implement security functions; two candidate architectures
(Kerberos V5, based on secret-key technology and contributed by MIT, and
X.509-based public-key Distributed Authentication Services being prepared for
contribution by DEC) are under current consideration.
The CATWorking
Group will consult with other IETF working groups responsible for candidate
caller protocols, pursuing and supporting design refinements as appropriate.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Progress Internet-Draft and RFCpublication of mechanism-level documents to
support independent, interoperable implementations of CAT-supporting mechanisms.
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Done

Preliminary BOFsession at IETF meeting, discussions with TELNET
and Network Printing Working Groups.

Done

Distribute Generic Security Service Application Program Interface (GSS-API)
documentation through Internet-Draft process.

Done

First IETF meeting as full working group: review charter distribute documents,
and status of related implementation, integration, and consulting liaison activities. Schedule follow-on tasks, including documentation plan for specific
CAT-supporting security mechanisms.

Done

Update mechanism-independent Internet-Drafts in response to issues raised,
distribute additional mechanism-specific documentation including Distributed
Authentication Services architectural description and terms/conditions for use
of the technology documented therein.

Done

Second IETF meeting: Review distributed
documents and status of related
activities, continue consulting liaisons. Discuss features and characteristics of
underlying mechanisms. Define scope and schedule for follow-on work.

Done

Submit service interface specification
Proposed Standard.

to to the IESG for consideration as a

Internet-Drafts
"FTP Security Extensions", 11/15/1993, S. Lunt <draft-ietf-cat-ftpsec-04.txt>
Request

For Comments

RFC 1507

"DASS- Distributed Authentication Security Service"

RFC 1508

"Generic Security Service Application Program Interface"

I%FC 1509

"Generic Security Service API :C-bindings"

RFC 1510

"The Kerberos Network Authentication

RFC 1511

"CommonAuthentication

Service (V5)"

Technology Overview"
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REPORT

Reported

by John Linn/OpenVision

Minutes

of the Common Authentication

and Sam Sjogren/TGV
Technology

Working Group (CAT)

Overview
The CATWorking Group met for two sessions in Houston. The status of ongoing activi-.
ties was reviewed, including a reworked GSS-APIimplementation for Kerberos V5 beta 3.
This distribution, and an Internet-Draft describing its GSS-APImechanismcharacteristics
and token formats, should be available later this year. Someinterface clarifications and
extensions (e.g., a newGSS-.Inquire_context primitive) were discussed as inputs to Internet-.
Draft successors to RFCs1508 and 1509, targeting inclusion in eventuM Draft Standard
versions to supplant those RFCs and comprise a "Version 2" GSS-API. Related topics to
be discussed on the mailing list include multi-mechanism credential managementand error
reporting. Piers McMahongave a presentation on SESAME’smulti-mechanism implemen-.
ration, and distributed a paper for comment.SamSjogren and Steve Lunt led a discussion
on the FTPSecurity Internet-Draft, to be updated shortly and to be used as the basis for an.
interoperability test (using Kerberos V4 technology) planned for March1994. Representatives from the Network Access Server Requirements Working Group (NASREQ)described.
their currently contemplated architecture as input to determini.ng how the CATWorking
Group and technology might support their needs. Ran Atkinson gave a presentation on the
Internet Authentication Guidelines Internet-Draft, receiving and soliciting commentfrom
the attendees.

Status

Review

Ted Ts’o reported that two independent implementors are reworking the GSS-APIimplementation for Kerberos V5; it is expected that the result of one of these activities will be
incorporated into Kerberos V5 beta 3, to be available as a redistributable release in December. (This step will replace and obsolete the "alpha quality" GSS-APIin Kerberos V5 beta
2.) Detailed documentation, including token formats for the mechanism, is being prepared
and will be included in an Internet-Draft which John Linn stated would also be distributed
in December.
No effort on a Kerberos V4 GSS-APIimplementation is known. Ted Ts’o offered to review
and contribute to a design specification for KV4GSS-APIif anyone wishes to drive this
activity.
Piers McMahonprovided hardcopy of a memohe drafted describing a framework for GSSAPI extensions targeted for POSIXenvironments, and solicited comments.
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John Linn reported that the ongoing liaison with the X/Open Security Working Group is
progressing well, and that the technical content of RFCs1508 and 1509 is incorporated in
a document currently undergoing X/Open CompanyReview for publication as an X/Opell
Preliminary Specification.

Interface

Extensions

and Refinements

The procedure through which any changes and extensions to be made to 1508 and 1509
would be reflected and characterized was discussed. The current RFCswere declared as
constituting "GSS-APIVersion 1," and successor Internet-Drafts will be generated enroute
to become "GSS-API Version 2" (aka GSSV2).
The GSS_Inquire_context() primitive, as discussed on the mailing list, was accepted as
addition for GSSV2. Renaming of the per-message primitives, per X/Open terminology
request and as also discussed previously on the mailing list, was accepted as a change for
GSSV2.
The attendees discussed the issue of credential acquisition in a multi-mechanismenvironment, including a proposal madeto the mailing list for definition of a new GSS_Add_cred()
primitive to be used in preference to the current GSS_Acquire_cred().Since GSS_Acquire_cred(),
like other GSS-APIcalls, returns only a single pair of major_status and minor_status values,
its use in a multi-mechanism environment cannot return specific information about each of
the supported mechanisms for which credentials may or may not have been successfully
acquired.
Several attendees observed the fact that the need to disambiguate minor_status values is
primarily of interest to callers embodyingknowledge of mechanism-specific characteristics
and needing to makedecisions based on those characteristics, a class of callers which attendees sought to minimize. Despite this fact, somemechanism-cognizantcallers (or callers
seeking to display meaningful minor_status indications to their clients) will certainly exist,
and it’s appropriate to consider howthey could be better served for GSSV2.
In addition to the prior GSS_Add_cred()proposal, it was observed that callers requiring unambiguous per-mechanism status information could use the current GSS_h_cquire_cred(),
explicitly specifying a single mechanismper invocation, at the cost of losing the convenience of multi-mechanism credentials. [Though not cited in meeting discussion, the
GSS_Indicate_mechs()primitive provides the necessary data for a caller to perform this iteration.] Following some discussion, John Linn accepted the action of further summarizing
options and tradeoffs in a messageto the mailing list.
The level of portability to be supported by GSS-API mechanisms was discussed, and it
was agreed to take feasible and apparent measures in the interests ofsupporting objectlevel portability across different implementations. Specifically, the forthcoming Kerberos V5
mechanismInternet-Draft should define a set of commonminor_status values to be used by
implementors of the mechanism,though additional minor_status codes specific to particular
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implementations are also possible. Further, it was agreed that the "gssapi.h" header file at
the end of RFC1509 should be considered part of the standard, noting that refinements
and additional elements (e.g., type definitions for name representations having broader
scope than a single mechanism) might be incorporated for GSSV2and that particular
implementations would likely append their own, implementation-specific definitions over
and above gssapi.h.
The attendees discussed a prior request to incorporate a form of per-message protection
which would provide confidentiality without integrity, but did not elect to incorporate such
a facility.

Presentation

on Multi-Mechanism

Issues

Piers McMahon(ICL) gave a presentation
entitled
"GSS-API IN A MULTI-MECHANISM
ENVIRONMENT,"
covering four topics: (1) problem domain, (2) architecture
of GSS-API implementation by SESAME,(3) API implications, and (4) approaches to credential
acquisition.
Regarding the problem domain, Piers observed the following: (la) today’s (and probably
tomorrow’s) problem is heterogeneity, (15)users expect single sign-on, and (lc)admin-.
istrators expect single point of user registration. Regarding API implications, he cited
internal structure constructs designed to separate the GSS-APIlayer from individual underlying mechanisms: internal APIs to deposit/append/clear credential elements, credential
element/security context specialization features (function vectors, data), and use of a com-.
moncryptographic support facility (CSF) for all mechanisms. In terms of external elements
(those visible to GSS-APIcallers), he noted that it was necessary to provide a single com-.
mon view of timeouts and other attributes, spanning all underlying mechanisms. Regarding
credential acquisition and related login functions, he cited three concepts: multiple login,
use of shared data elements relevant to more than a single mechanism, and an "access
manager" which would use, e.g., passwords or credentials for one mechanismas a basis for
which to acquire credentials of another mechanismon behalf of a user.
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of GSS-API Implementation

by Sesame
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Internet

Authentication

Guidelines

Draft

Ran Atkinson gave a presentation on the Internet-Draft
he had co-authored with Neil Hailer
(draft-hailer-auth-requirement
s-01. txt), to solicit
comments from the IETF community. The document distinguishes four classes of authentication:
none, disclosing (subject
to passive attacks), non-disclosing (subject to active, but not to passive attacks), and strong
(resistant to passive and active attacks); its pragmatic motivation is to encourage migration
to at least the non-disclosing level. While this taxonomy was accepted as useful and primary,
it was noted that technologies could a/so be distinguished on other grounds: human-oriented
versus machine-oriented, orientation to point-to-point
versus distributed system usage, and
requirements for shared secrets.
It was recommended that the document retain a consistent and specific focus on authentication,
and that tutorial
material be separated from
commentary and opinion.
It was noted that some of the content overlapped with sections of the Internet Security
Architecture
document being prepared by the PSRG; Jeff Schiller commented that he believed the documents were generally aligned, but that some work would be needed in order
to assure that terminology definitions were consistent. As a particular example, l%an noted
that he had observed U. S. Defense Department usage of the term "digital
signature" as
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referring to integrity protection without non-repudiation, a form of usage inconsistent with
muchof the literature.

Network

Access

Security

Requirements

(NASREQ)

John Vollbrecht attended a portion of the CATmeeting in order to inform attendees on
NASREQ’s
environment and concerns, to solicit comment,and to explore possible areas of
overlap between the groups. Review of anticipated design documents was solicited.
The NASREQ
environment includes Network Access Clients (NACs, typically PCs) access-.
ing Network Access Servers (NASs) via diM-up. It is planned that the NASswill commu-.
nicate with authentication servers across a network, perhaps indirectly by way of "helper"
devices. PPP is used across the diM-up link, presently with PAP and CHAPbut with new
KAP(Kerberos), PKAP(public key) and SCAP(smart card) authentication schemes
templated but not yet documented; a brief explanatory memowill be distributed shortly.
The "RADIUS"protocol is being considered as a basis for interaction between NASsand
authentication servers. Mobility support, enabling users to connect to NASsin foreign
domains (with multiple intermediary helpers between the access point and a user’s home
NAS)is desired and introduces inter-domain trust considerations.
Twoauthentication types are currently distinguished within user records: "UNIX"(passwordlevel) and "Kerberos" (in which a Kerberos server is involved in the process of authenticat~’
ing a user for access to network resources via a NAS). It was suggested that Derek Atkins
MITthesis on use of Kerberos in a diM-up environment represents an alternate approach
worthy of consideration. GSS-APImight be useful as a means to protect traffic between
NASsand helpers and/or authentication servers, but its current underlying mechanisms
are not oriented to operation across a dial-up link where clients lack independent access to
authentication servers.

FTP Security
Since the AmsterdamIETF meeting the FTPsecurity Internet-Draft (the current version is
draft-ie~cf-ca~c-f~cpsec-03.~cx~c) had been changed by the author, Steve Lunt, to reflect
discussions at that meeting. The changes were:
Principal namefMlback (use "rcmd" if "ftp" doesn’t exist)
This would allow maximal flexibility for an administrator to restrict an FTPserver
and the environment it runs in, while allowing for simplification of administration
by not requiring the configuration of new principals if a site wished to just use the
"rcmd" principal which they would already have for use by Kerberized R-Services
and Telnet and the like. Anyrestrictions on what principal must be used and other
configuration issues would be implementation and site specific.
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¯ Changed GSS_Safe to GSS_Seal with conf..flag

:= False

¯ Changed GSS_Verify to GSS_Unseal
¯ Changed GSS_Seal to GSS_Seal with conf_flag == True
Changedthe mailing list from f~cpo~g©~cgv,comto cat-±e~cf©m±~c,edu.
There is a mail reflector at TGVwhich will remain in existence indefinitely.
So,
mail sent to f~p-~g©~gv,corn will merely get forwarded to ca~-ie~f©r,±~, edu. It is
recommended,however, that the cat-ietf address be used.
There were two outstanding protocol length issues which were introduced for discussion
leading to closure. First, the issue of the length of buffers allowedfor protected file transfers,
and second, the lack of restriction on the length of base-64 encodings.
It is desirable to have a finite buffer size used for protected file transfers, as there may
be situations in which a system would need to read an entire buffer into memorybefore
being able to operate on it, and some systems have far more finite memoryresources than
others. However, specifying some arbitrarily small buffer size could have an impact on
performance and even functionality. It was decided that a negotiation would be added to
the protocol which would allow the client and server to agree on a buffer size. Steve will
add the specification of this to the document.
A base-64 encoding may be of arbitrary length. The binary authentication data that is encoded maybe of arbitrary length. Although a line-wrapping scheme could be specified that
would wrap lines and thereby limit the clear-text line length while allowing the arbitrarily
long binary data, it was not felt that there was any need to do that. The document will
be modified to note that the base-64 encoded data lines can be arbitrarily long without
line-wrapping being used.
The issue of a fall-back targ..uame for the GSS-APIspecification for FTPwas not resolved.
The name "SERVICE:ftp@hostname"
is currently specified, but it is unclear what would be
a more commonnameto fall back to (as with the "ftp" to "rcmd" fallback in the Kerberos
V4 specification). This issue will be resolved via e-mail.
A request for adding state diagrams was made. This will be satisfied in a future revision of
the document.

Interoperability

Bakeoffs

Sam Sjogren led a discussion which proposed the idea of having "virtual Bakeoffs" between
IETF meetings to motivate implementation of standards being worked on and interoperability testing of those implementations. A tentative date of the week of 14 March1993
will be the target for a virtual bakeoff of the FTPSecurity work.
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Protocol

Security

Protocol

(IPSEC)

Charter
Chair(s)
A1 Hoover:hoover©ans.net
Paul Lambert: paul_i ambert©email,
mot.corn
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: ipsec@ans.net
To Subscribe:
ipsec-request©ans.net
Archive:
ftp.ans.net: "/pub/archive/ipsec
Description

of Working Group

Rapid advances in communication technology have accentuated the need for
security in the Internet. The IP Security Protocol WorkingGroup (IPSEC) will
develop mechanismsto protect client protocols of IP. A security protocol in the
network layer will be developed to provide cryptographic security services that
will flexibly support combinations of authentication, integrity, access control,
and confidentiality. The protocol formats for the IP Security Protocol (IPSP)
will be independent of the cryptographic algorithm. The preliminary goals
will specifically pursue host-to-host security followed by subnet-to-subnet and
host-to-subnet topologies.
Protocol and cryptographic techniques will also be developed to support the key
managementrequirements of the network layer security. The key management
will be specified as an application layer protocol that is independent of the
lower layer security protocol. The protocol will initially support public key
based techniques. Flexibility in the protocol will allow eventual support of
Key Distribution Center (KDC- such as Kerberos) and manual distribution
approaches.
Goals and Milestones
Jun 1993 Post as an Internet-Draft

the IP Security Protocol.

Jul 1993

Post as an Interenet-Draft

Nov 1993

Report on pilot implementation of the IP Security Protocol. Update Protocol.
as needed.

the specification

for Internet key management.

Mar 1994 Report on pilot implementation of the Internet
Update Internet-Draft as needed.
Jul 1994

Key Management Protocol,.

Submit the IP Security Protocol to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed.
Standard.
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Submit the Internet Key ManagementProtocol to the IESG for consideration
asa Proposed Standard.
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REPORT

by Paul Lambert/Motorola

Minutes of the Internet

Protocol

Security

Protocol

Working Group (IPSEC)

Manythanks to TomBenkart who served as recording secretary for these meetings.
The IPSEC Working Group met twice during the Twenty-Eighth IETF. On Tuesday,
November2 the IPSECworking group met and discussed the IP Security Protocol (IPSP).
On Wednesday, November 3 the working group held a demonstration of two IPSP imple.mentations and discussed the key management requirements of IPSEC.

Working

Group

Status

Paul Lambert began the meeting with a review of the charter and a working group status
report.
¯ The working group is behind schedule.
¯ Only I-NLSP has been submitted as an Internet-Draft.
¯ It is important to track the IPng candidates.
Since I-NLSPis the only Internet-Draft so far, it maybe used as the template for a document
from the entire group. That does not mean that its concepts would be adopted, just that
it provides the working group with a starting point.
Richard Thomasstated that the NLSPspecification may be available electronically
It is on the list of documentsto be madeavailable from ISO.

IPSP Requirements

soon.

Review

Agreement must be reached on the requirements before the contending proposals can be
evaluated. Requirements were discussed in Amsterdam,but the decisions were not consid-ered final due to the small number of participants. Since the minutes from that meeting
were not published, the working group as a whole did not have a chance to comment. The:
following comments reflect points from the Amsterdamand Houston meetings.
Editor’s Note: A list of issues that were discussed is available via FTPor mail server from
the remote directories as/~etf/ipsec/ipsec-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of the
proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.
Fragmentation was the major item addressed and remains an open issue. Protocols such
as NFS send maximum-sized UDPdatagrams, and the encapsulation done by IPSP in ISs
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frequently results in additional fragmentation. MTUDiscovery can be a solution (provided
the routers account for the IPSP encapsulation in their ICMPmessages), but MTUDiscovery is not commonlyused today. NFS3 runs over TCP, so this might not be so large an
issue whenthat version is available.
l~eassembly is not required in IPSP as long as layering is maintained. For example, in the
case of IPSP between two ISs, reassembly is handled by the normal IP processing since the
added IP header specifies the remote IS as the IP destination.
Jim Zmudaand Bill Simpson volunteered to write a requirements document based on the
discussions.

Experimental

IPSP Implementation

Review

The following implementations were reviewed:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

I-NLSP - Rob Glenn
swipe- Phil Karn
KeyRing- Rob Hagens
TANDU/Cryptonette- Charlie
LAN Guardian- Mike O’Dell
SP3 - Paul Lambert

Kaufman

Editor’s Note: A review of each implementation is available via FTP or mail server from
the remote directories as fietf/ipsec/ipsec-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of the
proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.
The question of supporting multiple PDUformats as part of the IPSP specification is an
open issue. Argumentsin favor are that different media types will need different formats
to be efficient,
and that ES-ES IPSP could do TCP-UDP
over IPSP instead of IP over IP
encapsulation. Arguments opposed are that the added complexity will make IPSP more
difficult to specify and implement. One possible approach is to specify a negotiation mechanism with defaults (like PPP).

IPSP Implementation

Demonstrations

Jim Zmudaand Phil Karn gave demonstrations of their implementations. Jim’s implementation was based on the ISO 11577 specification for Network Layer Security Protocol
(NLSP) and used the NLSPspecification of a Security Exchange Protocol (SAEP) for
management. The implementation demonstrated by Phil Karn was bas.ed on Phil’s KA9Q
software running on a portable computer (80386 based). This demonstration ran between
Houston and Phil’s home. Key management was based on the manual entry of DES key
variables.
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Management

Topics of discussion included the following:
¯ What is key managementand what is the group’s charter for key management?
¯ What work already exists that might be taken advantage of?
¯ Whowould serve as liaisons for some of this existing work?
Editor’s Note: Itemized lists of answers to each of the above questions is available via FTP
or mail server from the remote directories as/ietf/ipsec/ipsec-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to
Section 1.2 of the proceedings for retrieval instructions.

Key Management

Requirements

This meeting was the first attempt to list the requirements for a KMP.The requirements
fall into two categories - Peer-to-Peer Exchanges and Security Management.
Editor’s Note: A list of requirements for each catagory as well as a list of issues concerning these requirements is available via FTP or mail server from the remote directories
as fietf/atm/atm-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of the proceedings for retrieval
instructions.
Existing hosts have to be able to take advantage of IPSP services in roarers without any
change to the host (i.e., IPSP is transparent to non-IPSP end systems).
Dave Solo volunteered

to write a requirements document for IPSEC Key Management.

Concern was expressed about supporting public keys first in the IPSECgoals because of
possible delays from patent issues (a lesson learned by PEM). Having a standard API
for communicating keys from the KMPentity to IPSP would facilitate
support for private/shared keys.

Existing

Key Management Implementation

Rob Hagens gave a presentation
product:

Presentations

on KeyManproduct. Following are attributes

of the:

The touters have a pre-configured list of peer entities.
¯ A Key Encryption Key is used in the current Beta release;
public/private keys is in development.
¯ Traffic key lifetimes are dynamically specified.

a new version using:
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setup can be done in two messages, but

¯ All PDUshave the same format (48 bytes).
¯ Public keys are currently locally stored (manual distribution).
¯ TEKgeneration does not use Diffie-Hellman, so recorded traffic
if the private keys are ever learned.

could be decrypted

¯ If a router crashes, it establishes newSAs; the other routers discard the old SAwhen
a new setup is requested.
Jim Zmudagave a presentation of key managementin the NetLock product. It uses SAEP
and a trusted Certification Authority on at least one of the systems. A Diffie-Hellman
exchange is used to generate a secret for shared keys. The secret is also encrypted with the
sender’s private key for authentication.
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Why Do We Need Security?

Applicable Standards
. IEEEStandardfor lntemperable
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Security(SIl~ IEEE802.10B)
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Charter-

Existing

Key Management

KeyManagementand Authentication

Protocol and cryptographic teclmique~will also be developedto
support the key managementrequirements of the network layer
security. The key management
will be specified as an application
layer protocol that is independentof the lower layer security
protocol. The protocol will initially support public key based
techniques. Flexibility in the protocol will alloweventual support
of Key Dis~butien Center (KDC- such as Kerbems) and
manualdi~tn’bufion approaches.

¯ SDNS KMP
¯ IEI~E 802.10C
¯ GUi~
¯ PEM
¯X_q39
¯ X9.17
¯ SAMP
¯ SAEP
¯ othea~
Other Applicable Work
¯ SNMP
vii Authentication
¯ ppp Authemication
- CATS- GSSAPI
¯ othea~

Key Management

Work

Requirements

Peer-to-Peer Exchange
. AuthenticationMechanism
/ AlgorithmNegotiation
- Peer-EntityAuthentication
¯ KeyEstablishment
¯ SecurityAssociationNegotiation- Establishcontextkeyusage.
- Termination
of SecurityAssociation
Security Management
- CertificateDistribution
¯ CRLDistritmtion
¯ CentralizedKeyDiswibution
¯ AccessControlAttributes
Other Requirements
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Specifications

Phil Karn
karn@qualcomm.com

Observations
¯ Witha "stamfulc"IPSEC.! standardsecurityb~__~’ris not __ne~___4
for
all applications!Canncgo6atcone of manyformatsas part ofimy
¯ Howto control use of security protocoland to assure application?
¯ Compression
along with cncryption?
¯ Overhead
is noticeaI~e, especia/ly with Xover SLIP(no TCPnagle
algorithm)
¯ Lowerlatency encryption
¯ Thingsthat bre,~ uaceroute,V~~_~,’___-compress/o~,
_.

¯ Encrypdonand/~xAuthenticatioa

<<no~- od~-h~md
drawn
figures~ ~.~.___,,~e~__
>>
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IPSP RequirementsIssues

HUGHES

Encapsulationprotoc.ol versus yet anotherIP Option.
protocol and IPSP
2. Limited Coupling between"Key Management"
3. Useo~TLV~,-~C;u~i~i
~;ulci=~
4. Overall IPSPformat:
5. Restrictions on encodingof headerfields and the two headers:
6. SAID
7. Sequence numbering
8. Flagsfield
9. Protocol
10. ICV
11. Explicit or implicit per PDULabels?Impficit Per PDUlabels
12, Label [i~k;
13. Labe~f~eld f~,,-~at
-- ¯ J ~, ~1
,_.,,_ ~_ ~ ¢~r-RQ

15~Peek-through
~ ~~ ~ I ~co~,"
/
16. Multicast
~
~- IPSPinteraction with existing fragmentation should be
17. Fragmentation
coveredunderthis subject, for the IS case...
¯ Item 6 wouldbe in the clear header.#ems7 through9, wouldbe in the
~ protected

header.

=..~z~=
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[Background]

¯ NLSP (ISOI1577)-T~o Modes:
.- NLSP-CL(C~naectlealem
Mo~e),
- NLSP-CO(Coaaet~&m O~ated Mo<I¢).

¯ I-NLSP == NLSP-CL + EmSa.cem~ta

N~-L--~P~-C--C
L]

¯ Simple Encapsulatio./Dccapsulatio.

DATA ]’~

NL.~P-CL

~LSP-CL- (Cont.)l
Protocol,

¯ Provides Five Security Service~:

DATA

K. R. Glen,,--

K. R. Glenn--
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N~SP-CL - (Cont~
[NLSP-CL- (Cont.).]

¯ Gene~cTLVEncoded
Packet Format,

¯ RequiresAccessto SecurityAttributmThatIdentify ASecurity
Assoc~ion,

. Independantof CryptographicAlgorith:m/Mechaniz:m,
CLF.A~ HEADERI

1

II-NLSP]

¯ Integratedto provideprotection for both CLNP
andIP.

TRANSPORT

TCP/UDP

I-NLSP

Underlying 5ulmetwockServk¢

SDT PDU

K. IL Gt~nn--
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PROTECTED CONTENTS

[I-NLSP

[I-NLSP (Cont.)l

¯ Specialized

SDT PDUFormat.

CLEARHEADER

i

1 t 1.1~

!
[

PROTECrED CONTENTS

ww

~

~m,
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SUMMARY]

ANSKeyRing~Encapsulation

ANSKeyRing.m
Technical Overview

,,..--.-r.=,.,
I---,-I

Security Functions
ANSKeyRing~ Header

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Au~l~mllc~IIon
~ndInteger/

Protocolindicate,payloadpackett3~e
.Secedtyfla~ lde~ifyinanitylevel in ese
KeyID identif~ keyin me
Seq==ce
numlxa"
reed to detect ~l~lay
Integrity CheckValueis o~tputfromMD5

Security Functions
DESF_ncl~tlon

¯ Replaydetectionaccompllshexi
wilh tequcnce
number
¯ Keymanagemcm
provld¢~pairwi~ckeys
¯ Keysare changedfrequently
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,KeyMcn" Key Management Protocol

Applications

for the KeyMonProtocol

¯ Amom~ic
two-pmtynegotiation of sec~t keys
- we¢uffcntly use $6-bit DF,S keys

¯ To ~t up and maini~nsecure mtcapsulafingIP tunnels

¯ Key~can be rolled over at any desired f~]uency

~ Ck~edU$~’ Omupa
~ be loomedusing ¯ network of these tunnels built on the

- w~ ncwmallyuse 2 hour maximum
key lifetime
* To set up bteracfive, soc:ut~ h~t./o.h~t sessions

¯ Ne~of the secret keys is pmtegaedusing public/private key cryptography

Could be dramusing ¯ secure ~ type., wl~hp~ts sc*sion-$pc~ifi¢ scc~a keys in place

Communications Architecture

for KeyM¢~

KeyMan Packet

Fo.nat

¯ Tbe same p~.kct (ormat b u~dfor allKeyMsnVansmi~ons
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ IWI

KeyMan Packet

Format

~ Up ~ li~

Of M key

KeyMan Protocol

~ulus

Excha,e~es

Pn~ocol
echan$csto negotiate bi-dlrcctkxmlkey
(EKEYiI IN~A~g*s ~ key, DKEYis INI~A~R’s d~’~yp~ key)
INITIATOR

R -[~I~)NDER

create
EKE}’.
andi..~e~io~ ID
zendREQUE.Vr
PDU.............................
¯
returnDKEY.
=.d both~¢..,=.,, ID~
<...........................
send R "E~PON~E
PDU
check EKE¥.andl..~e~Lton ID
b~ud! DK£Y
¯ en~CONPIPDU..........................
>
checkKF..Y.~and~e~,o,~
i.~all both
< .............................
~end~ONI:2
|’L)U
~tall EKEY
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.=,

Public Key Lookup
Publickeyleoimpcan be iacmporated
into th+keymaa~g~nt
protocol:

Securing the Transmitted Data

. p.,acb IX~ilO~a ¢¢~tif~:atc¢omainiag
his PUblick~

Send~..

p¢~sends¯ lequestf~¢ ~tifu:atealongwith¯ random
s~sionIDand
¯ Requesting

1. RunMD$
ore+the data aadaddthe ICVto the packet(integrity)
2. eoc~q~t
withse~de~’s
privatekey(sourceauthenticaion)
3. encgyptwithrecelve~’s
publickey

I. dectypt witht, eceiver’s private key
2+ ~:ct,~ with t,~m,~ puk~ic Im~

’
L

3. P,mMD$
overthedata(zeroingthe ICV)and
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Packet Format

RequirementsFrom
Protocolto Allowa H/W
Implementation"

Clear

-, ICVat the end of the packet

Protected

-, Large key-ID (to allow the use of an
encrypted key)

o Clear part
-~Algorithm

~ Single algorithm for ICV/encryption(e.g.
DES)

---Encrypted Key

o Fragmentation/re.assembly mechanism

Protected part: Frag./Reassemblyto
reduce chance of fragmentation by IP
Trailer:.

DESpadding, ICV

Chat.lie Kauhnan
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Server

Requirements

(NASREQ)

Charter
Chair(s)
Allan Rubens: acr©meri~c.edu
John Vollbrecht: jrv©r, er±~c, edu
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: nas-req~merit.edu
To Subscribe:
nas-req-request©mer±t.edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The Network Access Server Requirements Working Group has as its primary
goal, to identify functions and services that should be present in IP Network
Access Servers (NASs) and to specify the standards that provide for these
functions and services. The term "Network Access Server" is used instead of
the more conventional term "Terminal Server" as it more accurately describes
the functions of interest to this group. A "NetworkAccess Server" is a device
that provides for the attachment of both traditional
"dumb terminals" and
terminal emulators as well as workstations, PCsor routers utilizing a serial line
framing protocol such as PPP or SLIP. A NASis viewed as a device that sits
on the boundary of an IP network, providing serial line points of attachment to
the network. A NASis not necessarily a separate physical entity; for example,
a host system supporting serial line attachments is viewed as providing NAS
functionality and should abide by NASrequirements.
This group will adopt (or define, if need be) a set of standard protocols to meet
the needs of organizations providing network access. The immediate needs to
be addressed by the group are in the areas of authentication, authorization, and
accounting (AAA).In general, this group will select a set of existing standards
as requirements for a NAS.If necessary, the group will identify areas of need
where Internet standards don’t already exist and new standardization efforts
may be required.
Initially the group will independently investigate the two cases of character
and frame-oriented access to the NAS. This investigation will be aimed at
determining what work is being done, or needs to be done, in this and other
working groups in order to be able to define the set of NASrequirements. While
the ultimate goal of this group is to produce a NASRequirements document,
it maybe necessary to define standards as well. This initial investigation will
help determine what the goals of this group need to be. The group will also
work with appropriate working groups to define required NASstandards that
fall into the areas of these other groups.
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Goals and Milestones
NASRequirements Documentposted as an Internet-Draft.

Done

Nov 1992 Post an Internet-Draft on Character oriented Authentication, Authorization,
and Accounting(AAA).
Nov 1992

Post an Internet-Draft

on frame oriented AAArequirements.

Nov 1993

Submit the NASRequirements document to the IESG as a Proposed Standard.

Internet-Drafts
"Network Access Server Proposed Requirements Document", 07/02/1993,
Vollbrecht, A. Rubens, G. McGregor<draft-ietf-nasreq-nasrequirements-01.txt>
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CURRENT

MEETING

REPORT

Reported by John Vollbrecht/Merit
Minutes of the Network Access
(NASREQ)

Network and Allan Rubens/Merit
Server Requirements

Network:

Working Group

The NASREQ
Working Group met on Tuesday, November 2. There was a brief review of
the rationale for NAS/helper separation and Steve Willens walked through the proposed.
RADIUS
protocol document that could be used to support this separation.
Steve provided copies of the document which will be updated and submitted as an InternetDraft. There was a lot of discussion about the document. The general consensus was that
it was a good idea to have such a protocol, that the protocol met a number of needs, and
it should eventually be submitted for consideration as an RFC. Someof the issues raised
were:
Security:
An MD5hashing algorithm is used to hide the password. It was suggested that this
might not be a good mechanism,and that it might not be exportable. It is not known
where to get answers to these issues.
Secrets shared between NASand RADIUS
server are configured rather than obtained
from a authentication server. It was suggested was that this could be done either way,
depending on whether the NASis able to do Kerberos.
Extensibility:
A lot of discussion concerned whether parameters should be identified with ASCII
strings or numeric IDs. This discussion will presumably continue on the mailing list.
TCP versus

UDP:

A suggestion was made that the protocol should be built on TCPrather than UDP.
This will be considered more on the mailing list, but consensus seemed to favor TCP.
Downloadablefilters:
Filters should be dynamically settable.
¯ Other:
The text of the document needs to clarify which attributes belong together, whic:h
are sent by the NAS,and which are returned by the RADIUSserver.
Maywant to be able to send an arbitrary
interpreter in the NAS.

string to be interpreted

by the command
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A very brief presentation of distributed authentication was presented as a possible future
subject for the working group to consider. This was discussed further in the Security Area
Advisory Group (SAAG)meeting on Thursday and we agreed to have this discussion at the
first SAAGmeeting in Seattle.
Wediscussed changing the charter of the group and the following elements were described
as a possible direction:
Finish the NASRequirements document and submit it for consideration as an Informational RFCfollowing the Seattle IETF. Weneed volunteers to work on pieces of
the document.
Revise the RADIUSprotocol definition
after review at the Seattle IETF.

and submit it for consideration

as an RFC

Move KAP/PKAPto the Point-to-Point
Protocol Extensions Working Group (PPPEXT)
and/or to a working group in the Security Area. The group that it might go to in
the Security Area is under discussion.
Focus the attention of the group on distributed authentication in support of shared
diaiin between organizations. This will likely have other implications and should have
significant support from security area folks to be successful.
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Privacy-Enhanced

Electronic

Mail (PEM)

Charter
Chair(s)
Stephen Kent: kent©bbn.com
Mailing Lists
Genera/Discussion: pem-dev©tis, com
To Subscribe: pem-dev-request~tis.com
Archive: pem-dev-request©tis, corn
Description

of Working Group

PEMis the outgrowth of work by the Privacy and Security Research Group
(PSRG) of the IRTF. At the heart of PEMis a set of procedures for transforming RFC822 messages in such a fashion as to provide integrity, data origin authenticity, and, optionally, confidentiality.
PEMmay be employed with
either symmetric or asymmetric cryptographic key distribution mechanisms.
Because the asymmetric (public-key) mechanismsare better suited to the large
scale, heterogeneously administered environment characteristic of the Internet,
to date only those mechanisms have been standardized.
The standard form
adopted by PEMis largely a profile of the CCITTX.509 (Directory Authentication Framework) recommendation.
PEMis defined by a series of documents. The first in the series defines the
message processing procedures. The second defines the public-key certification
system adopted for use with PEM.The third provides definitions and identifiers for various a/gorithms used by PEM.The fourth defines message formats
and conventions for user registration, Certificate Revocation List (CRL)distribution, etc. (The first three of these were previously issued as RFCs1113,
1114 and 1115. All documents have been revised and arebeing issued first as
Internet-Drafts.)
Goals and Milestones
Done

Submit first,

Ongoing

Revise Proposed Standards and submit to IESG for consideration
Standard, and repeat for consideration as an Internet Standard.

Done

Submit second document as an Internet-Draft.

Done

First IETF working group meeting to review Internet-Drafts.

Done

Submit revised Internet-Drafts
based on comments received during working
group meeting, from pem-dev mailing list, etc.

third, and fourth documentsas Internet-Drafts.
as a Draft
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Done

Submit Internet-Drafts

to IESG for consideration as Proposed Standards.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft

of the MIME/PEM
Interaction

Apr 1993 Submit the PEM/MIME
specification
posed Standard.

specification.

to the IESG for consideration

as a Pro-

Internet-Drafts
"MIME-PEM
Interaction", 10/26/1993, S. Crocker, N. Freed, J. Galvin <draftietf-pem-mime-03.txt >
"An Alternative PEMMIMEIntegration",
pem-mime-alternative-00.txt >
Request

10/26/1993, J. Schiller <draft-ietf-

For Comments

RFC 1319

"The MD2Message-Digest Algorithm"

RFC 1320

"The MD4Message-Digest Algorithm"

RFC 1321

"The MD5Message-Digest Algorithm"

RFC 1421

"Privacy Enhancementfor Internet Electronic Mail: Part I: Message Encryption and Authentication Procedures"

RFC 1422

"Privacy Enhancementfor Internet Electronic Mail: Part II: Certificate-Based
Key Management"

RFC 1423

"Privacy Enhancement for Internet
Modes, and Identifiers"

RFC 1424

"Privacy Enhancementfor Internet Electronic Mail: Part IV: Key Certification
and Related Services"

Electronic Mail: Part III:

Algorithms,
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MEETING
by Steve

REPORT

Kent/BBN

of the Privacy

Enhanced

Mail Working Group (PEM)

A quick poll of attendees indicated about 60-70~ are new, i.e., have not previously attended
a PEM Working Group meeting. A number of MIMEWorking Group members attended
because of the MIME-PEM
topic.

Implementation

Status

Reports

MIT: Jeff Schiller reported that the status was mostly unchanged from Amsterdam; anonymous FTP availability
at MIT for a Mac implementation, integrated with TechMail messaging software (uses POP3server); expected new release in a few weeks, with bug fixes
and some new user interface features; an X-windowsversion will becomeavailable later.
TIS: Jim Galvin reported that version 6.1 was released on October 29; available via anonymous FTP from TIS for United States and Canadian users; an RFC1421 implementation. A
United Kingdom-developedversion is under way at the TIS United Kingdomoffice, targeted
for PCs.
No other PEMimplementation representatives

Electronic

Notary

were present.

Services

Dave Solo provided a presentation on various "notary-style"
repudiation (see slides following the minutes):
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

validation services for non-

Simple time stamping
Enhanced non-repudiation
Documentregistration
Archival signature validation
Assurance issues
Validation of other attributes

The group observed that non-repudiation with proof of submission and/or delivery are not
viable services in much of the Internet because the submission and delivery agents are
usually under the administrative control of the originator and recipient (or their respective
organizations). Only if one has a timestamp notary which acts as a mail forwarder does
one recapture the proof of submission notion, but that makes the notary an element of the
MHS,and requires double enveloping by the originator (to direct the original message to
the notary/forwarder).
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About 50%of attendees have read the Internet-Drafts

¯ MIME-PEM
"lite"

GROUP REPORTS

issued on this topic last week.

(Jeff Schiller)

This design requires very minimal changes to existing PEMand is capable of accommodating simple MIME-PEM
constructs. It utilizes the Content-Domain construct
to identify the payload of the message as requiring this enhanced form of processing.
The goal is to add MIMEcapability to existing PEMimplementations without substantial delay. INI~IAand Bellcore report that they have implementedthis design and
found it quite simple. Someattendees note that most Macintosh clients don’t have
MIMEand this approach minimizes the effort required for a (simple) PEM-MIME
system. There was a suggestion to modify the current proposal to employ an "application/text"
content type for MIC- CLEARmessages and use "application/1421"
for MIC-ONLY and ENCRYPTED.
¯ MIME-PEM
"full-bodied"

(Steve Crocker)

The goal is a design that preserves maximal functionality
for PEMand MIME
users, all MIMEcontent types, etc. There is no backward compatibility goal. It
does away with MIC-CLEARand MIC-ONLYdistinction,
because MIMEcontent
transfer encoding addresses that requirement. It separates PEMheader information from the message body. One major change from the previc;us design is use of
"application/quoted-mime-entity"
to make the PEMbody opaque, protecting the
body against MIMEgateway transformations. Another change is the separation of
certificate and CRLsinto a separate body part. The constructs for encryption and
signature are capable of being nested in either order, for forwarding signed, encrypted
messages. Constructs allow for sending certificate chains and/or CRLchains plus use
of the same facility for CRLand certificate queries.

[Working group Chair observations after the meeting: The thrust of the first proposal is
preservation of the investment in current PEMimplementations designed to operate with
(vanilla) 822 messages, while extending these implementations to support MIME
constructs
in the simplest possible fashion. This proposal also addresses the processing of PEM-MIME
messages by MIMEmail readers that do not provide integrated support for PEMand by
PEMimplementations that do not provide integrated MIMEsupport. The proposal is
extremely simple to implement and is backwards compatible with the cu.rrent PEMdesign,
e.g., it makes use of the Content-Domain header construct to identify a MIMEcontent.
The second proposal represents a fairly radical departure from RFC1421, essentially reengineering PEMfor the MIMEenvironment, in order to provide more flexible security
services for (extensible) MIMEUAs. As a result, this design is not backward compatible
with current 1421 implementations.
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The path being pursued here, through these two proposals, does not converge in a single
PEMimplementation serving both basic 822 and MIMEUAs. This is an unfortunate
outcome, but it is the result of a long period of work by a number of individuals in both
the PEMand MIMEworking groups. When MIMEreplaces basic 822 as the ubiquitous
e-mail protocol throughout the Internet and the other networks that are e-mail-connected
to the Internet, then the second proposal probably becomes the obvious choice, due to its
increased functionality. However,prior to that time, the group will pursue dual approaches
that accommodate distinct subscriber groups within the MIME-PEM
user community.]

A Certificate

Server

Proposal

for

PEM

This proposal, presented by Christian Huitema, is designed to facilitate retrieval of certificates and CRLswith locally managed, simple databases. Index for search is the user’s
mailbox name. This calls for operators of the hosts that provide the user’s mailbox to provide this responder facility. However, mail services such as CompuServand MCIMailare
unlikely to provide this service. There may be a need to create a new record type to allow
indirection to other than the user’s actual mailbox provider. Also, this proposal is based on
TCP, but not all prospective PEMusers are reachable by TCP, e.g., users of non-IP nets
or firewall. A suggestion was made to add this facility to FINGERinstead, to minimize
firewall problems? Suggest e-mail-based access should be baseline, with real-time access an
optional additional service.

Triple

DES

Butt Kalaski was not available to lead discussion at this meeting so the topic was defered.
This is still an important topic but the group is awaiting publication (later this year) of an.
analysis which is purported to reach conclusions at odds with those of the analysis prepared
by Burt. In the meantime, all interested parties are encouraged to read the analysis posted
to the PEM-DEV
list during the last week of October.

Attendees
Garrett Alexander
Alireza Bahreman
Stephen Crocker
Donald Eastlake
Erik Fair
Qin Fang
Antonio Fernandez
James Fielding
James Galvin

gda©tycho, ncsc. mil
bahreman©bellcore, com
crocker@tis, com
dee@skidrow, ikg. dec. com
fair@apple, corn
qin_f ang@unc, edu
af a@thumper .bellcore. com
j amesf©arl, army .mil
galvin©tis, corn
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Chris Gorsuch
Terry Gray
Christian Huitema
Neil Katin
Charlie Kaufman
Stephen Kent
Paul Lambert
John Linn
Steven Lunt
Chip Matthes
Wayne McDilda
Michael Michnikov
Keith Moore
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John Myers
Chris Newman
Karen Petraska-Veum
Jeffrey Schiller
Wolfgang Schneider
Dave Solo
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David Woodgate
Peter Yee
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,,

Possible ServiCes
Electronic Siqnature
TimestampServer
Issues

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

David
Solo
~OIo(’~bbn.com
617-873-6261

~’

November

Archival Signatures

Timestam.Ding

¯ Goal I= to be able to validate signatures far Into the future
¯ Problems Include
- wlndow~ between CRLI
- subsequent compromise of a user’s key
- subsequent compromise of a CA’I key
- preservation of applicable certification
path and CRL=
- relatlonahlp between expiration and revocation
- association with applicable authorization Information
¯ Need to support different aesurencelriek tolerance goals

Association of a tlmestamp with a document
Granularity of timestamp
What is It bound to?
Synchronization/time
source Issues
Authentication of time

Functionality

AssuranceConsiderations
¯

Request
- desired eervlces
- plalntext message
- clphertext message
- message hash
¯ Server may
- apply tlmestemp
- validate user’s signature and certification path
- validate euthorlzatlone
¯ Response
- tlmestamp (or enhanced tlmestamp)
- signature/authorization
validation Information
- archival signature Information
¯ Access via
- electronic mall
- other options
8BN STD ~/
Novemt)er
1993
"

Validation of signatures
Validity of time Information
Subsequent compromise of server’s key
Back-dating/forward-dating
Malicious server
Conspiring server and user
¯ Relationship to IPRA, PCA, CA
¯ Approaches
- Risk assessment(different
assurance levels)
- Independent correlation
- Operational practices
- Mechanism enhancements
~’"

Nova m~er 1993

Simple tlmestemplng
Enhanced Non.repudiation
Document registration
Archival signature validation
Validation of ¢~ther attributes

~" November 19~3

~3

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

"~
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¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Definition of sen/Ices
Specification of request/response
syntax and semantics
Specification of processingrules
Time management
approach
Resolutionof revocation windowIssues
Assuranceapproaches
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AREA

Applications

Area

Director:
DavidCrocker:dcrocker~mordor,
s~anford,
edu
Area Summary reported

by David Crocker/Silicon

Graphics

The Service Applications Area encompasses support c~pabilities
and query and for structured inter-process communication.

Mail-Based

File

Distribution

for system configuration

BOF (MAILFTP)

This BOFwas tasked with discussing interest in developing a mail-based file transfer capability. It grew out of an initial effort by Marko Kaittola. The MAILFTP
BOFstarted
with a brainstorming on problems in the area. Identified issues were file name, size, type:
and structure, application type, gateways, bulk distribution, update mechanismsand file
system hierarchies. A number of tools and protocols were identified which address some of
the problems listed. Limited user need and expert time lead to the conclusion not to start:
a working group to solve the open problems in a coherent way.

Domain

Name System

Working

Group

(DNS)

The DNSWorking Group discussed the status of the DNSMIB documents, the status of
the DNSSecurity effort, the formation of the proposed DNSsecurity working group, and
the status of current SIPP DNSefforts. The group heard presentations from Ed King
on DNSVendor l~equirements, and from Masataka Ohta on Dynamic Host Configuration.
The Service Applications Area Director, Dave Crocker, also discussed a plan to conclude the
current working group with the publication of the DNSMIB, and start the DNSSecurity
effort as a newly-constituted working group. He explained that this was part of the general
IETF effort to limit use of on-going, open-ended working groups, instead favoring ones with
specific focus.

Minimal

OSI Upper-Layers

Working

Group

(THINOSI)

The THINOSIWorking Group is pursuing use of that portion of the OSI stack which is
above Transport and below specific user applications. It encompassesSession, Presentation,
ACSEand ROSE. The THINOSImeeting was small but effective.
As discussed on the
mailing list, the present cookbook will be split into two documents. The profile aspects
(i.e., subsetting of the OSI upper-layers as used by the basic communicationapplications)
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would be split out as a small document that just cites the OSI standards and other stable
open documents. This would be targeted on the standards track. The rest of the cookbook
(most of it) would be progressed as Iaformational. Discussion also showed that as well
as the THINOSItarget of reducing the processing needed to deal with the standard OSI
protocols, there was a requirement in manycircles for reduced bandwidth (i.e. a different
protocol) to support some of the OSI upper-layer functions--many people had assumed this
was what THINOSIwas doing. The THINOSImailing list will be opened for discussion on
this, at least until an appropriate forumis established.

Service

Location

Protocol

Working

Group

(SVRLOC)

The SVRLO
C WorkingGroup is developing a resource location protocol.. The working group
held two sessions at this IETF. The first went into the details of the Internet-Draft that
has been submitted by the chairs. There were few comments about the wire specification
as described except for issues about the size of several fields and the scaling issues of the
protocol, and the use of the directory agent in the protocol. These issues were addressed
in the afternoon session which was more design oriented. A proposal for directory agent
discovery and use was worked out and will be written up by the working group chair. The
issue of directory agent and service discovery out of the campus was punted as future work.
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AREA

Name System

(DNS)

Charter
Chair(s)
Rob Austein:sra©ep±logue.com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: namedroppers©nic, ddu.m±l
To Subscribe: namedroppers-request©nic,
ddn.m±l
Archive: nicfs, n±c. ddn. mil : "/namedroppers/*. Z
Description

of Working Group

The DNSWorking Group is concerned with the design, operation, and evolution
of the DomainNameSystem within the Internet. As the Internet continues to
grow, we expect to serve as a focal point for work on scaling problems within
the current framework, work on protocol evolution as new mechanisms become
necessary, and documentation of current practice for DNSimplementors and
administrators. Weare also responsible for oversight of DNSactivities by other
groups within the IETF to the extent that we review the impact such work will
have on the DNSand make recomendations to the workin~ groups and IESG as
necessary. Since some of these are ongoing tasks, we do not expect the working
group to disband anytime soon.
Several issues are of particular concern at this time:
Scaling: The DNSis the victim of its own success. The global DNSnamespace
has grown to the point where administering the top levels of the tree is nearly
as much work as the old NIC host table used to be. Weneed to work on ways
to distribute the load. Someof the solutions are likely to be technical, some
political or economic; we still treat the top-level DNSservice the way we did
when DAI%PA
was footing the bill, and the funding for that service is in the
process of going away.
Security: The DNSis a zero-security system; it is not even as strong as the
IP layer above which it operates. As a result, accidental spoofing (cache pollution) is an all-too-frequent occurance. Weneed to make the DNSmore robust
against accidental corruption, and must provide at least .an optional authentication mechanism for that portion of the community that wants one. At
the s~metime, we must not cripple the existing system by drasticly increasing
its bandwidth consumption or by mandating use of cryptographic techniques
that would preclude worldwide distribution of DNSsoftware. The global DNS
database is exactly that, an existing world-wide database representing hosts on
six continents and (at least) forty-five countries. A solution that does not take
this into account is not acceptable.
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Management: The group has a draft document describing MIBextensions to
managethe DNS.It also needs to specify a standard way to dynamically create
and destroy DNSrecords; SNMPmaybe an appropriate tool for this task, but
we haven’t yet specified enough of the details to knowfor certain. The impact
that a dynamic update mechanism will have on the DNSneeds to be examined,
with particular attention given to security and scaling issues.
IPng/Routing: As the fur starts flying in the battle between the IPng proponants and the new-routing-architecture proponants, it is expected that groups
on both sides will need some amount of support from the DNS. Such support
is likely to be minimal and straightforward, but these proposals are likely to
need "rush service" for whatever support they require. So the working group
needs to monitor these activities, stay involved, and generally do what it can
to make sure that DNSsupport is not a bottleneck.
The DNSWorking Group also needs to examine the impact that any proposed
IPng system would have on the DNS, since the DNSdatabase and protocols
have special provision for IP addresses.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Post as an Internet-Draft

a description of the Responsible Person Record.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft specifying the addition of network naming capability to
the DNS.

TBD

Submit to the IESG the document for load balancing in the DNSas an Informational document.

Done

Submit the Responsible Person Record to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard.

Ongoing

Monitor andoffer technical support to the various groups working on the next
version of IP.

TBD

Post an Internet-Draft of the "Big Zone" policy recommendations for root and
first-level zone adminstraton.

TBD

Submit the "Big Zone" policy document to the IESG for consideraton
policy statement.

Done

Submit the specification
a Proposed Standard.

Done

Post the DNSMIBas an Internet-Draft.

Feb 1993

Submit the DNSMIBto the IESG for consideration

Mar 1993

Post an Internet-Draft
deletion.

as a

for network naming to the IESG for consideration as

as a Proposed Standard.

specifying the dynamic resource record creation and
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Mar 1993

Submit to the IESG the incremental zone transfer
Standard.

mechanism as a Proposed

Mar 1993

List and prioritize the WorkingGroup’s goals, and pick a subset that is appropriate to pursue at the present time.

Jun 1993

Post an Internet-Draft

Nov 1993

Submit the proposal for dynamic resource record creation/deletion
for consideration as a Proposed Standard.

for adding load balancing capability to the DNS.
to the IESG

Internet-Drafts
"DNSSupport for IDPR", 10/26/1993, R. Austein <draft-ietf-dns-idpr-02.txt>
"DNSServer MIBExtensions", 07/08/1993, R. Austein, J. Saperia <draft-ietfdns-server-mib-01.txt >
"DNSResolver MIBExtensions", 07/19/1993, R. Austein, J. Saperia <draftietf-dns-resolver-mib-01.txt >
"Incremental Transfer and Fast Convergence in DNS", 12/13/1993, A. Kumar,
S. Hotz, J. Postel <draft-ietf-dns-ixfr-01.txt>
Request

For Comments

RFC 1480

"The US Domain"

RFC 1536

"CommonDNSImplementation

RFC 1537

"CommonDNSData File Configuration

Errors and Suggested Fixes."
Error"
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REPORT

by Rob Austein/Epilogue
of the

2.

Technology

Domain Name System

Working

Group (DNS)

Documents
Three new DNS-related Informational RFCshave come out recently. RFC1535 (also known
as "the EDU.COM
emergency RFC") details problems with a widely-used but ill-advised
DNSsearch heuristic,
and proposes a solution. RFC1536 details commonDNSimplementation errors, with proposed solutions; this document was accepted as a DNSWorking
Group project at the 27th IETF (Amsterdam), completed, and accepted on the mailing list.
RFC1537 details commonDNSconfiguration errors; while it was never formally accepted
as a DNSWorking Group document, it was reviewed by the working group members. These
three I~FCs are closely related and cross-reference each other, so, on advice of the RFCEditor, the DNSWorking Group Chair approved "fast track" publication of these documents
on behalf of the Working Group. If anybody has serious problems with these documents,
blame it on the Chair.
Dave Perkins reported on the current status of the DNSMIBdocuments on behalf of the
Network Management Area Directorate (NMDIR).Basically, there areno remaining hard
problems, just some remaining detail work. One of the authors, Rob Austein, has received a
detailed list of remaining concerns, none of which appear to be show-stoppers. It should be
possible to get these documents out the door before the 29th IETF in Seattle. Dave pointed
out two design issues that are not objections but of which he thinks the DN$WorkingGroup
should be aware:
Due to SNMPprotocol limitations, the length limits on DNSnames used as indices
to "conceptual tables" in the MIBswill be shorter than the DNSnamelength limit
of 255 octets. Based on analysis of current usage, this should not be a problem, so
we’ll flag it with a warning statement in the documentbut otherwise leave it alone.
.

The most recent versions of the documents (not yet released as Internet-Drafts) use
the SNMPv2SMI rather than the SNMPv1SMI, in order to clear up some problems
with unsigned 32-bit integers. NMDIR
wants to be sure that the DNSWorking Group
realizes that this means only SNMPv2-capableimplementations will be able to use
these MIBs.

DNS Security

Sub-Group

James Galvin gave a report on the meeting held by the DNSSecurity "sub-group" (a spin
off from the DNSWorking Group at the 26th IETF in Columbus).
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Editor’s Note: The minutes of the DNSSecurity meeting are available via FTP or mail
server from the remote directories as/ietf/dns/dns-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2
of the proceedingsfor retrieval instructions.
The DNSSecurity effort will be spun off as a separate working group in the Service
Applications Area (SAP), as soon as James can get the charter approved. The DNS
Security mailing list is d~s-secur±~y©tis.com; requests to subscribe should be sent to
dns-security-reques~@tis,
com.
Discussion of the incremental zone transfer protocol (draft-ietf-dns-ixfr-00.txt)
was deferred
because none of the authors were present at the meeting. Commentson this draft should
be sent to the authors and/or the Namedroppersmailing list.

DNS Efforts

to Support

SIPP

Sue Thomsongave a brief report on current DNSefforts to support SIPP (the merger of the
SIP and PIP proposais). See the latest version of the Internet-Draft, draft-ietf-sip-sippdns.nn.txt, for details.

DNS Reliability

Issues-

Boeing

Ed King gave a presentation on DNSreliability issues in Boeing’s production environment.
Ed has to support DNSon a corporate network with thousands of subnets and DNSsoftware
from many vendors in a production environment that never Shuts down and where an
interruption to DNSservices due to a power hit can leave hundreds of engineers sitting idle
waiting for their workstations to finish booting. Muchof the problem is that each vendor
has their own slightly different (and often more than slightly broken) interface between
DNS,local host tables, and the vendor’s own pet name resolution mechanism. Replacing
or repairing all the DNSsoftware in an environment isn’t economically feasible, so the most
constructive approach seems to be to write a "DNSRequirements" document to use as a
reference when pressuring vendors to fix their DNSimplementa.tions. The DNSportion of
the Host l~equirements documents (RFC 1123 section 6.1) and the newly published DNS
"CommonErrors" Informational RFCsare good starting points, but companies like Boeing
need ~ documentthat has the force of a standard and that goes into more detail on interface
design issues than Host l~equirements does.
No definite decision was reached as a result of Ed’s presentation, but watch Namedroppers
for further discussion and probably a call to form a working group.
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Hosts

Masataka Ohta gave a presentation on a possible way to implement some of the DNSsupport
needed for dynamic host configuration and mobile hosts. The presentation went into more
detail than there is room for in these minutes, so expect to see a summaryof this on the
Namedropperslist.

The Future

of the

DNS Working

Group

Dave Crocker spoke about the future of the DNSWorking Group. As has been discussed at
previous meetings, the DNSWorkingGroupas currently organized doesn’t really fit well into
the current IETF organizational framework. Accordingly, Dave asks that DNSreorganize
itself more along the current IETF pattern. The proposal is to move the "permanent"
functions of the DNSWorking Group (DNS oversight within the IETF, mostly) into the
SAP Area Directorate, that Dave will be forming "Real Soon Now," while reincarnating
specific closed-ended tasks as separate working groups within the SAPArea. The SAPArea
Directorate will hold open meetings at regular intervals, so that there will still be a forum
for overall DNSdesign work. For formal purposes, the current DNSWorking Group will
probably be retroactively construed as having been the DNSMIBWorking Group, and will
be closed down as soon as the DNSMIBdocuments hit the streets. As a practical matter,
and in the Chair’s opinion, the current DNSWorking Group will effectively reconstitute
itself as the attendees of the DNSportion of the SAPArea Directorate open meetings. Dave
expects to have the reorganization completed by the 29th IETF in Seattle.
The discussion that followed Dave’s statement made it clear that there are people with
strong feelings on both sides of this issue (keep the DNSWorking Group as it is versus
reorganize per Dave’s plan). Unless somebodyfeels strongly enough about this to make
formal appeal, the reorganization will probably go through.
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(MHSDS)

Charter
Chair(s)
Kevin Jordan: Kevin.E. Jordan©cdc. corn
HaraldAlvestrand:
Harald.T. Alves~rand©uninett.
no
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: mhs-ds©mercury,udev. cdc. corn
To Subscribe: mb.s-ds-reques~:©mercury.udev, cdc. corn
Archive: mercury, udev. cdc. corn: "/pub/archives [m_hs-ds - archive
Description

of Working Group

The MHS-DSWorking Group works on issues relating to Message Handling
Services use of Directory Services. The Message Handling Services are primarily X.400, but issues relating to RFC822 use of Directory and Directory
support for RFC822 and X.400 interworking are in the scope of the group.
Directory and Directory Services refer to the services based upon the CCITT
X.500 recommendations and additional ISO standards, stable implementation
agreements, and RFCs, as specified by the OSI-DS Working Group. The major
aims of the MHS-DSWorking Group are:
1. Define a set of specifications to enable effective, large-scale deploymentof
X.400.
2. Study issues associated with supporting X.400 communities which lack access to X.500 Directory, and define requirements for tools which: a) extract
information from the X.500 Directory for use by non-X.500 applications, b)
upload information into the X.500 Directory.
3. Coordinate a pilot project which deploys MHSinformation into the X.500
Directory and uses it to facilitate
mail routing and address mapping. The
results of this pilot will be documented,and experience gained from the project
will be fed back into the Internet specifications created by the working group.
Goals and Milestones
Ongoing

Provide a forum to discuss Directory support of Message Handling Services
including the operational aspects of X.500 based routing in the Internet community and issues of migration from non-X.500 to X.500 based routing.

Ongoing

Establish and maintain liaison relationships with similar groups working on
X.400 and X.500, e.g., RREMail and Messaging Group, IETF OSI-DS Working
Group, IETF X.400 Operations Working Group and the IETF MIME-MHS
Working Group.
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Jan 1993

Post an overview of MHSuse of Directory as an Internet-Draft.

Done

Post a document on representing
Internet-Draft.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft on representing the O/R Address hierarchy in the Directory Information Tree.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft

Done

Post as an Internet-Draft a document on the use of the directory to support
mapping between X.400 and RFC822 addresses.

Done

Post as an Internet-Draft
of Directory.

Done

Post as an Internet-Draft a document on the use of the Directory to support
routing for RFC822and related protocols.

Done

Submit as an Internet-Draft
MHSContext Conversion.

Done

Post as an Internet-Draft
support distribution lists.

Aug 1993

Submit the set of MHS-DS
documents to the IESG for consideration
imental and Informational documents.

tables and subtees in the directory

as an

on MHSuse of Directory to support MHSRouting.

a document describing a simple profile for MHSuse

a document on MHSuse of Directory to support
a document describing the use of the Directory to
as Exper-

Internet-Drafts
"A simple profile for MHSuse of Directory", 07/08/1993, S. Kille <draft-ietfmhsds-mhsprofile-03.txt, .ps >
"Representing Tables and Subtrees in the Directory",
< draft-ietf-mhsds- subtrees-03.txt, .ps >

07/07/1993, S. Kille

"Representing the O/R Address hierarchy in the Directory Information Tree",
07/07/1993, S. Kille <draft-ietf-mhsds-infotree-03.txt,
.ps>
"Use of the Directory to support mapping between X.400 and RFC 822 Addresses", 07/07/1993, S. Kille <draft-ietf-mhsds-supmapping-03.txt, .ps>
"Use of the Directory to support routing for RFC822 and related protocols",
07/08/1993, S. Kille <draft-ietf-mhsds-822dir-03.txt,
.ps>
"MHSuse of Directory to support MHSRouting", 07/19/1993, Steve Kille
< draft-ietf-mhsds-rout directory-03.txt >
"MHSuse of Directory to support MHSContent Conversion", 07/08/1993, S.
Kille < draft-ietf-mhsds-convert-01.txt, .ps >
"Introducing Project Long Bud Internet Pilot Project for the Deployment of
X.500 Directory Information in Support of X.400 Routing", 06/21/1993, H.
Alvestrand, K. Jordan, S. Langlois <draft-ietf-mhsds-long-bud-intro-00.txt>
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AREA

OSI Upper-Layers

(THINOSI)

Charter
Chair(s)
Peter Furniss: p. furniss©ulcc, ac.uk
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: tla±nosi©u:kcc, ac. uk
To Subscribe: "cb.±nos±-reques~c©u:kcc. ac.uk
Archive: plu~co, u:kcc, ac. uk :/u:kcc/tlainos±/"chinos±-taai~-arclaive.
Description

~cx"c

of Working Group

The 0SI upper-layer protocols (above transport) are rich in function and specified in large, complex and numerous documents. However, in supporting a
particular application, the protocol actually used is only a subset of the whole.
Animplementationis not required to support features it never uses, and it is, or
should be, possible to have relatively lightweight implementations specialized
for a particular application or group of applications with similar requirements.
The application protocol could be an OSI application layer standard or a protocol originally defined for TCP/IP or other environment. It will be easier to
produce such implementations if the necessary protocol is described concisely
in a single document.
An implementation, of the mapping of X WindowSystem protocol
upper-layers, is based on this principle.

over OSI

The working group is chartered to produce two documents:
"Skinny bits for byte-stream": a specification of the bit (octet) sequences that
implement the OSI upper-layer protocols (session, presentation and ACSE)
needed to support an application that requires simple connection, and bytestream read and write. This will be based on the octet sequences needed to
support X. This will not be expected to be provide a full equivalent of TCP,
nor to cover specific standardized protocols.
"Skinny bits for Directory": a specification of the bit sequences needed for the
Directory Access Protocol - in the same style as the byte-stream specification,
but to include DAP.The level of functionality of this is to be determined.
Animportant aspect of the group’s work is to find out if it is possible to produce
useful and concise specifications of this kind. A minor part is to think of better
names.
The group will also encourage the deployment of X/OSI implementations and
interworking experiments with it.
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Goals and Milestones
May 1993

Post an Internet-Draft for "Skinny bits for Byte-Stream."

Aug 1993

Post an Internet-Draft for "Skinny Bits for Directory."

Dec 1993

Submit the "Skinny Bits for Byte-Stream" specification
sideration as a Proposed Standard.

Mar 1994

Submit the "Skinny Bits for Directory" specification to the IESGfor consideration as a Proposed Standard.

to the IESG for con-

Internet-Drafts
"Octet sequences for upper-layer OSI to support basic communications applications", 11/29/1993, P. Furniss <draft-ietf-thinosi-cookbook-02.txt>
"Use of upper-layer OSI protocols to support basic communications applications", 11/29/1993, P. Furniss <draft-ietf-thinosi-profile-00.txt>
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Furniss/Consultant
Minimal

and Content

OSI Upper-Layers

of Upper-layer

Working Group (THINOSI)

Cookbook

The question of whether the cookbook was a parallel specification of the OSI protocols
or a mixture of profile and implementation advice was finalised, following earlier e-mail
discussions.
It transpired that the Area Director, DaveCrocker, and several others had originally thought
that the group was specifying an alternative protocol to provide the OSI upper-layer func-.
tions, and they had been surprised to discover the protocol was the same, or a subset of the
standard protocols.
The group accepted Dave’s view that there could be no such thing as "re-specification" of a
protocol--there was only one defining text. Anything which restated, without modification,
what was in the original specification was really an implementation guide. As such it could
become an Informational RFC, but not a standards track document.
However, the cookbook also subsets the standard protocols, and in this respect is similar
to the profiles produced by the OSI "regional workshops"--OIW, EWOSand AOW.Such
subsetting is protocol specification, and Dave said would be suitable for standards track if
the base documents are:
¯ The result of an open process.
¯ Stable (for Proposed status); or published standard (for IETF Standard status).
Dave suggested the model of the SMI RFC, which cites the OSI ASN.1 Basic Encoding
Rules and defines a subset of them, could be taken as an example of the style.
Peter Furniss had already produced a first attempt at separating the profile-like aspects
of the cookbook, treating the OSI base standards and the two.general profiles (Common
Upper-Layer Requirements - Part 1 and Part 3) as the cited documents. Both the ISO and
regional workshop processes meet the openness requirement. However, although CULRPart
1 (general requirements) is stable, and about to begin draft International Stand~rdised
Profile ballot, Part 3 is not stable and is some way from international ballot. It w~s
agreed that Peter would expand the profile, citing just the base standards and CULR-1
and reproducing the CULR-3restrictions. It includes a few further restrictions that are not
currently in CULR-3.Peter would submit this as an Internet-Draft. Peter will also revise
the cookbook again, referring to the other document.
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Revision

The decisions above require revision of the charter to reflect what the group is actually
doing. It was agreed that since the "thinDAP" work has not progressed, and in any case
would be an Informational RFC, it should be dropped from the work plan.
Peter will workup a draft revision and post it to the list, (really).

Application-specific

Mapping

Documents

There was no clear view on the possibility of defining application- specific mapping documents (e.g., how to use Z39.50 with the cookbook). Peter will explain this idea to the
mailing list.

Reduced-OSI
Following the realisation that many people had expected, and wanted, the group to investigate alternative, lighter, protocols, it was agreed the mailing list would be opened to
provide an (interim) forum for discussion of this. Walter Lazear had identified at least
different groups (mostly .gov or .mil) interested in this, and at least two others were represented (electric power companies) or knownof (civil air-ground). Walter had a one-page
summaryof this to hand out. The concentration would be on trying to establish what the
requirements really were--i.e., which parts of OSI function were still wanted.
This widening of the list will not be formally part of the working group work plan. It is
just taking advantage of a mailing list that people mayhave thought was doing it anyway!

Parallel

Documents

Jim Quigley reported that CULR-3had been revised further, and the OIWULSIG
were concentrating on getting the compliance/conformance terminology sorted out.
¯ The X/OpenXTI/mOSIspecification
specification.
¯ Jim Quigley reported
Recommendation.

is still

about to be published as a preliminary

that ITU-T SG7 was planning to make the cookbook into
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Implementations
¯ Terry Sullivan (Florida Center for Library Automation) released his "tosi" implementation three days previously
Peter has started extending the X/osi code to a more general thinosi implementation,
with XTI/mOSIas the upper interface. He hopes to have it available around the end
of the year.

Next

Time

The group does not expect to meet in Seattle.

Attendees
David Crocker
Richard desJardins
Peter Furniss
Walter Lazear
Mark Needleman
Dan Nordell
James Quigley
Brien Wheeler

dcrocker©mordor.s~anford.edu
desjardi©eos.nasa.gov
p.furniss©ulcc.ac.uk
lazear©gaZeway.mi~re.org
mhn©stubbs.ucop.edu
~uigley©cup.hp.com
blw©mitre.org
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AREA

Database

(NETDATA)

Charter
Chair(s)
DaisyRose:daisy©~a~son,
ibm.com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: ieZf-ndb©ucdavis, edu
To Subscribe: ieZf-ndb-request©ucdavis.edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The Network Database Working Group is chartered to define a standard interface among databases on TCP/IP internets. The working group will address
the issue of database connectivity in a distributed environment which allows authorized users remote access to databases. It will be designed as a client/server
model based on TCP/IP as its communication protocol.
Several problems must be resolved that are associated with the network database
protocol, such as managementof multiple threads between clients and servers,
managementof multiple servers, managementof data buffers, data conversions,
and security.
Additional related problems will be covered as the discussion goes on. Therefore, the description and the schedule can be revised.
This working group is independent from the SQLaccess group; however, there
may be some overlapping interest. The SQLaccess group is welcome to join
IETF’s discussions and share information in both directions. If both groups
find that merging two efforts into one will speed up the process, the merge can
be done in the future. For now, this working group works on issues according
to its ownschedule and efforts.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Review and approve the charter, making any changes necessary. Examine needs,
resources for this network database protocol and define the scope of work. Begin
work on a frameworkfor the solution. Assign writing assignments for first draft
of the document.

Done

First draft to be completed.

Done

Review first draft document, determine necessary revisions.
remained unsolved from the first IETF meeting.

Done

Continue revisions based on comments received at meeting and e-maih Start
making document an Internet-Draft.

Discuss problems
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Mar 1992

Review final draft. If it is OK, give it to IESGfor publication as an RFC.

Jun 1992

Revise document based on implementations. Ask IESG to make the revision a
Draft Standard.
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AREA

Protocol

(NPP)

Charter
Chair(s)
Glenn Trewitt:

trewitt~pa,

dec. com

Mailing Lists
General Discussion: print-wg©pa, dec. com
To Subscribe: pr±n"c-wg-reques~c©pa, dec. corn
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The Network Printing Working Group has the goal of pursuing those issues
which will facilitate the use of printers in an internetworking environment. In
pursuit of this goal it is expected that we will present one or more printing
protocols for consideration for standards status in the Internet community.
This working group has a numberof specific objectives: to provide an InternetDraft which will describe the LPRprotocol; to describe printing specific issues
on topics currently under discussion within other working groups (e.g., Security
and Dynamic Host Configuration); to present our concerns to those working
groups; and to examine printing protocols which exist or are currently under developmentand assess their applicability to Internet-wide use, suggesting
changes if necessary.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Review and approve the charter, making any changes deemed necessary. Review
the problems of printing in the Internet.

Done

Write draft LPRspecification.

Done

Submit fnal LPRspecification including changes suggested at the MayIETF.
Discuss document on mailing list.

Done

Submit LPRspecification

Jul 1990

Write description of the Palladium printing protocol (2.0) in RFCformat.

Aug 1990

Discuss and review the draft Palladium RFC.

Done

Review the draft LPRspecification. Discuss long-range printing issues in the
Internet. Review status of Palladium print system at Project Athena.

Request

for publication as an RFC.

For Comments

RFC 1179 "Line Printer

Daemon Protocol"
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AREA

Protocol

(SVRLOC)

Charter
Chair(s)
John Veizades: veizades©f~;p, corn
Scott Kaplan: scott©f¢p.com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: srv-location©f¢p, com
To Subscribe: srv-loca~ion-reques¢©f¢p.com
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The Service Location Working Group is chartered to investigate protocols to
find and bind to service entities in a distributed internetworked environment.
Issues that must be addressed are howsuch a protocol would interoperate with
existing directory based service location protocols. Protocols that would be
designed by this group would be viewed as an adjunct to directory service
protocols. These protocols would be able to provide a bridge between directory
services and current schemes for service location.
The nature of the service location problem is investigative in principle. There
is no mandate that a protocol should be drafted as part of this process. It is
the mandate of this group to understand the operation of service location and
then determine the correct action in their view whether it be to use current
protocols to suggest a service location architecture or to design a new protocol
to compliment current architectures.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Open discussion and determine if a working group should be formed.

Done

Continue discussion trying to refine the problem statement and possible resolutions.

Jul1991

Do we take the RFCtrack or do we write a report on our conclusion and leave
it at that?

Internet-Drafts
"Service Location Protocol", 10/19/1993, J. Veizades, S. Kaplan <draft-ietfsvrloc-protocol-02.txt >
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REPORT

by John Veizades/FTP
of the Service

Location

Protocol

Working Group (SVRLOC)

The Service Location Working Group held two sessions at this IETF meeting. The first
session focussed on the Internet-Draft submitted by the chairs, "Service Location Protocol."
This discussion was dividedinto several areas:
¯
¯
¯
¯

The Base Protocol Specification
Authentication
Predicate Language
Directory Agents

Thebase protocol specification had several issues in the size of several fields. The locale field
was extended to a 16-bit value with the need to look at any international specifications that
define language specifiers. (The chair found that ISO 639 defines manylanguage specifiers
and that the mimeworking group is working on extending this work to include dialects of
spoken languages increasing the size of this field to four characters.)
The group madethe recommendationthat the specification writers look at the work that the
CommonAuthentication Technology Working Group (CAT) is doing as a way of defining
the authentication types and also to look at the GSSAPI work. The authentication length
field was increased to 16 bits.
The predicate language was hashed out, and the addition of wild card methods on strings
was added. The conditional operators that were accidentally left out of the specification
were also added.
The afternoon session was devoted to the discussion of the directory a~gent interaction in
the protocol. The issues that needed to be resolved were that the directory agent is the
point of scaling in the protocol and that it is necessary that the directory agents need to
solve all the scaling issues.
The following protocol was defined for directory agents:
¯ Directory agents have a concept of a scope that they are responsible to support. The
scope is a text string. Samples of a scope would be "engineering" or "marketing."
During a directory agent discovery, the directory agent passes to the user agent the
scopes that are available on the network and the scope(s) that they are acting for.
The user agent needs to find the directory agent that supports the scope they are
searching in. This is done by sending a service query with the directory agent and
the scope that is interested in the appropriate directory agent responds.
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¯ Directory agents need to find themselves and exchange the scopes that they knowof.
¯ Service agents need to register with all directory agents that support the scope they
have chosen to be in.
The next question is, "Howdo directory agents and sites advertise themselves in the Internet
at large?" The proposals that were considered were:
¯ Advertising in a directory service like DNSor X.500, and
¯ Advertising in a resource discovery service like gopher or WWW.
The discussion continued with the statement that sites maywant to advertise their service
in several taxonomy domains, these include a white pages system indexed by the public
name of the advertiser and/or a yellow pages type service indexed by service provided,
geographical location, etc.
The chairs will post an updated draft by the end of the year. Implementation of this,
protocol is proceeding at FTP Software and other implementors are being sought out.

Attendees
Andy Adams
Steve Alexander
James Allard
Frank Ciotti
Chuck de Sostoa
Mei-Jean Goh
Roland Hedberg
Kevin Jackson
Scott Kaplan
Gordon Lee
Glenn Mansfield
Matt Mathis
Mike Ritter
Michael Safly
Martin Schulman
Robert Stevens
Larry Tepper
John Veizades
Walter Wimer

ala©merit.edu
sZevea©lachman.com
jallard©microsoft.com
frankc©telxon.com
chuckd©cup.hp.com
goh@mpr.ca
Rolemd.Hedberg@rc.tudelfZ.nl
kjackson@concord.com
scott©ftp.com
gordon©fZp.com
glenn©aic.co.jp
mathis©psc.edu
mwritter©applelink.apple.com
mike.safly@msfc.nasa.gov
schulmanCsmtp.sprint.com
robs©join.tom
IZepper@compatible.com
veizades@ftp.com
walter.wimer~andrew.cmu.edu
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AREA

Network File

Systems

(TNFS)

Charter
Chair(s)
Fred Glover: fglover©zk3, dec. corn
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: tnfs@wdll, wdl. loral, com
To Subscribe: tnfs-reques’c©wdll, wdl. loral, com
Archive: archive- s erver©wdl 1. wdl. loral, com
Description

of Working Group

The Trusted Network File System Working Group is chartered to define protocol extensions to the Network File System (NFS) Version 2 protocol which
support network file access in a Multilevel Secure (MLS)Internet environment.
MLSfunctionality
includes Mandatory Access Control (MAC), Discretionary
Access Control (DAC), authentication,
auditing, documentation, and other
items as identified in the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) and Compartmented Mode Workstation (CMW)documents.
The primary objective of this working group is to specify extensions to the
NFS V2 protocol which support network file access between MLSsystems. It
is intended that these extensions should introduce only a minimal impact on
the existing NFS V2 environment, and that unmodified NFS V2 clients and
servers will continue to be fully supported.
Transferring information between MLSsystems requires exchanging additional
security information along with the file data. The general approach to be used
in extending the NFSV2 protocol is to transport additional user context in
the form of an extended NFS UNIXstyle credential between a Trusted NFS
(TNFS)client and server, and to map that context into the appropriate server
security policies which address file access. In addition, file security attributes
are to be returned with each TNFSprocedure call. Otherwise, the NFS V2
protocol remains essentially unchanged.
The Trusted System Interoperability
Group (TSIG) has already developed
specification which defines a set of MLSextensions for NFSV2, and has also
planned for the future integration of Kerberos as the authentication mechanism. The TNFS Working Group should be able to use the TSIG Trusted
NFS document as a foundation, and to complete the IETF TNFSspecification
within the next 3-6 months.
Goals and Milestones
Mar 1991 Verify the interoperability
tathon.

of TNFSimplementations at the 1992 NFSConnec-
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Done

Review and approve the TNFSWorking Group Charter, review revised TSIG
TNFSSpecification, and publish a proposed standard following the July meeting.

Jul 1991

Review revised TSIG TNFSspecification.

Oct 1991

Review outstanding comments/issues from mailing list.

Oct 1991

Make any final revisions
interoperability testing.

Nov 1991

Publish a Proposed Standard following the July meeting.

Mar 1992

Request IESG to make the revised document a Draft Standard.

to TNFSdocument based on comments, issues,

Internet-Drafts
"A Specification of Trusted NFS(TNFS) Protocol Extensions",
Fred Glover <draft-ietf-tnfs-spec-03.txt>

03/01/1993,

and
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Area

Director:
Allison Mankin: max~kin©cmf,nrl. navy. mil
Area

Summary

The following Transport Area working groups met in Houston:
¯ Audio/Video Transport Working Group (AVT)
~ Multiparty Multimedia Session Control Working Group (MMUSIC)
Three BOFsunder the Transport Area were held in Houston:
¯ Realtime Packet Forwarding and Admission Control BOF (REALTIME)
¯ RSVP- Resource Reservation Setup Protocol BOF (RSVP)
¯ TCP Multiplexing
BOF (TMUX)
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REPORT

Reported by Robert Braden/Information

Sciences

Institute

Minutes of the Real-time Packet Forwarding and Admission
Control
BOF (REALTIME)
The demand for multimedia communication, and the success of IETF audio/videocasts,
will soon create an urgent requirement for resource reservation and control in the Internet.
From an architectural viewpoint, this represents a new Internet service model. Such a
service model should include, in an integrated fashion, both real-time and link-sharing
services along with the traditional best-effort datagram services. Research in DARTnet
has developed (a) an integrated service model for the Internet, and (b) a particular set
mechanismsto realize this model.
To provide end-to-end service suitable for realtime applications, the routers must all implement the same service model, although there may be alternative mechanisms. The group
therefore proposes that the service model be standardized. This BOFwill describe the
service model and the realization, and suggest the service model as a candidate for Internet
standardization.
The session was opened by Scott Shenker, who noted that Bob Braden, one of the BOF
chairs, could not be present due to concerns about his homein the current LAfires.
Scott delivered a talk on the necessity of explicit service modelsin the Internet. Hedescribed
the taxonomyof service models that are proposed in the related Internet-Draft. He stressed
that this proposal is not for a closed set of service models, but for a growingset of explicit
models. He also mentioned dissenting opinions from the loyal opposition, who would prefer
an approach without explicit service models or explicit service reservatibns.
Scott continued by presenting and discussing three fundamental questions.
1. Whydo we need a service model? The answer is efficiency. He argued that implementing an explicit mechanismis more effective than expending bandwidth in improving
overall service, and this mechanismcan only be introduced in the context of a model
that defines the objective of the mechanism.
2. Should the service model be explicit or implicit? He advocated that binding between
application and service should be determined by the application, outside the network,
rather than internally to the network.
3. Is admission control necessary? He argued that, at least for heavy users, occasional
blocking is a much more economical approach than vast over-provisioning.
Hethen took a straw poll which, while informal, suggested that there was not wide dissension
to his conclusions to the above questions.
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A discussion of service models followed. There was support for the concept of admission
control.
David Clark then gave a talk on the way in which routers must be constructed in order to
realize the service models discussed earlier. He used the guaranteed real-time service as an
example of behavioral characterization of router functionality.
Morediscussion followed. It was observed that behavioral characterization of functionality
is a very difficult intellectual problem, and that it was important that the communitynot
get bogged downin this exercise. Wemust start to implement and deploy touters and get
real experience at the same time we work towards a formal performance characterization.
It was observed that while the presentation had emphasized router requirements, there will
also be a need for "subnetwork requirements" or "link level requirements." In the past, the
Internet has demandedrelatively little of its subnet technology, but these QOSrequirements
will change that. ATM,in particular, must fit into this architecture in a harmoniousway.
The BOFended at 9:30, due to exhaustion of all parties.
that a working group ought to be formed.

There was an informal assessment

Attendees
Anthony Alles
Robert Braden
Scott Brim
Theodore Brunner
Stephen Casner
John Chang
David Clark
Ed Ellesson
Roger Fajman
Mark Garrett
Robert Gilligan
Daniel Grossman
Robert Hinden
Phil Irey
Van Jacobson
Ronald Jacoby
Frank Kastenholz
Mark Laubach
Bryan Lyles
Dan Magorian
Andrew Malis
David Marlow
Thomas Maslen

aalles©cisco, com
braden©isi, edu
Scott_Brim@cornell. edu
rob@thumper, bellcore, corn
casner@isi, edu
j rc@uswest,com
ddc@ics, mit. edu
elles son@vnet, ibm. com
raf@cu, nih. gov
mwg@f aline, bellcore, com
Bob. Gilligan©Eng.Sun. Corn
dan@merlin, dev. cdx .mot. com
hinden©eng, sun. com
pirey@relay, nswc. navy. mil
van@ee. Ibl. gov

rj @sgi.
corn
kasten©ftp,
com
laubach©hpl,
hp.corn
lyles©parc,
xerox,com
magorieun@ni,
umd.edu
malis ©maei strom,
t imepl
ex.com
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Integrated

Services ]nternet

Project

MIT:

A New Internet
Scott

Service

Model

David Clark
John Wroclawski

Shenker

David Clark
Lixia Zhang

USC/ISI:
Bob Braden
Deborah Estrin
Shai Herzog.
Danny Mitzel

joint work with many others
]ETF November

1993

Xerox

PARC:
Steve Deering
Sugih Jamin
Scott
Lixia

Shenker
Zhang

Why focus on the service

model?

Background.
New generation

Service Model: set of services

of applications:

¯ Audio, Video, Teleconferencing.
¯ Wide variety

of service

The current ]nternet
these applications
¯ Single best-effort
¯ Cannot tailor

offered

by tile

network
FAX. etc.

requirements

cannot efficiently

Service model functions as interface
applications
and network

between

support
Stable service model allows rapid progress both
above and below

service class

service to application

¯ Will outlive

needs

particular

instantiations

¯ Most fundamental piece of architecture
We propose changing the service

¯ Based on application
requirements
-- Inherently speculative

model!
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¯

Application

Taxonomy and SCZ Service

Model
Link Sharing

Link-Sharing:
Elastic

¯ Controls the relative

Applications:

usage of a link

¯ Allows unused allocations

¯ ASAP: As soon as possible

¯ Designed for collective
- firms,

Realtime Applications:
¯ Intolerant:
Guaranteed Service
- Worst-case delay bound

protocols,

to be shared

entities

etc.

¯ Network management interface
¯ Sharing can be done hierarchically

¯ Tolerant: Predictive Service
- Delay bound based on predictions

Why do we need a new service

model?

Efficief~cy!

A New Internet

Service

Three Fundamental

Model:

Definitions

(~uestions

for simple model:

¯ si service given to flow i
¯ (/~(si)

performance of the application

¯ Total Value: V = ~,~ Ui(~)

¯ (Why) do we need a new service
¯ Should service
plicitly

be explicitly

model?

requested,

Richer service

model gives higher value of V

¯ Allows the network to deliver
lored to application needs

or im-

service tai-

supplied?

¯ Is admission control

necessary?

Tradeoff

between bandwidth

and mechanism

¯ Amount of bandwidth needed to offset
service model depends on the U,

richer

¯ Our guess is that for the new generation of
applications,
the rate of return on mechanism is very large.
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Should service be explicitly
or implicitly

requested

supplied?
Two (Unfortunate)

Consider two possibilities
Option ~ 1: Have categories

User incentives

of traffic:

¯ e.g., interactive burst, interactive
chronous, realtime ....

bulk, asyn-

¯ Requires accounting

of service:

makes a specific

system

infrastructure

Service model must be stable (extensible):

¯ Network in control

¯ Application/user

must be considered:

¯ Need some form of incentive

¯ Network determines which category based
on port number, gives service accordingly

Option # 2: Have categories

Implications

¯ Driven by need for

backward compatibility

¯ Service

become standardized

(formal

model will
or de facto)

service

request
¯

User in control

We advocate

option

~ 2

¯ mapping between application
should not reside

and service

in the network

C.a_n/_s_h_o_ul.
d _oneove..rl~.r.ov!Si0n..
Short- Term:
Is admission control
Overloading

. Demandwill increase as video becomes standard and fast LAN’S are del)loye(l

necessary?

can be prevented

by:

¯ Not-Overprovisioned

¯ Overprovisioning

¯ Not a technical

¯ Using admission control

spots will

abound

problem but a financial

one

to deny access
Long-Term:
¯ Phone network is

Two subquestions:
¯ Can/should

one overprovision

¯ Should we "share-the-pain"

¯ Internet

everywhere?
or deny access?

Two time-scales:
¯ Short-term

load will

¯ Overprovisioning
derutilization

not a good model
be much more variable
would lead to drastic

un-

Common counterargument:
(-~five

¯ Long-term (?):

years):

speculation

¯ Blocking

sheer fantasy
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must be rare to satisfy

¯ Reply: thick

vs. thin

Overprovision?

~

customers

markets

II Sh°rt-Ter~--I
Long-Term
J
No
I Probably not ]

Hard Realt~ne

Peal.

Pert

Should we "share-the-pain"

or deny access?

This is a matter of math. not philosophy!
¯ Precise mathematical criterion
for which
design choice produces the greater good
¯ Caveat: this criterion
involves
functions of applications

the utility

The details

of these curves depend on the user.

but the general shapes are probably invariant.

Short-Term

To 3(Ivuc,lte
claim that:

no admission control,

¯ No need for

migration

¯ Most applications

J Long-Term J

one must

St__raw
P.o.

path

will look like elastic
1. We should change/extend the service

model.

Design Philosophy:
¯ Let future

applications

2. Weshould let users explicitly
vice.

evolve without un-

request ser-

due constraints
¯ Applications
controlled

don’t

need to use admission-

¯ Market may eventually
controlled services
- Will

3. We should use admission control
services.

services
turn away from admission-

have some unused mechanism

¯ Risk of not offering
admission-controlled
services is much higher
-- Market will

go elsewhere!
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for som__e

TheImeg~’azed
~ In.,net
.......

What is

the problem?

End-to-endservice definitions are neat, buL_
To ship product (router or end-node)mustspecify
behaviorat devicelevel.
¯ Need open ~d~rcl~
¯ Multi-vendoroperalion required

Translating Global Service Requirements
into
Local Router Requirements

Twoobjact~ yes:
¯ Define whatmustdefined.
¯ Donot over-define.

DavidClark etc.
IETF Nov 93

Prodtmtdifferentiation depencl~on I~rt~ being
undefined--

Is this hard??
Specifying correctnessis not too hard:
¯ TCPstate machine
Performancespecifications are muchharder:
- TCPSlow start congestion avoidance

Two approaches:
1) Specifythe objective:
"A sendingTCPshall detect and adapt to congestion
in sucha waythat congestivecollapse of the network
shall not occur."
2) Specify the algorithm.

TheInteg~med
SaUces
Im~met
Guaranteedservice

Howto specify local router requirements
........ L ......

~ i

;-_-::_-_:-.~:____~_-::::_:--:_::-:_:-::-:-:-:::-_
-_-:::.:-.:-::_:-____:_
_ ----_--:
__- -:_v_::-::v:---v

..........................

Global
service
deflnltion:
I! ~ource
I~ con~trslned
by
token bucket shaper, the maximum
delay is bounded.

Mustdefine operaUonally.Wrongtime to be abstract.
Options:
¯ Algorithm(but wedo not prefer this approach...)
¯ Testable behavior.

Local service behavior:
For any burst size B, maxdelay D, allocated rate R. max
packet size L, and outgoinglink capacity C:
D < B/R+ IJR(I+R/C)

Our Job (the IETFworking group)l!
¯ Define necessarylocal behavior such that global
service is achieved.
¯ Definetests necessaryto confirm this behavior.

In words: A maximalburst mustnot have a delay greater
than
¯ Thetime for the burst to drain out at the overload
rate, plus
¯ A term that accountsfor the =phasedelay" in
gettingto the link.
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To makethe foregoing concrete, howcould wetest a
muter for conformance?

Loadswitch with lots of flows (so that lots of packets
arrive)

At a minimum:

inject onepacketon test flow.
Measure
its delay.

¯ Set up a numberof guaranteedflows.
- Deliver a burst on every one at once(the proven
worst case)
¯ Measurethe maximum
packet delay.
Repeatfor a numberot rates andburst sizes.
¯ Repeatwith other services turned on.
.Etc.

Repeal Find maximum.

Note: weare testing for a boundthat is supposedto
be absolute. Sotest should be supplemented
with
statementfrom vendoras to whyit will alwaysbe

............
.........

Must test
boxwill
¯ If it
¯ If it

1,,

___~
_1]1[i]1i ItL
,

11

IIIL

........

Jill_

Approximation

’~

[]llll

to see howmuchguaranteedbandwidththe
allocate.
acceptslots of flows, It is probablymoreuseful.
acceptsveryfew flows, it maybe cheaper.

:

: :: _

A switch neednot be exacdywithin these bounds.
It could be different, so long as the boundis known.
¯ Explicit boundis neededfor guaranteedservice.

(It is easyto meetthese boundson an underloaded
networic)

For example:
- A boxmight havea phasedelay term within a
knownconstant of LJR(I+R/C).
For example:
- Our schemeused WFQto isolate the guaranteed
flows. Pdodtymight yield tolerable boundsfor
verylight loads.
But if boundsare different, howcan they be
_.dL~wvered?

TheIn~rale~ Serv~ce~Intoner

-|

-~ ~ ArChitecture

Other

questions
~is pr,entatlon
example.

~-~I i-)-sho~Id-~e~sl~ifYth-ed~iaY
f(;r~nt;’lation o~-let ;-endor
I modlly It?
If vendorcanmodl~yformulation, howcomplexIs It to
compute actual bound?
¯ Vendorsget morsImplementationoptions.
¯ Wemayneeddlstdbuted protocol to computethe
bound.(Ugly...)

~Ic~

u~d guaranteed se~Ice as an

Wen~ a slmll~ developmentfor:
¯ ~edlctlve
¯ ~nk sh~ng.
Hle~chl~l link shying.
¯ ~lorlty el~tlc.
and ~ on.

2) Doesthe boundaryenforce the burst size?
¯ If so, router needsto workproperly with oversized
burst.
¯ If not, musttest for operationIn thls reglon.

~Is development~r gua~nteedse~Ice Is only a first
cut
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The Integrated ~ ~ntemot
Discussion

quesSons

Should vendors reveal their algorithm?
- I vote: vendor’s choice
~ould we let vendors use a different
¯ I vote no. Stick with one.

delay formula?

Should we assume that the burst size is enforced as
part of overall architecture?
¯ I vote no. It is a more robust answer.
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REPORT

Reported by Robet Braden/Information

Sciences

Minutes of the Resource

Setup Protocol

Reservation

Institute
BOF (RSVP)

This BOFintroduced a new protocol, RSVP,designed for setting up resource reservations in
the Internet. It is a necessary componentof a proposed extension of the Internet architecture
to support integrated service, i.e., to support delay-sensitive applications.
Dave Clark introduced the speakers, noting that Bob Braden and Deborah Estrin had
returned to LA to deal with the risk of fire to their homes. The talk that Braden was going
to give was instead given by John Wroclawski, Scott Shenker and Lixia Zhang. John gave
the introduction, Scott discussed the RSVPmodel, and Lixia Zhang discussed the RSVP
protocol itself. John returned to discuss the future direction of the working group.
There were questions confirming the basic paradigm that RSVPlives on top of multicast
routing, and that the PATHmessage serves the purpose of assuring that RSVPcan know
the reverse path of the multicast route.
Merging, a complextopic, received some clarifying discussion.
Noel Chiappa proposed that a flow identifier would be a better meansof classifying packets.
There was considerable discussion concerning flow IDs. It was proposed that while a flow
ID is a dandy optimization, it was a mistake to makeit a requirement.
It was noted that security may hide some of the fields in the packet that might be used
for packet classifying, but there must be some field in the packet used to select the proper
decryption key, which would equally serve to classify a packet. It was noted that on a fragmented packet, someof the fields maybe missing on all but the first fragments. Currently,
MTUdiscovery is being used to avoid this problem. This is consistent with the current
trend in the Internet away from fragmentation.
There was discussion of the design decision within RSVPthat the recei;cer rather than the
sender should make the reservation. Some situations were proposed in which the sender
might be in a better position than the receiver to makethe reservation. The distinction
was madethat while in some cases it may be more direct for the sender to makethe actual
request, even in those cases it was the receiver that starts the process, and that understands
what the request should be.
There was a discussion of "route pinning," which describes the objective of fixing the paths
alone which resource reservations have been made, in order to assure that the reservation
remains in place. Somemembers of the audience had concluded that RSVPdid not intend
to achieve this sort of functionality, which led to the conclusion that the "quality" of the
assurance that RSVPwould achieve would be less than that of a protocol such as ST-II.
Lixia clarified this point, stating that it was the intention of the RSVPdesigners that the
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assurance quality of an RSVPguarantee be very robust. However, they were of the opinion
that RSVPshould not contain mechanismto prevent "route flapping," but that this ought
to be a service of the routing protocol. Morediscussion followed, and this topic was noted
for further discussion. It was stressed from the floor that RSVPmust architect its behavior
on route loss.
The final discussion topic concerned whether RSVPcould rapidly respond to network events,
since it used timers to preserve its state. The presenters clarified this point, stressing that
while RSVPused timers and refresh messages to maintain state, this did not preclude the
use of event-driven messagesto trigger recovery to such things as lost links. It is in fact the
intention of RSVPto use event-driven messages for this purpose.
A proposed working group agenda was presented,
forming a working group along those lines.

and there was general acceptance of
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Introduction:Outline

RSVP
ResourceReSerVationProtocol
Bob Braden, USCInfommllon Sciences Insllluli

o

Role of RSVP

o

History

o

RSVPAssumptions

o

TwoFundamentalIdeas

Role of RSVP

Introduotion

Internet Integrated Services:
Purposeof RSVP:
Set up resourcemservaUons
In routers end hosts
Inlirnet,

to mq~x:Rt

many futu~

* Add: real-Ume ~er~dce snd Ilflk.4harlng

to ~ In~

Components:

~

e

Theroelot~ foe Ihle belief, endIt~ ¢oftee<lgeflce~WIll
be th~ ~ubJect of tonlght*s r~ltlme BORHerewe will assume
it, and de~:d~ a prot~o/f(x aetUng up meenmUons.

TRAFRC

COBOL

--

~ullng

--

P~k~

-

~~

M~n~m

Admi~n ~nt~l

RESERVATIONSETUP PROTOCOL-

Role of RSVP

RSVP

History of RSVP

ROUTERIMPLEMENTATIONMODEL
¯

Discussions In DARTnetcommunitysnd End-to-End RGof IRTF

¯

LizlI Zhen9 (PARC):listed protocol conceptsvia slmul¯Uon
"RSVP:A NewResource ReSerVation Protocol’, Uxia Zheng.
Steve Oeedng,DeborahE~ln, Scott 8henker.and
Daniel 7.appels, IEEENetwmt(, September1993.

¯

Sugih Jamln (U$C/PARC):expedmenlii implementation
- RSVPwithin modified 8unOS4.1.1 kernel [DARTnet]
- Kernel Included CSZpacket scheduler [tonlghr:
- DemonstratedIn DARTrmtJune 8,1993.
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BOF7

RSVP ASSUMPTIONS

History(cont’d)

Shal Herzog (ISI):

¯

~ RSVPImplementation

IP MULTICASTINGIS FUNDAMENTAL
- Generalizing 1->1 to 1.>n I~ not effec~v~ de~ paradigm.
Instead, makeunicast s special case.

- Daemon proee~
- 0emonstmtedfor ARPAOct 26,1993

¯ DECOUPLED FROM ROUllNG PROTOCOLS
- Can use

MANYPEOPLEHAVECONTRIBUTe)TO RSVP EFFORT, Inddng:.

exMtlng

muting

~

- Canu~e future ~mtlng protocoM- e.g, CBT~r ESL(x
~ Zhang, Seet~ Shenker, Oeberah Estd~ I)mm

¯

MUST SUPPORTHETEROGENEOUS
RECEIVERS

Strum D~dng, Suglh Jemln, SI~i Herzog, B~b Bmden,
- important

to h~ldle

d~.

Osnlel 7.~pp~l~, end Crag P~mldge

TwoFundamentalIdeas in RSVP

RSVPAssumptions(cont’d)

¯

¯ SOFT STATE IN ROUTERS

MUSTSCALE TO VERY LARGE NUMBEROF RECEIVERS
¯

~ Frequent

- End systemsmu~t periodically

group me~ cl~ngte

mCro~hmut~ state

- Route change ~> rofmh m~g~eta up state on newroute
.> O(n) or better growth of oved~eed(n ¯ ~ ~f group)
¯

¯

SUPPORT’CHANNEL SWITCHING’
- ides from Jon Croworo/t: each rlcelv~" ~ Indepe~
select, within the network, whichsubflow It wants to receive.

RECEIVERS CONTROLRESERVATIONS
- Simplicity and directness: receivers knowwhat they wanL
- M~tche~IP multice~lng, which ie re~elve~orlentad.

¯

TRUTH,JUST~CF.,and the INTERNETWAY:

- Efficiency:

Can ¢tx.blne

~ ~ different

eendem.

- robustness,modularity, extermibil|ty, --

RSVPCommunlcatlon Paradlgm

RSVPModel:Outline

o

RESERVATION
messageflows from receivers to sender.
¯ Carries flow spec (the resourcerequest).
¯ FollowsInfo lald downby path message.

Reservation Parametere

o

Sessions

o

ReservationStyles

PATHMessageflows from sender to receivers.
¯ Followsunlcest/multlcastIP routing Info.
¯ Establlshes reverse path for RSVP.

503

RSVPSession
(Assume¯ glwn session

ROUTER
I, RI, R2

$2. $3

In reality: lamephysical Interface mybe Ix~th Incomingand
outgoingInterface for RSVP.

ReservationParameters

ReservationParameters

FLOWSPEC
-- I:Ndlnes quality of service (bandwidth,delay, bursUness..)
- Opaqueto RSVP

FILTERSPEC
RESERVATIONSTYLE
{ Src-iP-eddrI SCC-lX)rt,Dst-IP.eddrI Ost-port}

- Determines how reservlUon~ m madeend ehar~L

{ Ost-IP-eddr
I Dst-port} ( Src is ’w//dcard"

- Currently 3 types, morn m~ybe addedIn futm~
o WILl)CARDfiLTER
o FIXED RLTER
o DYNAMICRLTER

- Partially opaqueto RSVP

ReservationStyles

ReservationStyles
Filter (FF)Style

¯ Wildcard Filter (WF)Style

- Each receiver expliclUy Ilot~ lende~ It wlntl t~ m
(,,> fllter~pecs)

miter:. { O~t4P,eddr
I Dxt-po(t
Creates el~gl~ ohMed ~l~ "plp~’,

- Different sendeCerese~ation channelsare no~e/tarede.g., video.

e.g. for audio.

(Mk for 81, 62)
~, R1, R2

$2, $3

S2, $3
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(~k for 81, 83)
~ R3

Host Model

Reservation Styles
Host must:
Dynamic
Filter (DF) Style

¯ Register as a lender Of appropdite)

Ch~nnel.awltchingItyle

~> RSVP~tarta lending PATHrags

R~m~
n n~n.~Mred
"¢Mnnel~’
of ¢apecW
(e.g., for video)
Cho~le/change
lelectl~nof imrtk~l~r~endar~
to u~eto~e.

¯

Join multiceit celt gft~lp Of a receiver)

(elk fO¢ 2: el, $2)

.> RSVP
~tarta lendingRESV
rage

Sl

Host may:
(~kfix 2: Sl)
¯

Changere~e~’~tlon mqu~tIt any Ume

S2, S3

Interopemtion

Interfaces
¯ API

Want to handle perti~

RSVP~ge In Intamit

- PATH IP d~ eddree~ed to unWmulUclet dletlnitkm

¯ Traffic Control kemel functions
¯ Xddfde~e
Flow~e~
(-> Mmilelon
control)

- Requirett~e¢l~l intercept for Protocol 46 In routem

¯ Routing
o ’Tell methe muteto..’

¯

Forwarding

RSVPMesssge"i~jpes

RSVPProtocol: Outline

¯

RESV

o

RSVPMessages

- Follow r~v~medata piths to lel~’~ld eendem

o

Merging

- Leave r~atlon state in each muter

o

ManagingSoft State

o

API Model

o

Interoperability

o

Interfaces

¯ PATH
- Follow forward data paths
- Leavepath elate In each router, to route RESVmeeeege~.

5O5

¯

ERR

¯

TEAR

PATHMessages

RSVP MESSAGES

o

Session ID: Uni-mutticaatdeataddr+32-bltnumber

o

Refresh period, TTL Inle~ml

o

Previous hop IP addre~

o

Orop/BE bit

Fundamentalpath state, for routing RESVmsg~

match¯ fl/tor.
o

List of SenderD~lcrlptorl:

(Template, RowSpe¢)

Merging

RESVMessages
To limit

RSVP
traffic:

MergePATH,RESV
mes~age~
at eachrouter.

- Same aes,lon,

re,e~atkm

~

Example:Wlldc~rdFilter Style:

Merging Example

RSVPMessages

E.g. audioca*t: only one WFme~egeantvel at eended

Example:
Fixed Filter Style:

~ FF({S1})
S~

II

r...~l ~ FF( {Sl}[ ], {S2}[
~ R1,]) R2

~ FF( ($2}[ ], {$3}[
$2.$3

~ FF( {Sl}[ ], {s3}n
"~
~nII

~

~

~BI
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Future

ManagingSoft State

¯ (Some) open issues
¯ Merging r~lulru

gathering mes~estate at each node

Node forwards (mefg~ mel~ageit

end of th~

- Working group agenda

current refresh per/od.
¯

State that is not rofr~hed Umesout Mtar l"rL Inta~aL

¯

TTLinterval > 3 ¯ rofrtmh period, to allow Io~l of indivklual
RSVPmessage~.

¯ References

Future Routing Protocol Improvements

WGOpen Issues

¯

Provide mute-changesignals to RSVP

¯

Provide mutes that am knownto support RSVP(TOSmuting)

¯

Source-controlled mute ~electlon whenletup ftll~

¯

Inter-twine muting w~throute se~ctlon/~atup

¯ UseridentiflcatiorVcredentlal field.
¯ Generalize and boundfilterspec capabilities.
¯ Improve event-driven response behavior.
¯ Interfaces to rest of system.

References

Draft Agendafor RSVPWorldng Group

¯ Zhang, Deering, Estrin and Zappals, RSVP:A New
Resource ReSerVation Protocol, IEEE Network,
September 1993

Pdmsrygoal: Evolv~ RSVPegeclflcatlon end Introduce It Into
the Internet standards track.
Plen/Mileatonel:

¯ Zhang, Braden, Estrin, Herzog, Jamin, Resource
ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP)- Version I Functional
Specification,
Internet Draft: file draft-braden-rsvp-00.ps

Nov 93: Begin di~cus~lonsvia entail
Jan 94: Newdrift

prepared

Apt 94: Me~tat Seattle IETF, discuss latest draft. Decidewhether
to request publication u a P~ototypeRFCoPlan strategy
for attacldng op~ Issues.

¯ Mitzel, Estrin, Shenker,Zhang,An Architectural
Comparisonof ST-II and RSVP,submitted to Infocom 94

July 94: Coordinate w~th Router RequirementsWG.
Nov 94: Submit RSVPSp~¢/or Proposed Standard status.
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REPORT

Reported by Jim Barnes/Xylogics
Minutes

of the

TCP Multiplexing

BOF (TMUX)

Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Introduction
Howwe got here
TMuxOverview and implementation
Issues from the mailing list
What now

experience

Peter Cameron presented a short overview of the TMuxprotocol and gave a summaryof
the implementation experiences to date. TMuxhas been implemented in Unix System
V.4 streams and BSD4.3 systems. The total number of implementations to date is six.
Peter noted that since the interface between the IP and TCPlayers is not well defined,
implementing a portable TMuxmodule can be difficult.
A problem with FTP traffic was
also noted when there was a single FTP session. The implementations of TMuxnow do not
attempt to multiplex FTP traffic. Only Telnet and Rlogin data is multiplexed now.
The results from some performance tests simulating multiple Telnet sessions were reviewed.
The following discussion resulted in requests for additional performance information including perceived response times for TMuxversus non-TMuxsituations. Peter took the action
item to send additional performance numbersto the mailing list.
After the presentation, a general discussion followed. The following significant points were
raised:
¯ Since we want to prevent intermediate nodes from fragmenting and reconstructing
TMuxframes, the "do not fragment" flag should be set.
¯ The document needs to include an applicability

statement.

¯ If the TMuximplementation begins to see timeouts with exactly One datagram in the
packet (that is, there is little traffic to multiplex), TMuxshould be turned off.
¯ A packet with the IP OPTIONS
field is not a candidate for multiplexing with TMux.
Check the test implementations to make sure everything that was done to overcome
an implementation problem is reflected in the draft document.
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Discussion then movedon to consider specific points raised on the mailing list.
¯ Length field: The consensus is that the length field should be 16 bits.
¯ Checksums: After considerable discussion, no real consensus was reached, so the
checksumfield will stay in.
A lengthy message from Don Eastlake was posted to the mailing list just before the BOF.
The issues raised and the consensus reached during the BOFwere as follows:
¯ The document is too terminal server centric. The consensus of the BOFattendees was
that TMuxwas a simple solution for a very specific problem. The problem definition
should remain tightly focussed.
¯ Type of Service concerns. TMuxshould ensure that all datagrams within the multiplexed packet have the same TOS.
¯ Broadcast packets. Only unicast addresses should be allowed.
¯ Larger limit on the maximumsize of TMuxdatagrams. The maximumsize of 30 will
be replaced with information gained during implementation. This max datagram size
probably should be configurable.
¯ Use TMuxonly in congested situations.

Agreed.

The section on security needs clarification.

Agreed.

The attendees were asked if there were any blocking issues that would prevent TMuxfrom
being put on the standards track. No one raised any such issue and the consensus was that
TMuxcould be recommendedto the IESG for further action.
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TMu~ Overview
Background

TMmt Overview

Over the last couple of yeats, manypeople have identified a
host overhead problemwhenusing large numbersof Telnet and

TMux
TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

At the AmsterdamIEI’F in July, a BOFwas held on the CMP
proposal to ovctcximethis problemby. multiplexingTclnct and
Rlogin sessions using a protocol layered between the
application and TCP.

PeteCameron
Xylosic$ International Ltd.
Email: cameron@xylint.co.uk
Phone: +44 908 222112

DaveCrocker also madea presen~ion, in which he suggested
that the multiplexing should be moved.This is called TMux.
Xylogicshas implementedand evaluated both protocols on it’s
in.house systems and they give almost identical performmcc.

I Ill

TMuxOverview

TMuxOverview

Brief details of the protocol

The Proposed ~olution: TMux

~

¯

TMux multiplexes

¯

TMux uses a delay w
multiplexall sel~mentsinto a
single packet.

I

l

EachTMuxpacket is sent as a single IP data~amCOl~!nin~ng
multiple Iransport segments, each preceded by a short TMux
mini-be_~r_,ic:
~ IP h&] TMu~hdr l TPO~seg [ TMuxhdr [ Tponse$ [ ...

pack~

¯ . Thenuml~-of packetsme
ho~ has to deal with is

~

,~,~,,~,~

~

’ .... ~ :~

~

u’anslx~ segment when
received by ’the remo~eend.

host and networkload.
,/ Preliminary performance
results are very encouraging.

¯ See Interact Draft draft-cameron-tmu~-Ol.txtfor full de~d~.
|

!

TMuxOverview

TMuxOverview

Implementation Overview

Problems
Problemwith the protocol found
to be ~ ff it is used with a
single I=I’P session, it ~ [he time taken to ~an~fex the
file by about 15%due to tbe TMuxdelay ([hough multiple
sessions a~ fa.c,e~).
The ~ impl~on~ now do

There arc now2 separate implementationsfor:,
Unix System V.4 streams
BSD4.~ Unix.
These
havenowbeenported
to 6 different
operating
systems
fi’om
5 manufacturers,
including
multi-th.,~ed.

slighdy reduc¢~ [he potential ho~t pedormmc¢
gain when
FI’P andTelnet ~raff’xcis mixed.

Bothimplementations
proved
to be relatively
easy,
both
versions
tookabout
2 manweeks
to codea simple
working
version.
Production
ready
codeis2000lines
ofwell
commenteA
C codefortheV.4streams
version
and1600
lines
fortheBSDversion.

Because
the interface betweenTCPand IP is not defined,
unlike
the TPIinterfac~ b~weenapplicatiorm
and TCP,h is
mor~difficult to makea portable TMuxmodulethan it
would be to make a portable CMPmodule.
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TMux Overview

TMux Overview
Performance Comparisons

Conclmion
TMuxis simpler than CMP,and ~ives same performsuce, so
is moresuitable forramdm~lisalion.

from single system (Xylo~ics
Annex) w ¯ ~.ond
03MHzSpARCUnix V.4).

packet for several ports, the numberof inm-rup~,and hence
~hehos~ overheadis
Test results showTMuxgives ~ignificant savings on CPU
overhead whenmanysessions are multiplexed from one host
to another.

ports suppoc~le for szme
CPUload for out of kernel
protoc~l~(Teln~).
~5%increase for in-kernel
protocol (Xylogicsprotocol).

TMux Overview
What next

Wewould like to propose
that TMuxmoves forward to
the standardstrack.
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Transport

(AVT)

Charter
Chair(s)
Stephen Casner: casner@±s±.edu
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: rem-conf©es.ne~c
To Subscribe: rem-conf-reques~©es.ne~c
Archive: nic. es.net:pub/mailing-lis~s/mail-archive/rem-conf
Description

of Working Group

The Audio/Video Transport Working Group was formed to specify experimental protocols for real-time transmission of audio and video over UDPand IP
multicast. The focus of this group is near-term and its purpose is to integrate
and coordinate the current AVtransport efforts of existing research activities.
No standards-track protocols are expected to be produced because UDPtransmission of audio and video is only sufficient for small-scale experiments over
fast portions of the Internet. However,the transport protocols produced by this
working group should be useful on a larger scale in the future in conjunction
with additional protocols to access network-level resource managementmechanisms. Those mechanisms, research efforts now, will provide low-delay service
and guard against unfair consumption of bandwidth by audio/video traffic.
Similarly, initial experiments can work without any connection establishment
procedure so long as a priori agreements on port numbers and coding types have
been made. To go beyond that, we will need to address simple control protocols
as well. Since IP multicast traffic may be received by anyone, the control
protocols must handle authentication and key exchange so that the audio/video
data can be encrypted. More sophisticated
connection management is also
the subject of current research. It is expected that standards-track protocols
integrating transport, resource management, and connection managementwill
be the result of later working group efforts.
The AVTWorking Group m~y design independent protocols specific to each
medium, or a common,lightweight, real-time transport protocol may be extracted. Sequencing of packets and synchronization amongstreams are important functions, so one issue is the form of timestamps and/or sequence numbers
to be used. The working group will not focus on compression or coding algorithms which are domain of higher layers.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Define the scope of the working group, and who might contribute. The first
step will be to solicit contributions of potential protocols from projects that
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have already developed packet audio and video. From these contributions
group will distill the appropriate protocol features.

the

Done

Conduct a teleconference working group meeting using a combination of packet
audio and telephone. The topic will be a discussion of issues to be resolved in
the process of synthesizing a new protocol.

Done

Review contributions of existing protocols, and discuss which features should
be included and tradeoffs of different methods. Makewriting assignments for
first-draft documents.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft of the lightweight audio/video transport protocol.

May 1993

Post a revision of the AVTprotocol addressing new work and security options
as an Internet-Draft.

Jun 1993

Submit the AVTprotocol to the IESG for consideration
Protocol.

as an Experimental

Internet-Drafts
"Issues in Designing a Transport Protocol for Audio and Video Conferences and
other Multiparticipant Real-Time Applications", 10/21/1993, H. Schulzrinne
< draft-ietf-avt-issues-01.txt, .ps >
"RTP: A Transport Protocol for l~eal-Time Applications",
Schulzrinne, S. Casner <draft-ietf-avt-rtp-04.txt,
.ps>

10/21/1993, H.

"Media Encodings", 09/17/1993, H. Schulzrinne < draft-ietf-avt-encodings-02.txt
"Sample Profile for the Use of RTP for Audio and Video Conferences with
MinimalControl", 10/21/1993, H. Schulzrinne <draft-ietf-avt-profile-03.txt>
"Packetization of H.261 video streams", 12/10/1993, T. Turletti,
< draft-ietf- avt-video-packet-02.txt >

C. Huitema

>
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Casner/USC-ISI

Audio/Video

Transport

Working Group (AVT)

The AVTWorkingGroup met for only one session at this meeting since the draft specification for the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) is nearly completed for submission
an RFC. The emphasis of this session was on implementation experience with the focus
shifting to companionspecifications for profiles and encodings.

Status

of Draft

RTP Specification

This group did not meet in Amsterdam, but there has been substantial progress on the
RTPspecification via e-mail and a teleconference, and a new draft-ietf-avt-rtp-04.txt
and
.ps has been installed. The specification has been submitted to the Area Director with
request for "IESGLast Call," and is in review by the Directorate.
Steve Casner gave a brief description of the most recent change to the specification, which
was the addition of the APPoption. This option allows experimental application-specific
options to be defined without official registration while avoiding conflicts with other option
definitions. See the draft RTPspecification for details. A brief description was also given
on a proposal from AndrewCherenson to add an option, not in the main RTPspecification
but in the audio/video profile, to indicate the modeor state of a participant. The proposed
set of states were: active, video frozen (still image), private (listening but not sending),
hold (not listening and not sending).
A good fraction of the attendees at this meeting had read the RTPspecification. Comments
were solicited both on the specification and on the two options just described, but no
comments were offered. However, behind the scenes, some objections have been raised to
the classification of RTPas a Proposed Standard and to certain details of the specification.
These issues will be discussed further on the mailing list.

Implementation

Experience

Ron Frederick from Xerox PARCgave a presentation on his experience with implementing
I~TP in the network video (nv) program. He reported that overall, the implementation went
very cleanly, and that the combination of the sequence number, timestamp and sync bit
worked well together. He found the option format easy to generate and parse, but cautioned
that the parser must watch out for an illegal option length zero or length greater than the
packet length. (The example option parsing code in the appendix to the specification
includes these checks.)
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The one nuisance Ron found was that the program needs to know if an SSRCoption is
present to fully identify the sender before the parsing can act upon the other options. This
requires parsing the options twice, or storing the information while parsing and then acting
upon it at the end. To reduce this nuisance, it was proposed that the specification be
modified to require that if an SSRCoption is present, it must follow immediately after the
fixed header. Since this is the logical place for translators to insert the SSRCoption, and
since there can be only one, this restriction should cause no difficulties.
David Kristol from AT&T
described his work (just beginning) on a quality of service monitor
for I~TP. It would create a map of the MBONE,
and display a measure of the reception
quality for each receiver on the mapusing data obtained from reception reports multicast by
the receivers. This would allow a visual determination of bottleneck points. One observation
was that the measure of video delay is affected by the use of the same timestamp on all
packets of a video frame even though the packets are not transmitted at the same time.
A solution is to measure delay only on the first packet of a frame. This illustrates that
reception quality measurement may be dependent upon the medium.
Dave also implemented a vat/RTP translator to allow participation in vat audio sessions
inside the AT&Tfirewall. This turned out to be very simple, the only problem being
translation of vat’s beginning-of-talkspurt flag into RTP’s end-of-talkspurt flag. For now,
he is just copying the bit and ignoring the distinction.

Encoding Specifications
Frank Kastenholz from FTP Software asked for the addition in the audio/video profile of
an 8-bit linear encoding ("LS") and a format code for L8 encoding at 11.025 KHz. This
matches the capability of commonaudio hardware on PC and Mac platforms. It is possible
to convert in software to 8-bit mu-law at 8 KHz, but this increases the minimumprocessing
power required to participate.
This request was generally agreed upon, and Frank was
requested to provide the details to go into the profile. Henning Schulzrinne cautioned that
adding a new "standard" encoding places a burden on all implementations to include at
least a decoder for it.
Bill Fenner from NI~L and Ron Frederick gave presentations on carrying JPEGvideo over
RTP, and on the issues to be addressed in an encoding specification.
Although the JPEG
specification includes a variety of formats, Ron recommendedthat we stick with 4:2:2 video
format, square pixels (as produced by most of the chips even though CCIR601 specifies
rectangular pixels), a 16x8 block as the minimumcoded unit, and progressive scan. Ron
also recommendedthat we use the Q factors defined for C-:IPEG and D-JPEGby the Free
:IPEG Group and use the standard Huffmancoding table, though these could be overridden
by custom table definitions.
Bill has designed an encoding for JPEGover RTP, and implemented it using the Parallax
JPEGhardware. He points out that JPEGframes are large, so they are likely to require
segmentation and reassembly. Losing one packet out of a frame will result in frame loss
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because the Huffmanreset mechanismthat is part of the standard does not provide enough
sequence space for packet-size losses. He also observed that the Q factor does not provide
muchusable quality range (the picture gets lots uglier without the frame rate increasing as
much as one would expect).
The encoding Bill defined uses the same RTPtimestamp on allpackets of a frame, and the
RTPsync bit indicates the last packet of the frame, as usual. In addition, he has defined a
small header to go at the beginning of the data in the first packet of a frame. The presence
of this header is indicated by the first two bytes being one of the application-specific codes
(0xFF 0xE1) provided in the JPEG specification
and guaranteed not to appear in the
data. This code is followed by two bytes to encode the Q factor, Huffmantable index, and
some size information. Special values of these indices can be used to indicate that custom
quantization and/or Huffman tables will follow. The mechanisms for requesting and/or
periodically retransmitting custom tables are still to be decided and tested. There were
no major objections to this design other than the suggestion that explicit image width and
height factors be included. Bill agreed to produce a first draft specification for JPEGover
RTP with assistance from Ron and Fengmin Gong from MCNC.

Video

Decoder

API

In Columbuswe had a good discussion on the feasibility of creating a commoninterface
for software video decoders so that each packet video program can incorporate decoders
for many or all of the other programs’ native formats to enable interoperation. At this
meeting, Ron Frederick gave an update on the decoder API in the nv program in which
decoding and rendering of the image data are decoupled: nv does all the network I/O, RTP
processing, and X-windowsystem interaction; the image decode routines just convert each
packet of compressed bits into uncompressed YUVpixels for a portion of the image. A
callback routine is provided to render a rectangular portion of the image after decoding.
P~onidentified several open issues that have arisen:
¯ Is YUVa good choice for color decoding? It allows easy rendering into monochrome
or color images, but requires extra processing for encodings that would more naturally
use RGBor dithered data. The difficulty is that numberof variations in the rendering
code is already large to handle variations in pixel depth and ordering. It maynot be
worthwhile to double or triple this to render from additional input formats.
¯ It is desirable to enable the use of hardware encoders and/or decoders for increased
performance, but what additional hooks are required to fit this into the model? Some
answers may come from exploring the options for the SunVideo board Cell-B encoder
and for JPEGvideo using the Parallax board as Bill Fenner has done.
¯ Should the commoncode handle resequencing of packets? Previously, nv ignored
packet sequencing because packets of the nv encoding can be processed out of order.
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Now, nv is processing the sequence numbers to accumulate packet loss information,
and could do the resequencing. However,Ronfeels that this function should be left to
the decode routines because the requirements may not be the same for all encodings,
unless wecan define as part of the profile an extra level of framing for all the encodings
to use.

Other API’s may also be needed. Henning suggested that video encoding routines should
also be sharable to reduce the effort of writing them. Since nv already separates the frame
grab from the encoding, an interface could be explored there. Abel Weinrib also pointed
out that we need API’s at a higher layer, that of whole media agents to be controlled by
different session managers.

Report

from

IMA Network

Focus

Group

A the end of the session, we got a report from ThomasMaslenof Sun on the recent first meeting of the IMANetwork Focus Group, and on the potential interaction with the IETF AVT
and MMUSIC
Working Groups’ activities.
The Interactive Multimedia Association (IMA)
is an industry group chartered to develop standards to support multimedia applications.
In particular, the Multimedia System Services (MSS) proposal defines an object-oriented
architecture for the infrastructure to support multimedia applications.
In a way, the MSSwork fits between the AVTand MMUSIC
areas. The MSSproposal does
not specify media transport mechanisms or protocols. The Network FoG is to address the
requirements for network transport in the MSS,and to define network transport interfaces,
target environments and protocol profiles to support those requirements. The group will
work with other standards groups, including the IETF, to incorporate existing protocols
and cooperate on the definition of new ones where needed. At first look, it appears that
I~TP maybe suitable as one of the protocols to be used for transport of real-time media.
Similarly, MSSprovides infrastructure for multimedia applications such at teleconferencing, but does not include the applications themselves. Abel pointed out that it does not
include higher-level objects like people in its model, nor does it include policies. Therefore,
MMUSIC
sits above MSS,and the session managementmechanisms to be developed in that
working group might be used for communication amonga set of applications implemented
using MSS.

Future

Working

Group Activity

The session closed with a discussion of future working group activity. As work on the
RTPspecification is completed, the group’s emphasis will shift to pr.ofile and encoding
specifications. Fromthe point of view of our Area Director, Allison Mankin,it is appropriate
for the group to continue work as needed, or to go on hiatus but keep the mailing list (remconf) active. Meetings at future IETFs maythen be called to address new questions such as
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the interface between network real-time services and RTP, or when appropriate to advance
any of the specifications through the standards process.
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Multimedia

Session

Control

(MMUSIC)

Charter
Chair(s)
Eve Schooler:schooler©isi.edu
Abel Weinrib:abel©bellcore.com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: confc’crl©isi.edu
To Subscribe: confc~;rl-request©isi.edu
Archive: venera, isi. edu: "/confctrl/confcrtl
Description

.mail

of Working Group

The demandfor Internet teleconferencing has arrived, yet an infrastructure to
support this demandis barely in place. Multimedia session control, defined as
the managementand coordination of multiple sessions and their multiple users
in multiple media (e.g., audio, video), is one componentof the infrastructure.
The Multiparty Multimedia Session Control Working Group is chartered to
design and specify a protocol to perform these functions.
The protocol will provide negotiation for session membership, underlying communication topology and media configuration. In particular, the protocol will
support a user initiating a multimedi~ multiparty session with other users
("calling" other users) over the Internet by allowing a teleconferencing application on one workstation to explicitly rendezvous with teleconferencing applications running on remote workstations. Defining a standard protocol will
enable session-level interoperability between different teleconferencing implementations.
The focus of the working group is to design a session negotiation protocol that
is tailored to support tightly-controlled
conferences. The MBONE
currently
carries primarily loosely-controlled sessions, i.e., sessions with little to no interaction amongmembersand with no arbitration facility, security, or coordination of quality-of-service options for time-critical media. Users maylearn of
available sessions using the "sd" utility or other out of band mechanisms(e.g.,
emil). However,there is clearly a/so a need for tightly-controlled sessions that
provide mechanismsfor directly contacting other users to initiate a session and
for negotiating conference parameters such as membership, media encodings
and encryption keys. In addition, these sessions should support renegotiation
during a session, for example to add or delete membersor change the media
encoding. It is possible that the protocol will, in the limiting case, also support
loosely-controlled sessions.
The main goal of the working group will be to specify the session control protocol for use within teleconferencing software over the Internet. The working
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group will focus on the aspects of the session control problem that are well
understood, while keeping an eye on evolving research issues. Towardthis end,
the working group has madean inventory of existing conferencing systems and
their session control protocols. The working group will documentthe requirements of the existing prototypes as a basis for the protocol development. The
working group will iteratively refine the protocol based on implementation and
operational experience.
Furthermore, the working group will coordinate with other efforts related to
multimedia conferencing, such as directory services for cataloguing users and
conferences, the RTP and RTCP protocols developed by the Audio/Video
Transport Working Group, resource reservation and management at the network level, and schemes for multicast address allocation.
Goals and Milestones
May 1993

Hold an on-line working group meeting to discuss the conference control framework, the relevant terminology, a functional taxonomyand how different conversational styles place requirements on session protocols.

Jun 1993

Submit the Conference Session Control Protocol to the IESG for consideration
as an Experimental Protocol.

Aug 1993 Post an Internet-Draft

describing the Session Control Requirements.

Nov 1993 Post an Internet-Draft

of the Session Control Protocol.

Mar 1994 Submit a revised Internet-Draft

based on implementation experience.

2.9.
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Reported

MEETING

REPORT

by Abel Weinrib/Bellcore

Minutes of the Multiparty
(MMUSIC)

Multimedia

Session

Control

Working Group

An on-line copy of the minutes and the accompanyingslides maybe found in the directory
venera,isi.edu:confc~rl/minutes
as filesie~f.II .93and slides.
[a-d].11.93.ps.
The MMUSIC
Working Group met for two sessions at the Houston IETF meeting. The
first day was dedicated to a short overview of the goals and context for the working group
and a presentation of an algorithm and framework for managing shared session state. The
second meeting focused on preliminary ideas as to what might comprise shared session state
for a couple of different session types, and three short presentations on related work.

Overview

and

Framework

Abel Weinrib presented an overview of the goals of the MMUSIC
Working Group and
discussed the frameworkfor the work. This presentation was ba;ically a review of the work
of previous working group meetings; refer to the minutes of those meetings available from.
the confctrl archives for more detail.
In setting the context for the next two talks, a distinction was madebetween the "agreement
algorithm" and the "session control protocol." The agreement algorithm supports generic
control of group membership and enforces correctness and other policies on state shared
among the members. This agreement layer "understands" membership and policies, but
views the rest of the domain-specific session state as opaque. The session control protocol
understands the domain-specific session state, using the services of the agreement protocol
to manage the state shared among the members. The session protocol may also use other
services in addition to the agreementservices, such as services that support soft state sharing
and recovery.
Issues that were raised during discussion:
Whereshould a "session manager" that terminates a session control protocol reside?
Various alternatives are on a workstation (as shownin the frameworkslide) for one
multiple users, or one per domain that could act as a demultiplexing agent by passing
on session control messages for users in that domain to the appropriate place. The
second alternative mayprovide hooks for supporting user mobility and maydeal well
with security firewalls.
Should floor control be done through the session control protocol or through some
other mechanism?
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¯ Should policies be chosen from a predefined set, or should they be defined in all of
their generality by each application? This has implications on interoperability and
the complexity of the applications.
¯ In the framework, resource reservation is separate from session management. The
session control protocol is used to propagate a shared view of the state, which includes
descriptions of the media streams required by a conference.

An Algorithm

for

Managing

Shared

Teleconferencing

State

Scott Shenker described some preliminary ideas being developed for expressing policies
about how session state can be changed and the degree to which membersagree on their
views of the state. Policy can be expressed along three dimensions: voting policies, consistency policies, and initiator policies. Voting policy defines which membersmust agree
for a state change to take place. Consistency policies describe howthe state seen by different membersmaydiffer. Initiator policies set which membersmay initiate changes to
the state. The policy framework provides the vocabulary for concretely describing various
session styles.
He then presented an algorithm that supports operations on the shared s~ate while enforcing
the policies associated with the session. These operations might be adding a member,
changing the policies themselves, or modifying some other domain specific state variable
such as an encryption key. The basic mechanismis a group agreement algorithm based on
a two-phase commit procedure or correctness.
For additional information on this work there is a rough draft document in the confctrl
archives in docs/agree.ps. Notice of the availability of more complete drafts of the document will be sent to the confctrl mailing list.
Somepoints raised in the discussion during and following the talk:
It was observed that some membersof a session may be programs running on computers. The fall-back position of always allowing membersto leave a corrupted session
may be less useful than for humanmembers who can more easily detect the corruption.
Critical and non-critical membershipallows there to be a core group of membersthat
control the conference and a potentially much larger set of membersthat can more
easily enter and leave.
This talk is about agreement, not negotiation. The distinction is that there is no
support for multiple rounds of proposals and counter-proposals. This could be future
work, or could be done at the application level building on top of the basic agreement
servi ce.
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Above the

Agreement

Protocol

Eve Schooler’s talk was devoted to the interpretation and usage of the agreement protocol for
teleconference session control. Discussion attempted to place the agreement protocol in the
context of a traditional protocol stack and to hint at implementation concerns. Examples
were given for generic and domain-specific session operations, as well as for the array of
potentially interesting state attributes (session-wide, membership-related, or media- and
policy-specific). To illustrate the range of sessions that can be constructed from different
sets of policies, two example paradigms were presented; one for an open hailing-channel
session with little coordination amongmembers, and another for a minimal invitation-only
session.
The second half of the presentation focused on several open issues: Tradeoffs between different end-system organizations, addressing issues related to the use of unicast and multicast
and to the interaction of media agents and session agents, and alternate techniques for user
rendezvous that resemble what is currently in place on the MBonefor session directories.
For additional information on this work, there is a very rough draft documentin the confctrl
archives in docs/usage.tx’c. Notice of the availability of more complete drafts of the
documentwill be sent to the confctrl mailing list.
Somepoints raised in the discussion:
¯ Issues of media typing and the addressing of media agents are related to problem,,;
that need to be solved for WWW
as well as XMosiac naming and MIMEmailcap
media descriptions.
¯ It would be nice if session control did not assume that the media used by the confer-ence is necessarily carried over an IP network.

Consensus

and Control

in Wide-Area

Communication

Bala R, ajagopalan briefly presented his work on agreement and control of group membership
in wide area communications. He also handed out a paper that presents his model and
algorithm in more detail; contact him via email for a copy of his paper.
The model allows a group to (eventually) come to consensus on its membership in the
presence of unreliable message delivery. His algorithm uses wide area multicast and a
coordinator for each partition’s "view" of the membership state. Operations on groups
include join, leave, delete, reform, merge. One underlying assumption of this work that led
to some heated discussion during the meeting is that connectivity is transitive, meaningthat
if A is connected to B and B is connected to C, then A is connected to C; this assumption
maybreak downduring certain failure scenarios in the Internet.
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This work appears to be relevant to the concerns of the MMUSIC
Working Group. More
effort is required to understand howand where it might fit into the MMUSIC
charter.

RTCP Implications

for

MMUSIC

Steve Casner discussed the relationship of RTCP,the "real time control protocol" defined
by the Audio/Video Transport Working Group (AVT), to the MMUSICWorking Group
effort. RTCPis separate from the RTPprotocol (which supports transport of time-critical
media streams) and mayin the future be replaced by a higher level control protocol, such
as the MMUSIC
session control protocol. In particular, he described the functions that
RTCPcurrently provides, and discussed other functions that would be useful in supporting
an application such as multimedia teleconferencing (see the slides). He concluded that
may make sense to use some part of the RTCPin conjunction with a higher level control
protocol.

Session

Control

Work at

BBN

Julio Escobar presented a list of relevant workat BBNthat is addressing similar issues to the
MMUSIC
Working Group. He mentioned Chip Elliott’s work on the "sticky" protocol (Chip
had actually presented this work at an earlier MMUSIC/CONFCTRL
BOF), Lou Berger’s
simulation exercise managementtool, and Walter Milliken’s work on resource coordination
objects. Julio promised to send additional information on this work to the confctrl mailing
list (which he has done).

Attendees
Lou Berger
David Borman
Stephen Casner
Ping Chen
George Clapp
Steve DeJarnett
David Dubois
Ed Ellesson
Julio Escobar
William Fenner
James Fielding
Ron Frederick
Atanu Ghosh
Fengmin Gong
John Hanratty

iberger~bbn,
com
dab¢cray,
com
casner©isi,
edu
ping,ping2,
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clapp~ameris,
ameritech,
com
steve¢ibmpa,
awdpa,ibm.com
dad@pacersoft,
com
ellesson©vnet,
ibm.com
j escobar~bbn,
com
f enner@cm2,
nrl.navy.mil
j amesf@arl,
army.mil
frederick@parc,
xerox,com
atanu¢cs,
ucl.ac.uk
gong©concert,
net
j hanra~ty@agile,
corn
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Charley Kline
Jim Knowles
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Mark Laubach
Jim Martin
Thomas Maslen
Donald Merritt
Karen O’Donoghue
Laura Pate
J. Mark Pullen
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Steven Richardson
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Henning Schulzrinne
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Michael Speer
John Stewart
Daniel Swinehart
Matsuaki Terada
Claudio Topolcic
Abel Weinrib
Taehwan Weon
John Wroclawski
Shinichi Yoshida
Lixia Zhang
Weiping Zhao
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van~ee.lbl.gov
katsube©mail.bellcore.com
cvk@uiuc.edu
jknowles©binky.arc.nasa.gov
tikCvnet.ibm.com
paul_lambert©email.mot.com
laubach©hpl.hp.com
jimCnoc.rutgers.edu
maslen©eng.sun.com
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kodonog©relay,
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mpullen@cs.~mu.edu
braja@qsun.at~.com
sjr@merit.edu
schooler©isi.edu
hgs@research.att.com
shenker@parc.xerox.com
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jsZewart@cnri.reston.va.us
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Session Control

Protocol

Protocol

Requirements

Assumptions

OneSessionManager
per workstationport
¯ usuab/asingleoneat a well-known
Ixxt
. a Sessk:nManager
maysewemur~Pieusers
¯ a Session
Manager
is not requiredto maintains~ateacn)ssfailures

Distributed ~.ssi(m management
¯ es~ab~h,
terminate,merge
_ onceestablished,a sessk)nhasa uniquename
(fo¢ example,
advemse
the _ _~s_~)n
in a d~ectocy
service)
~e r~ in advance
¯ ~c~ed~e--~eg~e

TheInitiator propo~e~
I~e Initial ~ssk)n~tate
¯ eachproposed
member
knows
upfi~nt whati~ is agreeingto
. the youngpolicy defineswhomu~agreefo~sess~o~
establishment
to

AWI

AW
iinlR~~

More Protocol

Other Session Protocol

Assumptions

once established, ¯ membermy ~ changesto the sesslon state
¯ ko~ymembe~maymakesuc~
_ a non.memb~
Ihat wantsto join a sessionasksa member
to

Mes_~_ges

¯ ~mtby a _ _ _=,~.~manager
to reque~
the sessk)n
slate fromanolhe(
sessionmanager
¯ the re~ session managerres~ w~th a sZatus message
Status
~. se~t by a ~ manager
to shamthe state of mesess.on

SessionProtocol
.
. i State
Ag~m I Shadng
AW
I

Underlying

Transport

Outstanding Issue~ (from last

Mechanism

- de~yvadalkms
Communlc~tion
building blocks
¯ UDPvs. TCP
¯ unreliable vs. mfmble"datagmms"

- ISIS group ~
Adap~bllityto delayvariations
¯ adaptpeer-to-peer
timeoutsto dynamic
networkco~itJons
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Teleconferences
Shared State:

An Algorithm

for

¯ Membership

Managing

Shared Teleconferencing

¯ Roles (speaker, next-in-line,

State

¯ Media encodings,

encryption

chairperson)
keys. etc.

¯ Payment model
Extremely Preliminary!
Human endeavor:
Scott Shenker
Abel Weinrib

¯ Deciding on shared state is not Just a technical problem

Eve Schooler
¯ Decision criterion:
]ETF

November

1993

Many different

Telephone

issue

options:

¯ Anarchy, dictatorship,

majority

Social

Example

Country

rule ....

Club Membership:

¯ Need three sponsors to join

¯ No change to membership possible
control

policy

technical

Examples

Two-party phone call:

¯ Tight

policy issue (social/politicall

¯ Means to implement:

¯ Can be blackballed

of membership

by a single

member

¯ Membership policy can be changed by changIng the charter of the country club
Party Line:

¯ General mechanism: voting

at meetings

¯ Anyone can join
¯ Loose control

of membership

Typical social institutions:
¯ Intermediate
Typical

teleconferencing

¯ Policy

mechanisms:

¯ Policy

membership policies

not embedded, in mechanism

embedded in mechanism

¯ No policies

in between the two extremes

This is
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what we want to emulate!

Goals of this

Work

Context

1. Express policy

Assume (for

and Notation

now) that

¯ Define general family of policies

¯ Messaging is reliable

¯ Explore the tight/loose

¯ All messages from a particular
sender to a
particular receiver arrive in order

spectrum

but asynchronous

2. Implement policy
¯ Define a single
mechanism to implement
this family of policies
¯ Variant

of two-phase

-- A memberinitiates
--Propose

Notation
¯ S: shared state

commit

-- Si state variables
-- St -- M membership
-- S2 = P-session policies

change in shared state

> Collect

Votes

> Announce
¯ Oi: operations on state variable

Results
-- Members exchange messages for
setting locks, committing, etc.

Si

-- Oi particular
operation in Oi
-- General change operation op ---- Oi...oOj
-- S~.~’E(o~): all possible state variables

voting.

changed by op

Voting Policies
For every Oi there is some voting rule
¯ Takes set
Expressin 9 Policy

of votes

¯ Returns 0 (Fail)

NO, ABSTAIN}

or 1 (Pass)

¯ Depends on operation,

Three dimensions to policy

{YES,

V(Oi)

not just

on i

¯ Independent of initiator

¯ Voting policies
¯ Consistency policies
¯ Initiator

For a general change op = Oi...

policies

o Oj

¯ v(o~) = v(o~)...o v(o~)
Null voting rules:
¯ No votes (other
be cast
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than the initiator’s)

need

ii

Two Consistency Conditions
Eventual Consistency in E
Consistency Policies

¯ Eventual set E C_ S
¯ Whensession is quiescent, all membershave
identical views of the state variables in ~:~.

Views of shared state can be inconsistent
¯ Permanent: oPerations executed in different order
-- Long-lived inconsistency can render teleconference inoperable

Voting Consistency
¯ Critical

state C and Consistent state !

¯ All votes cast on changes in ! are made
with consistent views of C (~ 0 C E)

¯ Temporary: not all change messageshave
beendelivered (inevitable)
-- Votes can be cast with different views
of shared state

Choice of I, C, E is statement of consistency
policy!
Restrictions
¯ ICE
¯ ! = C (will discuss later)
¯ Voting consistency independent of operation

Initiation Policie~

Sets

Can have general set of policies about which
memberscan initiate changes to various state
variables.
These policies define set U,~ for each member
:

:" C: consistent
:
voting
:
°~o

¯ Changesto variables in Umcan only be initiated by ~n

::
¯

¯ U~riU.=~when

~: evemually
consistent

mC=m

¯ U=L~U~

..-

¯ Paper wrong

oo

S: shared
state

Uniqueinitiation
trol
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does not imply unilateral con-

Sets

Special Role of Membership

’"
::

:
¯

If membership is not in C. then we suggest
that C is empty

/

.’:" C: consistenti ~
:.
voting
¯: .#

::

:
;

-..

¯ All membersmust have a consistent
of C when voting on changes in C

o

!Jm:umquu :

-. ...................""-...

initiatoi"
:-

:

view

¯ If membershipis not in C, what does "’all
membet~’ mean?

consistent

For now. assumethat membership is in C
"’"’-....

Initiation
policies!

S: shared
~ate

/
.."

policies are orthogonal to consistency

t i n.g_..Po_
!!.c.Y
-I mplemen

Example
Shared State S

Variant of two-phase commit

¯ Membership

¯ Dynamic group membership

¯ Encryption key

¯ Looser correctness conditions

¯ Common names of members

¯ Spectrum of voting policies

¯ Next-to-speak
Basic mechanism
Polio/:

¯ Changeinitiated

¯ Membership:.in C
-- Adding member: unanimous vote
-- Deleting member: if and only if member
wants to leave

by single member

¯ Propose > Collect
suits

Votes > Announce re-

¯ Changeassigned unique id
¯ Membersare either
busy (unlocked)

¯ Encryption Key: in E--C
-- Null voting
¯ Commonname of m: in E- C and Um

busy (locked) or non-

Basic MessageFunctions:

¯ Next-to-Speak: not in E
-- Majority rule

¯ Poll.
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Lock, Respond, Announce

Message Types
Poll(Id:

id,

Ope~a~ion:

op)
A~o~mce (Id:

¯ Requests vote on proposed operation
¯ Response

is

{YES,

id,

Operation:

op)

¯ Operation op is to be applied

NO, ABSTAIN}

to state

¯ No response
]~.~(ld:
¯ Requests exclusive
¯

Response is

lock

Kelea~s(ld:

{OK. BUSY}

id,

0pez~l;ion:

op)

¯ Associated lock is released
¯ NO response

pol_~_~Lock(Id:

id;

Operation:

¯ Requests exclusive
posed operation
¯ Response

is

Response(td:

and vote on pro-

NO, ABSTAIN.

Response:

to po11,

Co=~it(Id:.

Id,

Opera~ion:

op)

¯ Operation op is to be applied

{YES,

id,

¯ Response
sage

lock

..

op)

BUSY}

to state

¯ Associated lock is released
¯ No response

response)

Lock, or Poll_Lock

mes-

¯ No response

Message Exchanges
Four Basic Exchange Patterns:
¯ Poll_Lock > Response > Commit or Release

Message ExchangeS.

¯ Lock > Resp.onse> Commitor Release
Consider some change operation
member m

¯ Poll > Response > Announce
¯ Azmo~ce
Cross Product
¯ Poll:

if

¯ Lock: if

of Polling

and Locking

Message exhange depends on:

V(~) is not null
b~I’ATE(op)

intersects

¯ Does it
shaded re-

require

¯ STATE(op)

a vote?

n C ~:

¯ STATE(op) rl E -- C ~: ~?
¯ STATE(op)
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C

op initiated

by

VOTE and STATE(op)
* Poll_Lock

n C 7~. ¢:

> gesponse

¯ Release is sent if vote fails
response is received
¯ Locking
tions

NO_VOTE and STATE(op)

> Commit or Release

needed to ensure

or if

n C ~ @:

¯ Lock > Response > Commit or Release

any BUSY

¯ Release is

sent if

any BUSY response is

received

no two opera-

are going on simultaneously
Same sequence applies

Samesequence applies
¯ VOTE, STATE(o~)

¯ Locking

for:

¯ NO_VOTE. STATE(op)r~C

for:
n C = ~.

E - C ~ ~, STATE(op)

STATE(op)

needed to ensure operations

= gp. STATE(op)n

g. U,.

are

done in same order

VOTE, STATE(op)
C ya ~. STATE(op)

NO.VOTE, S7"AV’E(,,I,)r~C: ¢. ST"A7"E(op)r~
E - C 7~ ¢. S’J’AT"E(~p) 6 Urn:

f3 -- ~. STATE(op) n E
E Urn:

¯ Announce

¯ Poll > Response > &nnounce
¯ No lock needed because unique initiator
sures no variables
other operation

will

¯ Unique initiator
en-

be changed by any
Samesequence applies

Samesequence applies

meanseventual consistency

is assured without locks.

for:

¯ NO_VOTE. STATE(op) C_ S --

for:

¯ No voting and no consistency
conditions
allow a unilateral
announcing of the new

¯ VOTE, STATE(op) C_ ,S -

state variables.
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II

Loose Control

Consistency

Eventual

What happens when membership is

Conditions

Consistency

of Membership

Whenever there

¯ Previously

are no

outstanding messages, all participants

¯ if

have

argued that

not in C?

C must be empty

E empty, everything

vacuously

OK

the same view of .~.
For nonempty E
Consistent

Voting All

votes cast involving

to C are done with identical

changes

¯ Our mechanism does not work

views of C.

¯ E c u: use periodic
-- changes still

~taaoaacee

use Poll messages

¯ Xerox Clearinghouse algorithms
-- after-the-fact
timestamp ordering
-- need to keep history

on membership

¯ Both of the above need some method to
eventually reach entire membership

Unreliable

Open Issues

Transport
¯ Finer grain

Design Choice

¯ Critical

¯ Cope with inconsistencies
correctness

rather

than achieve

and noncritical

state

by incoming

withdrawal: when all else fails...

¯ Send JLzmo~mcedeclaring
¯ Modified consistent

¯ Better

departure

¯ Is this

voting condition

¯ Voting is not consistent

members

¯ Changes to policy
¯ Responses to-protocol

Unilateral

membership

¯ Session initiation
¯ Voting

¯ Need hooks for resynchronizing

concurrency control

but plausible
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errors

and more complete formalism
useful

in building

real

systems?

Overview
IETF Multiparty Multimedia
Session Control WG
(mmusic)

PartI:

¯ Interpretation of agreement
protocol:
.Sho~t
andkx~g
termgoals
¯ Teleconferencing
state:
¯ Examplepolicy mappings:

AbelWeinrib<abel@b~:ore.com>
EveSchooler<schoo;er@id.edu>

PartIh

¯ Discussion:

1, 2 November,
1993
¯ Loosevs tight conVol,public vs pdvatemodels
¯ Ideak:x" a userdirectoryse~ice

Agreement Protocol

Session Control Stack

¯ Framework
to describea diversity of
sessions:

domain~peciflc
domain-independent

-Operationsthat maybe performedon sessions

¯ Thestateattributeseffectedby theop
¯ Consistency
conditiorLs

SCP
AP

¯ Aimsto support:

comllb

¯ Re-,__~a__hility
of messaging
components
¯ Ruidity fromonemode
to another
¯ Couldbuild nego~ation
serviceontop of AP

Implementing

other

Operations: 0 = {0 i }

Session Agreements

¯ Distributed sessionmanagement:

¯ TheSession:

¯ Establish,terminate[, merge,schedule]

¯ Collectiveof associated
peersfor controlof sharedstate

¯ Sessionmanager:ma-sger_£d

~e~ion conb’ol protocol
agreementprotocol
communication
Iilxary,
e.g, N-way,M-way,1-to-1
generic op~ not needingagreement

¯ Dynamicmembershipmanagement:

-

¯ Addmember,
delete member,
[modify member]

¯ Endpoint
for receiptandinitiation of proposals
¯ Listensat known
locale, acts onbehalfof user

¯ Sessionpolicy management:
¯ Set. modify,remove

¯ Proposer:

¯ Generic:
Status,query
¯ Domain-specific:

¯ member
whomakesa proposal,responsiblefor outcome

¯ Initiator: ,e,.~.on_id- <umer,manag’er_id,

¯ Specification
of mediaconfigurations:
capabilities.OoS
¯ Distributeprivacyinfo: session
encr~ption
key
¯ Policies:for floor control,sender
vs receiver,etc.

¯ Uniquelynames
session
¯ Proposes
.the initial session
configuration
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Teleconference State: S = {Si}

Policy Attributes:

.

P

¯ Attributes that definestyle of session
¯ A policy is a binding between:

¯ Attributehierarchy:lattice of info
. Session-wide
characteristics
¯ Membemhip-mlated
atIffoutes
¯ MeO~a
configuration
parameters
¯ Policies
describing
theirinteraction
¯ Specificor generalattributes:

<O,, p=~ose(o,), v(o,),

¯ Initiator establishesmeaningfulset
¯ Propose(O~
and V(O~:
¯ Maybe en~relydifferent members
¯ Either groupmaybeempty

¯ Policy descriptor:

¯ Differentiatingfactors:

¯ A profile of common
policy sets
¯ Full matrixof policies notneeded

¯ Cdlk~for operationor simplyinfomBtional

¯ Consistency
policies:

Sd Cache Entries

Session Attributes
Might Include:
¯ Sessionidentifier
¯ Membership
list:
¯ Sessionaddress(es):

n:2148114532
2148114532
740786921
s: ¯* Please don’t start a radio session "¯
i:There is not enough bandwidth
to allow more
than one global radio session at a ~ime.
See Radio Free Vat session to get a time
slo~. For further
explanation,
email
casnerQisi.edu
o=casnerQoak.isi.edu

¯ Indusionof sessionkey

¯ Sessioninformation:

c=224.2.174191 0 0
m=audio 52858
&=fmt:pcm

¯ Extensibility...

17126

¯

Media Attributes

Membership Attributes

Might Include:
¯ Domain-specificpayload:

Might Include:
¯ Memberaddress:
a~mber_id

¯ Specificto teleconferencing

¯ Carried via session managerexchanges:

- <userem~m~ger_Id>

¯ Processedby mediaagents

¯ Member
information:

¯ Medialist: (=,,~ia_t~)
¯ Media
type:audio,video,groupware

¯ Member
status (e.g., OnHold)
¯ Member
alias
¯ Electronicmail address
¯ Geographic
locationof site
¯ OtherRTCP
fields

¯ Mediaagent:nevot,ivs. wb
¯ Media address
¯ Application specifics:
-Encoding,
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priority,

demux schemes, etc

Hailing Channel:no E, C, V(O! )

Policy Matrix: Open Hailing Channel

¯ Initiator role simple,yet pivotal: owner
¯ Sessionestabfishment
andtermination
¯ Onlyoneeligible to change
it?

¯ Dynamicmembership:
¯ UnresUicted
joins, nonotlonof kwltetion
¯ Member
state prop~ decentralized and periodic

¯ Media
is symmetric:
all members
sndandrecv
¯ Two-stage
termination:
¯ Termination
a directo(y senseopocasessionop?
¯ All ops - performed globally

Policy Matrix: Explicit
¯

Invite

Explicit Invite:

Session

,

oi

~o~)

¯ Initiator onlyresponsible
for session
init:

v(oo

¯ Anyor~eligible to ~ It. ttto someS, fixed

¯ Sessiontermination:
¯ Dynamicmembership:M~’C
¯ Anymember
mayleaveat wffi
¯ Sportsorshlp
to invlte/Joln: I member

¯ Media
is symmetric:
=dlmernbem
sndandrecv
¯ Mostopsglobally performed
[all votedon]:
-Consistency
is a funclJonof session
formality:, privacy
¯ Piggyback
state on proposels->Pedodlc
refreshes

Discussion:

Discussion: End-SystemArchitecture

¯ Per domainsession manager

Addressing Issues

¯ Teleconferences:multidimensionalsessions

¯ Tomaskaddressing
andfirewall complexities

¯ Repeated
issue of demultiplexing
¯ Multiplesessions,members,
media,policies

¯ Per workstation sessionmanager

¯ Session
address(es):

¯ Demux
onuser id
¯ Daemon
to listen at givenport

o Unicastor multicastor both
¯ S~me
or differentfrom
¯ Inclusionof session
key(s)
- Media address(es):
¯ recastvs unicast,differentfromctd.port. tll. key

¯ Per workstation,per user
¯ Individualized;
fewerlevelsof indirection
¯ Hardto supportoneport model
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Discussion:

Directory

Discussion:

or Agent?

¯ Differences between session directory and
session manager?.
¯ Should
therebe?
¯ Session existence: 0 or I member
¯ Distinction
between
~_~.-__,~on
c~ealk)n/rnembership
and
session
termination/member
deletion
¯ Treatment of members and non-members
¯ Tradeoff of join/invlte:

Service

¯ Multicast service for user registration
¯ In thestyleol sd
- User registers whendirectory tool launched
¯ Avoids
Wing
Io call anunavailable
user
. Re-mgi~r
userbased
onmachine
acl~vity
¯ ScopeImplications
¯ Periodic
announcements
at differenttCs

¯ Staying in the loop:
¯ Inter-medB
(e.g.,QoS.
floorcontrol)

Session Directory

User Directory

Wishlist

¯ Semi-public sessions:
¯ Umited
enl~y
infoin registry
¯ Accessto multicast allocation
¯ Private,
semi-public
or public
¯ Decide convention for addr and port usage
¯ Singlevs mu~ple
addresses
¯ Loose, but private sessions:
¯ Distribution
of handle
to members
only
¯ Allows
late-comers
to join
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Functionsof RTCP

RTCPImplicationsfor MMUSIC
¯-

.

~

of "format"valuesto encodings
(FMT)
¯ Definemapping

RTPspecsays that RTCP
is separableandmaybe replaced
by a higher-layercontrol protocol. Whatwouldberequired
for a protocol producedby MMUSIC
to replace RTCP?

¯ Reportreceptionquality (packetloss & delay)(QOS)
between
locally uniquesourceidentifiers
¯ Providemapping
andparticipant information(SDES)

¯ Functions of RTCP

¯ QOS
reportsreturn the globally uniqueID
¯ Activity indicationdepends
upontext names

¯ Functions
attributedin specto higher-layer
protocol
¯ Moresophisticatedfunctions

¯ Indicate whena participant leaves(BYE)

Functions
Attributedto ControlProtocol

MoreSophisticatedFunctions
,

ports, channel
IDs,"l-l’Ls
¯ Distributemulticastaddresses,

,,

for bridgesandtranslatorsto be set upand
¯ Arrange
configuredwhereneeded
for a particular session

¯ Negotiatemediaencodingsandparameters

¯ Communicate
local identifier mapping

¯ Arrangea table specifyingkeysandthe selected
encryption
anddigestalgorithms,in common
for all
sourceswithin onechannel

¯ Set up keysas appropriate
~, It maymakesenseto still

use someparts of RTCP
in

conjunctionwith a higher-level control protocol ~ for
example,use SDES
to maplocal/dent/tiers, but use a
different kindof uniquehandlebelonging
to controlprotocol

¯ Profile or controlprotocolmayspecify:
¯ groupingof channelsto be coveredby sameSDES
¯ requirement
for timestamps
to besynchronized
(NTP)
¯
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TCP Large

543

Windows

(TCPLW)

Charter
Chair(s)
David Borman: dab©cray, corn
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: "ccplw©cray. corn
To Subscribe: "ccplw-reques’c©cray. corn
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The TCP Large WindowsWorking Group is chartered to produce a specification for the use of TCPon high delay, high bandwidth paths. To this end, this
working group recommendedRFC1072 "TCP extensions for long-delay paths"
and RFC1185 "TCP Extension for High-Speed Paths" be published jointly as
a Proposed Standard. Deficiencies in the technical details of the documents
were identified by the End-to-End Research Group of the IRTF. Rather than
progress the standard with knowndeficiencies, the IESGtasked the End-to-End
Research Group to fix and merge these two documents into a single protocol
specification document. This review was done on the e2e-interest@isi.edu mailing list.
The TCP Large WindowsWorking Group is being resurrected for a one time
meeting, to review and if appropriate, approve this new document.
Goals and Milestones
Review the TCP Extended WindowSize proposal from the IRSG End to End
Research Group and if acceptable, recommendit for standards status.

Done

Internet-Drafts
"TCP Extensions for High Performance: An Update", 06/23/1993, R. Braden
< draft-ietf-t cplw-ext ensions-00.txt >
Request

For Comments

RFC 1323 "TCP Extensions

for High Performance"
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2.10

User

Services

Area

Director:
¯ Joyce Reynolds: jkrey©isi.edu
Area Summary reported

by Joyce P~eyolds/Information

Sciences

Institute

Ten working groups in the User Services Area of the IETF met in Houston, Texas.

Integrated

Directory

Services

Working Group (IDS)

The IDS Working Group is chartered to facilitate
the integration and interoperability
of current and future directory services into a unified directory service. This work will
unite directory services based on a heterogeneous set of directory services protocols (X.500,
WHOIS++,
etc.). In addition to specifying technical requirements for the integration, IDS
will also contribute to the administrative and maintenance issues of directory service offerings by publishing guidelines on directory data integrity, maintenance, security, and privacy
and legal issues for users and administrators of directories.
The IDS Working Group reviewed, discussed and/or progressed the following documents:
¯ "X.500 Implementation Survey" - held up, pending more vendor responses.
¯ "X.500 Pilot Project Catalog" - held up, pending a query to Paradise.
Coming "soon" (within the next month):
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

"WHOIS++Implementation
Catalog"
"Model for Information Privacy of Directories"
"Legal Issues for Directories in Europe"
"Data Management Issues"
"Overview of Directory Services"

Also discussed was the inclusion of the CSOnameserver protocol in the IDS effort (consensus
was to include it), and the more general issue of howto makeall these directory services
work together (lots of ideas, but no solid conclusions, yet).

Integration

of Internet

Information

Resources

Working Group (IIIR)

IIIR is chartered to facilitate interoperability between Internet Information Services, and
to develop, specify, and align protocols designed to integrate the plethora of Internet infor-
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marion services (WAIS,archie, Prospero, etc.) into a single "virtually unified information
service."
Clifford Lynch discussed his paper on using the Z39.50. Margaret St. Pierre discussed
the Internet-Draft,
"WAISover Z39.50 1988." This document is being considered as an
Informational RFCprofiling the use of Z39.50 version 1988 by the traditional WAISprotocol.
The idea of quality assurance was discussed. Quality assurance in this context addresses such
issues as invalid pointers to data objects, interoperability amongthe current information
systems and the ability to contact information maintenance personnel. A mailing list is
nowestablished called ¢lual±~cy©.~uns±~ce
.uric. edu. The idea of a data types registry was
discussed and Greg Vaudreuil agreed to write a document on using the MIMEcontent type
registry in Amsterdam,but that document was never posted to the IIIR list. Applications
co-Area Director John Klensin indicated that the document had been denied by the IESG
based on the fact that it undermined an existing RFC.

Internet

School

Networking

Working

Group (IS1N)

The Internet School Networking Working Group is chartered to facilitate
the connection
of the United States’ K-12 (Kindergarten-12th Grade) schools, public and private, to the
Internet, and school networking in general.
After a period for introductions of those attending and a statement of their interest in
ISN, the group launched into a discussion of whether it should continue to exist. With
a tentative decision to continue activities, a revision of the body of the charter began.
This was accomplished, and minor refinements and word-smithing will take place on the
list. April Marine reported on her action item to investigate the InterNIC’s ability and
willingness to maintain a directory of people in primary and secondary school education
whoare involved in networking. The group then defined a set of milestones which will take
the group through March, 1995 and was therefore permitted to go to lunch. April’s report
was considered in crafting the milestones.

Network

Information

Services

Infrastructure

Working Group (NISI)

NISI is exploring the requirements for common,shared Internet-wide network information
services. The goal is to develop an understanding for what is required to implement an
information services "infrastructure" for the Internet.
¯ Documents: The Internet-Draft on international
NIC structures
12 will be completed/revised by the Seattle meeting.

and RFC1302/FYI

¯ NIC-Profiles: This information will be revived, working in cooperation with the InterNIC.
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¯ NISI Future: There was good discussion about the scope and role of NISI including
possible future projects. Various plans were discussed, including the possibility of
ending the group and having a new group emerge if needed, with a different name
and focus. Further discussion will take place on the list followed by action in Seattle.

Network

Training

Materials

Working

Group

(TRAINMAT)

The Network Training Materials Working Group is chartered to enable the research community to make better use of networked services. Towards this end, the working group
will work to provide a comprehensive package of "mix and match" training materials for
the broad academic communitywhich will: 1) enable user support staff to train users to
use the networked services and 2) provide users with self-paced learning material. In the
first instance, it will not deal with operational training. This working group is the IETF
component of a joint RARE/IETFgroup working on Network Training Materials.
The ongoing work towards a training materials catalog was reviewed. The template for
materials was reviewed, with recent changes, suggested by Pete Percival, incorporated. The
working group agreed with the newest version. Sample entries developed by a team working
with Margaret Isaacs was reviewed, and the working group agreed that the focus should
be on training rather than documentation or resource guides, the latter which could be
included in a bibliography rather than in the main part of the document. Sample subject
headings were reviewed, with the agreement that these might change if documentation and.
guides were removed from the body of the catalog. Additional volunteers were recruited to
complete putting materials from the University of Newcastle catalog into template form.,
with the goal of adding new materials once this task is completed--about half the original
Newcastle entries are already in template form. Updates will be sent to the e-mail list.
Discussion also focused on materials which might need to be developed in the training area,
particularly the usefulness of videos. The final segment of the session included discussion of
efforts by other groups, and a roundtable on what attendees are doing in the training area.

Networked

Information

Retrieval

Working

Group (NIR)

NIR is chartered to increase the useful base of information about networked information
retrieval tools, their developers, interested organizations, and other activities that relate to
the production, dissemination, and support of NIRtools. NIRis a cooperative effort of the
IETF, RARE, and CNI.
Jim Fullton gave the current status of CNIDR.Jill Foster gave an overview of RARE
activities in this area. The working group split into small groups to discuss each section of
the NIRstatus report as a final review. Section 5, mailing lists and gopher are amongthe
major areas changed. It will be sent to the list for final comments.April Marine discussed
the "checklist" history. She has put together a simple NIRtool checklist.
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Group (URI)

URIis chartered to define a set of standards for the encoding of system independent resource
location and identification information for the use of Internet information services.
The URI Working Group held three sessions in Houston. The first two were dedicated to
closing work on the Uniform Resource Locators, which seems to have occurred. The final
session worked on Uniform Resource Names. Document drafts have been commissioned to
reflect those discussions.

User

Documents

Revisions

Working

Group

(USERDOC2)

The USERDOC2
Working Group is preparing a revised bibliography of on-line and hard
copy documents, reference materials, and training tools addressing general networking information and how to use the Internet. The target audience includes those individuals who
provide services to end users and end users themselves.
The USERDOC2
Working Group had a small but enthusiastic
set of attendees due to a
conflicting applications group meeting that manyof the usual suspects attended. The group
set a new record by having everyone in the roomvolunteer to assist in writing and reviewing
documents in progress! A "Not Quite an Internet Draft" bibliography was distributed and
discussed which will update RFC1175. The new document will focus on books, journals and
other bibliographies rather than all possible documentation. A section will be developed to
cover RFCs and FYIs. The final document is scheduled to be completed before the next
IETF. A second document covering Internet connectivity is almost ready for review, and
will be distributed to the mailing list. This is a joint project with the ISN WorkingGroup.

User

Services

Working

Group

(USWG)

USWG
provides a regular forum for people interested in all user services to identify and
initiate projects designed to improve the quality of information available to end-users of the
Internet.
Gary Malkin briefly discussed the "DAWG"(Distribution
and Announcement Working
Group) idea that has been sitting on USWG’sback burner for a while. A BOFwill be held
at the next IETFto see if there is further interest in this topic. AnnCooperled a talk and
discussion on the US Domain. Jill Foster and Joyce Reynolds reported on the RAREISUS
meetings and the EARNNetwork Services Conference held in Warsaw, Poland, in which
they participated.
Jill announced the INET94/JENC5Call For Papers--User Information
Track to the USWG.
Jill was asked to run this track, and asked Joyce if she would be cotrack leader. There was continued discussion from the AmsterdamIETF on Bill M~nning’s
thoughts about how to "empower"users to utilize and document tools.
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WHOIS and

Network

Information

Lookup

Service

Working

Group

(WNILS)

The purpose of WNILSis to expand and define the standard for WHOIS
services, to resolve
issues associated with the variations in access, and to promote a consistent and predictable
service across the network.
Peter Deutsch led a discussion on the status of the WHOIS
Architecture. Chris Welder and
Simon Spero led a discussion on the status of the distributed WHOIS÷÷
model and centroids. Chris described changes to the draft WHOIS÷÷
document. Simon Spero described
the mechanismfor searching a centroid tree from the bottom, up. Jim Fullton described the
status of WHOIS
÷÷ Clients. Jim mentioned the use of WHOIS÷÷
in support of networked
information retrieval and the type of client developmentthat is occurring as part of other
application development. The session concluded with a discussion on the recommendations
and modifications to the WHOISProtocol and a discussion of WHOIS÷÷
Implementations
by Joan Gargano.
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Integrated

2.10.1

Directory

Services

(IDS)

Charter
Chair(s)
Chris Welder: clw©buny±p.corn
Tim Howes: ~c±m©um±ch.edu
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: ids©rner±t.edu
To Subscribe: ids-request©rner±¢.edu
Archive: rner±t, edu: "/pub/±ds-arch±ve
Description

of Working Group

The Integrated Directory Services WorkingGroup is chartered to facilitate the
integration and interoperability of current and future directory services into a
unified directory service. This work will unite directory services based on a
heterogeneous set of directory services protocols (X.500, WHOIS++,
etc.).
addition to specifying technical requirements for the integration, the IDS Working Groupwill also contribute to the administrative and maintenance issues of
directory service offerings by publishing guidelines on directory data integrity,
maintenance, security, and privacy and legal issues for users and administrators
of directories.
IDS will also assumeresponsibility for the completion of the outstanding Directory Information Services Infrastructure (DISI) Internet-Drafts, which are all
specific to X.500, and for the maintenance of FYI 11, "A catalog of available
X.500 implement ations".
IDS will need to liase with the groups working on development and deployment
of the various directory service protocols.
The IDS Working Group is a combined effort of the Applications Area and the
User Services Area of the IETF.
Goals and Milestones
Ongoing

Track emerging directory service protocols to specify standards for interoperation with existing protocols.

Ongoing

Liase with groups working on deployment and development of directory services
to locate and fix interoperability problems.

Ongoing

Identify unfilled needs of directory service offerers, administrators, and users.

Done

Submit to the IESG the DISI "Advanced Usages of X.500" paper as an informational document.
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Jun 1993

Submit to the IESGthe 1993 revision of FYI 11, "A catalog of available X.500
implementations" as an informational document.

Jul 1993

Submit as an Internet-Draft
and X.500".

1993

a "Specifications

for interoperability

between WHOIS++

Submit as an Internet-Draft a "Guide to administering a directory service",
which covers data integrity, maintenance, privacy and legal issues, and security.

Jul 1993

Submit as an Internet-Draft
tions".

a "Catalog of available

WHOIS++
implementa-

Done

Post the "X.500 Pilot Project Catalog" paper as an Internet-Draft.

Nov 1993

Submit to the IESGthe DISI "X.500 Pilot Project Catalog" paper as an informational document.

Nov 1993

Submit to the IESG the "Specifications
and X.500" as a standards document.

Nov 1993

Submit as an Internet-Draft a "User’s guide to directory services on the Internet".

Mar 1994

Submit to the IESG the "Guide to administering
informational document.

Mar 1994

Submit to the IESG the 1994 revision of FYI 11.

Mar 1994

Submit to the IESG the "Catalog of available
an informational document.

for interoperability

a directory

between WHOIS++

service" as an

WHOIS++
implementations" as

Internet-Drafts
"X.500 Pilot Projects", 06/15/1993, A. Marine <draft-ietf-ids-pilots-00.txt>
"A Revised Catalog of Available X.500 Implementations", 10/08/1993, A. Getchell,
S. Sataluri <draft-ietf-ids-catalog-00.txt>
Request

For Comments

RFC 1491 "A Survey of Advanced Usages of X.500"
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CURRENT
Reported

MEETING

REPORT

by Tim Howes/University

Minutes of the Integrated

Review of Previous

Directory

of Michigan
Services

Working Group (IDS)

Minutes

The minutes from the Amsterdam meeting were accepted without change.

Liaison

Reports

¯ North American Directory

Forum (NADF)

Tim Howes served as unofficial liaison to the NADFand reported that the NADF
continues its piloting activities and has opened up its membershipto user organizations (as well as service provider organizations). The next NADFmeeting is
Reston, VAthe week of November 8.
¯ Whois and Network Information

Lookup Service Working Group (WNILS)

Chris Welder reported that the centroids and overall architecture documents have
been out for some time and that the WHOIS÷÷
document would be out shortly.

Status

Reports

¯ WHOIS++
Chris reported there were now 4 implementations of WHOIS++
servers, one of which
supports centroids. Client development is proceeding or promised for several client
platforms, but none are available yet.
¯ Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
Tim reported that version 3.0 of the University of Michigan LDAPdistribution was
released just before the Houston IETF. It includes a server and several client implementations.

Progress

of Documents

Editor’s Note: A list of documents and their progress is available via FTPor mail server
from the remote directories as/qetf/idsfids-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of the
proceedings for retrieval instructions.
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Services

The Computing Services Office (CSO) Nameserver protocol was discussed. In lieu of Joel
Cooper from Notre Dame, Chris led the discussion. CSOis currently a local directory
service, but the consensus of the group was that there is work to be done in the "common
schema and access" area, which makes it appropriate for inclusion in IDS.
Chris will talk to Joel Cooper about getting the CSOdocuments (or pointers
submitted to the list.

to them)

AOB
In the CSOdiscussion it was brought up that a relevant meeting had occurred earlier in the
week. Tim gave a brief summaryof the purpose and results of the meeting. The National
Science Foundation, finding itself inundated with manyrequests to fund directory service
efforts, convened a group of experts in the Internet communityfor the purpose of advising
NSFon howbest to allocate its limited funds to these projects.
The consensus of the group was that no single white pages directory service was about
to take over the Internet any time soon. Sites have extensive flexibility to run whatever
they please, for a variety of reasons. Therefore, the informal recommendationof the group
was for NSFto diversify itself and fund a variety of white pages directory service efforts.
Furthermore, the group recommended that another area worthy of research is a system
to tie together the various disparate white pages directory services. Tim introduced the
basics of one such plan which had been presented at the meeting by Marshall Rose. Much
interesting discussion ensued.

Next

Meeting

The next meeting of the IDS Working Group will be at the March IETF in Seattle,

Attendees
Harald A1vestrand
Sepideh Boroumand
Luc Boulianne
Glen Cairns
Peter Deutsch
Urs Eppenberger
Qin Fang
Jill Foster

Harald.T. Alvestr~nd©unine~t.
no
sepi@aol,
com
lucb@cs,
mcgill,ca
cairns@mprgat
e.mpr,ca
peterd@bunyip,
corn
eppenberger©swit
ch.ch
qin_fang©unc,
edu
Jill.Foster©newcastle.
ac.uk

WA.
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Jisoo Geiter
Arlene Getchell
Mei-Jean Gob
Chris Gorsuch
Judith Grass
Roland Hedberg
Marco Hernandez
Tim Howes
Richard Huber
Barbara Jennings
Michael Kornegay
John Kunze
Ben Levy
Wayne McDilda
Michael McLay
Lars-Gunnar Olsson
Scott Paisley
Rakesh Patel
Karen Petraska-Veum
Richard Rodgers
Kenneth Rossen
Srinivas Sataluri
Richard Schmalgemeier
Rickard Schoultz
Sam Sjogren
Mark Smith
Milan Sova
Margaret St. Pierre
David Staudt
Chris Welder
Brien Wheeler
Jackie Wilson
Russ Wright

geiterCm±tre.org
getchell©es.ne~
goh©mpr.ca
chr±sg©lobby.~±.com
grass~cnri.res~on.va.us
Roland.Hedberg©rc.tudel~t.nl
marco©cren.net
~im©umich.edu
rvh©ds.internic.net
bjjenni©sandia.gov
mlk~bir.com
jak@violet.berkeley.edu
seven~f~p.com
wayne@dir.~exas.gov
mclay@eeel.nist.gov
Lars-Gunnar.Olsson©data.slu.se
paisley©central, bldrdo c. ~ov
rapat el©pilot,nj in. net
karen, vetun©~sfc. nasa. ~ov
rod~ers©nlm.nih.gov
kenr@shl.com
sri@in~ernic.net
r~s@meriZ.edu
schoultz@sunet.se
sj oEren©t~v,corn
mcs~umich, edu
sova©f eld. cvu~. cz
saint@wais.com
dstaudt©nsf.~ov
clw©bunyip.com
blw@miZre.org
Jackie.Wilson©msfc.nasa.~ov
wri~h~ibl.~ov
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Integration

557

of Internet

Information

Resources (IIIR)

Charter
Chair(s)
Chris Weider: cIw~bunyip.corn
Kevin Gamiel: kgamiel~cnidr, org
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: ±i±r©mer±~c.edu
To Subscribe:
iiir-request~meri~.edu
Archive:
merit,edu:"/pub/iiirarchive
Description

of Working Group

The Integration of Internet Information Resources Working Group (IIIR)
chartered to facilitate interoperability between Internet information services,
and to develop, specify, and align protocols designed to integrate the plethora
of Internet information services (WAIS,ARCHIE,Prospero, etc.) into a single
"virtually unified information service" (VUIS). Such protocols would include,
but are not limited to, update protocols for distributed servers, a "query routing protocol" to pass queries between existing services, protocols for gateways
between existing and future services, and standard exchange formats (perhaps
based on Z39.50) for cross-listing specific information.
Also, where necessary, IIIR will create technical documentation for protocols
used for information services in the Internet.
Goals and Milestones
Ongoing

Track emerging Internet information services in order to specify technical re-quirements for their integration into the VUIS.

Ongoing

Liaise with other groups working on deployment and integration of Internet
information services: e.g., The Coalition for Networked Information, RARE
Working Group 3, etc.

Ongoing

Create specifications for interoperability

Done

Post an Internet-Draft on ’A vision of integrated information resources.’

Jul 1993

Post an Internet-Draft

Jul 1993

Submit final version of ’A vision of integrated information resources’ to the
IESG as an Informational RFC.

Jul 1993

Submit final version of ’Taxonomyof Internet Information Services’ to the IESG
as an Informational RFC.

between Internet information systems.

on ’Taxonomyof Internet Information Services.’
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Nov 1993

Post an Internet-Draft

defining commonexchange formats.

Nov 1993

Post an Internet-Draft

defining a Query Routing Protocol.

Mar 1994

Submit final version of commonexchange format to the IESG as a Proposed
Standard.

Jul 1994

Submit final version of Query Routing Protocol to the IESG as a Proposed
Standard.

Internet-Drafts
"Resource Transponders", 10/26/1993, C. Weider <draft-ietf-iiir-transponders01.txt >
"A Vision of an Integrated Internet Information Service", 10/26/1993, C. Weider, P. Deutsch<draft-ietf-iiir-vision-01.txt>
"Hypertext Markup Language (HTML): A Representation of Textual Information and MetaInformation for Retrieval and Interchange", 07/23/1993, T.
Berners-Lee, D. Connolly <draft-ietf-iiir-html-01.txt,
.ps>
"WAISover Z39.50-1988", 10/26/1993, M. St. Pierre,
< draft-ietf-iiir-wais- 00.txt >

J. Fullton,

K. Gamiel

"Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) A Stateless Search, Retrieve and Manipulation Protocol", 11/16/1993, T. Berners-Lee <draft-ietf-iiir-http-00.txt,
.ps>
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Clifford Lynchdiscussed his paper on using the Z39.50 Search and Retrieve protocol directly
over TCP as opposed to OSI. The paper was introduced in Amsterdam by Jim Fullton.
Membersof the group requested that the paper be resubmitted to the list for further
review. The paper will be submitted as a candidate for an Informational RFC.

WAIS and

Z39.50

Margaret St. Pierre discussed the Internet-Draff "WAISover Z39.50 1988." The document
was submitted to the IIIR list on October 27, 1993 for review. It is being considered
as an Informational RFCprofiling the use of Z39.50 version 1988 by the traditional WAIS
protocol. The document is meant to be an overview of current implementation rather than a.
rigorous technical specification. It addresses such issues as the history of the WAISprotocol
as well as assumptions made by the WAIScommunity. The group offered no additions or
corrections to the document.

Quality

Assurance

With the growing numbers of commercial products based on protocols such as Gopher,
the need for quality assurance has increased. Quality assurance in this context addresses
such issues as invalid pointers to data objects, interoperability amongthe current information systems and the ability to contact information maintenance personnel. A mailing list
has been established named qua:[ity©sunsi~e.unc.edu.
To subscribe, send a message to
lis~cserv©sunsite.unc.edu with "subscribe quality <real name>"in the text. If activity
on this list is substantial, the group will consider movingactivity into IIIR in Seattle. An
informal BOFon quality assurance was held by Mitra following this IIIR meeting. The
notes from that BOFwill be posted to the IIIR list.

Format

Types

Registry

The idea of a data types registry was discussed in Amsterdam. Greg Vaudreuil agreed
to write a document on using the MIMEcontent type registry in Amsterdam, but that
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document was never posted to the IIIR list. Area Director John Klensin indicated that the
document had been denied by the IESG based on the fact that it undermined an existing
RFC.
During the second IIIR meeting, Jon Postel announced that a solution would be worked out
to allow assignment of a wide variety of new types to the MIMEspecification. This might
include such things as registering a ’Application’ type and allowing registry of additional
subtypes under this. The discussion will be taken to the list.

The Vision

Document

The Vision document was approved for progression as an Informational RFCafter appropriate text was added to makeit clear that the IIIR Working Group believed this to be a
valid vision of the future but that this was not the consensus of all membersof the group.
Chris Weider stated that the appropriate text would be added and the document would be
moved on.

Resource

Transponders

The Resource Transponder document was approved for moving to Informational RFCfollowing the same pattern as the Vision document. Again Chris stated that the appropriate
text would be added and the document would be moved on.

HTML/HTTP
This topic was deferred to the list due to the absence of Tim Berners-Lee.

Horton

Hears

a WHOIS

This presentation had been given in the WHOISand Network Information Lookup Service
Working Group (WNILS) meeting to substantially
the same audience~ and Simon Spero
graciously waived it in IIIR to allow more time for other items. Thanks, Simon!

Gopher0
After some discussion, an acceptable compromise was reached to clear up minor problems
in RFC1436. These changes will be made and the RFCresubmitted.
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Elements

The non-existent Data Elements Workiag Group reported that the effort to define standard
data elements for networked objects was unsuccessful. The work to define standard templates will be done in a different working group. That particular working group has not yet
been created, and needs to fit in with the reorganization of the directory services working
groups planned for the Directory Services Directorate. Morediscussion will be taken to the
list.
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Anonymous FTP Archives

(IAFA)

Charter
Chair(s)
Peter Deutsch: peterd©buny±p.com
Alan Emtage: baj an@bunyip, com
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: iafa©cc .mcgill. ca
To Subscribe: iafa-reques~©cc.mcgill,
ca
Archive: archive, cc .mcgill. ca: "/pub/iafa-archive
Description

of Working Group

The Internet AnonymousFTP Archives Working Group is chartered to define
a set of recommendedstandard procedures for the access and administration
of anonymousFTP archive sites on the Internet. Such a set of procedures will
provide a framework for:
(a) Allowing the inexperienced Internet user the ability to more easily navigate
the hundreds of publically accessible archive sites.
¯

(b) Allowing users and network-based tools to retrieve specific site information such as access policies, contact information, possible areas of information
specialization, archived package descriptions, etc., in a standardized manner.
Particular emphasis will be placed on the possible impact of these procedures
on the FTP site administrators.
Attention will be paid to the impact of newer archive indexing and access tools
on the operation of such archive sites. A set of suggestions will be offered to
allow archive site administrators to better integrate their offerings with such
tools as they are developed.
The security of the anonymousFTPsite configuration will also be considered to
be an integral part of this document. It is expected that remote management
of the archives will be adequately handled by existing network management
procedures.
Goals and Milestones
Done

First IETF Meeting: review and approve the Charter making any changes
deemed necessary. Examine the scope of the recommended procedures and
impact on site administrators. Assign writing assignments for the first draft of
the documents.

Mar 1992 Review first draft and determine necessary revisions.
occur on mailing list.

Follow up discussion will
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Jun 1992

Make document an Internet-Draft.
IETF and on the mailing list.

Nov 1992

Fourth IETF meeting. Review final drafts and if OK, give to IESG for publication as an RFC.

Continue revisions

based on comments at

Internet-Drafts
"Howto Use AnonymousFTP", 06/15/1993, P. Deutsch, A. Emtage, A. Marine
< draft-ietf-iafa-howft p-00.txt >
"Publishing Information on the Internet with AnonymousFTP", 08/17/1993,
P. Deutsch, A. Emtage <draft-ietf-iafa-publishing-00.txt>
"Data Element Templates for Internet Information Objects", 08/17/1993, P.
Deutsch, A. Emtage <draft-ietf-iafa-templates-00.txt>
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Internet

School

Networking (ISN)

Charter
Chair(s)
Jennifer Sellers: sellers@quest, arc .nasa. gov
Arthur St. George: astgeorg©nsf.gov
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: isn-wg©unmvma.unm,edu
To Subscribe: listserv©uamvma.uam, edu
In Body: subscribeisn-wg<firstname> <last name>
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The Internet School Networking WorkingGroup is chartered to address relevant
issues related to the connection of primary/secondary schools worldwide to the
Internet. The key audiences include network service providers and educational
policy makers responsible for network access and use. The key areas of focus
for this group are advocacy and articulation.
1. Advocacy. The ISN-WGwill facilitate
dialog between the primary/ secondary education communityand the Internet engineering communityin order
to identify and fulfill the needs of the primary/secondary school community.
2. Articulation. Informed by the group’s experience and with input from other
IETF working groups, the ISN-WG
will articulate solutions to the challenges a
school mayexperience in seeking and gaining a connection to the Internet, as
well as the benefits of such a connection. Advantages to Internet connectivity
may be articulated by means of pointers to such services as user interfaces,
directories, organizations, and training programs, as well as to other resources.
Articulation will most often be in the form of periodic documentsthat address
key issues of interest to the school networking community.Representative issues
to be addressed by the WGinclude connectivity models, educational directories,
and acceptable use policies.
Goals and Milestones
Mar 1994 Release as an FYI RFCa short document that gives guidance to schools
setting an Acceptable Use Policy.
Mar 1994

Release as an F¥I RFCa general document that gives guidance in how to
connect to the Internet. Included as an appendix will be modelsfor connectivity
that maybe of particular interest to schools. This is a joint activity with the
User Documents Revisions Working Group.
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Jul 1994

Define the information to be included in an online database of educational
people involved in networking, recommenda process for collecting and updating
the data, and coordinate with a directory services provider to implement the
database. Results will be published in an FYI RFC.

Mar 1995

Write a set of two documents, one aimed at connection providers and the other
aimed at educational sites, providing guidelines for bringing educational sites
online. Included will be a broad definition of connection providers. Interim
milestones: 3/94 complete outline; 7/94 first draft; 3/95 review completed.

Internet-Drafts
"FYI on Questions and Answers: Answers to CommonlyAsked ".Primary and
Secondary School Internet User" Questions", 10/05/1993, J. Sellers <draft-ieth
isn-faq-02.txt>
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Thanks to Avri Doria who provided the notes for these minutes.
The meeting began with introductions of those present and an annoucement that the new
ISN co-Chairs are Art St. George and Jennifer Sellers. Art was unable attend this meeting.
Jennifer began with some of her own opinions concerning the direction of the group, which
included the idea that the group had not completely found its identity yet. She pointed out
that while some work had been done on the charter since the last IETF, it was up to the
group today to complete the bulk of that work (with refinements only to take place on the
list after the meeting) in order for the group to continue.
In the discussion that followed, it was brought out that ISN:
¯ needs to define what the Internet (and perhaps an internet) is to the K-12 community
at large,
¯ needs to help spread the word that there is a defined domain naming structure that
should be used by K-12 institutions when attaching to the Internet, and
¯ could provide a communications media to tell membersof the educational community
about the opportunities/features that exist on the Internet and howto get access to.
them.
The group then moved to consideration of the body of the charter. One of the salient.
features of this discussion was the idea of being a liaison shouldbe prevalent, and the idea,
of advising should not. IETF working groups can only make recommendations. Another
major point discussed was the nature of User Services working groups in general and ISN
in particular. It was noted that amongother things, the IETF is a second level provider of
support. In other words, although many documents may be directed toward and/or reac~.L
end-users, our focus within the IETF is to help those providing services to the primary and
secondary school community. The charter was widened to reflect the fact that the IETF is
an international organization.
Following the work on the body of the charter, April Marine gave a report on some information gathering she had done on the creation of a directory of educational people involved
in networking.
This led into a discussion of the milestones, one of which is to define the information to
be included in such a directory, and to recommenda process for collecting and updating
the data. There are a handful of service providers who maybe interested in offering the
service, and the milestone includes coordinating with one of them to see that the director:y
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becomes a reality. A number of other milestones were created, and each one had at least
one volunteer prepared to carry it through. For more specific information on the wording
of the charter and the contents of the milestones, please refer to the ISN charter.
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2.10.5

Services

Infrastructure

(NISI)

Charter
Chair(s)
April Marine: april©a~clas ¯ arc.nasa.gov
Pat Smith:psmi~h©merit,
edu
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: nisi©meri~c, edu
To Subscribe: nisi-request©meri’c.edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group

The NISI Working Group will explore the requirements for common, shared
Internet-wide network information services. The goal is to develop an understanding for what is required to implementan information services "infrastructure" for the Internet. The work will begin with existing NIC functions and
services and should build upon work already being done within the Internet
community. A primary goal of the group is to facilitate
the development of
relationships between NICs that will result in the presentation of a seamless
user support service. NISI will work with all NICs, including the InterNIC, to
achieve the goal of a fully-functioning, cooperative mesh of worldwide NICs.
In addition to creating policies for interaction, NISI will address areas such
as commoninformation formats, methods of access, user interface, and issues
relating to security and privacy of Internet databases.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Complete draft for phase 2 suggesting cooperative agreements for NICs.

Done

Review draft for phase 1 and begin discussions for completing the second phase
which is to define a basic set of ’cooperative agreements’ which will allow NICs
to work together more effectively to serve users.

Done

Revised draft document ready for working group review. Document defines
NICfunctions and suggests somestandardizations for NICservices, as well a,,;
offers new mechanisms for exchanging information between NICs.

Done

Documentsubmitted as Internet-Draft
dience.

Done

Workinggroup discussed current Internet-Draft and suggested minor revisions.
Decision made to continue Working Group activity beyond this document.

Done

First document released as Informational RFC. Outline and discuss new NISI
tasks at IETF meeting.

¯

for commentfrom a wider Internet au-
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Done

Write a document explaining the security issues of privacy and accuracy in
Internet databases. Publish as an Informational RFC.

Done

Post an Internet-Draft describing NICinterelationships.

Jun 1993

Post an Internet-Draft

Done

Post an Internet-Draft describing accessing the nic-profiles
database at Merit.

Dec 1993

Submit the NIC Interelationship

Dec 1993

Submit the User Handoff procedures for consideration

Dec 1993

Submit the Nic-Profiles paper for consideration as an FYI RFC.

of a NIC user handoff procedure based on the UCPwork.

document for consideration

data in the X.500
as an FYI RFC.

as an FYI RFC.

Internet-Drafts
"CurrentNICInterrelationships", 06/28/1993, A. Marine<draft-ietf-nisi-nics00.txt>
Request

For Comments

RFC 1302

"Building a Network Information Services Infrastructure"

RFC 1355

"Privacy and Accuracy Issues in Network Information Center Databases"
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Thanks, once again, to Marsha Perrott for providing her notes. These minutes follow the
agenda items.

Review

of

Where

We Are

The group agreed they were in Houston.
Actually, for benefit of newbies, of which there were several, the group reviewed the Amsterdam meeting (since even several oldbies had trouble making-that one!). The discussion.
primarily centered on how the group got into writing its current document. It was mentioned how in Amsterdamthere was agreement to split the one diagram illustrating
NIC
relationships into three views: US-centric; AP-centric; Euro-centric.

Review

"Regional"

1NIC Diagrams

Does the group agree on these? Discussion was defered.

Plan

Final

Touches

on Relationships

Document

The diagrams David Conrad from APNIChad shared were shown. Much discussion *again*
on the problems with diagraming (even though the scope of what the group was trying to
picture had been narrowed). It was agreed to punt the diagrams and just go with short
descriptions on the types of NICs that exist. A registration hierarchy diagram will be
included, and more a more complete discussion on the relationship and distinctions between
registration services and information services within a NICwill take place. It is possible
that a diagram for Europe will be included (but that remains to be seen).
April will try to come up with this with input from the list.
Conrad, and Scott Paisley will help review.

Debbie Hamilton, David
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RFC 1302/FYI

12

There was basic agreement that this document, "Building a Network Information Services
Infrastructure," should be updated. Specific volunteers were April, Debbie, and Dave Livingston. It is not clear that a date was put on this, but the Chair would like to be pretty
far along by the March IETF in Seattle.

Summarize

Next Steps

and Action

Items

¯ Finish NICs document by Seattle (April, Debbie, David Conrad)
¯ Start update of RFC1302 by Seattle (April, Debbie, Dave Livingston)

NISI Scope/Liaison

Discussion

This was the fun part. Basically, it seems like for the last few sessions, NISI has been
operating on more of a "top down" approach than a grassroots "bottom up" approach, and
that is not the IETF way. So, the new attendees were asked what they had expected when
they walked in, and what had not been talked about that they felt were issues for which
they wanted a forum. This was all by way of scoping out what NISI, as a forum for NICs,
was best suited for. One idea has been to fold NISI and start up another working group
whenever the surge seems to warrant it.
Here are some of the types of things people mentioned they were looking for:
¯ Role models of "good" NICs including:
- Guidelines for howto put things online
- Howto set services up in a unified way
¯ Methods of collecting and disseminating information
¯ A list of NICaddresses and contact information and ideas of what they had online
¯ More action on the NIC Forum list
¯ Guidelines for setting up registration services at a NIC
¯ Methodsof measuring quality of service (except evidently that term can’t be used for
somepolitical reason :-)
¯ Cooperating to maintain the information mesh
Someof these ideas are being worked. The NIC Profiles (registry of NICs) idea came
again, so some discussion was had on how to best keep that up to date and make it more
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accessible. The InterNIC has had some ideas on howto collect and offer this information.
Susan Calcari, Pat Smith, and Glenn Mansfield are talking about how to best offer this
information, and, if done via X.500, how. to get schemaregistered and recognized.
Jill Foster described how the EuroGopher folks (who are now handling more than just
gopher issues) are working to distributed information services within Europe(as a point re:
the last bullet above).
It was a good discussion, but no particular item blazed forth as the obvious thing for NISI.

AOB
Susan Calcari described the upcoming (now gone :-) NICFest. She mentioned that there
are currently several forums for NIC-types, none of which gets everyone, so there is a need
to make sure the forums somehowwork together (a la Joyce and Jill keeping each other
informed on similar IETF and RAREISUS activities).
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Materials

(TRAINMAT)

Charter
Chair(s)
Jill Foster: Jill.

Fos~cer©newcas-cle.ac. uk

Mailing Lists
General Discussion: us-wg©rmsc.nsf.net
To Subscribe: us-wg-request©rmsc.nsf.net
Archive: rmsc. nsf. net : "/nsfnet/us-wg,
Description

of Working Group

Widespread familiarity with global network services and competence in using
them brings benefit to individual users, enriches the information skills and
resources of the communityand optimises the return in investment in networked
services.
The Network Training Materials Working Group is chartered to enable the
research community to make better use of the networked services. Towards
this end, the working group will work to provide a comprehensive package of
"mix and match" training materials for the broad academic community which
will: 1) enable user support staff to train users to use the networked services,
and 2) provide users with self-paced learning material. In the first instance, it
will not deal with operational training.
This working group is the IETF component of a joint
working on network training materials.

RARE/IETF group

The working group will create a catalogue of existing network training materials
(using the TopNodecataloguing fields where appropriate), identify the gaps
network training materials and work to identify the problems associated with
hands on training workshops using networked services providing a real service.
Goals and Milestones
Done

First working group meeting. Review and approve the charter with a review of
documents and materials to be written.

Jul 1993

Post the catalogue of training materials as an Internet-Draft.

Dec 1993

Submit the catalogue of training materials for review and publication as an
Informational RFC.
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REPORT

Hoffman/Merit

Network Training

Materials

Working Group (TttAINMAT)

Old Business
Minutes of the previous meeting were reviewed. The group thanked Ellen Hoffman, who
has resigned as co-chair. A new co-chair is expected to be appointed soon.

Template
Jill Foster presented the latest round in data elements for a template to collect information
about training materials. This template has been reviewed by others, including Pete Percival
of the Top Nodeproject. Efforts will contine to coordinate this with other projects including
NIR. The template has fields for describing the material and optional fields for types such
as FTP, Gopher, etc. Jill noted that while such templates mayeventuall.y be maintained by
professionals such as librarians, the first attempt to use them would be through volunteer
efforts. The template was generally approved by the attendees and Jill will post this version
to the mailing list.

Catalog
A first attempt to develop the catalog using an earlier version of the template was distributed. This used materials that were already included in the training catalog done by
Margaret Isaacs at the University of Newcastle. About fifteen people are working on this
effort, testing the template design and verifying entries. Oncethe initial effort of cataloging
the existing materials from Margaret’s research is completed, new materials will be sought
for inclusion. The results will be published as an RFC.

Subject

Headings

Margaret has made a first effort at categorizing the materials, and the group noted that
many of the materials included were either documentation or resource guides rather than
training materials. After some discussion about scope, it was agreed that such materials
should be included as a bibliography but that the catalog should focus on training even if
it were shorter that way. A statement at the beginning could be used to define the focus.
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Materials

Jill raised the issue of what kinds of training materials are needed and where gaps exist. The
discussion focused on videos and their usefulness. Jill noted that one trainer had indicated
videos were very helpful because students could take them home to study. Updating was
done by handouts with the video. Jill suggested discussing the video topic on the mailing
list.

Liaison

with

Other

Groups

Jill noted that Susan Harris at Merit was continuing to post relevant materials from the
nettrain mailing list to the trainmat group. Jill also described the efforts at Newcastle to
develop network training materials for network trainers. These ~.re available for anyone(for
non commercial use) from the Newcastle server and include overheads, speaker notes, and
handouts. One module covers general networking and the other is on network information
retrieval tools. An experimental "training materials Gopher" is being set up at Newcastle.
Gopher to ~ra±nma~.ncl. ac. uk 70.

Subject

Resource

Guides

Jill raised the topic of tailoring training for specific disciplines, giving an exampleof the top
twenty resources for a particular group. She noted several existing efforts and suggested
this as an area for some future work by the group.

Training

on the Net

The idea of a hypertext documentwhich could be used for training was discussed. Generally,
the issue of interactive training on the network was discussed, and while some efforts are
underway, there currently no good source for this. April and Ellen agreed to talk more
about developing something.

Roundtable

Discussion

The group closed with the traditional roundtable discussion of what each person is doing
in terms of training and other efforts in which the group would be interested.
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Retrieval

(NIR)

Charter
Chair(s)
Jill Foster: Jill. Foster©newcas~cle. ac .uk
George Brett: George.Brett©cnidr. org
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: nir©mailbase, ac.uk
To Subscribe: mailbase©mailbase, ac.u.k
In Body: subscribenir <firstname> <lasz name>
Archive:
mailbase,
ac .uk:"/pub/nir
Description

of Working Group

As the network has grown, along with it there has been an increase in the
number of software tools and applications to navigate the network and make
use of the many, varied resources which are part of the network. Within the
past year and a half we have seen a wide spread adoption of tools such as
the Archie servers, the Wide Area Information Servers (WAIS), the Internet
Gopher, and the WorldWide Web (WWW).In addition to the acceptance
these tools there are also diverse efforts to enhance and customize these tools
to meet the needs of particular network communities.
There are many organizations and associations that have recently begun to
focus on the proliferating resources and tools for NetworkedInformation Retrieval (NIR). The Networked Information Retrieval Working Group will
a cooperative effort of three major players in the field of NIR: IETF, RARE,
and the Coalition for NetworkedInformation (CNI) specifically tasked to collect and disseminate information about the tools and to discuss and encourage
cooperative development of current and future tools.
The NIR Working Group intends to increase the usefulbase of information
about NIRtools, their developers, interested organizations, and other activities
that relate to the production, dissemination, and support of NIR tools, to
produce documentation that will enable user services organizations to provide
better support for NIRtools, to develop materials that will assist the support
and training of end users and to evolve in the future as necessary to meet and
anticipate changes in the field (i.e., NIRtools, protocols, network topology,
etc.).
Goals and Milestones
Done

Review and commenton proposed charter.
organizational template.

Discuss applications

template and
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Sep 1992

Post an Internet-Draft
plates.

containing the Applications and Organizational Tem-

Oct 1992

Post an Internet-Draft of the "Consumer Report" with introductory
and completed templates.

Dec 1992

Submit "Consumer Report" to the IESG for publication
RFC.

material

as an Informational

Internet-Drafts
"A Status Report on Networked Information Retrieval:
01/06/1994, J. Foster <draft-ietf-nir-status-report-02.txt>

Tools and Groups",
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REPORT
Gamiel/MCNC

Minutes

of the Networked

Status

Report

- CNIDR

Information

Retrieval

Working Group (NIR)

on CNIDR

Jim Fullton gave the current status of CNIDR.CNIDRis continuing freeWAISserver development, the current version being 0.202. A generic search engine application programmer’s
interface is being developed to allow the integration of any search engine under the WAIS
protocol stack. FreeWAIS1.0, a WAISserver based on Z39.50 1992, is being developed as
well. Other projects include a CUSeeMe
client for MSWindowsand the Global Schoolhouse
project.

Status

Report

on RARE Related

Activities

Jill Foster gave an overview of RARErelated activities.
The NIR WorkingGroup is a joint
IETF/ttARE working group. The RAREmembers of the working group met in Warsaw,
Poland in October. Anders Gillner (SUNET)reported there on the Eurogopher activities
and held a BOFsession on recommendations for NEPAs(National (gopher) Entry Point
Administrators). The recommendation was that NEPAscoordinate registration
of gopher
and other information services within their own countries. Discussion included Veronica
harvesting at a national level, recommendationsfor structure of the top level menu, and on
sharing management tools.
Other Subgroups of the RAREISUS (Information Services and User Support ) Working
Group include MMIS(Multi-Media Information Services) and UNITE(User Network
terface to Everything!). The latter group has undertaken a review of how well certain
collections of software for accessing the network work together .on various platforms, with
a view to identifying what is lacking.

NIR Status

Report

The working group split into smaller groups to discuss each section of the NIRstatus report
as a final review. Rick Rodgers from NLMis updating section 5 .of the documentin light of
discussion and will post to Jill for re-integration. Several additional mailing lists were added
to the report. There was a question about adding interactive tools such as CUSeeMe
and
other networked conferencing systems to the report. The group determined such interactive
services fall outside the scope of the report and suggested a call for commentson the list.
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Maintenance - Originally, the report was to be updated every three months. This was
determined to be a difficult task and the group decided in Amsterdamto update only once
per year. The Internic has agreed to publish the report under WAIS,Gopher, and World
Wide Web. CNIDRwill maintain and update the report. Updated templates can be sent via
email to nir-update@cnidr.org. Larry Manister offered his time to provide an independent
check of say four templates (to be assigned by Jill), if other volunteers did the same.

NIR Evaluation
Kevin Gamiel felt this was one of the areas where the group got carried away and the
group needs to re-think what it wants to do here. April Marine discussed the background
to the "checklist." This is to be a simple checklist of which clients/servers are available
on particular platforms. April had sent a checklist to the mailing list for discussion. The
group decided to work on the checklist as a separate document in the interest of moving
the current NIRreport up the food chain in the next month. However,the checklist should
be integrated into the report as an appendix in the future. Changes to April’s checklist
include: changed word "taxonomy"to "purpose," added "required ancillary tools" attribute
and added "stack" attribute. It was noted that the "X.500 Tools Catalog" has a similar
template and Brendan Kehoe agreed to look into that catalog and report to the list. A
proposal was made that the group should evaluate individual server packages. (UNITE
has performed some informal evaluation of client software.) The consensus was that the
group should not, as it was a political issue and lists devoted to each tool already serve this
purpose.

Review of the

Charter

NIRwas set up to act as a clearinghouse for information on what is going on in this area.
The report was the natural first move on this. There are other things we could do to
improve current awareness of what is going on. It might be useful, for example, to post
minutes (or at least summaries) of the various related working groups to the NIRlist. The
group decided to postpone this discussion until the next meeting, by which time the NIR
report and checklist should be completed and the mechanisms for updating them should be
in place.
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(URI)

Charter
Chair(s)
Jim Fullton: fullton©cnidr.org
Alan Emtage: baj an©bunyip, corn
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: uri©bunyip, corn
To Subscribe: uri-request©bunyip.com
Archive: archives, cc .mcgill. ca: "/pub/uri-archive
Description

of Working Group

The Uniform Resource Identifiers Working Group is chartered to define a set
of standards for the encoding of system independent resource location And
Identification information for the use of Internet information services.
This working group is expected to produce a set of documents that will specify
standard representations of Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) for encoding
location and access information across multiple information systems. Such
standards are expected to build upon the document discussed at the UDI BOF
session held during the 24th IETF meeting in Boston, Unique Resource Serial
Numbers (URSNs) which specify a standardized method for encoding unique
resource identification information for Internet resources, and UniformResource
Identifiers (URIs) which specify a standardized method for encoding combined
resource identification and location information systems to be used for resource
discovery and access systems in an Internet environment.
Such a set of standards will provide a frameworkthat allows the Internet user to
specify the location and access information for files and other resources on the
Internet, users and network-based tools to uniquely identify specific resources
on the Internet, and the creation and operation of resource discovery and access
systems for the Internet. The security of such resource discovery services will
also be considered to be an integra/part of the work of this group.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Review and approve the charter making any changes deemed necessary. Ex-.
amine the scope of the recommendeddocuments. Review the first draft of a
proposal for Uniform Resource Locators a/ready available.

Done

Submit URLdocument as an Internet-Draft.
Review additional draft documents and determine necessary revisions. Follow up discussion will occur on
mailing list.
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Submit the URLdocument to the IESG for publication as a Proposed Standard
RFC.

Internet-Drafts
"Uniform Resource Locators", 07/20/1993, T. Berners-Lee <draft-ietf-uri-url01.txt, .ps>
"Uniform Resource Names", 10/19/1993, C. Weider, P. Deutsch <draft-ietfuri-resource-names-01.txt >
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REPORT

by Alan Emtage/Bunyip

Information

Minutes of the Uniform Resource Identifiers

Systems
Working Group (URI)

The Uniform Resource Identifiers Working Group held three sessions in Houston. Twowere
scheduled in advance, and the third was scheduled on-site as an additional session would
be necessary to complete the business of the working group. These minutes are separated
on a per-session basis. Our thanks to Craig Summerhill for taking notes.

Session

1

Introductory remarks were made by the co-chairs and the minutes of the previous meeting
were approved.
Erik Huizer, co-Director of the Applications Area, spoke to clarify certain procedural aspects concerning the running of the working group as well as to commenton some of the
discussions which had occurred on the mailing list before the Houston meeting. He made
the following points:
1. The URI Working Group falls under the joint administration of the User Services
and Applications Areas of the IESG and as such must approach the problems to be
solved with both protocol development and the user’s perspective in mind.
2. The working group chair has the authority to remind the group that certain topics
have already been discussed and to direct membersto the mailing list archives and
previous minutes of meetings to review the discussion. Howeverthe group may still
chooseto discuss a topic if the issue still exists.

,

.

Given the nature of the work, discussions revolving around the current installed base,
while important, must not be the primary focus of the group. This installed base is
very small when compared with expected growth in the information systems area.
Rough consensus must be achieved on all documents--this does not, however, mean
unanimity. Voting is a gauge and does not necessarily determine if consensus has
been obtained.

5. The area directors do not believe that consensus has been reached on the current
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) document and would not approve it if submitted.
6. The area directors require the group to produce a companiondocument to the current
URLdraft containing a list of functional specifications and requirements. This docu-
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ment can then be used to determine if the current URLdraft meets the requirements.
Similar documentswill be required for all UR*protocol specifications.
There was some discussion that the working group would be delayed by having to
produce another document. However, the co-Area Director made it clear that while
this document did not have to be very long, without it the current URLdocument
would not be recommendedfor approval by the User Services and Applications Area
Directors for acceptance by the full IESG.
Jim Fullton agreed to coordinate efforts on the functional specification draft.
John Kunze made a presentation describing an earlier meeting of some members of the
working group. This meeting attempted to iron out some of the problems currently being
discussed on the mailing list.
Editor’s Note: A detailed list of the problems discussed is available via FTPand mail server
from the remote directories as/~etf/uri/uri-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of the
proceedingsretrieval instructions.
A general discussion on the functional specifications for the UP~Lfollowed using the points
set out by John Kunze. A number of decisions were made.
Editor’s Note: A complete list of the decisions madeis available via FTPand mail server
from the remote directories as/~etf/uri/uri-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of the
proceedings retrieval instructions.
A discussion of UP~N--+UI~Lmapping reached no agreement. It was decided that further
discussion was required.

Session

2

Jim Fullton presented a document produced by a number of working group members after
the previous session, setting out the functional specifications.
Editor’s Note: A list of the functional specifications is available via FTPand mail server
from the remote directories as fietf/uri/uri-minutes-93nov.txt.
Refer to Section 1.2 of the
proceedings retrieval instructions.
Having reached general consensus on the functional specifications,
current URLdocument for agreement between the two.

the group reviewed the

Mitra presented a review of the results of the discussion on the mailing list
Houston meeting. A number of points and decisions were made.

before the
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Editor’s Note: The results of the discussion are available via FTPand mail server from the
remote directories as//ietf/uri/uri-minutes-93nov, txt. Refer to Section i. 2 of the proceedings
retrieval instructions.
General consensus was reached as to the agreements on changes to the current draft. The
author Tim Berners-Lee will be asked to make the changes.
Discussion on the current URNand URCdrafts was started. Larry Masinter suggested
that this be postponed until functional specification and requirements documents could be
produced.
The functional specifications
made:

for the URNswas discussed and the following points were

¯ They should provide persistent unique names for resources.
¯ They should be able to detect sameness of resources.
¯ Should they be used in conjur~ction with a description fo~ a process for mapping or
resolving to locators URN~URL?

Session

3

The chair proposed that the session be split into discussions on the functional specifications
for the URNand then on the current URNdraft.
Peter Deutsch had some comments on the working group process
¯ We have two groups (II~TF and USRV/APPS)melting into one working group, and
we have done a great deal of work in the last year.
¯ We traditionally
do research
(research and release).

and development, and we may be doing more R&R

He then presented suggested functional specifications
working group members.

for URNsas proposed by a group of

Editor’s Note: A list of the suggested functional specifications for URNsand resulting discussion is available via FTPand mail server from the remote directories as/ietf/uri/uriminutes-93nov.txt. Refer to Section 1.2 of the proceedings retrieval instructions.
Karen Sollins and Larry Masinter volunteered to write the initial

draft of this document.

The group also decided that discussions on the functional specfications of the URCsshould
be started.
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Revisions

(USERDOC2)

Charter
Chair(s)
EllenHoffman:ellen©meri~,
edu
LenoreJackson:
j ackson@nsipo,
arc.nasa.gov
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: user-doc©meri~, edu
To Subscribe: user-doc-reques~©mer±~.edu
Archive:
Description
of Working Group
The focus of the USEttDOC2
WorkingGroup is on identifying and locating documentation about the Internet. A major activity is the revision of an existing
bibliography of on-line and hard copy documents/reference materials/training
tools addressing general networking information and "Howto use the Internet"
(RFC 1175, FYI 3). This effort will also be used to help locate documentation produced by other organizations and examine the means by which such
documents are made available on the Internet. The target audience is those
individuals who provide services to end users and end users themselves. The
group is also developing a new FYI I~FC document designed as a very short
bibliography targeted at novice users.
The USERDOC2Working Group will:
(1) Identify and categorize useful documents,reference materials, training tools,
and other publications about the Internet, particularly those available on-line.
(2) Publish on-line and hard copies of the bibliography(s) produced and other
reference material on documentation as needs are identified.
(3) Develop and implement procedures to maintain and update the bibliography
and investigate methods to provide the information in an on-line format.
(4) As a part of the update process, identify new materials for inclusion into
the active bibliography and identify additional needs which are required for
locating documentation and other publications.
(5) Reviewprocedures for periodic review of the bibliography by the User Services Working Group.
(6) Examinemethods for delivering documentation and work with providers
improve the availability of basic Internet documentation.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Identify new"sources of information" (e.g., individuals, mailing lists, bulletins,
etc.) Review existing document and obtain comments from others in USWG
about needed revisions at the San Diego IETF.
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Done

Publish an Internet-Draft of the short bibliography for novice users.

Done

Submit the revised FYI document to the IESG for publication

Done

Post a revised version of FYI3, "A bibliography of Internetworking Information"
as an Internet-Draft.

Apt 1993

Submit the revised FYI3 to the IESGfor publication as an Informational RFC.

Oct 1993

Post a draft of long bibliography and Getting Connected documents

Nov 1993

Review Getting Connected document (with ISN) at Houston IETF

Nov 1993

Review long bibliography at Houston IETF

Dec 1993

Final review of Internet-Drafts

Jan 1994

Submit Getting Connected document to IESG for consideration

Jan 1994

Submit long bibliography to IESG for consideration as an FYI I~FC

Request

as an RFC.

as an FYI RFC

For Comments

RFC1463 "FYI on Introducing the Internet-A Short Bibliography of Introductory
ternetworking Readings for the Network Novice"

In-
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The USEI~DOC2
Working Group had a small but enthusiastic set of attendees due to a
conflicting applications group meeting. The group set a new record by having everyone in
the room volunteer to assist in writing and reviewing documents in progress!

Working

Group Status

The meeting began with a review of the charter and listing of the address for the group’s
mailing list. The charter, which was not in the archives at the last IETF, has been restored
and the milestones have been updated.

FYI 19
Current projects were reviewed. FYI 19 (RFC 1463) is getting distributed through many
NICs and has generally been successful in reaching Internet novices. Concern was expressed about howto get wider distribution and, in discussion, support was indicated for
the proposed distribution and announcementworking group discussed in the User Services
Working Group (USWG)meeting on Wednesday. The on-line archive of documents which
goes with FYI 19’s bibliography has continued to be updated. (For information on the
archive, send email to nis-iafo©nic .merit. edu with the text: send access.guide). FYI 19
will be reviewed at the next IETF for possible revision and updating.

Connecting

to the

Internet

Document

The joint project with the Internet School Networking Working Group (ISN) for a "Connecting to the Internet" documentis ongoing, and a draft should be sent to the list in the
next few weeks. If the draft gets a good reception from the list, it will be movedon for
consideration as an RFCbefore the next IETF. If more discussion is needed, the draft will
be reviewed when the working group reassembles in Seattle.

Revision

of RFC 1175

A "Not Quite an Internet-Draft" bibliography was distributed and discussed which will
update RFC 1175 (FYI 3). The new document will focus on books, journals and other
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bibliographies rather than allpossible documentation. The fin&l document is scheduled to
be completed before the next IETF. Volunteers were recruited to work on abstracts for the
books listed. Additional books need to be added to the first draft and it will be posted to
the user-doc list. It was also decided to add a more comprehensive section on I~FCs and
FYIs. The final version will divide materials into categories to assist users in finding what
they need. This is expected to be completed by the next IETF.

Attendees
Sepideh Boroumand
Hallie Carlson
Ann Cooper
Ellen Hoffman
Matt Hood
Lenore Jackson
Marsha Perrott
Jennifer Sellers
Raymond Vega

sepi©aol, com
hallie©nsipo, arc. nasa. gov
cooper©isi, edu
ellen©merit, edu
hood©nsipo,has a. gov
jacks on©ns ipo. arc. nasa. gov
perrott©prep, net
sellers©quest, arc. nasa. ~ov
rve~a©cicese .mx
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(USWG)

Charter
Chair(s)
Joyce K. Reynolds: jkrey©±s±.edu
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: us-wgCn±c.near, ne~c
To Subscribe: us-wg-request©nic.near.ne~c
Archive: ftp. near. net :/mail-archives/us-wg,
Description

of Working Group

The User Services WorkingGroupprovides a regular forum for people interested
in user services to identify and initiate projects designed to improve the quality
of information available to end-users of the Internet. (Note that the actual
projects themselves will be handled by separate groups, such as IETF working
groups created to perform certain projects, or outside organizations such as

SIGUCCS.)
(1) Meet on a regular basis to consider projects designed to improve services
to end-users. In general, projects should:
- Clearly address user assistance needs;
- Produce an end-result (e.g.,

a document, a program plan, etc.);

- Have a reasonably clear approach to achieving the end-result (with an estimated time for completion); and
- Not duplicate existing or previous efforts.
(2) Create working groups or other focus groups to carry out projects deemed
worthy of pursuing.
(3) Provide a forum in which user services providers can discuss and identify
commonconcerns.
Goals and Milestones
None specified
Request
RFC 1150
RFC 1177

For Comments
"F.Y.I. on F.Y.I.: Introduction to the F.Y.I. notes"
"FYI on Questions and Answers - Answers to CommonlyAsked "New Internet
User" Questions"
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"FYI on Questions and Answers - Answers to Commonlyasked "New Internet
User" Questions"
"Answers to Commonlyasked "Experienced Internet

User" Questions"

"FYI on Questions and Answers Answers to Commonlyasked "New Internet
User" Questions"
"FYI on "What is the Internet?""
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REPORT

Reported

by Joyce Reynolds/Information

Minutes

of the

User Services

Sciences

Institute

Working Group (USWG)

This USWG
session was multicast for the first time for those folks who were unable to
attend the Houston IETF. Joyce Reynolds provided a report on IETF User Services Area
activities, including working groups coming to closure and new working groups starting up,
newpublications, and current user services related Internet-Drafts postings.
NewFYI RFCpublications

since the last IETF:

FYI 21

RFC 1491

"A Survey of Advanced Usages of X.500"

July 1993

FYI 17

RFC 1539

"The Tao of IETF - A Guide for New
Attendees of the Internet Engineering
Task Force"

October 1993

User Services Area Internet-Drafts

posted since the last IETF:

draft-ietf-isn- faq- 01 .txt
draft-ietf-ids-pilots-00.txt
draft-ietf-iafa-howft p-O0.txt
draft-ietf-ids-x5OO-survey- 02.txt
draft-ietf-iiir-html-01.txt, ps
draft-ietf-nisi-nics-00 .txt
draft-iet f- uri-resource-names-01 .txt
Gary Malkin briefly discussed the "DAWG"(Distribution
and Announcement Working
Group) idea that has been sitting on the USWG’sbackburner for awhile. A BOFwill be
held at the next IETF to see if there is further interest in this topic. Ann Cooper led a
presentation and discussion on the US Domain. Ann and Jon Postel fielded a "questions
and answers" session on this topic. (Note: Ann’s slides follow these minutes.)
Jill Foster and Joyce Reynolds reported on the RAREISUS meetings and the EARNNetwork Services Conference held in Warsaw, Poland, in which they participated. Jill announced the INET94/JENC5Call For Papers--User Information Track to the USWG.Jill
was asked to run this track, and asked Joyce if she would be co-track leader.
There was continued discussion from the Amsterdam IETF on Bill Manning’s thoughts
about how to "empower" users to utilize and document tools. The concept about the
developmentof a series of notes that will address the manners and morals of the collective
body was addressed. Another topic that was discussed was how to deal with the basics
(e.g., Howdo "I" get attached?). It was deemedmore appropriate to address these topics
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in the USERDOC2
Working Group and/or in additional
groups.

GROUP REPORTS

IETF User Services Area working

At the next USWG
session during the Seattle IETF, we will be holding the USWG
sessions
at the very first part of the weekand will continue to multicast the session for those whodo
not have travel funding to attend the USWG.Joyce has already spoken to Megan Walnut
about the scheduling of the this group. The USWG
also will be discussing what other
avenues that this group can undertake, along with what we have already been doing very
successfully :-).
GOLD STARS

FOR EVERYONE!

Attendees
Farhad Anklesaria
Jules Aronson
Sepideh Boroumand
Susan Calcari
Hallie Carlson
Henry Clark
Alan Clegg
Ann Cooper
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Sallie Fellows
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Deborah Hamilton
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Mark Kosters
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David Piscitello
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debbieh¢internic.ne~
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brendan©zen.org
markk©internic.net
seven@~tp.com
squirrel©vne~.net
gmalkin©xylogics.com
april©a~las.arc.nasa.gov
mpm~boombox.micro.umn.edu
michael.mealling©oit.gatech.edu
Lars-Gunnar.Olsson@da~a.slu.se
paisley©cen~ral.bldrdoc.gov
perrot%©prep.net
wkO4464©worldlink.com
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Cecilia Preston
Joyce K. Reynolds
Rickard Schoultz
Martin Schulman
Jeanifer Sellers
Patricia Smith
Milan Sova
Taehwan Weon
Scott Williamson

postel©isi.edu
cpresZon©info.berkeley.edu
jkrey@isi.edu
schoultz©sunet.se
schulman@smtp.sprint.com
sellers@quest.arc.nasa.gov
psmith@merit.edu
sova©feld.cvut.cz
weon@cosmos.kaist.ac.kr
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THE US DOMAIN
ANN COOPER
ISi

3 NOV93
USWG
IETF

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
INTERNIC REGISTRATIONSERVICES
ANDISI

VIEW OF SECOND LEVEL DOMAINS UNDERUS

¯ ISI ADMINISTERSUS DOMAIN
¯ UNDER CONTRACTFROM
NETWORKSOLUTIONS
¯ WE WORKCLOSELY WITH INTERNIC
SETTINGPOUCIES.
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OURRESPONSIBIUTIESAS
US DOMAIN
ADMINISTRATOR

WHOADMINISTERS THE US DOMAIN?

¯

Jon Postel

¯

Ann Cooper

¯ Assignment of all
With ".US"

US-DOMAIN@ISI.EDU

DNSNamesending

¯ Provide Nameservice
¯ Delegate Branches of Namespace
¯ Inform Admlnistrators of Updates
¯ Settle Disputes AmongAdministrators

11-11
RESPONSIBILITIES OF ADMINISTRATORS
OF DELEGATEDDOMAINS

US DOMAIN NAMESERVERS
VENERA.ISI.EDU
NS.ISI.EDU

¯ Knowledgeable technical contact

RS.INTERNIC.NET

¯ Provide two Independent nameservers

NS.UU.NET

¯ Accept all applicants on an equal basis.

NS.CSLSRI.COM

¯ Provide timely processing of requests.

EXCAUBUFLUSC.EDU

¯ Follow guidelines in RFC1480

MILARLARMY.MIL

¯ Use US DomainTemplate for applicants
¯ Register IN-Addr PTRand NS records
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I

UST OF DELEGATEDZONES

NETWORKPROVIDERS
. Follow guidelines in RFC1480.
. Assist applicants in nameselection

¯ FTP

. Use US DomainTemplate

¯ VENERA.ISI.EDU
¯ in-notes/us-domain-delegated.txt

¯ Register schools under K12, CC, and
TECInstead of EDU.
¯ Refer small businesses, and individuals
to register under"locality" not COM.

¯ EMAIL: TO:. RFC-INFO@ISLEDU

. Encouragestate agencies to register
in US DomainInstead of GOV

¯ Help: us_

11~_I:)OMA~

¯ Register libraries, museums,
city, county
agencies under UB, MUS,CI, or CO.
¯ Get updated copy of :
"us_domain_delegated_domains "
¯ SendUS Domainapplication to :
<us-domain@isLedu>

REGISTERINGIN US DOMAIN
DOES NOT PROVIDE

DELEGATINGWHOLESTATES
¯ Discover newsituations to evaluate
¯ May need to create new subdomain
in best interest for all states

¯ GRANTPERMISSIONTO USE INTERNET
OR ITS COMPONENT
NETWORKS

¯ MUSfor Museums,COGfor Councils of
Governments

¯ ALLOCATEIP ADDRESS
¯ PROVIDE INTERNET FORWARDING
HOSTSFOR NON-INTERNETSITES
¯ REGISTERNETWORKS
WITH INTERNIC
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TYPES OF REGISTRATIONS

TYPESOF REGISTRATIONS
IN
US DOMAIN

¯ DIRECT
¯ K12 schools and related organizations
¯ IP Hosts with IP addresses
~A" records

¯ Community Colleges
¯ Technical Colleges

¯ Non-IP hosts (UUCP)
¯ Ubrades
¯ DELEGATED

¯ Museums
¯ State GovemmentAgencies

¯ Provide Two Nameservers,

¯ City Government
¯ No MXrecords pointing to Intemet
Forwarding Hosts

¯ County Government
¯ Individuals

With Computersat Home

¯ Small businesses ! BBS

THE CHANGINGINTERNET

WHATENTITIES GO WHERE

¯ ONLYFEDERALAGENCIESIN GOV

¯ SO MUCHFOR GOODINTENTIONS

¯ STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIESIN US
DOMAIN

¯ INCONSISTENCYIN WORLD
AND INTERNET

¯ ONLY 4 YEAR CO//FGES IN EDU

¯ DIFFERENT DOMAINNAMES
¯ LA.GOV

¯ K12, CC, TEC, SCHOOLS
IN US DOMAIN

VS. STATE.LA.GOV

¯ EDUCATESTATE OFFICES

¯ UBRARIES, MUSEUMS,
IN US DOMAIN

¯ GROWTHIN INTERNET CHANGES
BALANCE
¯ More registrations under US

¯ SMALLBUSINESSES,INDIVIDUALS,
BBS IN US DOMAIN
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BRANCHESUNDERUS DOMAIN
¯ LOCALITY=

VIEWOF LOCALITY

CreES,COUNTIES

¯ K12

=

K THRU 12 SCHOOLS

¯ CC

=

COMMUNITYCOL~FGES

¯ TEC

=

TECHNOC SCHOOLS

¯ STATE =

STATE AGENCIES

¯ UB

=

UBRARIES

¯ DNI

=

DIST. NAT. INST’S.

¯ FED

=

FEDERAL AGENCIES

¯ MUS

=

MUSEUMS

¯ GEN

=

GENERAL(BBS)

¯ COG

=

COUNCILS OF GOV

{ LOSANGELES
]

EXAMPLESIN LOCAUTY

LOCALITY NAMES
¯ Full city namesspelled out
unless very well-known abbreviation

¯ COLUMBUS.OH.US
Columbus, Ohio

¯ If we are already using abbreviation
we will continue

¯ SF.CA.US
San Francisco

¯ The WestemUnion city Mnemonics
code. (What went wrong)

¯ HOU.TX.US
Houston, Texas

¯ Munroe Falls = MRFS

¯ CLPHOENIX.AZ.US
Phoenixcity gov’t agencies

o Use postal nameextensions
(See Zip Codedirectory)

¯ CI.SEATTLE.WA.US
Seattle gov’t agencies
o CO.DONA-ANA.NM.US
Dona-Anacounty gov’t agencies
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lJ----/l
’
TYPESOF THINGSIN K12
¯ SCHOOLS(PUBUC AND PRIVATE)
¯ SCHOOLDISTRICTS
¯ SCHOOLBOARDS
¯ SPECIAL EDUCATIONALSERV. UNITS
¯ DEPT. OF EDUCATION
(STATE, CITY, COUNTY)
¯ PUBLIC FUNDEDSCHOOLS
¯ STATE AGENCIESCONNECTINGK12
¯ MULTI-DISCIPLINARY RESEARCH
ORG.

EXAMPLESIN K12

"SCHOOL" THINGS THAT CAN GO
UNDEROTHER DOMAINS

¯ BOHS.BREA.K12.CA-US
Brea Olinda High School
¯ KJRHS.CUPERTIN0.CA.US
KennedyJr. High School

¯ STATE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION
¯ IND.DOE.STATF_IN.US

¯ SFUSD.K12.CA.US
SanFrancisco Unified School District

¯ A COUNTYDEPT. OF EDUCATION

¯ OCDF_K12.CA.US
OrangeCounty Dept. of Education

¯ ED.CO.ORANGF_CA.US

¯ CDE.K12.CA.US
Califomia Dept. of Education

¯ US MILITARY SCHOOLSOVERSEAS
¯ K12.DOD.FED.US

¯ CAMS.K12.CA.US
California Academyof Math and Science
¯ DOIT.K12.WA.US
K12State multi-disciplinary

¯ PRIVATE SCHOOLS
¯ TOWN.SF.CA.US

ResOrg.

¯ EXCEED.K12.TN.US
Consortium providing K12 connectivity
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EXAMPLES
IN CC and TEC

TYPESOF THINGSIN CC and TEC
. CommunityColleges

JSCC.CC.TN.US

¯ Technical Nocational Schools
KCCCD.CC.CA.US
¯ School libraries, bookstores,
campusadministrative offices.

TAFT.CC.CA.US
AUGUSTA.TEC.GA.US
STIM.TEC.TN.US

EXAMPLESIN STATE

Viewof
STATE,LIBRARIES,MUSEUMS
ANDGENERAL
AGENCIES

¯ ARCHIVES.STATE.RI.US

I MUS,I

¯ KDLA.STATE.KY.US
KYDept. of Libraries and Archived

!

¯ DIS.STATE.KY.US
KYDept. of Inforrnation Systems
¯ TC.STATE.KY.US
KY Dept of Transportation Cabinet
¯ DOLSTATF-VT.US
VT Dept. of Libraries
¯ DESE.STATE.MO.US
MODept of Elementary/Secondary Ed.
¯ IND.DOE.STATE.IN.US
IN Dept of Education
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EXAMPLESIN MUS

EXAMPLES
IN LIB
¯ STATE, CITY, COUNTY
PUBLIC, PRIVATE
AND RESEARCHUBRARIES

¯ NMMNH-ABQ.MUS.NM.US
NMNatural History Museum
of Albq.

¯ KCPLUB.MO.US
KansasCity, Missouri Public Ubrary
¯ QUEENS.UB.NY.US
QueensPublic Ubrary
¯ UNC.UB.ILUS
Uncoln Integrated Network
Consortium
¯ MNLUB.MA.US
Minuteman Ubrary Network
¯ STATE.UB.OH.US
State Ubradesof Ohio

EXAMPLESIN GEN

¯ DS.GEN.NJ.US
BBSfeaturing Usenet News,Mall
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WHATTEMPLATEDO I USE?

WHEREDO I SENDMY APPLICATION?

¯ US Domain Template 6/93
¯

¯ Intemic DomainTemplate

US-DOMAIN@ISI.EDU

WHOIS DATABASE

APPLICATIONSSENT TO INTERNIC

¯ WHATIS BEING REGISTERED
¯ REQUESTS
ENDINGIN GOV, EDU, ORG

¯ INTERNICPOLICY
¯

¯ FORWARDED
TO US DOMAIN
REGISTRAR

¯
¯

¯ EDUCATEAPPUCANTON
US DOMAIN NAMING STRUCTURE

STATE.OH.US
K12.OI-LUS
COLUMBUS.OH.US

¯ WHOIS SOFTWARE
¯ Weneedto let Directory Services
Information Services WGsknow we
needa solution.

¯ DELAYS

¯ RESPONSIBILITY OF DELEGATED
SUBDOMAINS
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WHAT YOUR NETWORKADMINISTRATOR
NEEDSTO REGISTER

WHERETO ADD THE IN-ADDR
NS RECORD
¯ The Network numberneeds to be listed
in root servers IN-ADDR
zone f’de on the
INTERNICwith a NS delegation to your
nameserver.

¯ The Administrator of your network has
to add to his name.server an IN-ADDR
PTRrecord for your host.

¯ Sendmsgto (negreg@intemicJ~et)
¯ For example:198.146.8.11
¯ In the Root Server the following
record is added:

11.8.146.198.1N-A~OR_AR~A
PTRDSCC.CC.TN.US
~)

¯ For example: 198.146.8
.8.146.198.I~AJX~aJ~A
NSdscc~_dsccJn~s
(Nameser~Name)

REFERENCES
¯ RFC1480 - "The US Domain"
Cooper,A. and J. Postel,
USCASIDecember 1992
¯ "DNSand Bind - Help for UNIX System
Administrators," Albitz, P., C Uu,
O’Reiily and Associates,
October 1992.
¯ RFC1359 - "Connecting to the Intemet",
ACMSIGUCCSNetworking Taskforce,
WhatConnecting Institutions Should
Anticipate", August1992.
¯ RFC1033 - =DomainAdministrators
Operations Guide", MarkLottor. SRI, November 1987.
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Information

Lookup Service

(WN~~S)
Charter
Chair(s)
Joan Gargano: j cgargano©ucdav±s, edu
Mailing Lists
General Discussion: ietf-wnils@ucdavis, edu
To Subscribe: iea;f-wnils-requesl;@ucdavis.edu
Archive: ucdavis, edu:’/archive/wnils
Description

of Working Group

The Network Information Center (NIC) maintains the central NICNAME
database
and server, defined in RFC954, providing online look-up of individuals, network
organizations, key nodes, and other information of interest to those whouse
the Internet. Other distributed directory information servers and information
retrieval tools have been developed and it is anticipated more will be created.
Manysites now maintain local directory servers with information about individuals, departments and services at that specific site. Typically these directory
servers are network accessible. Because these servers are local, there are now
wide variations in the type of data stored, access methods, search schemes, and
user interfaces. The purpose of the Whois and Network Information Lookup
Service (WNILS) Working Group is to expand and define the standard for
WHOIS
services, to resolve issues associated with the variations in access and
to promote a consistent and predictable service across the network.
Goals and Milestones
Done

Review and approve the charter making any changes deemed necessary. Examine the particular functional needs for expanded whois directory service. Begin
work on a framework for recommendations. Assign writing assignments for first
draft of document.

Done

Post the Whois and Network Information
document as an Internet-Draft.

Apr 1993

Post the revised WHOISprotocol and index service document to the IESG as
an Internet-Draft.

Done

Post the "Architecture of the Whois++Index Service" as an Internet-Draft.

Jun 1993

Submit the Whois and Network Information
document as an Informational lZFC.

Lookup Service Recommendations

Lookup Service Recommendations
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Jun 1993

Submit the "Architecture of the WHOIS÷÷Index Service" to the IESG for
consideration as an Informational RFC.

Sep 1993

Submit a revised WHOIS
protocol Specification and index service document to
the IESG for consideration as a Draft Standard.

Internet-Drafts
"Architecture of the Whois÷÷Index Service", 10/27/1993, C. Weider, J. Fullton, S. Spero <draft-ietf-wnils-whois-02.txt>
"Whois and Network Information Lookup Service Whois÷÷", 07/06/1993,
Gargano, K. Weiss <draft-ietf-wnils-whois-lookup-00.txt>

J.
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CURRENT
Reported

MEETING

REPORT

by Joan Gargano/University

Minutes of the
Group (WNILS)
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WHOIS and Network

of California,
Information

Davis
Lookup Service

Working

The minutes of July 13, 1993 were unanimously approved without changes.

Status

of the

WHOIS-t-+

Architecture

Peter Deutsch presented several additions required to the protocol:
¯ Inclusion of MIME
¯ Removethe counters for the number of responses in short responses
¯ Boolean searching
There was some discussion on the current use of WHOIS++
for URNto URLconversions
as part of the URI Working Group activities.
Peter Deutsch described the use of domain
name service to find a top level WHOIS++
server for URNinformation. It was agreed
that this work is helpful to the development of WHOIS++,but unless this work affects
the WHOIS++
protocol specifications,
further discussions will continue within the other
working groups.

Status

of the

Distributed

WHOIS~-4- Model - Centroids

Chris Weider described changes to the document.
¯ AnX-hierarchy field to provide metainformation for intelligent traversing of the index
service has been added to provide topology, geographical and administrative values.
Further extensions are needed.
¯ A mechanismhas been added for weighting information for attributes.
¯ Identifiers

at the start and end of attribute

information have been added.

¯ There is nowa way to signify any field or any value in a field in a centroid change;
report.
¯ A field has been added to designate case sensitivity of string values.
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¯ SimonSpero described the mechanismfor searching a centroid tree from the bottom,
up.
¯ Features that are still

needed include:

Needpointers that get from a top level centroid to the bottom levels, bypassing
intermediate centroids.
Replication supported by the ability to pass over the entire contents of a centroid, rather than a subset.

Status

of

WHOIS++ Clients

Jim Fullton mentioned the use of WHOIS÷÷
in support of networked information retrieval,
and the type of client development that is occurring as part of other application development. He recommendedthat the description of clients focus on the work in these areas
rather than white pages interfaces. Somediscussion followed regarding the continuing need
for WHOIS÷÷
as a white pages service.

Status

of Recommended

Modifications

to

the

WHOIS Protocol

Joan Gargano introduced that this document is available as an Interaet-Draft
and has
not been modified for six months. Final submission as an Informational item was delayed
pending stabilization of the architecture document.It does not appear it will require further
modification due to protocol development. Discussion focused on the .final status of this
paper.

Discussion

of WHOIS++ Implementations

The following implementations are available:
¯ Alan Emtage’s implementation
Alan Emtage baj an©bunyip, corn
FTP:f~p .ucdavis.
edu: /dis~/bunyip-~hois++-I.
Oa.~ar.Z
¯ DUAInterface using LDAP
Mark Prior mrp©itd, adelaide, edu. au
FTP: ftp. adelaide, edu. au: /pub/whois/whois++beta.

tar.

¯ PERL and dbm
Rickard Schoultz schoultz©sunet, se
FTP: othello, admin, kth. se: /pub/schoul’cz/kth-whois++-

Z

1. la. tar. Z
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¯ PERL4.036 on SunOS 4.1.xxx
Martin Hamilton m. t. hamilton©lut, ac. uk
FTP: genie, lut. ac.uk: /lut-whois++-alpha.

tar.

Z

There are a few terminal based clients available. Chris Weider offered to compile a list of
clients and servers and post them to the ietf-wnils mailing list. There is still a need for
graphical user interfaces to WHOIS÷÷
as a directory service to provide wide scale testing.

Update

of Goals

and Milestones

The following goals need revision:
¯ 7/31/93 - Submit the WHOISand Network Information
dations document as an Internet-Draft.

Lookup Service Recommen-

¯ 7/31/93 - Submit the WHOIS÷÷
protocol document as an Internet-Draft.
¯ 7/31/93 - Submit the "Architecture
revised Internet-Draft.
It was decided that
Proposed Standards.
development. In the
Areas for discussion

of the WHOIS~÷
Index Service" document as a

all three of the working papers will be completed and submitted as
Protocol work will be frozen for six months to allow for software
meantimethe working group will discuss the future direction of WNILS.
include:

¯ Developing a role for WHOIS++
as a directory
on data elements.

service,

potentially

including work

¯ Continued work on WHOIS++
as a component of other network information retrieval
tools.
¯ Closing the working group after completion of the work on the current protocols.

Attendees
Farhad Anklesaria
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Sepideh Boroumand
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Brian Capouch
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Hallie Carlson
Ann Cooper
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cooper@isi.edu
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nih.gov
sri©internic
.net
rgs©merit,
edu
schoultz©sunet,
se
s chulman~smtp,
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edu
ses©unc,
edu
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NETWORK STATUS BRIEFINGS

3.1.

3.1

NASA SCIENCE

INTERNET

NASA Science

Reported

by Jeffrey

621

Internet

Burgan/NASA Ames Research

Center

FutureActivities
NASAScienceIntemet
StatusReport

Recent
Activities
NASA
nowhas 2S4Kbdedicatedlink to ULCC
¯ Au¯inlla (AARNM)
link upgradedto
¯ J~pmlinks mtermlnatodto FIX-Wset
WIDE- 192Kb
11SN- 512Kbupgrade
¯ Kml link upg~dedto 256K
¯ HongKonglink upgraded
to 128K
¯ FIX-WSet
Ulnsltloned to FOOl
¯ NASA/NSF
lupporl for Antlrctl¢ connecliv~

AmesRoseerchCenter

Overvlew
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

NSIis ¯ worklwidomultiproto¢olnetworkserving NASA
~-Ience
Built primarilyout o! Prot~on
routors
Uso¯leasedIlnos at apseda
from9.6 Kbpsto 45 Mbps(T3)
Connects
over160IoCatlOr~In 14 couflt~tes
Integratedrouting with tho Intarnet (TCP/~P)
andworldwido
DECnetnatwor~s
¯ Centrally managed
from a dedicated24x7NOC
at Ames
¯ Supports
mail andprotocolInteroporsblllty services
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ANSNet
by Jordan

Becker/Advanced

Network ~ Services

Growth in Network Usage

ANSNet Update
40000~

Millionsof Packat8

35000".

November1993- IETF

,

30000’¯
¯

25000’
20000’

150001
10000
5000
Jordan Becker,
Advanced Network & Services
becker@ans.net
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1991

1992

1993

Phase5 UpgradeOverview
¯ Full Bandwidth1"3
¯ NewRS960Adapter
¯ NewDSUs
¯ NewCNSSArchitecture
¯ Internal FDDIRing
¯ T3 Bandwidth Manager
¯ Software Changes
¯ Router SystemSoftware
¯ RoutingProtocol Software

RS960T3 and FDDI Upgrades

an~

w

Ne_._~_w
CNS..__~S
Architectur~e
¯ Common
FDDI Ring for CNSSRouters

¯ Base Card Upgrade
¯ 40KPPS
per card @250 byte packet slze

¯ Simplifies CNSS
RouterMaintenance

¯ 5 interfaces per RS/6000
Router

¯ Lowerhopcount
¯ Increase aggregatethroughput

¯ Memoryparry problemfixed

¯ Introduce T3Plus BMX45
Bandwidth Manager

¯ NewHSSI Daughter Card Supports 44.7Mbps

¯ Increasedfault tolerance

¯ FDDIinterface will run at 30KPPS

¯ Increased
operationalflexibility
¯ ENSS-CNSS
Llnks to use LaracomAccess-T45

NewCNSSArchitecture

T3
Customers

TO~rl
Custome~

625

ii i
"

ANSNetPhases Deployment Schedule
1 11K)6/93

EN$$ CN$S
E143 SEJ
E142 ONJ
E141 DNJ

Sites
WashingtonUnive~ty and SeamePOP
~ o~ Utah and Dem,er POP
Univer~ o[ Colorado and Denve~POP

E128 HAY
E144 HAY
E130 ONG
~ SEJ

Algonne
NanLabsandCl~cago
POP

2 11113/93

3 11/20/93

E135 IX)H
E179 ABQ
E172
E139 HSN
HAY

4 12X)4/g3

E129 CRC
E140 CRC
E138 ATU
GNJ
~ .

DNG
HSN

PHASE
5 T3 MAP
’

Stardon:l Univer~yand SanFran POP
NA~g~Antes and SanFran POP
2nd ~d~ kx SEJ-HAY
ink

U (1[ linots/UC and SL Louis POP
U o~ Lbcdn~N~xas~
and St. Louis POP

2rid vidt lot HSN-CRC
& HSN-ATU
Enk~

5 12/11/93

E131
E132
E137

U (~ Mictalan and ClevelandPOP
I~BsI~ SCC and Clev~and POP
and NewYod( POP

6 12/18/93

E133
E134
E136
E145
E146

ComdUrtm~i~/and Hail~ord POP
MIT and Hank~ POP
U of Mawlandlnd WashD.C. POP
FIX-East and WashD.C. POP
ARPAand WashD.C. POP
2rid ~dt Icx" NOR-HTF
Ink

Growthof Configured Networks

Software Changes
¯ RouterSystemSoftware

16000

¯ Supports25,000DestinationNetworks

14000
i
12000
10000

¯ Kernelsupportfor ClDR/Supernetting
¯ Supportfor NewRS960
adapter

Total Network~

8000

¯ initial GateDrelease (11~ supports

6000

¯ SLSP,IBGP,BGP314,
EGP2Protocols
¯ SLSP,BGPMIBs
¯ Rcp.routedsupportfor broadcastmedia

1988 1989

626

19~

1~1

1992

1993

4Q93Software Upgrades
¯ T3 RouterOSI Support
* CLNP,ES-IS
¯ MigrationfromSLSP
to IS-IS (GateD)
¯ ImprovedRouteDownloadPerformance
* T960 PrecedenceQueuing
¯ T960 PPPSupport
¯ Full T960 MIBSupport

627
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4.1.

4.1

A REPORT

ON THE TEMPORARY

A Report

Presented

by Scott

IPNG

AREA

on the

Temporary

Bradner/Harvard

and Allison
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IPng

Area

Mankin/NRL

Bio: Scott Bradner has been involved in the design, operation and use of data networks
at Harvard University since the early days of the ARPANET.He was involved in the design of the Harvard High-Speed Data Network (HSDN), the LongwoodMedical Area network
(LMAnet) and the New England Academic and Research network (NEARnet). He is
rently chair of the technical committees of LMAnet, NEARnetand CoREN.
Mr. Bradner is the Operational Requirements Area Director and IPng Area co-Director in
the IESGand is a trustee of the Internet Society.
Mr. Bradner is a consultant at the HarvardOffice of Information Technology, Network Service Division where he works on the design and development of network-based applications
and manages the Network Device Test Lab.

Bio: Allison Mankin is part of a group at Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in Washington
D.C. that is developing all the pieces needed for A TMnetwork service in the A TDnet, a
Federal interagency network coming on-line this spring. She has. worked on Blanca as well.
She has persistent interests in congestion control and measurement. In addition to being
co-Director for the IPng Area, she is the Transport Services Area Director. She earned her
ComputerScience master’s at Northeastern. At various times, she has pursued other topics,
including mandarin Chinese and medieval Latin. She is on the Editorial Board of IEEE
Network.

A DIREC’TION
FOR IPNO

A DIRECTIONFORIPNG
A consensus at the AmsU~am
open IESGplenary

Oay~993)

FromThe IPDecide BOFat the Anmerdam
IETF

0ay ~993)

"Withthe adventof CIDRmul
we mmfomble
that we truly
the level ~"urgeacyT’

A DIRECI’IONFORIPNG

CHARTER
OF THE IPNG AREA

"I’ne chmerfo¢ lh/s newIESGa~ais to developa ~ecoeanendatiou
f~ the ~ext ~’. Submittedto the IESGand to the Interact
*

2.

All iPag-~ebtedwoddnggroupswJUbe mz~ed
tnto.~is newm

Rcvlcw Uz ~ impact o(~ add~cm aggregatloe

Make ~tioa oa tbc a:ope for I~g - Scaling
is~ue~only~" adv~u~ltopic~ alto?

a c~ea~
tetofdecisicm
cdteda
forIPng.
3. Develop

"l~e a~ug~ea witl be heackdby

4.

¯ Alllmu Mmkin(NRL)
-ScottBrsdnc~
(l-h..~’~rd)
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Bucdc~ all the above, makea ~:ommendation
oe IPng
to the IESG.

A Reporton the Temporary
IPng Area

IPng area structure
¯ co-chairs
¯ whitepapers
¯ workinggroups

co-chairs

¯ directorate

Scott Bradner<sob@harvard.edu>
Allison Mankin<mankin@cmf.nd.navy.mil>

¯ reviewboard

white papers
¯ providesimpledescriptionof proposab

white paper requirements

¯ provideforumfor community
to express
concerns

¯ maximum
10 pageel

¯ providecommunication
channelto non-lETFcommunity
¯ some
white paperlIpedtk~lysolicited
IPng
~
directoraternembem
(biases& ideas)
Oeople
activeonbig4nternet
|ETFandnon-lETFmseamhers
in field

possr~e
¢on~m~s:
execu~ve
_~xn~an/_
___(max
1/2
page).

¯ open
to all

¯ number

~ &

¯ reviewed
by directorateandreviewboard,cansuggest
dadflcatione
will notblockpublication
¯ submittedas Informational
RFC

IPngprocess(curremplan)
¯ sincestartupon7 Sept.1993
¯ pol’~/onIPngstandards
son~ pmposelOocum~n~s
almaWmov~m Experimental

.... Seattle-. ALEWGpresent=time frames

¯directorate
selection
¯ ALEWG
preliminary
chatter
---Houston-. form"requirements"
WG

¯ requirementsW presentsa rangeof requirementsand
time framesat Gwt~chtechnologycouldmeetthem.
¯ transition... WG
presentsstatusreport

¯ form=transition.
coexistence
andtesting"WG
¯ define&formreview
board
---postHouston-. directorate
defines
whitepaper
outline
¯ solicitwhitepapers
aboutIPngproposaLs
by proposers
fromwidercommunity
aboutrequirements
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---post Seattle--

....

Toronto--

¯ ALEtimeframe~ against require ..m~ts.time frame
Areaproduces
ID detailing process
t=rne frames

. areaco-chairs produceID of recommertdat~
¯ extended
LastCall issuedto requestcommunity
input

¯ IESGapprovesrecommendalfon
or requestsadditional effort
. ~p onthis pageif requ~(sure hopenot)
¯ oneprotoodadvancedto Proposed
¯ ASproduced
for selectedIPng

area philosophy

proposals to be madeas good as they can be

¯ proposaisto be made
as goodas they cenbe

¯ proposalsreviewedfor dadty& completeness

¯ proposalsto beevaluated
ontechnicalbasis

¯ proposals
reviewed
for technicalfeasibility

¯ openpr~_~ss

¯ ~e~at~ecommems
should i~ude spec~ suggestions

¯ formalprocesses
for solici~ngcommunity
input

¯ iterat~veprocess

¯ includestesting phase
¯ can1be debugged
in-place

proposals to be evaluated on technical basis

openprocess

¯ politics notpartof decisionprocess

¯ all documents
placedin publicsrchlves,Indudlng
wwwlgopher
IPngserver

¯ (butreal wodd
is outthere)

¯ minutes
takenof dlrectorstemeetings
& rn~de
public

¯ owning
not required,cloningok

¯ directorateemalllist <Ipng@cmf.M.nlw/.mil>

¯ reviewdonein contextof proposal

¯ directorateemailarchivepublished
weekly
¯ opendirectorate meetings~t IETF~
alsoat Interoptf enough
interest
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formal processesfor solidting communityinput

testing process

¯ whitepapers

¯ part of transitionandcoexistence
WG
effort

review proce~
¯ directorate

¯ strongviewthat IPngcan’t be debugged
~n-place’

¯ reviewboard
¯ extendedLast Cag

IPng WorkingGroups
IPAE
SIP
PIP
TUBA
TP/IX

ALEWorkingGroup
¯ recognizeoverlap~ existing CIDRefforts
in manyforun~

~
SIPP ~

¯ gatherinformationfromIdl sources
¯ replicateaslittle as possible

IPng directorate procedures

IPng directorate - background

¯ teleconferences

¯ technicalaces

¯ openmeetingat IETF
startingwiththe nextone

¯ must
beable
to represent
serf
¯ mustbeableto articulate needsof corporationandcustomers

¯ minuteskept andpublished

¯ mustbeable to articulate needsof community

¯ directoratemailinglist archived

¯ askedthat participationbechecked
with corporation
"sign on"to process
noimplicationthat corporation
agrees
to result

¯ directorateaskedto read& respondto big-intemet
( whereappropriate

¯ willingness
to helpjuggle’hot potato’
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IPng directors & directorate expertise
IPng directorate - selection process

¯

¯ solicited
names
of appropriatepeople

¯ muting

¯ frominside andOutsideof IETFcommunity

¯ international,nalJonal& regionalnetwork
operalton

¯ final selection
insureddepthoncurrantproposals

¯ largeusers

¯ solicited adviceonILst/tommany

¯ endsystemmanufacturers

¯ checke~ ~ suggested person:-)

¯ Unixandnon-Unix
platforms

¯ repeated
process
for final list

¯ routermanufacturers
¯ theoreticalresearch
¯ protocolarchitecture

IPng directorate

IPng review board

<smb@research.att.com>
<bound@zk3.dec.com>
<rcallon@~ellfleeLcom>
<bdan.ca,.penter@cem.ch>
<ddc@lcs.mit.edu
¯
John Cun-an- NEARnet <curran@nic.near.net>
<deed_ng@parc.xemx.com>
Steve Deering-Xerox
<dino@cisco.com>
DinoFarinacoi- Clsco
<frands@~umper.bellcore.com>
PaulFrancis- Bellcore
Eric Reischmann
- Boeing<erk;f@atc.ooeing.com>
Daniel Karrenberg- RARE
<daniel@ripe.net>
MarkKnopper- MERIT <mak@merit.edu>
<minshall@wc.novell.~c~.m>.
,
Gre¢lMinshall- Novell
<pvm@arpa.mil
(pvm(,.misi.eou)>
Pau[Mockapetds
- ISI
<~el@wodd.std.com>
RobUIImann
- Lotus
<lixia@parc.xemx.com>
Lixia Zhang- Xerox

SteveBellovin - AT&T
Jim Bound- DEC
RossCallon- Welffieet

¯ facility to get reviewandadvicefromlarger community
¯ specificareasof expertise
¯ indusW
input - but froma person
¯ agreeto reviewdocuments
& makespecific suggestions

summary
¯ 1st it gottawork
¯ pleasehelp us debugprocess
¯ participatel
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4.2

IPng:

Presented
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ALE

by Frank Solensky/FTP

Software

Bio: Frank Solensky recently joined FTP Software as a project manager and has been an
IETF participant since 198g. At the Vancouver IETF in 19Y0, he presented an analysis of
the growth of the Internet that warned of the impending address assignment crisis. Frank
has been reporting his projections of the size of the NSFNetPolicy Routing Database to the
big-internet mailing list.

The presentation
(ALE):
¯
¯
¯
¯

focussed on the the agenda of the IPv4 Address Lifetime Estimation BOF

Form a consensus on the aims and purposes of the proposed working group
Resolve overlaps with other efforts
Present and evaluate some of the independent analyses performed to date
Define a working group charter
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4.3

IPng:

Presented
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SIPP

by Steve Deering/Xerox

Bio: Steve Deering is a member of the research staff at the Xerox Palo Alto Research
Center (PARC). He has been an active participant in the IETF and IRTF since 1984, and
has served as chair of several IETF working groups. His current interests include addressing
and routing for very large internets, with support for multicast, mobility, and multi-media
services.

SIP + Pip = SIPP("SIP Plus")
retains SIPpacketformatandbasic functionality

SIPP Update

advanced
routing functionality of Pip accomplished
by:
Steve Deedng
XeroxPalo Alto ResearchCenter
deedng @parc.xemx.com

(1) optional RoutingHeader(identical to previous
SIP SourceRoute header)
(2) condsespecification of mute-reversalrules

IETF28
Houston, Texas
November1, 1993

(3) enhancementof DNSto mtumaddress sequences

f

Pip vs. SIPP Source Routing

Pip and SIP SourceRouting (cont.)
changesfrom Pip to SIPP:

Pip:

¯ src &dest addmssascan encodesomeor all
location Information,-> widerscopefor packetsthat
do not carry a Routing Header

op~kx~
F11F¢heJn

smID

¯ mutingelementsare fixed-length, 64 bits, ra1~erthan
vadablelength

SIP:

¯ different mechanism
for advancingcursor -> routing
index alwaysin sameplace in the basic header

optto~mutinghe~der

src 8ddr

,i

To Learn More

Routing Header Functions

WGsessionslabeled "SIP" or "Pip" are all SIPPmeetings
¯ service-providerselection
¯ Monday1:30-3:30, 4:00-6:00
¯ Thursday 1:30-3:30

¯ policy routing

AustinA+C
Austin A+C

¯ host & domainmobility
first sessionwill havepresentations
on:

¯ auto-configuration
¯ auto-renumbedng

¯
¯
¯
¯

¯ ID / location separation(whennecessary)
¯ extendedaddmsslng(if

necessary)

¯ other?.
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SIP + Pip Merger
SIPPSpedfication
SIPPAddressing& Routing Overview
SIPPTransition Plan(IPAE)

4.4.

IPNG: TPIX

4.4

IPng:

Presented
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TPIX

by Robert Ullman/Lotus

Bio: Robert Ullmann started on VLSI CADsystems at IIamshire Engineering in 1972,
and worked in 2D, CAD, and similar things for 10 years. He went "polygon-happy" in
1981, and moved into networking. He worked on X.25, e-mail and 7 different TCP/IP
implementations in lots of different operating system environments. He has conducted basic
research in data compression, resulting in the LZJUand PCUalgorithms.

The commonarchitecture defined by CATNIPprovides a compressed form of the existing
network layer protocols IP, CLNP,and IPX. Each compression is defined so that the resulting network protocol data units are identical in format. The fixed part of the compressed
format is 16 bytes in length, and mayoften be the only part transmitted on the subnetwork.
It is possible for a transport layer protocol (such as TCP)to operate properly with one
end system using one network layer (e.g. IP version 4) and the other using a different
network protocol such as CLNP.All of the existing transport layer protocols used on connectionless mode network services will operate over the commoninfrastructure without any
modification of host software.
The architecture uses cache handles, carried in the fixed part of the network layer header,
to provide both rapid identification of the next hop in high performance routing as well as
abbreviation of the network header by permitting the addresses to be omitted when a valid
cache handle is available.
The addressing is OSI NSAPs, with an AFI (to be assigned) for the Internet Protocol
address space, and an ICDunder AFI 47 (to be assigned) for the Novell IPX address space.
There is no "address translation"; there are simple direct mappings into the NSAPformat.

Common
Architecture for ...

CATNIP

¯ OSI CLNP
¯ Internet Protocol

RobertUllmann
LotusDevelopment
Corporation
1 November1993

¯ Novell IPX

TransportProtocols

Objectives
¯ Common
fixed header

¯ OSI TP4 and CLTP

¯ Common
addressing

¯ Internet TCPand UDP
¯ Novell IPX, SPX,and the NCP

¯ Incremental deployment

Information
¯ CATNIP
draft
¯/pub/tpix/draft-ietf-tpix-catnip-00.ps
on
world.std.com
¯ tpix-request @world.std.com
¯ TP/IX session 13:30 to 15:30 Wednesday
¯ TP/IX session 16:00 to 18:00 Wednesday
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4.5

IPng:

Presented

by Peter

643

TUBA
Ford/LANL

Bio: Peter S. Ford is a member of the technical staff at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). He co-chairs the TUBAworking group with Mark Knopper at Merit. Mr.
Ford currently works for the National Science Foundation on the NSFNETproject and on
internetworking projects at LANL.

TUBA: TCP&UDP with
¯ TUBAtransitions
CLNP

The TUBA Approach to the
Evolution of the Internet

Bigger

Addresses

IPv4 network layer

¯ TUBAis not a wholesale transition
just the network layer.

Presented by

to

to OS[,

Peter S. Ford
Los Alamos National Laboratory
¯ Use existing transports of Internet Suite

peter(~goshawk.lanl.gov

(TCP & UDP)
¯ Use higher level protocols and applications
(Telnet,
SMTP,
of the Internet Suite.

]ETF
1 November, 1993
Houston, Texas, USA

FTP, X, Mosaic, etc.)
¯ CLNP and routing

documents by anon FTP:

merit.edu:pub/iso.

TUBA strengths
"l~U BA Transition
¯ Very Flexible

Addressing - NSAPs
¯ Simple, Dual Stack.

-- NSAP- length,
demux (NSEL)

type(AFI),

value.
¯ Inside Out Transition

-AFI is used to delegate authority
address of value and allocation

for
¯ Encapsulation to cross uni-stack
tructures.

-- NSAPRouting and Addressing Plan (RFC
1237bis)

¯ Translation (problematic in the general case)

--Can imbed addresses (IP. IPX) and
routing information (ASes. multicast groups.
etc.)

infras-

in NSAPs.

¯ Transition

¯ CLNPis field tested and deployed.
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plan will

work for any IPNG.

TUBA Specific

Implementation

Experience
Current

¯ NCSATelnet (NIST).
DOS. Freeware.

Implementations

(cont.)

FTP. Finger for MS¯ TBone- EON tunnels.

¯ NSAP mods for

BIND (Cisco)

¯ NCSA Traceroute

(SURAnet).

¯ BSD Unix (UC~B/LANL). Telnet,
ger.
¯ Cisco: telnet, finger.
EONencapsulation.
¯ 3 Com: telnet,

¯ SunOS (INRIA).
TUBA is Unix User and
Kernel mode. User mode also acts as a
TUBAnetwork address translator.
FTP, fin¯ IBM RS 6000.

Uses DNSfor NSAPs,

¯ Bull.

¯ All

EON encapsulation.

those routers that are CLNPcapable.

¯ Tcpdump (INRTA)

CLNP for

the Internet

¯ OS! XNTDwork, profiling

Map of CLNP infrastructure

¯ Can profile

for Internet

use.

current CLNPfor better align-

ment of fields and to use shorter addresses.

¯ Can evolve CLNPif necessary. Should be
able to do so in a backward compatible
fashion.

¯ Need spec for Internet

645

multicast

using CLNP

TUBA WG: Schedule

and Agenda

¯ Monday, 13.30 g~ Wednesday, 13.30
(1st hour on Wed. joint with

TUBA WG Administrative

Work

¯ Create up-to-date.document

status.

¯ Technical topics:
-- OS! XTND (Katz)

¯ ISO document status
(Chapin)

-- Dynamic ES configuration
-- Multicast

(Marlow)

-- Mobility

(CDPD?)

(Katz)
Liaison with other groups (e.g. ISO/ISOC)

¯ TUBAimplementation
-- CATNIP/Hdr Compression (Callon

and

status

Ullman)
-- TUBATransition ID (Piscitello
-- DNSissues (Colella

wrt IDs and RFCs.

8z Ford)

8z Manning)
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and infrastructure
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CIDRD Status

Presented

by Tony Li/cisco

Systems

Bio: Tony Li has a Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics ~rom Harvey MuddCollege
and a Ph.D. in ComputerScience from the University of Southern California. He currently
wrangles bits for cisco Systems, Inc., specializing in high speed packet switching, interdomain
routing protocols and really ugly bugs.

Classless InterDomain Routing (CIDR)will improve the size of the routing tables in central
routers and improve the ability to use address space more efficiently.
Even though CIDR
has not been deployed, it is possible to estimate the resulting amount of time left before
the IP address space is completely assigned.

i|

On CIDR and the Remaining
Lifetime of the Internet
Tony Li
cisco Systems-, Inc.
The Problems

Overview

¯ Class B network number exhaustion

¯ What are the problems?

¯ Routing table explosion

¯ What is CIDR?

¯ [P address space exhaustion

¯ Data

¯ Other improvements

¯ Summary
L

What is

CIDR?

How does CIDR solve

routing
¯ Mechanism: BGP4, exterior
based on prefixes. A prefix implies a

¯ Aggregation
information.

the

Problems?

reduces amount of routing

block of addresses. Obsolete the class A,
B, C system.
¯ Prefixes allow sites to use multiple class
C’s or portions of class A’s or B’s
efficiently.
Class B no longer required.

¯ Address allocation: Allocate prefixes
hierarchically,
based on topology. Sites
get contiguous block of [P addresses.
Block size is a power of two.

¯ Prefixes allow for more efficient address
space utilization,
since the allocated
address space fits the organization.

¯ Aggregation:
Aggregate (combine
prefixes) at topological boundaries.

Utilization
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is now <<1%.

~
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650

Otller

improvements
Summary

¯ Renumbering to use more appropriate
sized blocks helps improve utilization.
Renumbering technology needs to be

¯ Without CIDR, the address space is
exhausted in -1998.

deployed.

¯ Renumbering on moves to preserve
aggregation.

¯ CIDR helps in two ways: allows
remaining A’s to be used efficiently,
improves utilization.

¯ Variable Length Subnet Masks help
utilization
as subnets can be correctly

¯ With C[DR, the address space lasts until
-2008.

sized.

¯ Network Address Translators help
utilization by hiding large private IP
networks behind small globally-unique
address spaces.

Acknowlegements
¯ Thomas
Williams, Colin Kelley - Gnuplot
¯ MarkKosters, Internic
¯ Tony Bates, RIPE
¯ PaulTraina, cisco
¯ Frank Solensky, FTP
¯ Peter S. Ford, Los Alamos
¯ Hans-WernerBraun, SDSC
¯ Yakov Rekhter, IBM T.J. Watson
¯ andmanyothers...
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ST-II

Presented

by Craig Partridge/Bolt

Beranek and Newman

Bio: Craig Partridge is a senior research scientist at Bolt Beranek and Newman.He is the
editor-in-chief of IEEENetwork Magazine, and a consulting assistant professor at Stanford.
He is a former member of the IESG, a senior member of the IEEE, and attended his first
IETF in 1986.

ST-II is a protocol that embodies a particular approach to supporting real-time services.
To understand ST-II, it is necessary to both understand how the protocol works and the
philosophy behind it. This presentation briefly explains how ST-II operates aad points out
the limitations and strengths of the ST-II approach.

Gonlsof ST41

An Overview
andAppmlsal
of ST-II
CraigPartridge
Bolt Beranek
andNewman,
Inc.

HowST-II Wod~

HowST-II Work=(2)
¯ Whea
a target get=a CONNECT
mcmg¢,
it decide=if it waa=to =¢eP¢
theconnection,
andifso,__.¢~___~
anACCEPT
me~age
with¯ Ixm/bly
modifiedFlowSpec.
¯ ACCEPT
~ ~¢ agg~ga=d= mute~ ==1 ~at up towat~ odgi~
Modifi=! RowSpcc=
combined
(incombt¢=¢i~
to be ~¢ted~t by od~in).
¯ NOTE:
Streamsaxeo~e-way
data ltrcam¢OrigiacaaBmdtotarge~lmt
notmv¢~¢
(=al¢.=if ttc~’sj~ o~¢target).

HowST-II Worl~(3)
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¯ Its sender-oriented setup appro~.h is wcl/unde~toed(ATM
and X.25 use
it too). andworkswell for small (2 or 3 party) couversaficms.
¯ Multiple inte~pcr~l¢ sub~ implcmen~ions exisL
¯ ST-rl has been shown to work in ¯ numberof modest-sized simulation

etc.).
¯ It can be replaced without violenee to o~cr parts of the architecture (c.$.,
queucinS. routin$, msdflowspee).

Problemswith ST-. As Specified

Problemswith ST-II As Specified (cont)

¯ ST-H,however,is an impe~ectt~ealizatioa of its goals.

¯ Timestamp
mechanism
negotiation deem’twork.

It encourages least-commou-d~ominatorhomogaziW
of service within a
flow. If I wantcolor and you want black-and-whitevideo from a sts~un, I
haveto take black-end-white,or the origin has to opentwo streams.

¯ Ther~probably isn’t enough managementinformation in the header for
error recove..’7.
¯ Error handling is messy. Dozensof error codes, yet no way to say if an
cnor is fatal. A pointer to whereen~ occurred, but no rules about where
pointer shouldpoint within a parameterthat is bad.

No st~c machine is defined in RFC,whichcan really stymie the implementor. (What to do whensimultaneously processing requests to add
target, delete a target, endchangethe flowspee for the sameflow?)

¯ Flowscan be (and) arc identified in three different ways

¯ Methodfor specifyinga set of tassels is clumsy(TargetList parameter).

¯ Fourdifferent waysto _dc~.~tmuterfailure (feeling safe is goodbut...)

¯ Toomanychoices for subset implementations.

Summaryof ST~II
¯ Themajorvirt.es of ST-Hare th~ pathsdon’t change
exceptafter a failureand that it supports very small confemacea
A serious flaw in ST-II is that the tcoder manas~the su~J~n. Scales
poorly in two way~.(1) Linfits the numberof receivers - to join or leave
stream a receiver must c~mtact the sender m sender can change streang
(2) Very difficult to share bandwidth amoagmultiple senders (a Group
parameterexists but not howto use it).
Another problem with sender control is poor responsiveness (one RTT
minimum
to join or changea stream).
A concern about ST-II is its huge state space and the complexity of the
codeit requires to maintainstate in the network.
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Using E-mail in Europe: Opportunities
Challenges
by Harald

and

Alvestrand/UNINETT

Bio: Harald Alvestrand graduated from the Norwegian Institute of Technology in 1983. He
worked with X.~00 implementations and other communications software for Norsk Data
from 1983 to 1989. He worked with UNINETT’se-mail service from 1989 to 1993 and has
been the service manager for UNINETTsince 1993. Harald has been the head of the RARE
working group on mail and messaging since 1992 and has been active in the IETF since
1991.

The e-mail situation in Europe has several interesting characteristics:
¯ Multiple directions due to national priorities
ities.

taking precedence over European prior-

¯ Little cooperation or integration between the commercial and academic sectors, even
less with the private market.
¯ Both X.400 and Internet Mail markets are growing very quickly.
This presentation tries to focus on the reasons behind these developments and identify some
of the key players, like RARE,the European association of academic networks.

(UNI~ETT)

What is Europe?
EuroDc,like the Intcmct,does not cxist.
The US: 200million people. Onelanguage, one law.

Using E-mail
in Europe
Opportunitiesandchallenges

Harald Tveit Alvestmnd
<Harald.T.Alvestnmd@uninett.no>

Europe:320 million people. Twentylanguages.Thirty laws.

Languages
* Mahrcatinga languageis an insult
¯ Mostianguagc~can not be written in ASCII
* Morethan 300/at/n letters, and Greekand Cyrillic
* International organizationsmustgive languages"’equal"
treatment
- > Interpreter is safest job in all Europe!

Powerin Europ~is not ccntralized with a government.
Sources of powerarc:

National governments
- ~vidu~ageadas
- Lookingfor advantagein anything

Oa~OE

Large corporations
- Usuallyaffiliated with a "homebase" country
- Coopet,afing on whateverseemsprofitable
- Separate agenda from the governments

International bodies
Nomore power than rig membersgive them.
Hamstrungby fighting over control.
TheECis still a surprisingsuccess!

DCr~ Doer
Howa door becomes
a toilet .....
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-(IJNI~
)
.1~~

Deregulations

E-mail sectors

l~Ts used to dominateall Europeancoumrics
Theystill showit.

Academic
- Coasting from networkresearch to research networks
- Fuzzyfinancing, fuzzier control
- "~Jet what work~"vs "Get what’s fight"

PTTs are proud
This meansthat they think they can dominatea market by
stepping into it. and define the waythings are doneby mandating a standard.

Commercial

This meansthat they havea hard dine adjusting

- Internal operations
havepriority
- External waits for a Standard
- EDIis moteimportant than personal mail

PTTs are powerless

Private

R__,yA’~_~
decisions by the EuropeanCommi.~on
have taken
awayalmost all powerheld by the PTTsto influence how
value added services are being offend b~ othcm.
However,
they still havethe financial and political resources to becomemajor players in most communicationsrelated lield~

- Triggered by MI~ in Italy, Fnmce
- BBSe~
inother
countries
- EUNet(UNIXusers" group) active, but small
- Nobodyknowswhat is going on

PTTs are large

~UNI* .[~~-’)

Commercial market

Academic market
Spending:Nalional nctwork5is lOx lh,olw:m:site i,vcslmcntis lOxnationalnetworking
....

X.400 is The Standard
- People amv¢~ afraid of taking chances
- R&D
arm often has lntemet, but whocan:s?

National initiatives
- Differing policies: X.400/OSivs mixed
- Growingneed for interact for UStraffic
- Connectionto commercialworld chaotic at best. mainly
X.400-based
(In Norway.approximatelyhalf the external IP traffic goes
to the US!)

EDI is The Application
-

Pc~malE-mail is an interesting by-product
Strategic Alliances at~ mo~important than Directories
E-mailmCluiresrevising mission-critical SW
Mailinglists? Whatis that?

European coordination
ADMDsare The Service

- RARE-> COSINE-> DANTE:
Aviable X.400infrastructure
- EARN, HEPNET/SPAN
- RIPE: MakingIP work
- EBONE:Connect it NOW
- EuropaNET:
Connectit with political correctness

- Chain ofcommittmentis required
- Som¢o~to st~ whenthings go wrong
- Qualityof Service (eventhoughit’s bad)

Things are changing
- Internal
E-mail wi~
Linking out becomes common
- "’Everyone"wantsInternet access
- Fear of The Net decreasing with knowledge
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THE FUTURE
X.400 will grow
Especially
forEDI.
itwill
grow
explosively.
Peoplewhoaitr.ady have X.400will
us¢it for E-mailtoo.

The Internet

will grow

Onthe contrary, internet is nowa comme~alcommodity.
Some
of the sellers ar~ PTTs-ubsidiaries!

Standards will have A~ and ¢x
Thosethat don’t have themwill die.

Standards will interwork
tIf they don’t wantto. we haveto makethem.
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Panel

by Richard desJardins/NASA

Bio: Richard desJardins is a senior systems engineer with NASAGoddardSpace Flight Center, and is currently responsible for network managementwithin the Earth Observing System
(EOS) Project. He has served as program manager of C3 systems with DARPA,senior systems engineer with CTAIncorporated, and design engineer for advanced control center systems within Goddard. Active in the OSI standardization community for many years, Richard
was one of the authors of the Reference Model, has chaired the OSI technical committees for
both ANSI and ISO, and currently teaches and writes about OSI/GOSIP/TCP/IP/Internet
convergence.
Richard holds a Master of Science degree in Computer Science from University of Maryland, and degrees in physics and mathematics from The Catholic University of America.
He received the NASAGoddard Engineer-of-the-Year (Schneebaum) Award in 1977 for his
pioneering contributions to control center design.

FIRP

Charter

¯ Problem: Internetworking and convergence of network protocols, particularly
and OSI (and proprietary where appropriate)
¯ (Panel interprets this problem area broadly rather than narrowly)
¯ Study short term and long term issues
¯ Consider international relationships and implications
¯ RecommendFederal actions
¯ Seek views of public and private sectors

FIRP
¯
¯
¯
¯

Internet

Scope

Identify Federal requirements, evaluate fit of protocols
Consider coexistence, interoperability and convergence options
Consider cost to agencies of alternatives
Consider process for Federal investments in research and development and infrastructure to best effect Federal requirements
¯ Consider specifications, maintenance, and testing for Federal Information Processing
Standards (FIPS)
¯ Consider procurement and deployment scenarios
¯ Report recommendations, identify issues outside of scope
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FIRP Establishment
¯ Endorsed by Federal Networking Council. (FNC) and Federal Information Resource
Management Policy Council (FIRMPoC)
¯ Office of Management and Budget (OMB)requested NIST to charter the panel
¯ Panel Members:
- Diane Fountaine, DOD,Chair
- Jason Cannon, Treasury
- Mike Corrigan, GSA
- Dick desJardins, NASA
- Walt Houser, VA
- Bill Hughes, NTIA
- Milo Medin, NASA
- Tom Rowlett, DOE
- Steve Wolff, NSF

FIRP Schedule
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Meetings biweekly October-December 1993
Initial draft report due by mid-January 1994
Report will be widely disseminated, announced and freely available on Internet
30-day period of commentsinvited
Panel will reconvene to consider comments

FIRP Work Structure
¯ Panel has divided its work into five areas:
- l~equirements Issues
- International Interoperability and Trade Issues
- Standards Process Issues
- Technical and Technology Issues
- Economic and Cost Issues

Richard
¯
¯
¯
¯

desJardins’

Personal

Opinions

About FIRP

Panel has the right people, mix of views, responsibilities
Panel members are not simpletons, they’re smart about problem
The problem is not simple, but a good outcome is achievable
Panel members aim to come up with recommendations for Federal actions that will
fix the problem, achieve the goal
¯ Goal is to achieve effective Federal interoperability, allowing agencies to meet their
mission needs at low cost, while taking international implications into account
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Policy

by Vinton Cerf/CNR.I

Bio: Vint Cerf is President of the Internet Society and Vice President of the Corporation
for National Research Initiatives.

In connection with revising P~FC1310 on the Internet Standards process, a section on
intellectual property, including copyright and patent handling, has been prepared. This
presentation will outline the proposed treatment of key aspects of standards documentation
with regard to copyright and situations in which the technology of the standard(s) is known
to be subject to patent claims. In broad outline, the Internet Society, under whoseauspices
the IETF conducts its standards work and through which the Request for Commentsseries
are published, has attempted to assure that it will be able to authorize distribution and
presentation of all standards and standards-related documents in all media (including online, paper, CD-ROM
and so on) without limitations. At the same time, the Internet Society
has tried to fashion its guidelines to require the minimumnecessary from each document
author (i.e., holder of copy rights by virtue of authorship, editing, or significant contribution)
to assure that the Internet Society has clear rights to makesuch authorizations. Typically
this requires only that rights holders offer no-cost, in-perpetuity licenses to the Internet
Society for these purposes.
With regard to patented technology, the guidelines seek to assure that anyone making use of
Internet Standards will have access to any required patent licenses on a non-discriminatory
basis and at reasonable cost. The term "reasonable" is not further defined so as to avoid
placing the Internet Society, IAB, IESG, IETFinto an impossibl.e position trying to negotiate actual license fees for any such technology. In any event, the IESGalways has the option
of withdrawing a standards recommendationin the event that patent holders fail to live up
the the principles in the guidelines. In general, it is stated that Internet Standards-makers
prefer to avoid the use of patented technology but that it is not ruled out, since to do so
might prevent the Internet Communityfrom making use of critically important technology
in which commonalityis essential for Internet use.
Technology which is considered a trade secret is probably, a priori, not a candidate for
Internet Standards since most standards require widespread disclosure to be useful.

Revision 2 of Intemet Draft 9/93
"The lntemet Standards Process"

Internet

Standards and Intellectual

1. Contributors grant to ISOC
perpetual, non-exclusive, royaltyfree, world-wide license to:

Property

a) distribute

Rights

November 1993

(+ many other verbs)

b) Make derivative
distribute

Vint Cerf

works and

c) authorize others to do so
(ISOC can confirm to requestors
rights to reproduce and distribute
Internet Standards),
2. Contributors warrant they can
grant fights above
3. ISOC .has no confidentiality
obligation w,r,L contributions

Page 1

Page 2

chair. Include person as named
contributors (with confirmed terms)
or edit to remove the contributions.

4. Contributors warrant their
contributions don~ violate other’s
rights
5. Material submissions become
the property of ISOC
Whenappropriate, written
confirmation of terms are to be
obtained by IETF Exec Dir or
designee (email is ok)
Principal contributors to Standards
will be identified by WGchair or
editor of document. Only named
contributors asked to confirm
terms.
All contributors asked to inform the
IETF Secretariat of any known
proprietary claims in any
.,Standards.
If someoneasserts proprietary
rights, must inform editor or WG

Page 4

Page 3
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Principle:

NOTICES ON STANDARDSTRACK RFCs

ISOC will not endorse or maintain
Standards subject to copyrights,
patents, patent applications or
other rights without prior written
assurances from rights owners
that:

1. Standards using proprietary
elements will bear notice assuring
non-discriminatory,
reasonable
licensing terms.
2. Note to all interested parties to
inform IETF Exec Dir of any
proprietary rights claims.

1. Any party can get rights to
implement the standard and use it
under specified, reasonable and
non-discriminatory
terms. [ISOC
won~ try to evaluate terms,
though]

3. If applicable:
"As of <date>, no proprietary
claims indications received"

2. Party giving assurances must
assert the right and power to do so.

4. Copyright Notice
"Copyright

(c)

ISOC <year>"

"Permission is granted to
reproduce (etc) any Intemet
Standards material subject to
ISOC Copyright, provided credit
Page 5

is

Page 6

First

given to the source. See IETF
Executive Director for questions."

Uve Test of Transfer:

SUN Microsystems

[Note - these notices and
provisions allow ISOC to authorize
reproduction of Internet Standards
without restrictions.]

Documents in draft
end of November.

NFS, etc.
for comment by

5. Disclaimer
ISOC disclaims all warranties,
Including merchantability or fitness
for a particular purpose. Nor can
ISOC guarantee that the document
or the standard does not violate
the rights of others.
[Possibility
of unknownclaims of
proprietary fights.]

Page 8

Page 7
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Status
by Vinton

of
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LIAISON

MOU

ISOC/ISO Liaison
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MOU

Cerf/CNl~I

The Internet Society, pursuant to the results of the July open IABmeeting and subsequent
discussions in the IETF meetings in Amsterdam, has been continuing its discussions with
the Organization for International Standardization. Depending on the state of affairs by
the time of the IETF meeting in Houston in November,this presentation will either simply
describe the status of the negotiations or present an outline of the draft memorandum
of
understanding which would be proposed to govern interactions between ISO committees,
subcommittees and other standards groups and the various parts of the Internet Standards
activities associated with the IABand the IETF.

STATUS OF ITU UAISON

STATUS OF ISO LIAISON

Three or four iterations with ITU
general secretary, Pekka Tarjanne.

Reference:

Most recent ¯ provided
documentation to ITU about ISOC
and the lAB and IETF and the draft
standards process.

internet Draft "Liaison between
lnternet and other standardizaUon
agencies" June 1993
(Huitema/IAB)

Advised by ITU that request for
waiver of approx $60K/year In fees
would be taken up May 1994.

OMNICOM Open Systems
CommunicaUon Nov 1 1993
(talks about SC6 effort at Seoul
meeting in October to set stage for.
category A liaison with Intemet
Society. Open: terms and
conditions of a memorandumof
understanding for joint work and
common objectives.

These fees are new and a result of
the recent re-organizaUon of
ccri-r
as ITU-T. The SecretaryGeneral does not have the
authority to waive fees unilaterally.
A number of other organizaUons
are in the same boat.

Page 2

Page 1

Huitema/IAB:

Brief History

-...agreementa...should
not affect
the IETF process nor [prejudice] in
any way the results of the IPng
discussions."

1. Inter-regional
communications
Conferences

TeleStandards

1. Recognition of IETF Intemet
Standards on an intemational
basis improves government access
to Intemet-based products and
services in many countries.

20 Feb 1990 - Vicksburg,
(Cerf and Rutkowski)

VA

2. ISOC is also interested in
establishing liaison relations for
purposes of promoting expansion
and use of Intemet infrastructure
world-wide.

One result: ITU Information server
on the Intemet to make some ITU
documents available.

Sep 1991 - Nice, France
(Chapih)

December 12, 1992 Letter to ISO
ISOC requests Category A liaison
between ISO and ISOC.
In parallel:
SC6 proposes Category
C arrangement

Page 4

Page 3
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March 1993 IETF meeting. Open
lAB meeting discusses proposals
and differences
between Category
A and C relations.

1 (the ISO/IEC secretariat)to
pursue a Memorandum of
Understanding under Category A
between ISO/SC6 and ISOC.

A: Peer to Peer (ISOC to ISO)

Reference:

C: working group can submit
contributions
to ISO working
groups.

"Statement of Expected Benefits
Regarding Liaison between
Intemet Society and ISO/IEC
JTC1/SC6"

[There is an implidt reciprocity
since IL=TF has mechanisms for
accepting contributions
from many
sources]

SC 6 N 8420

Proposed MOUto include:
1) agreed benefits

and objectives

2) procedures for protocol
management

Action on Category C proposal
deferred subject to Category A
resolution.

change

October 1993 Seoul (SC6 Plenary)
Chapin, Houldsworth et al involved
in discussions leading to
recommendations from SC6 to JTC
Page 5

Page 6

JTC1 rules require some statement
of benefits from establishing
liaisons and above is the SC6
perspective.

SC6 View of Goals and Benefits
-Simplify deployment and
operation of global comminfrastructure

Proposed next step is discussion
of principles which should govern
such agreements from IETF and
lAB perspective (cf: Huitema,
November 3 IETF BOF).

-Facilitate growth of infra-structure
based on open systems standards
-Reduce complexity and costs by
reducing alternatives

A thought: it mayturn out to be
more productive to engage in topicspecific discussions with
appropriate ISO Technical and
Sub-Committees and then
generalize from there, if it seems
worthwhile.

-Use scarce expert networking
resources in devising protocols
-Promote use of ISO/IEC
standards
[Note - these do not represent
inputs from lAB, IETF and are not
proposed to be taken up without
adequate review, discussion and
adaptation by IETF and lAB - VGC]

If joint discussions of a technical
nature are conducted, agreement
as to who may do what with the
results of the discussion are
probably in order.

Page 7

Page 8
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WORKSHOP FOR WORKING GROUP CHAIRS

Workshop for

Working

by David Crocker/Silicon

Group Chairs

Graphics

Attendees
Steve Alexander
Harald Alvestrand
Fred Baker
David Crocker
Steve DeJarnett
Luca Delgrossi
Urs Eppenberger
Michael Erlinger
Jim Fullton
Kevin Gamiel
Joel Gyllenskog
Joel H~lpern
Marko Kaittola
John Kunze
Paul Lambert
Edward Levinson
Bill Manning
Drew Perkins
Patricia Smith
Cathy Wittbrodt

stevea©lachman, com
Harald. T. Alvestrand©uninett. no
fbaker@acc, com
dcrocker@mordor, stanford, edu
steve@ibmpa, awdpa, ibm. com
luca@ibmpa,awdpa, ibm. corn
eppenberger@swit ch. ch
mike@j arthur, claremont, edu
fullton@cnidr, org
kgamiel@cnidr, org
j gyllens@hpdmd48,boi. hp. com
j mh@network, com
Marko. Kaitt ola@funet,f i
j ak@violet, berkeley, edu
paul_lambert@email .mot. com
elevinson@ accurate,corn
bmanning@rice, edu
ddp@fore, com
psmith@merit, edu
cj w@barrnet, net
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Hello

Workshop
for
WorkingGroup Chairs

- Whatare wedoinghere, at this hour?
- Themis only roughconsensusabout the
AGENDA

I. IETFstructure
II. Formal

D. Crocker
Silicon Graphics
dcrocker@sgi.com
i +1 415 390 1804

IV. Conflict resolution

Documents

The need for working group
chair trainin~
-

Processincreasingly formal
Novoting means(very) roughconsensus

¯

THEINTERNET
STANOk’mS
I~OCESS
(RFC1310)

¯

IETFWOmeN(;
GnOU~
GU~OEUNES
ANO
PnOCEOURES
(,N
P~X;nESS)

¯

["EvoLvIN(;~ESYSTm"
mINTFJmET
SYsn~
HANDBOOK,
Lv.c. & ROSE,
EOS.]

¯

["MA~Ne
STaND.mS
THEIETFWAY"
,N ACM

¯ DIFRCULTY
MAKINGPROGRES:S
ANDBEING FNR

-

Listento all pointsof view
Keepwoddng
groupfocus

STANOARDSVEW,
SUMMER
1993; REPRINTEDIN

CONNF.X~NS,
AUGUST
1993.]

. CHAINS
OrrENUNC~.An
~xrr L~rrA~ONS
"~0
AUIHORmES

I.

Workinggroup roles

IETFS~c~e

ISOC

Internet S~lety
CHAJROVERSEES
ENllRE PROCESS,
BUT;.
Fedlltabx
Proc, e~ m~n~ement,
~hings/~r,

lAB
IETF~¢retar~t
IESG
AD
WGch~ir
WorkJnggroup

Ii~
S~
~
Internet EngineeringSteeringGroup
IETFov~ldght
Aree dlrec~x
Over~ghtfor specific ~xldnggrou~
I~n~gemw~’ldnggroupto mixoducttve end
Thepeoplewhodo the wock
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¯

WOmeNG
GROUP
IS JURY,PROVIOING
IDEAS, REVIEW,
CONSENSUS

¯

DESIGNTEAMIS PRIMARYAOVOCAI~
AS SELF.ELECTING
GROUP
WITHCOMMON
VISK)N, PROVIDING
COREEFFORT

Formallabels

Formal Process

Intemetdraft:

no offic~ standing,fluid
etable spec, no knownenors,
might haveimplementation
multiple, interopersble
implementations
testing ,~11

Internet Standard: f’mld experienceandclear

commun~y ~ (and

Competence:

technicallysound

Constituency:

providers& users

Coherence:

clearwriting

Consensus:

roughbut clear

Developmental steps

He

IETF acceptance cdtcda

BIRDS OF A FEATHER (BOF)

-

"Marketresearch"to determineinterest and
ability to pursuetopic
- Optional, one-,shot meeting
Role:

Public announcement
& project
plan

Checkpoints: Milestonesand dates

II.

He

Developmental steps

2. DOCUMENT
SPECIFICATION

Developmental steps

4. AREA
DIRECTOR
APPROVAL
- Technical review
Processreview
- Independent
review whenresults of wgin
question
5. ~J~o~ TO IE,~
- Via secretariat & AD

- Clarity of writing
- Clarity of solution
3. WGCONSF.NSUS
- Clearly dominantagreement
- Diversity of opinionaboutsolution maybe
resolved by agreementto makesomedecision
- Agreement
about.parts maypermit eventual
agreementabout whole
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II.

Developmentalsteps

6. lASTCALL
- Requestfor final feedbackfrom IETF
Intendedto detect mjor en’or~ in processor
content that migMhave slipped through cracks
Notintendedas formal, full review
7. IESGREWEW
(& ~P~OVAL)
- Mayconduct independentreview

HI. The inner working group

Thelives of a chair

¯

THEUVES
OFACHAIR

¯ HowTOKEEP
moil slal~ SATOII

-

G~OUP
ST~LE

¯

GROUp
ROLES

¯

DEVELOmaF.m’AL
PHASF.S
(PftOeLEM
SOLING
101)

¯

VF.m~ES

-

DEBATE

-

Adequate
debate,but not mornthan that
Maintainclear foctm
Rehash onty if ~ive and woddng group
deMre~

-

Maintainpressurefor forwardprogress
Escalate to IETF management
whenprogress
staaed

WGmanasementroles

Workinggroup style

Facilitator:
¯ FREE-FLOWING
- Cohesivegroup
- Clear purpose
¯

Judge:

TIGHTLY-MANAGED

- Complextopic
- Groupdiversity
Maior differencesin philosophy
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ensudngfairness anda thorough
airing of viewsandalternatives
evaluationof choicesand

Scribe:
Designteam:

keepingtrack of things
Primaryadvocatesfor the core
effort, whenwgdiverse& topic
complex;must work to keep wg

Workinggroup:

Jup/&other contrlbutors

Discussion
& decision
venues

Problemsolving 101

- international participation
- Inefficient, but exlensJve
- The real place for
- Can be run as "meetings"
FACE-TO-FACE
MEETINGS
- Well-advertised aheadof time
- Inherently restricted attendance
- Limited time
- Need for dear agenda and crisp management

¯

Emailvs.Meetings
(Oneperson
s perspective)
¯

WGRESULTS
MUST
SHOW
koPROVN,.
OASFJ)OHEPrrmE
WORKING
GROUP

¯

TREAT
MEETINGS
AS"STRONG
INOICATOR"
PRIMA
FACEBASIS
FOROEC~ONS

¯

ENSURE
VERIfiCATION
THROUGH
EMAIL

13". Conflict Resolution

1. Conflict types

¯ PREFERaeLS
TO SOLV~Wm,N WO~N~
GROUP
1. Conflict types
2. Timing of objections

¯ TECHNICAL

¯ OFTENC~N’T
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If you can keep your head
when those around you...
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D~erences happen
Not all differences can be settled
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working group, respect opinion, but moveon
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